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NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PROPOSALS

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1971

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
CO3i:M 1F'EE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in the committee

room, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Wilbur D. Mills (chair-
man) presiding.

The CnlAIRMA,\. The committee vill please be in order.
The committee today begins extensive hearings on the various na-

tional health insurance and related bills which have been introduced
in the House of Representatives and referred to the Committee on
Ways and Means. Most of the major bills before us would make sub-
stantial and far-reaching changes in the present organization and fi-
nancing of health care.

At this point, without objection, let me place in the record the press
releases which were issued relating to and establishing this hearing.
Is there objection ? None is heard.

(The press releases referred to follow:)

[Press release of Tuesday, Sept. 14, 19711

CHAIRMAN MILLS, HOUSE ,01MAITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, ANNOUNCES THAT
PUBLIC IEARIN(S ON NATIONAL HEALTH iNSURANCE WILL BE TilE NEXT MAJOR
ORDER OF BusINEss AFTER COMPLETION OF TIE CURRENT TAX PROPOSALS

Chairman Wilbur D. Mills (D., Ark.), Committee on Ways and Means, U.S.
House of Representatives, today announced that the next major order of business
of the Committee on Ways and Means would I)e public hearings on the subject
of national health insurance. The Chairman stated that this announcement is
being made at this time in order that all interested individuals and organizations
might be making their plans and l)reparing their statements so that when the
announcement of specific dates is made all such interested organizations and
individuals will be prepared to testify.

The Chairman stated that the public hearings on national health insurance
will begin after the Committee on Ways and Means has completed its considera-
tion and action on the tax proposals recently made by the President and now
under consideration by the Committee. The Chairman further advised that it is
his hope that action on the President's tax proposals can be completed and legis-
lation passed by the House by the first of October, which would mean that the
hearings on national health insurance would begin shortly thereafer. It was
further explained by the Chairman that there obviously would not be time for
executive consideration of national health insurance during this Session of
Congress, but the Committee does hope to complete the public hearing phase
of that subject prior to adjournment of the First Session.

The hearings will encompass not only the proposal of the Administration, but
all of the other proposals on national health insurance which are presently pend-
ing before the Committee on Ways and Means.

All individuals and organizations interested in presenting testimony should
advise the Chief Counsel of the Committee, John M. Martin, Jr., Room 1102,



Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515, of such fact so that
preliminary assessment may be made as to the number of witnesses who Inay
appear. The Chief Counsel should also be advised as to the estimated time which
the witness desires for his direct testimony. As usual, it will be necessary for
those with similar interests to consolidate their testimony.

As indicated, a further announcement as to specific details will be issued
as soon as possible.

(Press release of Thursday, Sept. 30, 1971]

CHAIRMAN WILBUR D. MILLS (D., ARK.), COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, U.S.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ANNOUNCES THAT PUjjLIC HEARINGS ON NATIONAL
HEALTH INSURANCE WILL BEGIN ON MONDAY, OCTOBEt 18, 1971

Chairman Wilbur D. Mills (D., Ark.), Committee on Ways and Means, U.S.
House of Representatives, today issued a followup to his previous announcement
of September 14, 19i1, with respect to the public hearings to be held by the
Committee on the subject of national health insurance.

The hearings will begin on Monday, October 18, 1971, at 10 a.m. The Chair-
mail stated that on October 18 and 19, officials of the Administration will be
heard, and that beginning on Tuesday, October 26, testimony will be received by
the Committee front the interested public.

As indicated by the Chairman in his earlier press release, the hearings will
encompass not only the proposal of the Administration, but all of the other
proposals on national health insurance which are presently pending before the
Committee on Ways and Means.

Requests to be heard must be received by the Committee by the close of busi-
ness Thursday, October 14, 1971, addressed to John M, Martin, Jr., Chief Coun-
sel, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, Room 1102,
Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515 (telephone: 202/225-
3625). If, pursuant to the earlier press release, the Committee has been notified
of intention to appear and testify, it will be necessary at this time to furnish
certain additional information to the Committee, as indicated below, and other-
wise conform to the rules set forth in conducting this hearing. Notification will
be made as promptly its possible after the cutoff date as to when witnesses have
l)een scheduled to al)pear. It will be necessary for the witness to appear on the
date designated or else file a written statement for the record.

It is requested that all persons and organizations with the same general In-
terest designate one spokesman to represent then so as to conserve the time of
the Committee and the other witnesses, prevent repetition and assure that all
aspects of the proposals can be given appropriate attention.

The request to be heard must contain the following information, otherwise
delay may result in the proper processing of a request:

(1) The name, address and capacity in which the witness will appear;
(2) The list of persons or organizations the witness represents and In the

case of associations and organizations their total membership and where
possible a membership list;

(3) The amount of time the witness desires in which to present his direct
oral testimony (not including answers to questions of Committee Members) ;

(4) An indication of whether or not the witness is supporting or opposing
any specific proposal or proposals on which he desires to testify; and

(5) A topical outline or summary of the comments and recommendations
which the witness proposes to make.

With respect to oral testimony, the rules of the Committee require tlat written
statements be submitted to the Committee office no later than 48 hours prior to the
scheduled appearance of the witness. Seventy-five copies of the written statement.
would be required in this instance; an additional 75 copies may be submitted for
distribution to the press and the interested public on the witness' date of
appearance.

Any interested organization or person may submit a written statement in lieu
of a personal appearance for consideration for inclusion in the printed record of
the hearing. Such statements should be submitted in trli)licate. The cutoff date
for submission of such written statements will be announced liter. An additional
75 copies of written statements for the printed record will be accepted for distri-
bution to the press and the interested public if submitted before the final day of
the public hearing.



It would be most helpful for all prepared written statements to contain a sum-
mary of testimony and recommendations and that throughout the statement itself
pertinent subject headings be used.

[Press release of Monday, Oct. 4, 1971]

CHAIRMAN WILBUR 1). MILLS (D., ARK.), COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, U.S.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ANNOUNCES THAT THE NATIONAL HEALT11 INSUR-
ANCE PUBLIC HEARINGS WILL BEGIN ON TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19, INSTEAD OF ION-
DAY, OCTOBER 18, 1971

Chairman Wilbur 1). Mills (D., Ark.), Committee on Ways and Means, U.S.
House of Representatives, today announced that the public hearings on national
health Insurance would begin on Tuesday, October 19, instead of Monday, Octo-
ber 18, 1971, because of a conflict in Committee schedule. Thus, testimony will be
received from Administration witnesses on Tuesday and Wednesday, October 19
and 20, 1971, to be followed, as previously announced, by testimony from the
Interested I)ublic beginning on Tuesday, October 26, 1971.

Tihe CllIIrIN,. The purpose of these hearings is to obtain the infor-
mation and advice which will enable the committee to evaluate and
judges all these proposals and to receive suggestions for additions,
changes, alterations, eliminations, and so forth.

The public hearing process continues to be a very vital element in
the process of developing sound legislation on matters particularly as
large as this. We are in the process of scheduling somile 200 or more
witnesses to appear, and we will have the benefit of statements for the
record by many more. T1'he committee will need the best possible infor-
mation and advice it can obtain in this very complex area.

Based upon information presently available, there seems to be wide-
spread agreement that the Nation's health industry which these bills
would affect so greatly, is beset by many problems. Many serious griev-
ances have been raised from t ime to tine. We must examine these issues
carefully. One could conclude that the health industry, as it has devel-
oped in this country, is marked-

(1) by the ability to produce the highest quality care-but with
services so unevenly available that the United States lags well behind
many other nations in major health indices;

(2) by the capacity to consume more than 7 percent of our gross
national product-but almost one-lalf of the increased health care
expenditures in the. last decade went for higher prices, not more
services;

(3) by rapid growth in the number of hospital and nursing home
beds-but so lacking in planning as to create costly surpluses in many
areas and shortages in others;

(4) by a medical education system which responds to increased de-
mand for physicians' services largely by importing thousands of less-
well-trained 'foreign medical graduates, aggravating, we are told, the
already serious maldistribution of physics ans;

(5) 'by a largely nonprofit hospital system which actually makes
"profits" from a cost-plus payment system lacking incentives for effi-
cient provision of services; and

(6) by a clientele which is increasingly resentful of trying to find the
way through maze of referring practitioners to find services for which
a higher and higher part of the family budget must be used, and this
without confidence that the care finally obtained is appropriate or of
high quality.



The hearings that are about to commence should give us the basic
data necessary to evaluate these charges and to develop appropriate
solutions, if needed.

There is, of course, widespread disagreement on what the solutions to
the problems in the health field should be and what role government
should assume in carrying them out. The various proponents and
sponsors of these bills will be appearing before us to advocate their
particular proposals and formulae.

Today, we have as the first of these witnesses, the Secretary of
Health, Education, and We*fare, the Honorable Elliot Richardson,
who will present the case of the administration proposal. lWe will, of
course, have other witnesses later on who will make the case for the
other bills pending before us.

Mr. Secretary, it is good to have you with us again. I would ask
members to withhold questions until the end of your statement so that
we may hear your statement without interruption and then interrogate
you. If you will identify those with you at the table for the record, we
would be glad to recognize you, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON, SECRETARY OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED BY HON.
JOHN G. VENEMAN, UNDER SECRETARY; HON. MERLIN K.
DUVAL, JR., ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND SCIENTIFIC
AFFAIRS; HON. STEPHEN KURZMAN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR LEGISLATION; HON. LAURENCE E. LYNN, JR., ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION; HON. ROBERT
M. BALL, COMMISSIONER, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION;
AND HON. HOWARD N. NEWMAN, COMMISSIONER, MEDICAL
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

Secretary RiCHAIDSON. Thank you, very much, Mr. Chairman and
members of the committee.

I am accompanied by the Under Secretary Mr. John G. Vensman
on my immediate right, who is, of course, very well known to this com-
mittee. On his right is the Assistant Secretary for Health and Scien-
tific affairs, Dr. Merlin K. DuVal and on my far right, M r. Howard
N. Newman, Commissioner of the Medical Services Administration
of the Social and Rehabilitation Services Administration. On my
immediate left is Stephen Kurzman, Assistant Secretary for Legisla-
tion; on his left, Laurence E. Lynn, Jr., Assistant Secretary for Plan-
ning and Evaluation; and on my far left another individual very well
known to this committee, Commissioner of Social Security, Mr. Rob-
ert M. Ball.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, don't be under any false impression.
All of you are very well known to the committee and we consider all
of you very able in your fields. We appreciate having you here and you
are recognized, sir.

Secretary RICHARDSoN. Thank you, sir.
I appreciate the opportunity'to read this statement in full, Mr.

Chairman. It is a rather long statement and yet the subject is a com-



plex one and widely ramified and we have tried to be as succinct as
we can.

Today this distinguished committee will begin a major debate that
I am certain will culminate in a national health insurance program.
None of us can fail to be aware of the historic importance of this
dialog-not only with respect to the pervasive effects of legislation
that will be felt in every American home in the years ahead, but also
with respect to the organic architecture of social legislation that has
helped define the growth and undergirds the greatness of this Nation.

For more than 35 years now, the Nation has been building the im-
pressive structure of Federal health programs we have today. The
foundation were laid with the maternal and child health legislation,
the emergency relief and public assistance programs, and the birth of
the National Cancer Institute-all in the thirties. We have gone on
from there to develop hospitals where there were none, to shift the
center of importance in the development of biomedical knowledge
from Europe to this country, and, in recent years, to increase the
supply of health manpower faster than the growth of population,
while relieving the financial distress of most of the aged and many
of the poor who face medical costs. Many other steps have been taken,
far too numerous to mention here, which, along with those I have
noted, demonstrate in retrospect a national leadership that has been
responsible and responsive to national needs.

In reviewing this history, the members of this committee, who have
played a major role in its making, must have a sense of accomplish-
ment that is large indeed-and deservedly so.

But now the future of health care in the United States is before
us, and the agenda is full.

National health insurance is our subject today, but I should like to
emphasize here, as I have elsewhere, that health care financing is only
part of the complex arrangements we call health care. The problems
besetting health care in this Nation require a coherent and compre-
hensive strategy in which financing-or demand-is intelligently re-
lated to the supply of services, to the manner in which those services
are organized and delivered, and to their costs, recognizing that change
in each of these occupies a different and complex time frame of leads
and lags.

The administration, after extensive studies and analysis of almost
innumerable alternatives, has evolved the strategy set forth in our
White Paper, "Towards a Comprehensive Health Policy for the
1970's," copies of which are in this committee's hands.

Through a comprehensive and coordinated set, of proposals, we have
been seeking to improve the health care of all citizens in the Nation
by improving the quantity, quality, and distribution of services, by
containing the costs of care, and by insuring that no citizen is denied
access to care for financial reasons. Our legislative initiatives include
proposals we have sent to the Congress on I-Health Manpower and
Health Maintenance Organizations and the National Health Insur-
ance Partnership Act, which was introduced in amended form as H.R.
7741 by Congressman Byrnes. Certain cost control measures in H.R.
1 which contains improvements in Medicare and Medicaid are also
integral parts of our national health strategy.



In planning any such major strategy, there are underlying ques-
tions on the balance between health objects and other social objectives,
on public and private roles, on the capacity of the system to satisfy
needs within a given time frame, and on the degree to which the exist-
ing structure of public and private programs must be changed.

The basis of the administration's proposals can be summarized as
follows:

First, resources for social goals are not unlimited, so that other na-
tional priorities must be weighed along with health care programs.
Programs related to these other goals may have, in fact, as great an
impact on health status as health programs. Seen in this light, the wel-
fare reform bill is also an integral part of our national health strategy.

Second, since the 1930's the Nation has evolved a basic division of
public and private health care roles. Over the last 35 years Govern-
ment has taken responsibility in health care for the poor, the disabled,
and the aged, while the private sector has provided ever-increasing
protection for those in the labor force through diversity, free choice,
and competition. We firmly believe that this fundamental division of
responsibilities between the two sectors is desirable, workable, and can
serve as a basis for improvement.

Finally, we believe that comprehensive health care services should
be provided as rapidly as possible for the entire population. However,
it will take time to develop sufficient manpower, facilities, and mana-
gerial skills to fulfill this goal.

TIE PROBLEMS

As we seek to deal with today's urgent problem in health care and
the health care industry, we should not forget the health of Ameri-
cans has been improving steadily and that financial access has been
extended so that only a small portion of the Nation is without some
health protection. There is much evidence that progress is continually
being made, but we. cannot be complacent and ignore the problems
remaining.

The existence of these health problems has been amply documented,
most comprehensively in your committee print, Basic Facts on the
Health Industry.

As we analyze these data, the problems fall into four major
categories:

SiORTAGES AND MALDISTRIBUTION OF MANPOWER AND FACILITIES

First, there are severe shortages of supply and widespread mal-
distribution of health care resources, particularly certain types of
manpower and facilities. For example, the number of physicians pro-
viding primary patient care declined from 103 to 90 per 100,000 per-
sons between 1950 and 1969, although the total number of physicians
actually increased from 134 to 146 per 100,000 persons during the
same period.



INEFFECTIVE ORGANIZATION AND DELIVERY OF SERVICES,

There is considerable evidence that the current methods of organiz-
ing and delivering health services exacerbate the problems of supply
by tolerating or encouraging inefficiencies and dis-economies. For ex-
ample, studies of the Federal employees health benefits program indi-
cate markedly lower rates of hospitalization and surgery under the
group practice plans than under the more traditional health insurance
plans.

INEQUITABLE FINANCIAL ACCESS

We hhk-e not yet achieved equal access to health care, primarily for
the poor, the near poor and the catastrophically ill, and those who live
in remote rural areas. Your committee print shows that lower income
groups and racial minorities have far poorer health, but at the same
time receive far less health service than other groups. Similarly, lower
income groups have far less health insurance protection and children
in low-income family ies are the least protected of any population group.
Although private and public programs have grown, there are still too
many people who do not have adequate health care because they can-
not afford it or cannot meet the cost of a catastrophic illness.

INFLATION OF hIEALT1I CARE COSTS

Finally, sharply rising costs have been the most visible health care
problem, particularly since 1966. The cost of medical services increased
nearly twice as rapidly as the cost of living index during the 1960's.
In part, medical care cost inflation is a function of the imbalance be-
tween supply and demand and the rigidities and inefficiencies in the
organization and delivery of services, but it is also a function of tech-
nological and other advances. Intangibles also affect costs: the prestige
to a hospital of the open heart team or the desire of the patient and
physican to use the "best" facility even for routine care.

Stated all too briefly here, these are the problems we must resolve.
I would appreciate, Mr. Chairman, having inserted at the end of

my statement more detailed descriptions of these problems.
The CHAIR-MAN. Without objection that material will be included,

Mr. Secretary.
Secretary RICHlARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The information referred to follows:)
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Appendix

SOME DETAILS ON FOUR IMPORTANT TYPES OF PROBLEMS IN

THE U.S. HEALTH SYSTEM

I. Manpower and Facilities

2. Organization and Delivery

3. Financial Access

4. Costs

(Based Upon Exhibits in "Facts on The Health Industry," the June
28, 1971 Coimittee Print Prepared for the House Coimittee on
Ways and Means by the Coemittee Staff.)
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Medical Care in the United States
A Summary of Current Problems

ANA(R AND FACILITIES

The problems relating to the adequacy of medical manpower and

facilities include problems of supply, distribution, or both simul-

taneously.

The number of community (non-Federal, short-term) hospital beds,

relative to the population, has increased about one-fifth since 1946,

due in large part to the financial assistance under the Hill-Burton-

program. Yet, the geographical distribution of hospitals is uneven,

with some communities having a surplus of hospital beds and others

a shortage. A related problem concerns the unnecessary duplication

of expensive facilities (such as cobalt machines and open-heart

surgical facilities) among hospitals in some communities. The

strengthening of areawide planning could help alleviate these problems

of supply mad distribution.

The supply of physicians has also increased faster than population

growth in resent years. Uowever, the number providing direct patient

care has not imereased relatively, as more physicians have assumed

positions in research, administration, and similar activities. Further,

physicians tend to locate in large metropolitan areas, especially near

the university medical centers and tn suburban locations, and many

rural and innr-city are have inadequate physicians services.

Further, increasing specialization of physicians, especially among

naw medical graduates, has greatly reduced the supply of physicians in

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 1 -- 3
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general and family practice. The experience of the American Medical

Association's placsment service indicates that the demand for such

primary care physicians greatly exceeds the supply. while the reverse

t true for surgeon and many specialties.

Simply increasing the supply of physicians may not represent

the mt appropriate approach to the physician shortage. By using

trained paramedical assistants, the productivity of physicians could

be greatly increased. For example, three-quarters of pediatric

services could be performed by a trained child health assistant,

according to the Joint Council of National Pediatric Societies. The

use of paramedical assistants is facilitated when they are part of

a health maintenance or related organisation.



COMMUNITY HOSPITAL BEDS HAVE IN-
CREASED LARGELY DUE TO THE HILL-BURTON
PROGRAM

l iti

Source: Hospital*, Journal of the American Hospital Association, August 1, 1970.

THE HOSPITAL INDUSTRY IS VERY LARGE AND
REPRESENTS A MIX OF THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
SECTORS

HOSPITALS BEDS

6%e~ Federal
:Vlu nitr

Nonprofit

ocol ntey 37%
let Nan.eoEt hi Voluoriovsmmeit

812%

Total Hos ital: 7,14 Total Beds: 1,649,663

Source: MONeO. Journal of the American Hospital Association, August 1, 1970.



rOTAL INVESTMENT IN COMMUNITY HOS-
PITALS AMOUNTED TO $16.5 BILLION IN 1969

N_ P0. I
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Source: Hospitals, Journal of the American Hospital Association, August 1, 1970.

CONSIDERABLE VARIATION EXISTS IN THE
DISTRIBUTION OF COMMUNITY HOSPITAL BEDS

M /Lm, tW 3.4

M 34 -4.2

-"I ,.. 30ED4.) . $,0
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Sources: Beds; Hospitals, Journal of the American Hospital Association, August 1,
1970.

Population; Statistical Abstaot of the United tates, 1970.
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HOSPITALS SPECIALIZE IN THE TYPE OF CARE
PROVIDED

Tuberculosis Tuberculosis
1%

Short term general
2 YA A.. and

a thrther special

LoNg foenom~ral 1%
and o0+0r special

HOSPITALS: 7,144 BEDS: 1,649,663

Source: Hospitala, Journal of the American Hospital Association, August 1, 1970.
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THE NUMBER OF PHYSICIANS PER 100,000 POPU-
LATION HAS RISEN, BUT THOSE PROVIDING
PATIENT CARE HAVE NOT KEP"T PACE WITH POPU-
LATION INCREASES

130

§110

z 9
M.D.', providing patient
care in office.bosed preotice

1950 1955 1960 1965 1969

Source: Health Resources Statistics, 1969. Public Health Service Publication No. 1609.
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

310,845 ACTIVE PHYSICIANS, OR 153 PER 100,000
POPULATION, PROVIDE MEDICAL SERVICES FOR
THE NATION

278,535 32,310

Direct Potient Caore Non.patient care

1970

Source. Reference Data on Soeioeeonomirc Iaaurs of Health., 1071 Revlsed Edition,
American Medical A8ocMatIon,



THE NUMBER OF PHYSICIANS PER 100,000 PER-
SONS VARIES FROM 63 IN ALASKA TO 160 IN CALI-
FORNIA

K>-~' E~w

El]

Source: Reference I)atq on Soeiorconom,- IlA:ici of Ilealth.
American Medical Association.

1971 Revsscd Edition,

IN 1969, NEARLY 500,000 PERSONS LVED IN COUNTIES WITH NO
PRACTICING PHYSICIAN

state Number of countlex 'onpnuitiolm

United 8tiros .... 134 477, 800i

Alaska ................. 1 18, 800
California .............. 1 400
Colorado ............... 5 7, 00
Florida ................ - 4 15,000
Ooorglia ................ 12 53, 200
Idaho .................. 4 11, 500
Indiana ................ 1 0, 200
Kansas ................ 2 7,200
Michigan .............. 2 0, 000
Minnesota ............ 1 6, 2)0
Mississippi ............. 1 2, 600
Missouri.--------------- 15 96,300
Montana ............... 6 10,40()

State Number of counties Population

Nebras.kn ...........
Nevlttn .
New Mexio ..........
North Cnrolina .........
North Daikott ........
Oklahonm ...........
Oregon
South Dakot,, . .......
Tol'lnosa O .........
'Ioxta.................

Virginia.........
WisWonsinl .
Wyoming

Source: DJleir1s sft Of PlhNSv4oWOe, Hoepitole, and Hoap4tul Ited, in the Untied Stages, 199. American Medical Association.

15, 800
3,300

24,900
8,600

12,400
6,100
7, 500

46, 700
5, 000

60, 500
5, 100
2, 900

33, 700
2, 700

400



SURGEONS' INCOMES ARE THE HIGHEST

Medio net Income fom pfoctie.

All medical Gonerol Obiretriclo. Inieinils, Gerteral Pediottlcoaa
doctors Surgeore Gynecologists Procrtiloners

Source: Medical Pfcononfics, December 21, 1970.

ONE OUT OF EVERY SEVEN ACTIVE PHYSICIANS
IS A GRADUATE OF A FOREIGN MEDICAL SCHOOL;
FOR INTERNS THE PROPORTION IS CONSIDER-
ABLY HIGHER

CALF. INAR YFA 196?

Source: Report of the National Adv'isory Comnission on Health Manpower, Vol. Ii,
November 1967.

Calendor
yeor 1969



HEALTH IS THE 3D LARGEST INDUSTRY IN THE
UNITED STATES, EMPLOYING 3.7 MILLION PEO-
PLE-ABOUT ONE OUT OF EVERY TWENTY WORK-
ERS HAS A JOB IN THE HEALTH INDUSTRY

PERSONS (THOUSANDS)
4,000 -

ENVIRONMENTAL
AND ALL OTHER

OTHER NURSING

REGISTERED NURSES

DENTAL RELATED

DENTISTS

MEDICAL RELATED

PHYSICIANS

Source, Pennell, Maryland Y. and Hoover, David B. health ,Ma power Source Book,
See. 21, Public Health Service Publication No. 263. U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare.

NURSING IS THE FASTEST-GROWING MEDICAL
PROFESSION

II
I, III,

I 'a I|,
I

Source: HsalCh Reaourees Statistics, 1969. Public Health Service Publication No. 1509.U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.



HALF OF ALL HEALTH CARE PERSONNEL
PROVIDE NURSE-RELATED SERVICES

Medicine and osteopathy

Dentistry and allied services

Pharmacy

/Clinical laboratory services

Environmental control

Secretarial and ffice services

Total: 3.7 million workers

Source: Health Resources Statistics, 1969. Public Health Service Pcablcation No. 1509.
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

IN 1969 THERE WERE MORE THAN 6,000 GROUP
PRACTICES EMPLOYING MORE THAN 40,000 PHY-
SICIANS

Group Practice, Group Practice Physicians

General
Practice

6.7%

Total 40,093Total 6,371
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ORGANIZATION AND DELIUMRf

The delivery of medical care is only one factor among the many

affecting the health of the Nation's population. Environmental

factors, public health activities, nutrition, and personal health

education are other important factors. Yet, there is evidence that

improvment is needed in Many aspects of the delivery of medical care.

While life expectancy and infant mortality are improving in the

United States, our experience lags behind that of many other Western

countries further, among our population groups, the poor and non-

white groups experience considerably higher rates of illness, disa-

bility and infant and maternal deaths, but receive less medical care

than other groups.

Nedical cars in the United States is rendered mainly by private

physicians, is solo practice or small partnerships. Most short-term

hospitals are operated by voluntary organizations or local governments

and patients are usually placed in the hospital and treated there by

private attending physicians. Other medical goods and services are,

in most cases, supplied by independent practitioners organization

or firm. The various types of services are generally paid for

separately, directly by the patient or by third-party payers.
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ORGANIZATION AND DELIVERY

The delivery of medical care is only one factor among the many

affecting the health of the Nation's population. Environmental

factors, public health activities, nutrition, and personal health

education are other important factors. Yet, there is evidence that

improvement is needed in many aspects of the delivery of medical care.

While life expectancy and infant mortality are improving in the

United States, our experience lags behind that of many other Western

countries. Further, among our population groups, the poor and non-

white groups experience considerably higher rates of illness, disa-

bility and infant and maternal deaths, but receive less medical care

than other groups.

Medical care in the tlnited States is rendered mainly by private

physicians, in solo practice or small partnerships. Most short-term

hospitals are operated by voluntary organizations or local governments

and patients are usually placed in the hospital and treated there by

private attending physicians. Other medical goods and services are,

in most cases, supplied by independent practitioners, organizations

or fires. The various types of services are generally paid for

separately, directly by the patient or by third-party payors.
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There ts considerable evidence that these methods of organizing

and delivering and financing health services has resulted in

considerable inefficiency in the delivery of services* fragmentation

and poor quality of care, overuse of certain services and failure to

use appropriate facilities. The system of delivering care is some-

times described as a "non-system." Medical costs continue to rise

rapidly, yet complaints are increasingly heard of the difficulty of

obtaining access to medical care and of obtaining appropriate and

quality care.

These problems may arise in part because of the failure of any

one component of the health care delivery system to take responsi-

bility for providing and financing quality health care services. By

assigning responsibility to deliver quality care on a prepaid per

capita basis to a health maintenance organization, we would give the

organization an incentive to be efficient, make optimum use of para-

medical personnel and avoid unnecessary use of services. For example,

experience under the Federal employees health program and the Medicare

program for the aged, indicates that enrollees of prepaid group

practice plans used less hospital care than comparable groups in the

general population.



THE INFANT MORTALITY RATE OF NONWHITES,
IS DOUBLE THAT OF WHITES

Source: Vital Statistics of the U.S., 1967. National Center for Health Statistics, U.S.
Department of Health Education, and Welfare.

HEART DISEASE, CANCER, AND STROKE NOW CAUSE NEARLY 7/10
OF ALL U.S. DEATHS

1900
l)ath, 1er

100,000 Percent of
Cause of death persons all deaths

All causes --------------- 1,719, 1 100.0

Influenza and pneumonia --------
Tuberculosis (all forms) .........
Gastritis, et.c------------------
Diseases of the heart ...........
Vascular lesions affecting central

nervous system ..............
Chronic nephritis ........
All accidents ................
Malignant neoplasms (cancer) -
Certain diseases of early infancy-
Diphtheria.................

202, 2
194.4
142. 7
137. 4

100. 9
81.0
72,3
64. 0
62. 0
40. 3

Deaths per100,100 Percent of
Cause of death persons all deaths

All causes ---------------- 935. 7 100. 0

Diseases of the heart -----_-----
Malignant neoplasms cancerr) ....
Vascular lesions affecting central

nervous system ..............
Accidents ...............
Influenza and pneumonia --------
Certain diseases of early infancy..
General arteriosclerosis .. .
Diabetes mellitus .......
Other diseases of the circulatory

system ...................
Other bronchopulmonic disease. .

364. 5 39.0
167.2 16.8

102.2 10.9
67.2 6.1
28.8 3. 1
24.4 2.6
19.0 2,0
17.7 1.9

15. 1 1.6
14.8 1.6

Source: 1900: Progress is Health Sernicc., vol. 10, No. 2, February 1061. 1067: Staltilical Absiral of the Usited Blaes, 1970. Bureau of
the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce.
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rHE UNITED STATES RANKS 14TH IN INFANT
MORTALITY

IF .- X 6

P, [5-"--';

,t .u ... !xjso wo ZTIso )g )o

43I0.... . ... 14,

Source: Population and Vital Statistics Report. Series A, Volumae XXI, No. 1, Janu-
ary 1,1969 and No. 2, April 1. 1969. United Nations.

THE UNITED STATES RANKS 18TH IN MALE LIFE
EXPECTANCY

,0 ....w ]-,4 0.

So.. M....
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Source: U.S. Dporten ofd HaSalthc REduct. in , anoWlfareX o 1 au
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HEART DISEASE AND CANCER ACCOUNT FOR
THREE-FIFTHS OF ALL DEATHS IN THE MIDDLE
YEARS

306,000 d-atk,

0.6..0-0 59 ,30 
-

". ..." . . ", .

75,000 d.o. , ,

C.. ... . .. h"'.a":.:

96 35-44 45-54 55-64

AGE GROUP

Source: Vital Statiatica of the U.S., 1968. National Center for Health Statistics, U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

PERSONS WITH HIGHER INCOMES
HEALTHIER THAN THE POOR

P,0o.0 of i wtk am'Ityl.1I l DC C6.01"l
30.0

ARE

Undor $,000 63,000- H,000. p.0)- $10,000
$4,099 ,999 9.199 .6,

Source: Linitation of Activity and Mobility Due to Chronic Conditions, U.S., Julu
1965-June 1966. Vital and Health Statistics, Series 10, No. 45. National Center for Health
Statistics, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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THE POOR HAVE A 50 PERCENT HIGHER RATE
OF DISABILITY DAYS

Fo-dy -".~
SUndo. $3,000

$4,999

$ 5,000-
$6,999

D 57000-
$9,999

AGE-SEX ADJUSTED RATES

F,-,1
, 960

Source: Disability Days, U.S., July 1965-June 1966. Vital and Health Statistics, Series
10, No. 47. National Center for Health Statistics, U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare.

NONWHITES HAVE MORE DISABILITY
THAN WHITES

DAYS

Noe.wh IS.

Bed DIalII Ity Days Par Yes

NwhtNon-while

FISCAL YEARS 1966 AND 1967

Source: Differentials in Health Charactepistics by Color, U.S., July 1965.June 1967.
Vital and Health Statiatics, Series 10, No. 56, National Center for Health Statistics, U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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NONWHITES SEE PHYSICIANS LESS OFTEN
THAN WHITES

E~Zi

U.4. 3.000 1).000-6."9FI.I T.. All "531961

Source: Differentials in Health Characteristics by Co!or, U.S., July 1965-June 1967.
Vital and Health Statistics, Series 10, No. 56, National Center for Health Statistics, U.S.
Department of Health, Education. and Welfare.

PHYSICIAN USE FOR PREVENTIVE AND ROU-
TINE SERVICES INCREASES WITH INCOME

Fis. I I11W4
,&l,. 3| s .0cl114s

hP,-59o065900M , P.4. o"I",. 'Aw I
MA.#l ~k~lo. pi~tkel

12000 L y~wo

3 5. 000

14.o9

Pofw *f plm, .6453, , ,.4 llot#l to 4 "Omn o. - ,sl1'c•./o.tlll

Sources: White, E. L;. "A Graphic Presentation on Age and Income Differentials in
Selected Aspects of Morbidity, Disability, and Utilization of Health Services," Inquiry,
Blue Cross Association, Vol. 5, No. 1, March 1968.

Characteristics of Patients of Selected Types of Medical Specialists and Practitioners,
U.S., July 196-June 1964. Vital and Health Statistics, Series 10, No. 28, National Center
for Health Statistics, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.



AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY VARIES
SUBSTANTIALLY

S-, S. .

Source: Hospitals, Jourql of the American Hospital Association, August 1, 1970.

THE UNITED STATES HAS TWICE THE NUMBER
OF SURGEONS AND TWICE THE NUMBER OF OPER-
ATIONS PER PERSON COMPARED WITH ENGLAND

SuFgeons par
100,000 population
39

is

U.S Enland
end

Wales1967

1O r tz0,0 population

7.440

U1.S. England
(1966) and

Wales
(196M

Source: Bunker, John P., M.D. "Surgical Manpower-A Comparison of Operations andSurgeons in the United States and England and Wales." New X1gland Journa of Medioin,
January 15, 1970.



PARTNERSHIP AND GROUP PRACTICE PHYSI-
C ANS SEE MORE PATIENTS AND HAVE HIGHER
INCOMES THAN THOSE IN SOLO PRACTICE

PrntwIp and R

Solo M.D. r

$26,680

Net income pat phystcio
(1965)

Source: Medical Economices, June 12, 1967.

PERSONS ENROLLED IN PREPAID
PRACTICE USE HOSPITALS LESS

r,,mn modpP.

'*.& In
"to

GROUP

Source: Perrott, George S. T. Federal Employee. Health Benefits Program. Public
Health Service, Health Services and Mental Health Administration. U.S. Department of
Health, dueation, and Welfare.
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FINANCIAL ACCESS

Since World War II, private health insurance has expanded so that

four-fifths of the population under age 65 now have some insurance

protection against health care costs. Much of this insurance is

provided as a fringe benefit at places of employment.

Persons not protected by employment-related insurance, such as

workers in firms without health insurance, the self-employed and the

nonemployed can obtain insurance only by purchasing an individual

policy. These policies are typically expensive because they pay

relatively little in benefits compared to their premium cost.

For those with private health insurance, the scope and type of

protection is quite uneven. Most health insurance offers protection

against hospital care costs and inhospital surgical and medical

services. The extent of coverage for ambulatory services--such as

home and office visits, hospital outpatient care and diagnostic services--

is relatively low. As a result, the insurance encourages use of expensive

inpatient hospital care when ambulatory care would be more economical and

suitable. Further, major medical insurance policies (which generally

provide both hospital and ambulatory coverage) often establish unrea-

listically low lifetime maximums on benefits, often $10,000 to $25,000.

The poor generally have little health insurance protection, so

that only one-fourth of poor children are protected. This is especially
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true for the nonworking poor who do not have access to employment-

related health insurance and must rely on available government

medical care programs. The Federal-State Medicaid program. the

most important program for the poor, offers uneven and sometimes

inadequate protection, gligibility for benefits vary considerably

among the States, as does the type and amount of medical services

available. Since its inception, the program has been beset with a

multitude of financial and administrative problems and some States

have cut back on eligibility for benefits and the amount of benefits

available under the programs.



FROM 1950 TO 1969 HEALTH INSURANCE EOr VR-
AGE OF HEALTH EXPENDITURES ROSE FROM LESS
THAN ONE-TENTH TO NEARLY ONE-QUARTER

P.,€,*! f p.-. helh - ,ip d, . p M 6y .........

Source: Cooper, Barbara S. and McGee, Mary. "National Health Expenditures, Fiscal
Years 1929-70 and Calendar Years 1929-69." Research and Statistics Note No. 25, Dem-
ber 14, 1970, Social Security Administration, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

THE PROPORTION PAID
SONAL HEALTH CARE HAS
CANTLY SINCE 1950

01, pelymwI,

SPhIoenth,epy and Oth.,

(billions *I d.ll.)

123.2

$15.9

PY 1950 FY 1955 FY 1960

DIRECTLY FOR PER-
DECLINED SIGNIFI-

533.5

Fy

5580

..

f1,:

3%~*

Source: Rice, Dorothy P. and Cooper, Barbara S. "National Health Expenditures,
1929-70," Social Seourity Bulletin, January 1971. U.S. Department of Health, Education.
and Welfare.
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HEALTH INSURANCE ORGANIZATIONS RE.
TAIN ONE-TENTH OF THEIR INCOME, BUT THE
PROPORTION VARIES BY TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

Total Privt VO An.8

Healh

Ri-tilo ., as a Percent of incme

gie 1 22

Cress

I - o
colt yo 1%

Source: Mueller, Marjorie Smith. "Private Health Insurance in 1969: A Review."
Soca Securty Bulltin, February 1971, U.S. Department of Health, Education. and

ABOUT FOUR-FIFTHS OF THE UNDER AGE 65
POPULATION HAS HOSPITAL AND SURGICAL IN.,
SURANCE," BUT FOR MANY OTHER HEALTH SERV-
ICES INSURANCE IS SCANTY

vow so " dl edi e

Sure: Muelleraorie Smith. "Private Health Insurance in 19:. A Review."
ScW Secmnt 8 a. February 1971, U.S. Department of Health, education, ad

Weilare



MHE POORER A PERSON THE LESS LIKELY HE
IS TO HAVE HEALTH INSURANCE

SH.g0.olI..r. 9=

FAMILY !NCOI4F

Source: Monthly Vital Statistics Report, February 2, 1970. National Center for Health
,atistics, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

LESS THAN ONE-FOURTH OF CHILDREN WHO
ARE POOR HAVE HOSPITAL INSURANCE

peret vil 460410 inwf M

Porewlll 610^110011 I~IV-141:
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Source: Health interview Survie, 1968. National Center for Health Statistics. U.S.
apartment of Health, Education, and Welfare.



. MEDICARE AND MEDICAID CONTRIBUTE
NEARLY THREE-FIFTHS OF ALL GOVERNMENT
HEALTH SPENDING

$15.7 billion$7.9 billion

FY 1966 FY 1970

Source: Cooper, Barbara S. and McGee, Mary F. "Medical Care Outlays for Three
Age Groups: Young, Intermediate and Aged." Social Sccurity Bulletin, May 1971. U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

BEFORE MEDICARE, PRIVATE FUNDS PAID
69 CENTS OUT OF EVERY HEALTH CARE DOLLAR
FOR THE AGED; TODAY THEY PAY 33 CENTS
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COSTS

The cost of medical care services has been rising at a rapid pace

for many years--both in dollars and as a proportion of the gross national

product. About one-half of the increase in medical costs in the last 20

years resulted from the rise in prices and about one-third from increased

use of services and introduction of new medical techniques, drugs and

treatment procedures. (The balance of the increase is due to the rise

in population.) The rate of increase in cost has greatly accelerated

since 1966 when the Medicare and Medicaid programs first went into

effect.

The large increase in hospital costs in recent years is in part

attributable to the substantial pay raises given hospital employees,

whose wages had long lagged behind those of other workers. The pay

increases were given in response to demands from organizations of

hospital workers and the extension (in 1967) of the minimum wage to

hospital employees. Other expenditures of hospitals--for supplies,

equipment and advanced medical technology--have also increased substan-

tially durinS this period, and the net Income of hospitals has also

risen. Increases is hospital expenditures have been made possible,

in part, by the flew of additional revenue to hospitals from payments

under the Medicare and Medicaid programs.

bspital and other institutional providers are reimbursed on a cost

basis for services under the edicare, Medicaid, and some private insur-

nce plans Payment on this basis provides little incentive for
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improving efficiency and productivity of hospital operations.

Development of other methods of payment, for example, payment on a

prospective basis (rather than retroactively on a cost basis) might

provide such incentives. Further, the actions of areawide planning

could be strengthened if government programs and other third-party

payors would withhold payment of costs (interest and depreciation)

for hospital expansion not approved by the local planning agencies.

The rise in physicians' fees have also accelerated since 1966.

Part of this increase was in anticipation of the Medicare program.

The increased demand for physicians services resulting from the new

government programs and additional private coverage--an increase not

met by a rise in the availability of these services--is largely

responsible for the increase in fee levels. Improvements in the

availability and productivity of physicians services, as well as

appropriate limits on physicians' fees, are necessary to deal with this

problem.



HEALTH SPENDING TODAY-$67.2 BILLION-IS
FIVE TIMES THE SPENDING OF 20 YEARS AGO
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IN THE LAST 20 YEARS, EACH PERSON'S AVER-
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HIGHER PRICES CAUSED NEARLY
20-YEAR GROWTH
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Source: Rice, Dorothy P. and Cooper, Barbara S. "National Health Expenditures,
1929-70," Social Security Bulletin, January 1971, U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare.
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MEDICALL CARE PRICES HAVE JUMPED 29
PERCENT IN 4 YEARS

Source: Consumer Price Index, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of
Labor.

HOSPITAL I)AILY SERVICE CHARGES HAVE
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HOSPITAL COSTS HAVE INCREASED SUBSTAN-
TIALLY REGARDLESS OF MEASURE USED

1968

1969

1970

ANNUAL PERCENT INCREASE

Hospitaol Daily Servtice Charges Averge Hospital Esipese per Patient Day

I1, 4% 15.0% 15, %
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Sources: Consumer Price Index, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of
Labor.

Hospitals, Journal of the American Hospital Association.
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PAYROLL AND NONWAGE EXPENSES HAVE
BEEN RISING AT ABOUT THE SAME RATE
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PHYSICIANS' FEES ACCELERATED BEGINNING
IN 1966
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Secretary RICHARDSON. I shall turn to the administration's proposals
for addressing these problems; I will then examine other health care
proposals now pending before the Congress and will compare their
capacity for dealing with the same problems.

OUR PROPOSED SoLUTIoNs

SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY

Turning first to the impact of our solutions to meet the problems
of shortage and maldistribution of resources, we have proposed health
manpower legislation. Under that bill the current Federal support of
medical and dental training would be broadened to increase the supply
of doctors and paramedical personnel, to shorten training time, and
to increase the number of doctors and nurses in medically underserved
rural and inner-city areas.

ORGANIZATION AND DELIVERY STRATEGY

As you will recall, during your committee's deliberations on H.R. 1,
the Welfare Reform bill, we worked with your committee to develop a
Health Maintenance Organization option for Medicare-and Medicaid
to ensure that prepaid health groups and other capitation plans would
be eligible for reimbursement under these programs on a prospective
basis. To insure that this option exists, in fact, for an increasing pro-
portion of the population, we have also recommended major new legis-
lation to stimulate the development and expansion of Health Mainte-
nance Organizations. Our proposal, pending before the Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee, provides for planning grants and con-
tracts, grants for operating HMO's serving predominantly under-
served areas, loan guarantees for HMO capital costs and for working
capital for private organizations, and direct loans for public HMO's.

FINANCING STRATEGY

Through the National Health Insurance Partnership Act, the ad-
ministration seeks to improve health care by building upon the exist-
ing public-private health financing arrangements, while simultane-
ously correcting their shortcomings.

Our bill is designed to insure that every family in America will
have access to health insurance, at reasonable cost and with improved
protection, through enforcement of standards for participating insur-
ers, and controls on cost and quality for providers. Our bill consists of
two major elements: National Health Insurance Standards (title I),
covering the employed, and the Family Health Insurance Plan (title
II), covering families with children not covered by title I.

1. National Health Insurance Standard8 Act
The National Health Insurance Standards Act would require all pri-

vate employers in the Nation to provide basic health insurance cover-
age for virtually all their employees and their employees' immediate
families. Precedents for this requirement are the minimum wage law,
workmen's compensation, cash sickness and occupational health and
safety legislation.



The bill would require a minimum standard of health insurance bene-
fits covering the highest priority medical needs. Coverage would be re-
quired for inpatient hospital care, surgical and medical care, inpatient
and outpatient physicians' services, laboratory, x-ray and other ancil-
lary medical services, maternity care, well-child care, and vision care
for children. Initially coverage of prescription drugs, outpatient psy-
chiatric care and dental care for children would not be required. How-
ever, in later years when the priority benefits are in place and as re-
sources become available, we would hope to be able to add to the list of
minimum benefits.

The benefits under this act would be financed through premium pay-
ments jointly made by employers and employees. For the first two and
one-half years after enactment the maximum employee contribution
would be 35 percent of the total premium paid; thereafter, the em-
ployee contribution would be limited to 25 percent. Employees would
have the option to select only the mandated basic benefits in preference
to more comprehensive benefit programs offered by the employer. Cov-
ered employees (those with 13 or more weeks of employment) would
remain entitled to coverage and employer contributions for 90 days fol-
lowing termination of employment. This feature will temporarily pro-
tect the transitionally unemployed and the families whose bread-
winners die by giving them time to apply for any public programs they
may be entitled to, or for conversion coverage or pool coverage.

To achieve cost consciousness and reduce the tendency toward un-
necessary utilization of health care services, a maximum hospital room
and board deductible of two days per person, no greater than a $100
deductible for all other services, and coinsurance up to 25 percent of ex-
penditures are included in the plan. However, when an individual's
medical bills for basic services reached $5,000, there could be no further
deductibles or coinsurance for that year and for the next 2 years.
Catastrophic protection for at least $50,000 per person would be re-
quired, with automatic restoration of at least $2,000 in benefits each
year.

The bill would require that employees be given the option to par-
ticipate in a Health Maintenance Organization, if available, along with
the more traditional health plans. We believe this is a highly impor-
tant feature of the bill. As I have noted earlier, experience under the
Federal Employee Program and other experience with prepaid capi-
tation plans indicate that they result in more efficient use of scarce
medical resources, which may in turn lead to lower consumer costs.
2. Family Health Insurance Plan

The second part of the administration's health financing proposal
is the Family Health Insurance Plan. This plan would replace Medi-
caid for poor families with children and would remove the major in-
equities in the current program.

The committee is well aware of the inequities and work disincen-
tives in the Medicaid program. The Family Health Insurance Plan
and the National Health Insurance Standards program would, to-
gether, reduce these problems. The Family Health Insurance Plan
would remove the current inequities in Medicaid with respect to fam-
ilies headed by men, and with respect to the working poor. It would
eliminate the patch work of different income eligibility criteria and



benefits among the States. And most important, combined with the
National Health insurance Standards program, it would prevent a
sudden loss of all health financing benefits when earnings rise, a prob-
lem which now occurs under Medicaid.

Under the Family Health Insurance Plan, basic health insurance
protection will be provided for low income families with children not
covered by an employer plan. Income eligibility would be uniform
nationally, and cut-off levels would range from a maximum of $2,500
for a one-person family to $7,000 for families with seven or more. For
a family of four, maximum income for eligibility would be $5,000.
We estimate that more than three million families, or almost 15 mil-
lion people, would be covered by the program.

Benefits would also be uniform nationally, and would include 30
days of inpatient care or an equivalent amount in extended care or
home health care; inpatient and outpatient services of physicians;
maternity care and family planning; well-child care; vision care for
children; laboratory and x-ray services; and emergency services. Here,
too, we would hope to be able to expand the scope of benefits in the
future in tandem with expansions in the employer-employee plan when
the priority benefits are in place and as resources permit. Under the
bill, should the States desire to provide supplemental coverage, the
Federal Government would provide 100 percent financing of the ad-
ministration of the additional benefits.

The Family Health Insurance Plan will be financed with Federal
general revenues and with family contributions, in the form of pre-
miums, deductibles, and coinsurance, which would increase as income
rises.

The poorest families would not be required to make any contribu-
tion: a family of four would not be required to share the cost if its
income were $3,000 or less. Deductibles and coinsurance would not, in
any event, apply to well-child care, maternity care, or family plan-
ning services. As in the employer-employee plan, families would have
the option of enrolling in a health maintenance organization.

Although the family health insurance plan would replace medicaid
for poor families with children, under title III of our bill, the current
medicaid program for the aged, blind, disabled, and children in foster
care would be retained.

The proposals I have outlined, combined with medicare and other
Federal programs, provide a minimum standard of protection for
almost all families with children and for most individuals in the Na-
tion, without destroying existing private programs and collective bar-
gaining arrangements.

COST CONTROL STRATEGY

The administration's cost control strategy employs a variety of tech-
niques. We seek both an immediate and a long-run reduction in the
rate at which health care costs have been rising. First, we consider
our Health Maintenance Organization proposal as part of our cost
control strategy because the evidence indicates such groups are more
efficient and may be less costly. The cost-effectiveness provisions we
proposed and your committee incorporated in H.R. 1, which would
also become a part of the National Health Insurance Partnership Act,
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are another element of our strategy. These provisions include: author-
ity to deny Federal reimbursement for interest and depreciation on
major capital expenditures which are inconsistent with plans of official
State and local planning agencies; authority to limit reimbursements
to less than full cost for those institutions whose aggregate costs are
obviously out of line with those of comparable institutions; and au-
thority to limit prevailing fee increases to an economic index. Sim-
ilarly, the authority in T1I.1. 1 for experimentation with different reim-
bursement and peer review approaches is part of our cost-effectiveness
policy. Further, the regulatory proposal I am about to describe would
also emphasize cost-awareness among providers, the public, and
carriers.

A key factor in our health care strategy is several entirely new pro-
posals regarding cost and quality control which we will submit to this
committee shortly.

(The information referred to follows:)

NEW PROPOSALS REGARDING COST AND QUALITY CONTROLS FOR TIE HEALTH SECTOR

We are in the process of finalizing a set of amendments to the National Health
Insurance Partnership Act which would strengthen the regulatory base for health
insurance and improve consumer information concerning health care costs and
delivery system alternatives. These will further improve the prospects for
achieving effective cost and quality control in the health services sector. We will
present these amendments during the Executive sessions.

These would regulate the health insurance industry and tighten con-
trols on provider costs and inefficiencies.

REGULATION OF INSURERS AN) PROVIDERS

IIEALTII INSURANCE REGULATION

When the administration first proposed that all employers De re-
quired to purchase health insurance, a privately produced product, it
recognized that it would be necessary to provide assurances that the
product delivered to the consumer would be reasonably priced and
backed by reputable, financially sound companies. Regulation is a
necessary corollary to the mandating of private insurance. In develop-
ing our regulatory proposals, as in developing our financing proposals,
we have sought to build on existing foundations, while at the same
time improving and strengthening them. Effective insurance regulatory
mechanisms are already in operation in many States; in other States
additional authority will be necessary.

For example, in at least 21 States insurance companies are required
to file health insurance rates, but in approximately half the States no
such requirement is now imposed. All States require insurance com-
panies to file annual financial statements, but in some States inde-
pendent audits of insurance companies are required only once every
3 to 5 years. A recent study discovered that at least 28 insurance com-
panies failed over a 16-month period, leaving their policyholders in
severe jeopardy; one State, in which 10 of the 28 companies were
domiciled, was moved by these events to enact an insolvency law pro-
tecting policyholders similar to statutes already in effect in a number
of States.



Where State regulatory authority is lacking, we will seek through
agreements with the States to insure that the needed authority is put
in place. We believe those States will act promptly to adopt authority
meeting Federal standards. Where this is not the case, the Federal
Government will be forced to exercise standby authority. Under our
amendments we intend to secure agreements with States under which
States will:

1. Require annual independent audits of participating insurance
companies.

2. Create State mechanisms to protect consumers against the in-
solvency of health insurance carriers. A Federal mechanism will also
be established if a State does not pass the necessary legislation.

3. Provide "file and use" procedures for NHISA premium rates
under NHISA insurance contracts, with authority for the States to
disapprove extraordinary rates.

4. Require disclosure by insurers of their administrative expenses
as a percentage of premiums. Standard accounting procedures neces-
sary to make this possible will be proposed by the industry and the
States for approval by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

5. Create insurance pools in every State, open to small employers,
the self-employed, and those who are not employed but are ineligible
for federally financed health programs.

6. Finally, require health insurance companies to inform prospective
policyholders as to benefits, exclusions, premium costs and delivery sys-
tem choices.

We believe that the amendments I have described and which we will
submit to the Congress will protect the consumers of mandated em-
ployer-employee health insurance.

HEALTH PROVIDER REGULATION

In order to help the consumer become a prudent buyer in the medical
care market and to protect the consumer against unnecessary increases
in health care costs, we shall take the following measures and seek ad-
ditional authority for them where needed:

1. Providers will be required by the States to inform the public as
to charges for standard items and other patient access matters.

2. We will request authority to preclude reimbursement under
FHIP/NHISA for interest, depreciation and services with regard to
construction of new hospitals and the purchase of special equipment
that has not been approved affirmatively by the appropriate State
health planning agency. As noted above, H.R. 1 would grant this au-
thority only when State agencies have disapproved-such expenditures.

3. We will establish on an experimental basis local quality review
organizations composed of outside medical experts, including non-
providers in some instances, as provided for in H.R. 1.

4. We also propose to require NHISA carriers to apply control mea-
sures and statistical reporting measures in accordance with Federal
guidelines, such as strict review of utilization of health care services.
Specific plans for implementation with regard to wages and prices will
be developed in conjunction with the Committee on the Health In-



dustry established by the President under Phase II of his New Eco-
nomic Policy.

5. State planning agencies will be required in cooperation with
areawide planning agencies and as a condition of Federal grant sup-
port and approval to identify geographic areas of physician and fa-
cility oversupply and undersupply. States are to develop and apply
detailed criteria based on Federal guidelines, and publish this
information.

Let us now look briefly at the impact the administration's proposals
would have on the health care problems I discussed earlier.

IMPACT OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSALS ON HEALTH CARE

PROBLEMS

SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION OF SERVICES

While financing programs cannot alone improve the supply and dis-
tribution of health care services, the form which financing takes can
have some impact. For example, the National Health Insurance Part-
nership Act specifically provides that services of pediatric nurse
practitioners and nurse midwives working under the supervision of
physicians must be covered. This provision complements efforts in
our health manpower proposal to increase the supply of paramedical
personnel in order to release physicians for more complex tasks.

ORGANIZATION AND DELIVERY OF SERVICES

With regard to the organization and delivery of services, the bene..
fits required by the NHIPA are designed to correct the failures of
existing private health insurance, by changing the emphasis from
hospital and surgical care to )reventive services, health maintenance,
and outpatient care. This structure of benefits would begin to move
the Nation away from the present overuse of high-cost inpatient serv-
ices. Furthermore, the HMO option would remove an impediment,
which is built into most private health insurance today, to the free
choice of care and would provide an incentive for wider development
of this organizational form. This provision would complement our
HMO assistance proposal. Further, title IV of NHIPA would elimi-
nate existing State barriers to HMO's operating under this bill.

FINANCIAL ACCESS

With respect to the problem of financial access, the National Health
Insurance Partnership Act, combined with existing programs would
provide financial protection against illness for almost everyone in the
Nation. Under the National Health Insurance Standards Act, all pri-
vate workers including the working poor, will have access to broad
coverage with low premium sharing. Other poor families with children
would receive basic health insurance protection under the family
health insurance plan. All working families would have protection
against catastrophic illness under the National Health Insurance
Standards.



COST AND QUALITY

We have also sought to cope with the problems of cost and quality
in the National Health Insurance Partnership Act and the new regu-
latory proposals, I have described. We believe that, taken together,
these proposals will effectively protect the consumer against unwar-
ranted cost inflation and insure maintenance of quality in both health
insurance and health care services.

Having described the administration's proposals, I should now like
to turn to several of the other competing proposals also before this
committee.

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER PROPOSALS

In developing our positions, we analyzed various other proposals
introduced in the 91st and 92d Congresses. Comparisons of these pro-
posals and their costs are set forth in your committee print, "Analysis
of Health Insurance Proposals Introduced in the 92d Congress."

Most of the proposals attempt to cope with the same problems. All
presume that some people lack the ability to buy adequate health care,
and that services are not available and accessible to all. Most of the
proposals recognize that resources must be developed to anticipate the
demand that is likely to be created by additional financing. There is
also little dispute among them that the design of financing programs
will affect the organization, delivery, cost and quality of services.

There is much, however, to debate in the alternative proposals. Some
deal merely with financing of a specific type of benefits for a specific
group; some provide only a financing plan for the whole population;
and some propose comprehensive programs that pertain to manpower,
planning and the organization of services, as well as to financing of
health care. They range from proposals that assume the health in-
dustry is virtually beyond repair to proposals that assume there are
few, if any, deficiencies in the health care industry.

These proposals fall into three large categories: those which would
fully federalize health financing; those which would rely on tax in-
centive and tax credit provisions; and those which would focus on
coverage of catastrophic illness costs.

FULLY FEDERALIZED PROGRAMS

The typical fully federalized program, as represented by H.R. 22,
the Health Security Act, introduced by Representatives Griffiths,
Corman, and others, proposes to provide all citizens with virtually all
personal health care services financed entirely by Federal funds. It
proposes to do this by eliminating patient charges by providers for
the services covered by health security and at the same time by limiting
total Federal health financing expenditures to twice the amount of
revenue raised by additional payroll taxes.

In addition to paying for services out of the total revenues, the
Health Security Act would set aside an amount-eventually an an-
nual percentage-to develop health resources.

Annual Federal budgets for health care would be determined from
statistics on per capita outlays for each type and form of service coy-



ered. Within this budgetary process, decisions on disbursements would
flow from the central Federal agency to regional Federal agencies and,
in turn, to area Federal agencies. All providers would negotiate for
the reimbursement they feel they need, using prescribed cost. account-
ing systems and whatever justifications they are able to marshal. For
other providers, such as physicians, the Federal program would also
establish fee-for-service budgets and capitation amounts.

MA NPOWER ANI) RESOURCE DISTRIBUTION

Health security would establish a health resources development
fund to provide funds for manpower training and comprehensive
health service systems. Health security also promises to reallocate our
Nation's health resources by intentionally adjusting budget allocation
to each region in order to equalize differences in per capita outlays
experienced in prior periods. Presumably, "equal" access to care, both
quantitatively and qualitatively, would result from budgetary deci-
sions of Federal agencies.

Proponents of a fully federalized program assume that Federal
know-how and financial pressure are all that are needed to correct the
maldistribution of manpower and other resources throughout, the Na-
tion-an assumption which I believe is grossly inaccurate and unreal-
istic, if not utopian. The proponents of H.R. 22 presume that the Fed-
eral Government could by fiat shift hospitals and other medical
resources from State to State.

ORGANIZATION AND DELIVERY

The proponents of health security would also attack the problems of
organization and delivery through the resource development budget
and the budgetary process used to reimburse services. Supporters sug-
gest that HMO's and physicians working on a salary or capitation
arrangement would be first in line for payments from the budget while
physicians practicing on a fee-for-service basis would be last in line.
We have stated that, too often the incentives of our present health

complex are misdirected, and that H1-MO's show promise of redressing
these incentive problems. But the health security approach is wholly
unrealistic in this respect as well. For example, if virtually all patient
payments for health service were eliminated, it is very likely that the
existing resources would be inundated. A fixed total budget would un-
doubtedlyv leave many patients unserved and providers unpaid.

Dissatisfied consumers would, if able to, undoubtedly purchase serv-
ices outside the Federal system, raising total health care expenditures,
as has occurred in England.

The proponents of such a system seem to assume that radical inter-
vention by the Federal Government in health care, in an inflexible,
predetermined, and monolithic manner, is the only way to solve health
organization and delivery problems. I suggest that we are more likely
to attain our common health objectives by stimulating competition and
by promoting consumer education and freedom of individual choice,
rather than by resorting to fiscal coercion and unrealistically global
schemes.



FINANCIAL ACCESS

With regard to access, Health Security promises every citizen-
rich, middle class, or poor-equal access to all covered services. We
support this as a goal, but we challenge the wisdom of raising expecta-
tions beyond all hope of fulfillment in the near future. The resources
are simply not in place to provide instant equal access, and it is likely
that the coerciveness of this program would drive an intolerable num-
ber of our scarce professionals completely out of the delivery system.
Enactment of this scheme would only create a new "credibility gap,"
of which this Nation has had a surfeit in the past.

COST

Of all the pending proposals, the fully federalized measures are
the most costly: They would cost the federal taxpayer nearly $60 bil-
lion in new taxes. They would also cause an eight to 10 percent upsurge
in health care spending in one year. While these are reason enough for
concern, they are not the only costs. Even if our evaluations were in-
correct, and somehow the effective, responsible operation of such a
scheme could be accomplished, the real cost, or I should say, the most
serious cost of all would be in the diversion of funds from other federal
goals.

If this much of the federal budget were directed solely to health
financing, what progress could be made, what initiatives launched, in
welfare, education, ecology, nutrition, safety, civil rights and drug
abuse control? 'What is the true cost of replacing the private health
insurance industry, with its hundreds of thousands of employees, its
billions in reserves and assets, it years of technical experience and, in-
deed, building and training a vast new federal bureaucracy?

To sum up our concerns about the full-federalized proposals, one of
the most distressing aspects is the failure of the proponents to justify
their case. They have not shown that it is necessary to establish a uni-
versal federalized program in order to assure that all Americans have
adequate health insurance and adequate access to services. Nor have
they shown that the means they have selected can effectively translate
planning decisions into practice. Were this approach adopted, we
would lose significant economic advantages which now exist in the
pluralistic, competitive system for managing and financing health
care. Over time, under a single federal system the inherent tendency
of federal bureaucracies to resist change would adversely affect inno-
vations in medical care. We can only conclude, without reservation,
that the full-federalized proposal is simply infeasible.

CREDIT AND OTIER TAX INCENTIVE PROPOSALS

H.R. 4349, the National Health Care Act of 1971, developed by the
Health Insurance Association of America and introduced by Congress-
man Burleson, H.R. 4960, the Health Care Insurance Act of 1971,
developed by the American Medical Association and introduced by
Congressmen Fulton and Broyhill, and other similar bills, would
utilize amendments to the Internal Revenue Code to improve health
care financing.



The plan proposed by the Health Insurance Association of America,
H.R. 4349, and I.R. 4960, commonly known as Medicredit, would
define minimum benefit programs. Employers who proviided less thaw
the minimum would be penalized by reduction in their business expense
tax deductions for employer contributions to their employee health
plans. Additional financing would be subsidized by increasing personal
income tax deductions (as in the Burleson bill) or by creating an
optional personal income tax credit (as in Medicredit). The latter
would also provide those who have no taxable income with a credit
voucher with which to purchase a qualified private health insurance
policy.

1T.R. 4349 would expand the minimum benefits over a six-year period,
replace Medicaid, and offer specific proposals to improve health re-
source planning, manpower, facilities, and cost controls. The Medi-
credit bill addresses only financing problems, has one set of "ap-
proved" be nefits for everyone, and would offer income tax credits to
eveyone who itemized health care expenditures on his income tax
return.

MNTAN POWER AvNi) RESOURCE; I)ISTRIBUTION

The HIAA proposal would support manpower increases through
student grants and loans. I am now looking at each of these under the
same four problem-related headings under which we discussed our own
proposals. Also the IIIAA proposal would assure that health pro-
fessionals, if they agreed to serve for 2 years in manpower-short areas,
would receive an income equal to the national average for their spe-
cialty or a percentage above former earnings, whichever is greater.
However, there is little evidence to suggest that sufficient providers
will move to these areas on the strength of this assurance alone. In-
stead, the American Medical Association would rely on other lpgisla-
tive authorities to support manpower development and resource
distribution.

ORGAN IZATION A ND DiLIVERY OF SERVICES

While Medicredit proposes no changes in the organization and de-
livery of health services, the Burleson bill does attempt to do so. It
would, for example, provide Federal support for comprehensive am-
bulatory centers. While this is consistent with oi)e of the goals of the
administration's HIM legislation-a shift to ambulatory rather than
institutional care, this approach is too narrowly confined to physical
structures. Our 1121O approach would seek to brinz about the shift by
reorganizing existing resources. ambulatory as well as institutional, in
a new organization form, combined with prepaid financing directed
toward health maintenance and illness prevention.

FNAINCTAL ACCESS

With respect, to financial access, the major shortcoming in both the
tax credit and penalty approaches is the g great unlikelihood of achiev-
ing universality in protection . No one, save the cash-assistance popu-
lation under the insurance industry's plan, is obliged to offer or to take



coverage. Both proposals promote conformity with the recommended
benefit structure by penalizing employers who offer something less
than their standards would provide. This type of prod is no prod
for the thousands of employers who do not now make such contribu-
tions. Millions of workers who are now enrolled in group health in-
surance plans must pay 100 percent of the premium for covering
themselves and their dependents, and many others do not insure their
dependents because they must assume the full cost of doing so. Under
the tax credit or incentive approach, there would be many instances
in which employees or their dependents would not accept offered plans
because the programs would not require offering such coverage to all
employees or require employer participation in the premium costs. it
should also be recognized that, in the absence of an employer mandate,
some plans which now exist will be dropped to avoid the penalty.

The tax credit approach has other defects beyond its failure to ad-
dress the supply, organization, and delivery issues in meaningful ways.
Credit, vouchers may not be adaptable to group insurance operations.
This could lead to a proliferation of individual policies, which are the
most costly to administer and to sell. The insurance industry's pro-
Iosal woul also stimulate individual policy-holding although, per-
haps, not as drastically as would the tax credit approach. The higher
costs of health insurance might lead many people to forego the sub-
sidy and health insurance altogether.

COST

These proposals, while more costly to the economy and the Federal
taxpayer than the administration's proposals, are less costly than the
fully federalized approaches. The tax credit proposals would allow
provider charges to become the sole basis for determining the amounts
of reimbursements and, therefore, they are not likely to have any cost-
control effect.

The insurance industry's proposal would require all States to estab-
lish agencies to regulate institutional charges, based upon uniform
cost-accounting systems and negotiated budgets. While this approach,
which relies on the States, is more realistic administratively than the
fully federalized approach, it still suffers from the difficulty of estab-
lishing budgets for thousands of individual hospitals, nursing homes,
and home health agencies.

We believe that our approach of regulating insurers, which neither
of the proposals would do, regulating providers and vigorously using
constraint authorities under Medicare and H.R. 1, will produce more
tangible and equitable results.

CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS ONLY

I should like to turn now to those proposals that pertain to cata-
strophic illness only. These are best exemplified by Senator Long's
bill, S. 1376, Representative Hogan's bill, H.R. 817, and Representa-
tive Hall's bill, H.R. 177. Senator Long's proposal would be financed
by new payroll taxes. The Hogan proposal would establish State-
regulated insurance pools for private catastrophic policies and would
authorize Federal subsidization of premiums for the poor. The Hall



bill, on the other hand, would replace Medicaid with a basic insurance
program for the poor and would also require the States to provide
catastrophic health coverage of the poor for all care beyond the limits
of the basic insurance program. For the nonpoor the Hall bill would
provide catastrophic health insurance financed by Federal payroll
taxes. Both Senator Long and Representatives Hall would adopt the
standards for providers and the methods of reimbursement used by
Medicare.

MANPOWER ANI) RESOURCE DISTRIBUTION

Turning again to the same three problem areas with respect to man-
power and resource distribution, these bills did not address these prob-
lems. However, by focusing upon only the most expensive kinds of
illnesses and care and ignoring basic services, they are likely to lead
to an even greater proliferation of costly facilities and specialties at
the expense of more basic needs. We should not permit even further
distortion in this direction to occur.

ORGANIZATION AND DELIVERY

Although these proposals do not purport to address the organiza-
tion and delivery of health services, they would in fact have a serious
impact upon them. Senator Long's proposall would provide some relief
to insurance organizations, including HMO's by providing a Federal
umbrella against very expensive illnesses, but this would provide only
token stimulus to the developmentt of I1MO's. The Hall and Hogani
approaches are entirely silent on this range of problems.

FINANCIAL ACCESS

With respect to financial access, Senator Long's plan would be ex-
tremely inequitable to those who have little or no basic health insurance,
primarily the poor. The imposition of a 60-day deductible on institu-
tional costs and a $2,000-per-family deductible on physicians' ex-
penses is of little use to the uninsured, especially when such deducti-
bles have to be met each year.

COSTS

The catastrophic proposals would result in extra costs to the Fed-
eral taxpayer, ranging from $3.1 to $3.3 billion. At the same time, the
catastrophic plans would benefit very few people. They would do far
less than what this Nation must do if it is to act with a full sense of its
responsibility.

In summary, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
convinced that the administration's proposals offer the best means of
reaching the goals of universal financial access to quality health care-

By increasing and improving the supply and distribution of re-
sources to meet the demand for care;

By improving the organization and delivery of services;
By insuring that no one is denied care for lack of financial ability,

and by removing the fear of catastrophic costs; and, finally,
By constraining the rise in costs by sound methods of reimbursing

and regulating insurers and providers.



The administration's proposals avoid the dangers of two extremes:
one which would displace a flexible, pluralistic, and competitive sys-
tem; the other which would do little or nothing to reform that system.
We have preserved a share of responsibility for both the private and
public sectors in achieving these goals. We would strengthen both sec-
tors rather than strengthening one at the expense of the other. Our
proposals on health care have been made within the context of many
important and pervasive social needs, not health alone. We have taken
into account the crucial questions of how to begin and with what
timing, in order to avoid promising more than can be delivered.

The National Health Insurance Partnership Act will match in-
creases in demand for health care with the development and improved
distribution of health resources.

And last, we have retained freedom of choice, while advocating re-
forms which will make that freedom meaningful.

We look forward to working with your committee, Mr. Chairman,
in providing any additional information the committee may need in
its important consideration of health needs of the 1970's and beyond.

This concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. I would be
glad to respond to the committee's questions.

The CI-IAIRMIAN. Mr. Secretary, I think it would be helpful if the
record contains the so-called White Paper : "Toward a Comprehen-
sive Health Policy for the 1970's." dated May 1971. If you agree with
me and there is no objection. the committee will include'it at this point
in the record.

Secretary RICHARDSON. We would be very glad to have it included,
Mr. Chairman. We appreciate the suggestion.

(The information referred to follows:)
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FOREWORD

This White Paper lays before the American public the thoughts and.
processes that eventuated in the Administration's comprehensive health
strategy. The White Paper is "political" in only one respect: given the
choice between extending the activities of the Federal Government, and
using the forces of the private sector to achieve an objective, the latter
was preferred. Although "political," the choice can hardly be viewed as
"partisan." Preference for action in the private sector is based on the
fundamentals of our political economy-capitalistic, pluralistic, and
competitive-as well as upon the desire to strengthen the capability of our
private institutions in their efforts to provide health services, to finance
such services, and to produce the resources that will be needed in the years
ahead.

For the better part of a year, the Administration sought ideas and advice
from every conceivable source-from within the Government as well as
from individuals and organizations outside of the Government. No con-
straints were imposed upon these sources; the Administration sought the
broadest range of alternatives for every identifiable problem, no matter
how small or large. As a result, the Administration believes that no
reasonable, idea was denied a hearing.

In the winnowing process through which some options were discarded and
others were retained, it became necessary to impose constraints. The
President does not enjoy the luxury of considering any subject, no matter
how important, in isolation. The problems of health care have to be dealt
with, but so do the problems of welfare, public safety, environmental protec-
tion, national defense, and a host of others. There are no easy choices among
these competing claims, no choices between "good" and "bad," but only
between one good and another. Quite often, advocates of any particular
public good tend to ignore the others, and thereby ignore the discipline of

choosing. Yet choosing is the essence of governing.
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At some point in this process, therefore, choice was inescapable-not only
among the competing claims but within a context that took into account
other factors as well. These other factors included projections of the Gross
National Product and Federal revenues; plans to combat a sluggish economy,
unemployment, and inflation; and proposals th--t would bring the concepts
of New Federalism to life-revenue sharing, welfare reform, manpower train-
ing reform, and reorganization of the Federal Government and its inter-
governmental relations.

The comprehensive health strategy, accordingly, fits within a broader
strategy. The books are not irrevocably closed on alternatives: If other
reasonable choices present themselves-to obtain a better distribution of
health manpower, for example-they will be welcomed.

One further note. Those who have grown used to viewing health care needs
within the narrow focus of specific categorical problems-problems caused
by a certain disease or problems afflicting certain population groups-are
likely to be disappointed by the Administration's health strategy. For, with
few exceptions, the strategy seeks to modify the entire system of health
care. It became abundantly clear, in the process of defining precisely the
nature of the "health care crisis," that the most basic and widespread
problems were in fact systemic, and that further categorical and piecemeal
efforts would very likely exacerbate rather than ameliorate the problems.

In publishing this White Paper, the Administration has two main objectives
in mind. The first is to contribute to the public's understanding of the
issues and of the reasons that led to the Administration's choices. The
second is to help to elevate the debate on a matter of crucial importance to
the Nation from the domain of rhetoric and opinion to the level of
thoughtful consideration and demonstrable reasoning.

Elliot L. Richardson, Secretary



I

DEFINING THE PROBLEMS

Before the Administration would consider any specific solution to the
"health care crisis," it required first a clear and precise statement of the
problems-what was and what was not contributing to the crisis. The task at
the outset, then, was to examine the health status of the Nation, the trends
in the development of health care resources, the financing of care, and the
Federal actions in each of these areas.

1. Health Status

The indices with which we measure health, it was quickly found, leave
much to be desired, especially in terms of the definition of "health" the
World Health Organization uses: a positive sense of physical and mental
well-being. Our indices are of illness rather than of health, and statistics of
death are statistics on existence, not only of health. Moreover, we lack
indices of consumer satisfaction with health services received, and our
measures of quality are also essentially negative and anecdotal-such as
excessive surgery or over-reliance upon drugs.

With all of their inadequacies, the gross measures of health status
indicate a long-term trend of improvement. A child born today, for example,
can expect to live 30 percent longer on the average than a child born in
1920. Nonwhite children, while lagging behind white children in total life
expectancy, have made the greatest gains-a third more life for non-white
men, and more than'a 50 percent increase in life span for non-white women.
Although, for inexplicable reasons, the life expectancy of non-white males
declined between 1967 and 1968, non-white women now have a longer life
expectancy than white men.

Infant and neonatal deaths have been on the decline for sometime, and
maternal death rates dropped by 66 percent between 1950 and 1967.

Days of disability have also declined in the past decade. Days lost from
school or from work, as well as days of restricted activity in general, per
person per year have shown a favorable trend. Bed-disability days, which had
declined between 1960 and 1967, took a slight upturn in 1968.

There appear to be a number of factors contributing to these trends.
Rising levels of income, which have brought with them better nutrition,
housing, and clothing, higher levels of educational attainment, and general
improvements in sanitation have all played a significant role. So too has



medical science in bringing a number of infectious diseases under control, in
making successful inroads on some chronic illnesses, and in bringing about
widespread improvements in diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation. There
is no smallpox 'in the United States today, and cases of diphtheira, typhoid
fever, and whooping cough are rare. The incidence of poliomyelitis, which
killed or paralyzed thousands as recently as the 1950's, has been drastically
reduced, and measles and rubella are being brought under control with newly
developed vaccines. Among the chronic diseases, the discovery and use of
drugs have dramatically changed the treatment of the mentally ill; and new
methods of diagnosis and treatment have been highly successful against
certain forms of cancer, rheumatic heart disease, and hypertensive heart
disease.

In sum, the gross measures of health status indicated that health has
been improving, not worsening, and the cause of the crisis in health care is
not to be found in the general status of health.

These gross measures, however, mask very large disparities in health
status among sub-populations in the Nation. On nearly every index that we
have, the poor and the racial minorities fare worse than their opposites.
Their lives are shorter; they have more chronic and debilitating illnesses;
their infant and maternal death rates are higher; their protection, through
immunization, against infectious diseases, is far lower. They also have far less
access to health services-and this is particularly true of poor and non-white
children, millions of whom receive little or no dental or pediatric care.

Part of the health care crisis, then, is our awareness of these differences
among our people-the denial to some of a life span as long and as relatively
free of disabilities and illnesses as that which others enjoy-accompanied by
a sense of injustice that denial entails, and by expectations that denial and its
effects can and should be obviated.

If this is an adequate description of part of the health care problem, in
which race and income and related socio-economic variables are playing
dominant roles, then we must begin to consider several alternatives to
medical care to close the gap in health status. For at least some components
of this problem, reforms in welfare, in education, and in civil liberties should
pay dividends in health status.

Another type of disparity which contributes to the concern over health
is the difference between the United States and other nations on several of
the indices by which the national health status is measured. Once again, the
comparisons are not statistically neat (definitions of "live births," for
example, have varied among nations), but as gross measures they indicate
that the United States is not performing as well as other advanced nations.
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Our ranking as 13th in infant mortality rates is the key indicator of relatively
poor performance. Even if all the statistical variations were straightened out,
so that the rank of the United States rose to l1th or 10th, there would be
little rejoicing. For the belief is that the United States, with its great
abundance, should have the lowest infant death rate, and the expectations
are that it can achieve that rank.

2. Health Care Resources

Health manpower and hospital facilities-the major health care re-
sources--have been growing faster than population, especially in recent years.
Excluding the military, the number of hospital beds per 1,000 people
increased from 12.4 in 1963 to 13.5 in 1968. Between 1950 and 1966, while
the population of' the United States increased by 29 percent, the number of
people in health occupations increased by more than 90 percent. In 1960,
2.9 percent of the civilian work force were in health occupations; by 1966,
there were 3.7 percent.

The supply of physicians has also been increasing faster than the growth
in population. Between 1950 and 1966, the supply of physicians increased
by 34 percent (against 29 percent growth in population), and, between 1966
and 1970, the supply of active physicians grew at twice the population rate,
yielding a change in ratios of physicians to population from 141 per 100,000
in 1967 to 155 per 100,000 last year.

Both the growth in supply relative to population, and the fact that
nearly every country outranking the United States on infant mortality rates
has a smaller ratio of ph' sicians and hospital beds to population, indicate
that inadequate quantities of health care resources in general are not
contributing to the health care crisis.

As in the measures of health status, the aggregate measures of health
care resources hide more than they reveal.

There are, for example, large geographic variations in the ratio of
physicians to population. There are 82 active physicians per 100,000 people
in Mississippi, but 228 in New York. A study of 1,500 cities and towns in
the upper midwest in 1965 found 1,000 without any physician, and 200
others had only one. Large metropolitan areas average 185 physicians per
100,000 people, while the average is only 76 in non-metropolitan areas.
Cities, particularly the ghettos, fare far worse than the suburbs in the ratio of
physicians to population. In nine out of ten Appalachian States, there are
substantially fewer physicians in relation to population in the less wealthy
(and generally rural) counties than there are in the wealthier counties. And
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Comparison of white and non-white maternal death rates
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Percentage of children seeing physicians by race, location, and income
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the same disparity between wealthy and poor counties, urban and rural,
occurs elsewhere in the Nation.

Another part of the health care crisis, then, results from the large
disparities in the geographic location of resources. Too many people simply
lack convenient access to the services of physicians; too many communities
are unable to attract physicians to practice there. Without physicians, or
with relatively few physicians, hospital facitlitics are unused or are
under-used.

But geographic location is not the only factor that needs to be
understood in examining our health care resources.

Primary care physicians-general practitioners, pediatricians, and inter-
nists-can handle most of the illnesses and other health care problems with
which the population is afflicted. Their average fees are lower than
specialists. They are generally more concerned about their patients as a
whole and as members of a family than are specialists, and there is some
evidence that patients who are cared for by primary care physicians tend to
require less hospitalization than those who are treated by specialists.
Moreover, judging from the experience of the American Medical Associa-
tion's placement service in 1969, the demand is for primary care physicians.
There were 2001 opportunities offered for primary care physicians, but only
864 seeking opportunities, leaving a deficit of 1,137. On the other hand, 170
opportunities were offered in surgery, but 448 seeking opportunities, leaving
a surplus of 278. Pathology, obstetrics-gynecology, urology, radiology, and
ophthalmology were also surplus categories.

Yet the relative ratio of primary care physicians to population has been
declining. In 1931, roughly 117,000 physicians out of 156,000 were
primary care physicians, or 75 percent of the total. In 1967, there were
roughly 115,000 primary care physicians out of 303,000 physicians, or 39
percent. From 94 primary care physicians per 100,000 people in 1931, the
ratio had dropped to 73.

Two types of distributional problems, therefore, contribute to our
health care problems. One is geographic, the other is type of medical
practice.

Improper management of our health care resources is another impor-
tant contributor to the crisis in health care. Poor utilization of these
resources restricts the quantity of services available, the geographic extent to
which services might reach, and the ability to control costs.
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The evidence that we are making poor use of our health care resources
has been accumulating for some time. The Joint Council of National
Pediatric Societies, for example, has stated that 75 percent of the pediatric
tasks performed by a physician could be done by a properly trained child
health assistant. A significant proportion of the tasks performed by
obstetricians, similarly, can be performed by nurse-midwives without any
loss in the quality of care. And experience with several physicians assistants
programs has demonstrated that ex-medical corpsmen, or comparably
trained individuals, with some additional training can assume a large number
of tasks performed now by general practitioners.

With regard to dental services, it has been amply demonstrated that one
chairside assistant, efficiently used, increases a dentist's productivity by 50
percent; a second assistant adds another 25 percent; and by properly
utilizing all the skills of the dental team, a dentist can more than double his
productivity.

In a study of nurse manpower in 1963, it was found that the satisfaction
of patients was highest when nurses devoted at least 50 percent of their time
to patient care, but only 35 percent of their time, on the average, was so
spent. Nurses in hospitals are still spending only 35 percent of their time in
caring for patients; the remainder being utilized for administrative tasks.
Nurses in physicians' offices spend even less time on the care of patients.

In every study of facilities, one finds varying percentages of patients
who should be using more appropriate facilities. Patients who could be
treated in the offices of physicians or could receive x-rays and other
laboratory services from ambulatory care facilities are found, instead,
occupying hospital beds. Other patients in hospital beds could be equally
well cared for in extended care facilities or nursing homes. And there are
patients in nursing homes who should be in residential facilities or boarding
homes, or who would benefit from services delivered to them in their homes.
Moreover, there are patients in hospitals and other facilities who stay longer
than they need to for proper care. Finally, too many hospitals maintain
expensive facilities that are rarely used. In 1967, 31 percent of the hospitals
that had open-heart surgery facilities hal not used them for a year. In
addition to the cost of maintaining such facilities, they also pose a risk to the
patient-the capability, when used, is likely to have deteriorated in quality.

The extent to which health care resources are poorly utilized
throughout the Nation has not been measured, nor have the costs of
mismanagement been calculated. Just a 10 percent improvement in
efficiency would yield a saving of more .than $5 billion.
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3. Organization of Services

In part, the mismanagement of resources is a function of the manner in
which the resources are organized for the delivery of services, and therefore,
the organization of services can be pinpointed as a causal factor in the health
care crisis.

The system by which services are provided in this country has been
described pejoratively as a "non-system" as a "cottage industry of small
entrepreneurs (physicians)," and as "push-cart vending in the age of
supermarkets." While increasing the size of units in the industry is not the
solution to all of its problems, we must look at the scale and interrelation-
ships among the components. Until a certain scale is reached, it is difficult if
not impossible to use scarce skills on tasks for which they are best suited, or
to make trade-offs between, say, hospital and home health services.

Organization of services is so intimately tied to the financing of services
that further discussion of this point will be interwoven with the discussion of
financing below.

4. Financing Health Services

Expenditures on personal health care amounted to $58 billion in fiscal
year 1969. The largest part-almost 63 percent-came from private sources,
the remainder from public sources. About 80 percent of the population
under 65 has some private health insurance, mainly for hospital and surgical
coverage. About 75 percent of the working population is protected through
employer-employee plans developed largely since World War 11, through
collective bargaining agreements. Although the workers' protection was
initiated primarily to provide them with hospital and surgical coverage,
protection for other types of care has been growing rapidly. Seventy percent
of the population under 65 years of age is covered now for in-hospital
medical visits, 65 percent for laboratory and x-ray studies, and 43 percent
for visits of physicians in the patients' home or at the physicians' office.

For those not covered by private insurance, Medicare and Medicaid
were introduced to meet some of the needs. Medicare provides protection
for more than 95 percent of the elderly, and Medicaid provides some
protection for 15 million of the aged poor, the blind, the disabled, and
families with children.

Over time, then, both the private and public sectors have responded to
the need for protection against unplanned hospital and surgical expenses,
and for other forms of care. But the growing amount and diversification of
insurance coverage does not define a problem.
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Physicians in primary care and specialty practices,
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There appear to be two key problems, one relating to financial barriers
to the access of care by specific population groups, and the other to
inadequate protection.

For example, while employer plans cover a majority of the population,
they do not protect all of the working population, particularly the working
poor. In addition, some of the plans cover the workers but not their
dependents. Eligibility for Medicaid also poses financial barriers. Eligibility
varies widely among the States, many of which exclude the working poor
and adults in families headed by a male. Under these circumstances, half the
families with incomes under $5,000 a year and two-thirds of the families
with incomes under $3,000 have no insurance. Others excluded from
protection are: children and mothers in low-and middle-income families; the
unemployed and their dependents; lower income self-employed people;
employed people (mainly the working poor) whose employers offer no
health plans; and migrant and seasonal workers.

The inadequacy of benefits is the second key problem. While more

private health insurance provides good protection against the costs of
inpatient hospital care and surgery, outpatient care and preventive services
are often excluded. It also excludes or limits preventive services and
maternity care, and most families are inadequately protected against
catastrophic incidents.

For the most part, private and public financing of health care has
reinforced the existing system of delivering care, including the defects in the
system. For Medicare and Medicaid to be passed by the Congress, for
example, it had to fit into the existing means of delivering care. Apart from
the organizations that have provided care on a prepaid basis (which will be
discussed under "health maintenance organizations"), the usual mode of
delivery has helped produce a financing response that has lacked cost control
measures or restrained the use of high cost facilities and procedures. Indeed,
it has encouraged the inappropriate use of high cost facilities and services
when other less expensive alternatives were available. And finally, both the
manner of organizing services and their financing have favored care and
rehabilitation over prevention.

Another-part of the health care crisis, in sum, stems from intolerable
exclusions of large numbers in the population from financial access to care,
inadequate benefits, and unnecessarily high costs resulting from a mutually
reinforcing financing and delivery system.
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5. Medical Costs

Medical costs have been alluded to in several of the preceding sections,
but since the inflation in medical costs is undeniably one of the aspects of
the medical care crisis, the subject deserves special attention.

In fiscal year 1970, the Nation spent $67 billion on health, nearly
three-fifths again as much as had been spent only four years earlier. While
undoubtedly there were improvements in the quality of care for at least
some of the population, more than 75 percent of the increase in
expenditures for hospital care and nearly 70 percent of the increase for
physician services, were the consequences of inflation.

In the decade of the 1960's, medical care prices rose far more rapidly
than prices in general. Hospital charges rose four times as fast as other items
in the Consumer Price Index, and physicians' fees at twice the rate. These
two items-hospital care and physicians' services-are the major contributors
to the inflation of medical costs.

Some of the causes for inflation in medical costs have already been
mentioned: poor utilization of scarce resources, incentives for the use of the
highest cost facilities, and lack of cost control measures. But there are other
causes, some of which are exceedingly complex and are not fully
understood. There are, for example, legal barriers in some States to the
formation of group practices, and other legal barriers prohibiting physicians
and dentists from delegating responsibilities of certain kinds or to certain
numbers of assistants. The "market" for care is one in which a great deal of
information is veiled from the consumer-i.e., the consumer is unable to pass
judgment on the quality of services received, and he is frequently in
circumstances (acutely ill) where he cannot bargain over the services. It is a
"market" furthermore, where increasingly one party sets prices for services,
a second receives them, and a third pays for them, so that no one is
cmcerned about rising costs. The health industry has consistently underpaid
its employees (excepting physicians) who, in effect, subsidized a portion of
the patients' care. And, finally, productivity in this industry lags behind the
productivity of the goods.producing sector, thereby creating an inflationary
gap. Insofar as physicians' fees alone arc considered, the physicians' demand
for income has probably risen faster than any other occupation's demand. A
recent study found that, on the average, a physician's rate of return on his
educational investment (which includes both his outlays on education and
the income lie has foregone as a student) is currently about 24 percent. In
other words, in four years, his income will match all of his educational costs.



6. Medical and Dental Education

Still another aspect of the health care crisis has been the financial crisis
of a large number of the Nation's medical and dental schools. Many schools
have been dipping into their endowment funds; others have been limping
along, on the verge of bankruptcy year after year. At the same time, they
have been urged to expand their enrollments and to take on new roles in the
training of manpower and in providing community services.

The components of medical education--research, services, ani teaching-
are so interwoven that it has been virtually impossible to determine the
causes of the financial difficulties. Several studies are currently in progress to
sort out this p~roblem. It appears that at least part of the explanation will be
found among the following reasons.

Services offered in teaching hospitals differ markedly from those in
community hospitals. They are more "labor-intensive;" they have more and
better laboratory backup capabilities; and they provide care for the most
difficult medical cases. Accordingly, costs are higher than in community
hospitals, and reimbursements do not compensate fully for the additional
costs.

There has been little incentive for efficiency in the educational process.
Most medical schools have their own basic science departments-for the
pre-clinical years of training-duplicating in large measure the basic science
departments of universities. While there have been efforts in recent years to
prune and reform curriculums, reducing the length of a medical education in
the process, far more needs to be done in this respect.

Medical schools have sought their own teaching hospitals, even though
there may have been a surplus of hospital beds in the area, and when they
could have converted a community hospital into a teaching hospital, thereby
upgrading its quality of care.

There are undoubtedly many other reasons, including inadequate
tuition charges, the decline in voluntary donations, and the lack of
productivity increases commensurate with those in the goods industry. The
inescapable fact, in any case, is that the professional schools are in trouble.
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II

SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEMS
The solutions proposed by the Administration form an interlocking

strategy. The entire "health care crisis" is addressed, from prevention of
illness and injury to the financing of health services, from incentives to
encourage a better distribution of health services to assistance and incentives
for our professional schools.

Since the President's heal lh message was delivered on February 18, and
the Secretary of the )epartment of ' health, education, and Welfare testified
on February 22 before the Senate H calth Subcommittee on the I health Care
Crisis in America, two key criticisms of the Administration's strategy have
emerged. The first raises the question of "generosity"--has the Administra-
tion offered sufficient support? The second asks whether private health
insurance should not be replaced with public insurance?

These are difficult issues. The extent to which anyone or any
institution is generous depends upon the other things it wants to do or has to
do, As pointed out in the Foreword, the claims for medical care cannot be
treated in isolation; there are other, equally important claims, some of which
will have a major, indirect impact on health. It is easy to say, "I would do
more than you for so-and-so," if one does not have to add, "And to do
more, I'll take from there." To do more in medical care is to do less either in
other public sector programs or in the private sector (i.e., raise taxes). The
central issue, therefore, is really whether, given all the other competing
claims, the Administration's strategy is reasonable at this time. In future
years, other claims may not be as urgent, and resources may thus be freed
for additional health efforts.

The second issue-reliance upon the private insurance industry-in part
poses the dilemma of the half-filled bottle. Some will look at it antd say it is
half-empty, rather than half-filled. The Administration looks at the
accomplishments of the health insurance industry in the absence of guidance
or regulation over the past two or three decades-its increasing coverage and
diversification of benefits-and concludes that, on balance, the bottle is
half-filled. It believes that no insurmountable problems have arisen, and that,
with reforms, the bottle can be filled.

It is not an issue, to continue the metaphor, of "new wine in old
bottles." That, too, is an easy assertion. Rather, it is a matter of preserving
and strengthening institutions in the private sector, in the interest of
maintaining pluralistic sources of ideas and power. For in doing so, the



Nation maintains the checks and balances that have been the strength of its
political economy. To abolish the health insurance industry, and to replace it
with a single Governmental system, is to set in motion a series of events with
a predictable outcome. At some point, and the point is not far off, the
economies of scale are transformed into diseconomies. The single, enormous
organization begins to break down under the weight of administrative
complexities-coordination among the parts becomes inordinately difficult,
layers of bureaucratic hierarchies frustrate communications, and attention to
quality becomes distracted. These are common and universal experiences
with large organizations. There is no point in comparing, as has been done, a
single governmental insurance system with the present Social Security
Administration because the SSA collects and dispenses money on a formula
basis in the absence of any discretionary freedom. But a single governmental
system would be involved in a vast number of judgmental issues affecting all
parts of the Nation. Moreover, a monolithic governmental system would (in
the extant proposal for such a system) force economization through the
imposition of a budget ceiling-only so much, and not any more, for the
system as a whole. This assumes, however, a planning and budgeting
capability that, in reality, would take years to muster. It would also,
obviously, invest enormous responsibility in the central system. Further-
more, one should not assume that costs can be transferred from the
heterogenous system we have to a single payroll system without some
slippage. The experience of the United Kingdom indicates a marked amount
of slippage-people buy services outside of the system, so that the true costs
are equal to the system expenditures plus outside purchases.

Finally, the Administration has seen no evidence that justifies the
conclusion that the private health insurance industry has been so derelict in
performance, and so unresponsive to private needs, that the only solution is
to abolish the industry. Instruments of reform, rather than those of warfare,
appear to be more appropriate to the occasion.

And now we turn to the Administration's proposals for a compre-
hensive health strategy.

1. Prevention

Preventing premature deaths, illness, and injury is a major part of the
Administration's strategy. Not only does prevention alleviate human'
suffering, and perhaps contribute to "a positive sense of physical and mental
well-being," but expenditures on prevention can be traded off economically
with expenditures on treatment and rehabilitation. A major proportion of
the prevention proposals strikes at the inequities experienced by the poor.
Other proposals are targeted upon major problems afflicting large numbers in
our population, irrespective of income. Four criteria guided selection from



among all the alternatives. First, the problem was important and widespread.
Second, effective means for dealing with the problem were available. Third,
new opportunities had emerged (as in cancer research) which would be well
worth exploiting. And fourth, the likely benefits justified the expected costs.

1elf'Ire formsm. 'Tihe President's proposed wel fare reforms, while
serving other purposes as well, are an essential element in the health strategy.
Firmly established relationships between income an('. health status point to
an elevation in health status through income maintenance. In addition, the
negative aspects ol' the current welfare programs, wlich encourage the
breakup of families and the rearing of children in i,e absence of their
fathers, are undoubtedly contribluting to poor mental health; their elimina-
tion should therefore contribute to improvements in mental as well as
physical health.

Nutrition. Inadequate nutrition has been linked with a number of
physical and mental health problems, from iron deficiency anemia to
diminution of intellectual performance . in the past 2 years, the Administra.
tion has increased the allotment of food stamps, and Ihas decreased their
price. Nearly all of the 3,000 counties in the Nation now have a food stamp
or commodity distribution program; they serve more than 12 million people.
Federal expenditures on food stamps nearly tripled between fiscal years
1970 and 1971-from $577 million to $1.7 billion. The President has
requested $1.9 billion in his FY '72 budget. Nutrition programs for children,
including the school lunch program, nearly doubled between fiscal years
1970 and 1971, reaching $951 million in FY 1971, and an additional $40
million has been requested for FY '72. The Administration has also
liberalized the regulations of the school ltnch program to reach more of the
needy children.

In order to enable people to make their own decisions, the Administra-
tion seeks to substitute income for services wherever feasible. Accordingly,
the Administration is considering at this time substituting additional income
for food stamps in its welfare reform proposals.

Poor nutrition is not a problem solely of the disadvantaged. The
affluent frequently consume more calories than they can reasonably expend
in work or play; they are consuming more low-nutrition snack food than
ever before as well as a number of foods with "empty calories." One
indicator of the deterioration in the American diet is the 65 percent increase
in the consumption of sweets between 1958 and 1968. The Administration
proposes bringing together the forces of the Food and Drug Administration,
the Federal Trade Commission, the National Academy of Sciences-National
Research Council, the Advertising Council of America, and the food industry
to develop nutritional guidelines, nutritional labeling, and information for



consumers on proper eating, as well as enforcing regulations to ensure that
the nutritional value of food products is not misleadingly stated in
advertising.

Family Planning. As a health measure, family planning not only allows
women to avoid the birth of unwanted children (a mental health factor,
among other things), but can also prevent illness and death of mothers and
children through the proper spacing of births or tile avoidance of births
under high risk circumstances. In 1963-65, the infant death rate of the fifth
child born to non-white women under the age of 20 was 127.6 per 1,000
births, in contrast with tile average infant death rate for non-white women
under the age of 19 of 49.5 per 1,000 live births. For fiscal year 1972, the
Administration has requested $173 million for services and research on
population and family planning-an increase of $64 million over the
preceding year. With the family planning funds, services will be provided for
half the women who want but cannot afford them. This will constitute
substantial progress toward the President's goal set in July 1969-a five-year
target date for universal access to family planning services.

Occupational health and Safety. On-the-job accidents resulted in
14,500 deaths and more than 2,000,000 disabling injuries last year. Tihe
Administration's new Occupational llealth and Safety Act (1970) enables
the Secretary of Labor to implement existing safety standards and to
establish other Federal standards within tie next 2 years to promote
occupational health and safety. The law also authorizes emergency tempo-
rary standards in the event of grave dangers from toxic agents or new
hazards, and establishes strict enforcement and inspection measures. The
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is creating a new National
Institute for Occupational Health and Safety to conduct research and
experiments that will lead to improved and new standards.

Automobile Accidents and Alcoholism. In 1969, 56,000 people were
killed and 4,700,000 were injured in motor vehicle accidents. llalf of the
deaths involved drivers or pedestrians under the influence of alcohol.
Drinking drivers and pedestrians were involved in at least 800,000
automobile accidents. The Administration has initiated a comprehensive
program to reduce alcohol-relatcd deaths and injuries on our highways. The
program constitutes an integrated package of counter-measures designed to
identify, control, and provide surveillance of the drunk driver. Its activities
will impinge on law enforcement, traffic courts, special counseling and
assistance for drivers, and public education. The Administration has
requested more than a fourfold increase in tile appropriation for this
program-from its fiscal 1971 level of $8 million to $35 million in fiscal
1972.



Pollution Control. There is increasing evidence that persistently high
levels of air pollution increase the incidence of respiratory diseases, some
skin conditions, and some of the chronic diseases. Steps that ar, now being
taken to reduce t(, p~ollution from automobiles drastically blIow current
levels by 1976, to develop alternatives to the internal combustion engine, to
reduce sulfur oxides (!missions from fossil fuels, andl Io find new alternatives
to fossil fuels will have long-term payoffs in prcvntion. Strong standards are
placing the cost of pollution control on the industries that produ-ce the
pollulion, and on Ithi consumer of thcir priucts, rather than, as now, on
society as a whole. iast year, public utilities and other industries spent
nearly $500 million to control sulfur oxides emissions.

health Research. The Administration's FY '72 budget has requested
$1.8 billion for health research, somewhat more than $100 million for the
preceding year, an(l $266 million above FY 1970. These funds, for the tost
part, will continue research on the t r(,eventin and control of the major
diseases and impairments that afflict our citizens. In addition, the Admini-
stration has proposed to launch a major program to conquer cancer, based
on enthusiastic reports from the scientific community that an impressive
range of opportunities has opened up in fields such as genetics, molecular
biology, virology, and cell physiology which show exceptional promise of
fulfilling the objective. $100 million additional has been requested for this
purpose, bringing the budget to more than $330 million for cancer research.

The Administration has also requested a sixfold increase in the budget
for an intensified program of basic and clinical research on sickle-cell anemia.
This disease, which takes its name from ithe shape of cells found in persons
with the disease, results in general lassitude and periods of crisis (attacks)
characterized by severe bone pain and organ dysfunction. It increases the
susceptibility of a person to infectious diseases. Children with sickle-cell
anemia tend to do poorly in school, and adults have major employment
difficulties resulting from fatigue and absences. The disease is hereditary and
is found almost exclusively in persons of African descent. It is estimated that
about 10 percent of the black population in America carry the siekh--,ell
genetic trait, and about one in 500 black Americans actually has the disease .

Prevention of Communicable Diseases. Among the venereal diseases,
gonorrhea has been increasing at the rate of 10 to 15 percent a year over the
past 4 years, and cases of syphilis also are on the upswing. It is estimated
that there were 2.5 million cases of gonorrhea and 100,000 cases of syphilis
last year.

There has also been a decline in immunizations against certain
communicable diseases. The major problems are in urban poverty areas,
where the proportion of children between the ages of 1 and 4 who have
received measles vaccinations declined from 46 percent in 1969 to 41



percent in 1970. Vaccinations against diphtheria, pertussis, and tetanus
declined in the same period from 27 percent to 23 percent, and polio
vaccinations have dropped from 55 percent to 50 percent. Overall, 10 to 15
percent fewer of the young population in urban poverty areas received
vaccinations against these diseases in 1970 than in 1969. The proportion of
the population now immunized is so low that new outbreaks of measles,
diphtheria, and polio could occur. The Administration intends to take
corrective action. Because of the 50 percent drop in the price of rubella
vaccine, and slippages in the purchase of this vaccine by Stale Departmcnts
of health, $6 million can be re-allocated for vaccinations against the
communicable diseases enumerated above.

Furthermore, the Administration plans to step up efforts considerably
to enable communities to regain control over communicable diseases. An
additional $10 million would be allocated for these purposes through the
Partnership for Health program.

Lead Paint Poisoning. Paint with lead in it poisons about 400,000
children (predominantly poor) annually. It is estimated that 16,000 of these
children require treatment, 3,200 incur moderate to severe brain damage,
and 800 are so severely brain damaged that they require care for the rest of
their lives. The Administration plans to make a significant start on programs
to overcome this problem. The FY 1972 budget will allocate $2 million for
this objective.

Product Safety. The Administration will expand its efforts to protect
consumers against hazardous foods, drugs, and other products potentially
dangerous to health. Inspection of domestic and imported foodstuffs, along
with research on foods containing mycotoxins (fungal or bacterial poisons)
and poisonous metals, will be stepped up. A program to review chemicals in
foods will be established, and a cooperative program with industry will be
initiated to assure the quality of foods. Efforts to improve the safety and
efficacy of drugs will also be increased. For these and related purposes, $9.5
million has been incorporated in the FY 1972 budget, an increase of 11.5
percent over the preceding year.

Indian Health. Preventive health programs are the major thrust of the
direct Federal responsibility for Indian health. As the result of previous
efforts, infant death rates have dropped more than half in the last 15 years,
and tuberculosis deaths have declined more than threefold. Current emphases
are on sanitary conditions, physical rehabilitation, improved nutrition, and
lowering rates of alcoholism and suicide. The Administration has proposed
increasing the funding of Indian health programs by $18 million, rising from
$141 million in FY 1971 to $159 million in FY 72, with a special emphasis
on building sanitary facilities in homes without them.



Personal Responsibility for Health. Impressive gains in the prevention
of illness and death could be made if our citizens were better informed about
the actions they might take-and were encouraged to take-to improve their
health. Over-indulgence in foods and alcoholic beverages, cigarette smoking,
excessive use of drugs and nostrums, inadequate exercise, and insufficient
attention to indicative physiological changes, all contribute to unnecessary
and avoidable illnesses. The Administration has stimulated the formation of
a National H health Education Foundation, a private, nonprofit organization
that will receive no Federal funds. It will be sponsored by business, labor,
the health professions, the insurance industry, and health and welfare
organizations. The Foundation will undertake a comprehensive health
education program to promote preventive actions that citizens can undertake
on their own behalf.

Financial Incentives for Preventive llealth Care. As part of its insurance
proposals, which are discussed later, the Administration has recommended
benefit packages that include incentives for preventive health services,
ranging from immunizations to screening examinations.

These, then, constitute the alternatives the Administration has selected
to prevent illnesses and injuries. It has rejected a number of alternatives on
the basis of the criteria mentioned at the outset of this section. As time and
circumstances change, and as we increase our knowledge about how to
undertake other cost-effective preventive measures, the list will undoubtedly
be lengthened.

2. Innovation and Reform in Health Care:
Health Maintenance Organizations

Another key part of the Administration's health strategy is the Health
Maintenance Organization (1iMOs). HMOs simultaneously attack many of
the problems comprising the health care crisis. They emphasize prevention
and early care; they provide incentives for holding down costs and for
increasing the productivity of resources; they offer opportunities, for
improving the quality of care; they provide a means for improving the
geographic distribution of care; and, by mobilizing private capital and
managerial talent, they reduce the need for Federal funds and direct
controls. They also contain shortcomings, which will be described later n,
that must be guarded against.

IHMOs are organized systems of health care, providing comprehersive
services for enrolled members, for a fixed, prepaid annual fee. No matter
how each ItMO may choose to organize itself (and there are various models),
from the consumer's viewpoint they all provide a mix of outpatient and
hospital services through a single organization and a single payment
mechanism. *

*The Kaiser Permanente health care organization is an example of an IlIMO.



Because IIMO revenues are fixed, their incentives are to keep patients
well, for they benefit from patient well-days, not sickness. Their entire cost
structure is geared to preventing illness and, failing that, to promoting
ptompt recovery through the least costly services consistent with maintain-
ing quality. In contrast with prevailing cost-plus insurance plans, the lIMO's
financial incentives encourage the least utilization of high cost forms of care,"
and also tend to limit unnecessary procedures.

HMOs provide settings for innovative teaching programs (using the
entire team of health professionals and supporting personnel), as well as for
continuing education programs for practitioners. They also provide a setting
in which new technologies and management tools can be most effectively
employed, in which the delegation of tasks from physicians to supporting
personnel is encouraged, and in which close and constant professional review
of performance will provide quality controls among colleagues.

HMOs are not wholly new, and more than 7 million Americans now
receive comprehensive health care from lIMO-type organizations, and about
20 percent of the population lives within their service areas. The evidence
that has been derived from the existing organizations provided the basis for
the Administration's decision to encourage their rapid and widespread
development.

In contrast with more traditional and alternative modes of care, liMOs
show lower utilization rates for the most expensive types of care (measured
by hospital days in particular); they tend to reduce the consumer's total
health-care outlay; and-the ultimate test-they appear to deliver services of
high quality. Available research studies show that HMO members are more
likely than other population groups to receive such preventive measures as
general checkups and prenatal care, and to seek care within one day of the
onset of symptoms of illness or injuries.

These studies show that hospitalization is significantly reduced in
liMOs, and that this reduction is accomplished by prevention, by performing
more procedures in the doctor's office (minor surgery, for example), and by
reducing unnecessary procedures. They show that alternative modes of
service overhospitalize for common respiratory conditions and for such
minor surgical conditions as benign neoplasms, tonsillectomies, and acci-
dental injuries. Reduced utilization within the IMO framework is selec-
tive-it reflects rigorous professional controls and is not sought as an end in
itself. Typical findings are shown in the accompanying table.
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COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF HMOs ON HOSPITAL USE

HMO Other

Number of hospital days per 1,000 persons per year 744 955

Number of hospital admissions per 1,000 persons
per year 70 88

Hospitalized surgical cases per 1,000 personsper year 49 69

Tonsillectomies per 1,000 persons per year 47 94

(Data standardized for age, sex, income, residence, and, excepting tonsil.
lectomy rates, for out-of-plan services.)

SOURCES: Denson et al., American Journal of Public Health 50 (November
1960). Denson et al., Hospital Monograph Series 3 (American Hospital
Association, 1958).

A variety of research studies and investigations have contrasted the cost
of health care under HMOs with that of traditional practice. They all tend to
the same conclusion: that HMOs lower the total health-care costs of families
and individuals, and that their premiums cover a greater percentage of total
costs.

This conclusion is supported by data from the Social Security
Administration on Medicare experience: they show that some HMOs are
saving as much as 15 percent on their elderly enrollees, in comparison with
costs under traditional modes of practice. Another significant measure of at
least potential cost-savings within the HMO framework is that of reduced
hospital utilization rates. Based on 1968 figures, if the hospital stays of all
Medicare beneficiaries who were admitted to the hospital could have been
reduced by just one day on the average, the costs would have been reduced
by $314.6 million. And the number of hospital beds required would have
been reduced by 15,000 for the year. At an annual operating expense of
$25,000, the savings in one year on the beds would have been $375 million.
Current Medicare data as well as the results of one particularly careful study
of family health care expenses are shown on the next table.



COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF HMOs ON COST

Annual Health Costs per Family

Premium costs

Out-of-pocket costs

Total costs

1MO

$122

102

224

Insurance
Plan One

$115

137

252

Insurance
Plan Two

$110

149

259

(Data standardized for age, sex, location, family size, and occupational
class.)

SOURCE: "Family Medical Care under Three Types of Health Insurance,"

Columbia University School of Public Health, 1962.

Average Medicare Benefit Payments per Person for ltMO and

non-HMO Beneficiaries in Two Regions, 1968

Medicare Payments

Region One

non-HMO persons
HMO persons
HMO as a percent of non-lIMO

Region Two

non-HMO persons
HMO persons

HMO as a percent of non-HMO

$388
330

85%
(15% savings)

$399
379

93%
(7% savings)

(Data standardized by age and residence.)

SOURCE: Social Security Administration, Office of Research and Statistics.

The best, and perhaps the only test of any health care system is the
health of its patients. Less hospitalization, less surgery, and lower costs do
not in themselves equal desirable care. Costs and services can be low for
undesirable reasons.



Results for three indicators-premature birth rates, infant mortality,
and elderly mortality-suggest that HMOs can improve chances for life
itself. Such results, shown below, confirm the 1967 findings of the National
Advisory Commission on Health Manpower that HMOs deliver high quality
care:

COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF HMOs ON HEALTH

Prematurity and Mortality

Traditional
HMO Mode

Premature births per 100 live births

white 5.5 6.0
non-white 8.8 10.8

Infant mortality per 1,000 births

white 22.7 27.3
non-white 33.7 43.8

Annual mortality of elderly population
(18 months or more after plan membership) 7.8% 8.8%

(Data standardized for age, sex, income, residence, and, where appropriate,
age of mother.)

SOURCES: Shapiro et al., American Journal of Public Health 50 (Septem-
ber 1960) and 57 (May 1967).

The shortcomings of HMOs, mentioned earlier, appear to be these: One
careful study found that knowledge about HMOs and the predisposition to
choose them over alternative systems are greater among older persons who
are heads of large families in the mid-range of income groups. In other
words, they are people whom one would expect to make the most
sophisticated choices. This suggests that effective means of informing
consumers should precede the expansion of HMOs among all population
groups.

More significantly, other studies have found that some individuals
perceive HMOs as impersonal, inconvenient, and require long waiting to get
services. They also feel that there is a "clinical" or even a "charity"
atmosphere in the health care facilities. Most of these perceptions apply to



alternative forms of care as well-but not all of them, and not so intensely. In
short, there may be attitudinal barriers to the rapid expansion of liMOs,
which will require a conscious effort to reduce or eliminate.

The Administration's Proposals. During FY 1972, the Administration
will use various existing authorities to stimulate the development of liMOs.
The authorities include: Partnership for Health, R, ional Medical Programs,
Health Services Research and D~evelopment, Ilill-Burton, and possibly others.
But new legislative and administrative initiatives will be needed to build up
HMO capabilities across the Nation for the general population, and, more
importantly, in areas where health care resources are scarce.

The Administration seeks authorities, therefore, to improve the
distribution of health care resources by providing operating grants for liMOs
in medically underserved areas, to cover some portion of initial operating
deficits, and to provide direct loans to public institutions for initial operating
deficits. A sum of $22 million has been requested for both purposes. In
scarcity areas now served by Neighborhood Health Centers, and similar
models, the Administration would seek to have such facilities eventually
become part of liMOs.

For grants and contracts with which to plan the development of new
HMOs for the general population, the Administration is proposing an
obligation of $23 million.

Authority for guaranteeing loans sufficient to generate $300 million in
ambulatory facilities, and for operating deficits of private sponsors, has also
been requested. In recognition of the higher costs that would be sustained by
medical schools in operating HMOs, the Administration seeks $4 million in
grants and contracts for this purpose.

The Administration has also requested $15 million in grants to assist

the development of new Family Health Centers in scarcity areas, with the
view toward converting them into HMOs or HMO-affiliates.

The Administration's plan would also provide for prepayment to public
and private HMOs for the care of Indians, as well as for manpower training in
HMO settings. Moreover, while experience over the years indicates that
HMOs provide high quality of care, the Administration would provide
additional checks, as part of a general plan to review for quality of care and
for the utilization of resources in all its new proposals. Accordingly, the
Administration proposes establishing Professional Standards Review Organi.
zations (PSROs) within the States to determine whether the quality of care
meets professional standards, and whether resources are being used effi-
ciently and effectively. They will review both health insurance and HMO



contracts. They will be under the direction of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, who will also be assisted by a National Professional
Review Council in contracting with PSROs. This Council will review the
activities of the local PSROs, and publish information on comparative
performance. Furthermore, to provide another checkpoint, and in line with
the Administration's efforts to improve the planning capability of State and
local governments, State and local planning agencies will review and
comment on HMO proposals.

With regard to planning, the Administration is examining the inter-
relationships among State and areawide planning, Regional Medical Pro-
grams, health maintenance organizations, and Area Health Education Centers
(discussed below) to develop a more rational structure than exists today for
the achievement of their overlapping objectives. The Administration is
reviewing these alternatives with a view to their legislative base and the
opportunities for consolidation.

Finally, the Administration would use the supremacy laws of the
Constitution to pre-empt, in connection with Federal insurance programs,
those legal barriers that limit the use of allied health personnel or the
organizational form of HMOs.

The goals of the Administration are to develop 450 HMOs by the end
of fiscal year 1973, 100 of which would serve areas with a scarcity of health
care resources. By the end of fiscal year 1976, the plan calls for 1,700 HMOs
with the potential of enrolling 40 million people, 10 million of whom would
be in families with incomes under $8,000 a year. By the end of the decade,
the goal will be to have a sufficient number of HMOs to eniol 90 percent of
the population, if they desired to enroll. Most importantly, the choice of
traditional modes of care would remain.

In the development of HMOs, as well as in the development of other
community services that depend in part upon Federal resources, the
Administration is committed to putting together "packages" of resources
that are now to be found only in categorical, earmarked pigeonholes. That
is, as an action complementing the proposed consolidation of grants, the
Administration proposes to enable those seeking to achieve national
purposes, but are now impeded and frustrated by the compartmentalization
of Federal funding, to negotiate at a single point of access in the
Government and with a single instrument for the combination of resources
needed to achieve the purposes. The Administration recognizes that while
specific problems have their advocates, at the community level the problems
are interrelated. The resources that have been available for the specific
problems must be reassembled for a realistic and holistic community
program.



3. Health Manpower

In the statement of the causes of the "health care crisis," the main
problems were identified as: poor distribution of physicians, both in
geographic location and in type of practice, poor utilization of our
manpower resources, and financial difficulties of our professional schools.
Although not contributing to the crisis, there are other problems that a
comprehensive manpower strategy should cope with. One is that between
now and the end of the decade, the population is likely to increase by 22-27
million people, with a marked increase in the elderly-about 4 million more
people over the age of 65 than today. While time number of children under 19
years of age will probably decline by approximately 2 million, thereby
freeing some health resources, the increase in the elderly-the group that
consumes the largest amount of health services in proportion to their
numbers-will more than take up whatever slack is created.

As a consequence of expanded insurance coverage, effective demand for
health services is likely to increase. Moreover, both personal income and
educational attainment will increase in the decade ahead, and because
income and education correlate with demand for health services, we can
expect additional demands from this cause.

Finally, in reviewing the enrollments in professional schools by race and
sex, the Administration has found that women and members of racial
minorities are vastly under-represented in relation to their numbers in the
population. In 1969, fewer than 3 percent of all candidates for medical
degrees were black, and only 8 percent of all medical students were women.
In dental practice at the present time, the figures are only 2 percent in each
case. Medical and dental schools are trying to turn this situation around, as
evidenced by the composition of their entering classes last year-more than 6
percent black and 11 percent women. But, clearly, more needs to be done.

Using a broader measure-family income-one finds similar results. In
recent years, fewer than 10 percent of medical students were from families
with $5,000 annual income or less, although such families constitute 25
percent of all families in the Nation.

Thus, providing opportunities for members of racial minorities, women,
and students from low-income circumstances to attend professional schools
must, in the name of fairness and justice, be included in a manpower
strategy.

The Administration's proposals in their entirety come to grips with all
of these problems. Indeed, for example, it is firmly convinced that no



reasonable means of improving the distribution of health manpower-the
most severe problem-has been rejected.

Improving the Distribution of Manpower Resources. In addition to the
improvement in distribution that is anticipated through the development of
HMOs in scarcity areas (see preceding section), the Administration proposes
a wholly innovative $45 millior, fund-Health Manpower Educational
Initiative Awards-abo it $40 million of which will be used to create Area
Health Education Centers (AHECs) in underserved parts of the country,
both urban and rural. These centers will be affiliated with medical schools or
university health science centers and will perform the dual function of
education in the health disciplines and direct service to the surrounding
community.

While a long-range strategy based on HMOs and AHECs is being
implemented, the Administration will take immediate steps to supply health
manpower in areas of critical shortage. The Emergency Health Personnel Act
of 1970 authorizes the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to send
doctors, dentists, nurses, and other health workers into scarcity areas, at the
request of public or non-profit health agencies and with the approval of
State and local governments and district medical societies. A $10 million
appropriation for fiscal 1972 will support an initial 600 to 1,000 health
personnel in pilot projects.

The Emergency Health Personnel Act is not a permanent solution to
the problems of manpower maldistribution-but it represents a useful
transition device until the overall Administration strategy takes hold.

To encourage primary care physicians, dentists, and nurses to practice
in medically underserved areas, the Administration proposes to forgive
$5,000 in loans, plus interest, that physicians and dentists borrow as
students, or 25 percent of nurses' loans, for each year served in such areas.

The Administration would offer two other types of incentives to shift
the distribution of medical students more towards primary care. At the
undergraduate level, preceptorships or clerkships would be established
whereby medical students could gain firsthand experience in the practice of
primary care medicine. At the graduate level, assistance would be provided
for setting up primary care residency programs in the Area Health Education
Centers.

In sum, to improve the distribution of health services, the Administra-
tion is supporting the formation of HMOs and Area Health Education
Centers in scarcity areas, the training of physicians assistants, such as
MEDEX, forgiveness of loans for the education of health personnel



according to the type of practice and the location of that practice, special
projects for the training of primary physicians and their aides, assistance for
technical development and its use (such as closed-circuit TV), and the
initiation of an emergancy health service corps. While the Administration
cannot guarantee any specific degree of success for these measures, it
believes that all reasonable measures have been included, and it will continue
to search for new ones.

Improving the Utilization of Health Manpower. As health maintenance
organizations develop and spread, the utilization of health manpower will be
improved. The ratio of physicians to population in lIMO-type organizations
today, for example, is approximately I to 1,000, in contrast with the average
ratio throughout the Nation of I to 590, indicating that HMOs use physician
services more efficiently.

Beyond the expected accomplishments of HMOs, the Administration
would also undertake several other major efforts to improve the utilization
of health manpower. These include using present capacity to its utmost and
expanding capacity to train physicians assistants, especially those who could
be delegated a significant percentage of the tasks of general practitioners,
obstetricians, and pediatricians. Programs such as MEDEX, which draw upon
the trained cadre of ex-military corpsmen, in conjunction with MEI)IIC-an,
information program used to acquaint military corpsmen of opportunities
for civilian health careers-will also be expanded. Opportunities would also
be expanded for nurses to become pediatric nurse practitioners, nurse
midwives, and public health nurses. Further development of programs to
train dentists to use one or more chairside assistants effectively is also
envisioned. Somewhat in excess of $26 million would be allocated for these
purposes in Fiscal Year 1972.

Another major effort would be to train physicians and dentists, while
still in professional school, to work with all the members of their teams and
to learn how to use their subordinates efficiently and effectively, thus
conserving their own time and skills for the care they can uniquely give.
Project grants would be awarded for this purpose.

Special efforts would also be made to bring inactive nurses back into
the labor force. There are nearly as many inactive as active nurses, and
experiences under several auspices have indicated that some nurses can be
persuaded to undertake short retraining courses and then resume their
nursing careers.

Technological development also offers opportunities for improving the
utilization of scarce manpower skills, while also serving other purposes such
as improving the quality of care and the distribution of services. To



illustrate: In Salem, Missouri, under the auspices of a Regional Medical
Program grant, a general practitioner's office is linked by computer to a
university. Patients who come in for a physical participate in feeding
information into the computer, through a process similar to self-instruction
teaching machines, and nurses add information from tests they perform. A
great deal of information is available to the physician by the time he sees the
patient, and his own judgmental decisions are entered into the patient's
computer-recorded file. Technology, the use of the patient as a participant in
the process, and the use of nurses substituting for tasks previously performed
by the physician each can contribute to improving utilization. The
Administration will continue to support efforts of this nature.

Student Assistance. One objective of the Administration, as noted
earlier, is to enlarge the opportunities of the disadvantaged to enter
professional careers. Accordingly, under the Administration's plans, scholar-
ship support would increase from $15 million currently to $29 million. The
average amount of scholarship assistance for medical, dental, and osteopathic
students would triple-going from $1,000 to $3,000. These scholarships
would be awarded for the first two years of study, the years in which
greatest attrition normally occurs. Students from disadvantaged backgrounds
would be expected to borrow, on guaranteed loans, to complete their
education, but a special provision in the Administration's plan would permit
these students to forego payment on their loans should they be unable to
complete their education. Because studies have found that the thought of
indebtedness deters disadvantaged students from seeking higher education,
the Administration proposes to remove this barrier.

For all other students of medicine, osteopathy, and dentistry, guaran-
teed loans up to $5,000 a year would be available. No student, henceforth,
will have to forego a professional education because he is unable to gain
access to adequate financing. While the loan indebtedness of the students
may appear to be large, several points are to be noted in this regard. First, if
the professional schools reduce the length of the curriculum from 4 to 3
years, the student's maximum loan indebtedness would drop from $20,000
to $15,000 for his profession education. Second, the income expectation of
physicians is quite large, and repayment should be relatively easy. Third, the
risk for students is quite low-the chances of graduating for an entering
student is about 92 percent today, and the percentage climbs after each
succeeding year. Finally, a student who anticipates the maximum indebted-
ness of $20,000 could cancel his indentedness by entering a primary care
field and by practicing in a scarcity area for 4 years.

The Administration has also proposed extending scholarship support
for nursing students, whether they study in baccalaureate institutions, junior



colleges, or in hospital diploma schools, and increasing the maximum loan
guarantee from $1,500 today to $2,500 a year.

Improving the Financial Stability of Health Professional Schools. The
Administration proposes a nearly threefold increase in Federal support for
basic medical, dental, and osteopathic education. The funds would be
provided for students graduated, rather than for students enrolled, and the
schools would receive $6,000 for each student graduated (a "capitation"
grant). These funds, plus the funds for the special projects mentioned earlier,
and Federal funds for other purposes (participation in HMOs, in Regional
Medical Programs, and so forth), should relieve most and possibly all of the
schools' present financial distress. For a few schools, "emergency" grants
may still have to be provided, but the goal is to eliminate "crisis" financing
in the near future.

It should be noted that if the health professional schools continue to
train students in 4 years, they will receive $1,500 per student ech year, but
if they shift to-a 3 year curriculum, they will receive $2,000 per student. The
report of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education and the Nation's
Health (October 1970) estimated that a shift to 3 years would produce
potentially a saving of more than a third of the total cost of training
physicians and dentists. That would depend, however, on how the schools go
about collapsing the curriculum. For the student, the shift would mean a
saving of one year's expenditures on his education (again, depending on how
the curriculum is shortened), plus the earnings now foregone during the
fourth year of training. For the manpower supply, it will mean a one-time
bonus of an extra graduating class.

By rewarding the schools for their output-their graduates-the Admin-
istration's proposals should, also provide incentives for increasing the
efficiency of the educational process. It offers an incentive to the schools to
fill places vacated by "drop-outs" and to integrate the basic science
curriculum of the professional schools with the basic science departments in
nearby or parent universities. Attrition is now running about 8 percent of
enrollment, or between 800 and 900 medical students. About 250 of these
places will be filled by, for example, American students who are studying in
foreign medical schools. But the unfilled places-550 to 650-represent the
output of five to seven medical schools, which is a costly loss to society.

Increasing the Supply of Health Manpower. While poor distribution and
utilization are at the root of our health manpower problems, the
Administration's strategy proceeds from the assumption that these problems,
for the most part, must be addressed at the margin-in terms of each new
increment in manpower-where prospects for success are greatest. Physicians
and dentists with established and successful practices in affluent suburbs are
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not likely to move to scarcity areas, and they cannot be ordered to move
into urban ghettoes or into isolated urual areas. It is also wholly unrealistic
to expect an experienced radiologist or pathologist suddenly to switch to
primary care. Moreover, although older physicians can and do employ
assistants of one kind or another, most of them lack either the inclination or
the knowledge to make the fullest possible use of assistants. In each of these
instances, it makes far more sense to look to the new professional as the
agent for change. Finally, we must plan ahead for changes in population and
in the effective demand for services, mentioned earlier, and increase the
supply accordingly. The penalty for not acting to increase the supply of
health manpower could be very high. Therefore, the Administration
proposes to use special project grants and construction awards (both grants
and guaranteed loans) to increase the supply of health manpower.

Less crucial, but not unimportant in the resolution of the health
manpower problems of the Nation, is the assistance the Federal Government
can offer to such other health professionals as veterinarians, podiatrists,
pharmacists, and optometrists. The Administration has requested new
authority to expand educational opportunities in these fields for dis.
advantaged students, to train new types of health service personnel, to
promote preventive medicine, to include them in the team approach to
delivering health services, and to improve the distribution of trained
personnel in these professions.

Finally, the Administration's manpower strategy calls for a number of
related and interlocking actions to improve the use of our manpower
resources. The first is an intensive examination and resolution of the
problems associated with medical malpractice. The second is to improve the
opportunities for upward mobility among individuals in allied health and
nursing professions; this will be accomplished by assisting in the develop-
ment of equivalency examinations to enable these individuals to substitute
experience for education. The third is to develop model laws and other
procedures by which legal barriers to career development and the efficient
use of manpower can be lowered or eliminated.

The Administration has proposed a comprehensive manpower
strategy designed to overcome the crucial problems of today, and to prepare
for the likely eventualities of the future. The Administration's FY 1972
budget calls for a total of more than $1.1 billion for education and training
of health manpower; more than half of this total would be administered by
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

4. Improving the Financing of Health Services

The key problems that were identified in relation to the financing of
services were: inadequate access to care because of financial barriers,
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inadequate benefits for many people who have insurance coverage, and
unnecessarily high costs resulting from a mutually reinforcing financing and
delivery system. The Administration's objectives, therefore, are to reverse
these circumstances-i.e., to increase access to care by lowering financial
barriers, to see that insurance coverage provides adequate benefits, and to
provide a link between the financing and delivery system so that unneces-
sarily high costs may be avoided.

The Administration proposes a national hcadth insurance program,
providing some financial protection for everyone. It is not a niationalized
health insurance program, for it does not require the Federal Government to
assume the entire national health care bill. It is a partnership between the
public and private sectors, designed to build upon the durable parts of the
existing base of private and public health insurance, and extend coverage to
all families with children.

National Health Insurance Partnership Act (NIIlP). A substantial
majority of American families have some form of health insurance, primarily
through employer-employee plans. To extend this coverage to all employed
individuals and families that include employed persons, and to ensure that
the benefits are adequate, the Administration proposes the National Health
Insurance Partnership Act. This Act would require employers to provide
basic health insurance benefits for their employees and their families, and to
share the costs with them.

Because the employer-employee plan would not meet the needs of
families headed by an adult who is not usually employed, and thus ensure
adequate protection for "poor" and "working poor" families, the Adminis-
tration proposes, as a complement to this Act, a Federally-assisted Family
Health Insurance Plan (FIJIP). FIIlP would replace the current Medicaid
program for low-income families with children, but Medicaid will continue
to provide benefits for the poor who are blind, disabled, and aged.

Medicare will continue to provide protection for the elderly, but the
burden of the monthly premiums will be removed through absorption into
employee-employer contributions to Social Security.

Under NHIP, every employer subject to the Act will be required to
provide approved health insurance coverage for all employees who work
more than 25 hours a week, and employees will be able to bring suit in
Federal courts to compel compliance with the Act.

To qualify for approval under the Act, employers must offer insurance
plans, with the following benefits, to every employee and each member of
his family:
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-inpatient hospital care;

-physician's visits at home, hospital, office or clinic, including
well-child care;

-routine eye examinations for children under the age of twelve;

-maternity care, prenatal and postnatal physician's services, and family
planning services;

-emergency ambulatory care, including dental services, for accidental
and other injuries; and

-X-ray and laboratory services.

Providers- of services under these insurance plans will be required to
satisfy the conditions of quality control, claims review, and utilization
review now required by Medicare. (See also the comments on Professional
Standards Review Organizations at the end of the section on health
maintenance organizations.)

Every plan must also allow the employee the option of enrolling in a,
prepaid health maintenance organization-a requirement that forges a link
between the financing and delivery systems.

Every employee may be expected to assume a limited share of the
financial costs for the medical services used by his family. This share
("deductibles") may not be in excess of the reasonable cost of two days'
hospital room and board for hospital inpatient services, plus 25 percent of
the remaining cost of such services ("coinsurance"). There would also be a
deductible of $100 for each family member, up to three members, for
covered medical and other health services, plus 25 percent coinsurance of the
remaining cost of such services. When total expenses of an individual reach
$5,000, the employee pays no further deductibles or coinsurance, meaning
his maximum is about $1,500.

Approved plans must also provide maximum benefits of at least
$50,000 per family member over the life of the contract, with $2,000 of the
exhausted benefits restored each year. For pre-existing conditions, benefits
may not be denied for more than 6 months from the date of the initial
coverage, and the plan may contain no such exclusion for maternity care.
Coverage must be extended, if the employee so desires, for at least 90 days
after his employment has been terminated.

The cost of coverage under the Act would be borne jointly by
employers and employees. During a transition period of two and one-half
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years, the employer would be required to contribute at least 65 percent of
the plan. Thereafter, the minimum employer contribution would be 75
percent. The lower contribution rate in the initial period is intended to ease
the burden of adjustment to the new system.

The Administration's proposal would become effective on July 1, 1973.

The Family Health Insurance Plan (FIlIP). Poor and near-poor families
will be provided with health insurance protection through the proposed
Federal Family Hiealth Insurance Plan, FHIP is designed to replace Title
XIX of the Social Security Act-popularly known as Medicaid-for low-
income families with children. The shortcomings of Medicaid are so great,
it has become essential to replace it. These shortcomings include striking
variations in the value of benefits to families in similar circumstances residing
in different States, and wide variations in benefits, eligibility, and population
coverage. Thus, Federal dollars are being distributed very unevenly and
inequitably among the low-income pupulation in the program.

Moreover, exclusion of the "working poor" increases the inequities of
the existing welfare system, so that half of the ten million poor children in

the Nation receive no publicly assisted health services. This discrimination
creates two potentially serious side-effects for the family. First, it encourages
marital breakup, since female-headed families can qualify for benefits, while
male-headed families, in most cases, cannot. Second, it discourages the male
head of a family from working by making full benefits available to families
headed by unemployed males, while denying similar benefits to those headed
by employed males.

A further. inequity is that public assistance recipients receive full
benefits, at no cost, up to the income at which they leave the welfare rolls.
At that point, they lose all benefits. Families whose earnings take them just
above the cutoff may therefore be worse off than if they were still on
welfare. This abrupt termination of benefits can be a serious barrier to
self-sufficiency. Those who are familiar with the Administration's welfare
reform proposals will note that the proposed health insurance reforms are
meshed with welfare reforms. Moreover, while families would make
increasing payments for insurance, their income would be rising under
welfare reforms.

The shortcomings of Medicaid suggest that an equitable program of
medical assistance for low-income families must meet additional criteria for
there to be a fully effective program. It must eliminate geographical
inequities, categorical inequities, work disince, tives, and ensure adequate
protection. It should also promote the development of health maintenance
organizations, and foster efficiency in the health sector.
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In the Administration's proposal, eligibility for FHIP would be based
upon family income, adjusted for family size. Families with incomes up to
$5,000 for a family of four (the median size of FHIP families), who do not
have health insurance protection through a required employer-employee
plan, would be eligible for FIIIP. About 5.4 million families with children
fall below these income limits, and about 3 million of these would be eligible
for FHIP benefits, including mirgrants, domestics, and other part-time
workers as well as non-workers. The income limits for family sizes up to
seven are shown below.

Income Limit
for FIlP Eligibility

2 $3,400
3 4,200
4 5,000
5 5,800
6 6,400
7 7,000

ThesO income limits were chosen because they include the population
with the least adequate private health insurance coverage, and for whom
private coverage is unlikely to provide the required protection. While 85
percent of families with incomes above $5,000 have some private health
insurance, only 45 percent of those below $5,000 have private coverage.
Even in the income range from $5,000 to $7,000, almost 80 percent of all
families have some private insurance. The most substantial gap in private
coverage exists for families below the $5,000 income level. FHIP is designed
to fill that gap for those who do not qualify for mandatory employer-
employee insurance under the NHIP Act.

A small fraction of the families above the FHIP eligibility cutoff does
not now have private coverage, and an additional number have inadequate
health insurance protection. The NHIP Act will provide coverage for most of
these families. Employer-employee health insurance will close the gap
without displacing the private coverage now enjoyed by the vast majority of
families in these higher income brackets, and without imposing a Itrge
expense on the general taxpayer.

Families enrolled in FHIP will be eligible for assistance in meeting
expenses for:

-Physicians' visits at home, office or clinic, up to a maximum of eight
visits per person per year; this maximum will not apply, however, to
visits for prenatal, postnatal, or well-child care, or family planning;
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-Maternity care, prenatal and postnatal physicians' services, well-child
visits for children below the age of 5 years, and family planning
services;

-Out-of-hospital laboratory, x-ray and surgery;

-Emergency ambulatory care within 24 hours of accidental injury; and

-Hospital care and related physicians' services, up to 30 days per
person per year; or the cost-equivalent of hospital care for skilled
nursing home services or approved home health services.

All providers of covered services will be subject to the conditions of
quality control, claims review, and utilization review required by Medicare.
Families enrolled in FHIP may elect to receive services either from individual
providers or from a health maintenance organization. In the latter case, FHIP
will make a direct payment to the lHMO, on a capitation basis, equal to
average FHIP reimbursements to covered families in the area.

The specific package of covered services includes the essential medical
services required for adequate family health care. Outpatient care is covered
in order to encourage the use of preventive and health maintenance services
that reduce the probability of serious illness and the necessity of prolonged
hospital stays. In addition, the inclusion of outpatient services will
discourage the use of costly inpatient procedures when less expensive
outpatient treatment may be substituted.

As explained earlier, the value of benefits under a medical assistance
program should decline smoothly as income rises to the eligibility cutoff
level, in order to avoid the disincentive effect of an abrupt termination of
benefits at that point.

There are two principal ways in which the value of coverage can be
reduced as income rises. First, the family may be required to pay
income-related premiums in order to qualify for coverage. Second, coverage
under the program may require covered families to make deductible and
coinsurance payments, with the size of these payments scaled to family
income. FHIP includes both forms of family contributions. Since these
features are central to the design of FHIP, it is important that they be clearly
understood.

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 1 -- 9
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The FIIP premium is a periodic payment based solely on family
income, regardless of the family's use of medical care. It is directly analogous
to premiums paid for private insurance, except that it is scaled to income.
(Families covered by FIIIP would have their premiums deducted from their
assistance checks.) A family of four would pay the following annual FHIP
premiums at the indicated income levels:

Family F III Premium
Income

$0-3,000 $0
3,500 25
4,000 50

4,500 75
5,000 100

In addition to the H11) preniun, the value of benefits would be
reduced by income-related deductibles and coinsurance. The FHIP deduct-
ible is defined in terms of the number of days of hospital services for which
the covered family is financially responsible; both the deductible and
coinsurance vary with family income. The deductible and coinsurance
provisions for a family of four arc shown in the table below.

Family Hospital Other Ou tpatien t
Income Deductible* Deductible Coinsurance**

$0- 3,000 0 0 0%
3,000- 3,500 1 (lay 0 0
3,500 - 4,000 1 day $50/family 0
4,000- 4,500 1 day $50/family 10
4,500- 5,000 2 days $100/family 25

*Assessed at average per diem charges for room and board, not actual

charges.
"'Applied to all outpatient services except maternity and well-child

care.

As the table indicates, a family of four with income below $3,000
would pay no deductible or coinsurance. At an income of $4,000, the family
would pay for the first (lay of hospital care used by each family member, a
$50 annual deductible and 10 percent of the cost of outpatient care, except
for maternity and well-child care. The hospital deductible is assessed at the

average daily cost of room and board (currently about $50), rather than
actual expenses incurred. Any expenses in excess of the family's deductible

and coinsurance liabilities would be reimbursed by FHIP.
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Taken together, the FHIP provisions slowly increase the financial
liability of a family at the income cutoff for FHIP eligibility to approx-
imately the beginning level under the NHIP Act, so there will be no
reduction in benefits, or increase in cost of coverage, as the family loses its
FHIP eligibility. Thus, there will be no work disincentive associated with the
program.

The cost-sharing charges in FHIP are carefully graduated with income
to ensure that they do not present an insurmountable barrier to necessary
care, while still being significant enough to discourage excessive utilization of
health services. Moreover, the form of the cost-sharing provisions will
provide positive incentives for efficient choices among the various types of
care and providers. A one-day hospital deductible will discourage the use of
high-cost inpatient facilities for procedures that can be performed as
effectively on an outpatient basis. By eliminating the family portion of
Medicaid, taxpayers will save $1.8 billion against the total Federal cost,
resulting in a net additional Federal cost above Medicaid for FHIP of $1.2
billion.

The States, relieved of responsibility for their share of the family
portion of Medicaid, may save as much as $1.8 billion. The States will be
encouraged to use a part of this saving to supplement the basic Federal
benefit package by providing services not covered by FHIP.

The effective date for the Family Health Insurance Program would be
July 1, 1973.

Ensuring Access to Medical Care for Other Groups. Neither the
National Health Insurance Partnership nor the Family Health Insurance
Program will meet the medical care needs of the elderly, poor adults not
living in families with children, and the self-employed. The Administration's
health strategy also makes provision for these groups.

First, it proposes to eliminate the premium now charged aged
beneficiaries for outpatient protection. This change will save elderly persons
an estimated $1.4 billion a year in premium payments, offset in part (by
$400 million) in additional cost-sharing. It will be financed by changing
Social Security payroll deductions. Second, the Administration proposes
that Medicare beneficiaries be enabled to use their coverage to enroll in a
health maintenance organization.

FHIP will replace only the family portion of Medicaid. The Medicaid
program for adult categories-providing medical assistance for the aged, the
blind, and the disabled-will continue unchanged. The Department of
Health, Education and Welfare is reviewing this program to see how it might
be improved.
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in order to ensure that health insurance is available to self-employed
persons and unemployed single individuals or couples, the National Health
Insurance Partnership Act will require those insurance companies offering
employer-employee plans to pailicipate in pools that will make group plans
available to any individual or family not eligible for this coverage. Premiums
for these group plans will be subject to approval by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, and the plans will be required to provide the
same minimum benefits as employer-employee plans. Although the plans will
not be subsidized, individuals enrolled in them will be able to take advantage
of savings possible through group coverage. The group plans will also ensure
that no one is denied coverage because he is a "poor risk."

Regulation of the Health Insurance Industry. In the past, some
insurance carriers have abused their trust by not conveying to the consumer
with clarity the coverage and exclusions in his contract. Some have failed to
perform claims and utilization reviews, or excluded high risk groups, or
cancelled policies suddenly. The Administration proposes to regulate the
insurance industry, which is essentially unregulated at this time. Not only
will the abuses be prevented in the future, but citizens will have better and
cheaper coverage through competition among carriers.

Additional Benefits in the Future. As the economy expands, and
additional resources become available for health services, it should be
feasible to add benefits to both parts of the National Health Insurance
Partnership plan. Among the range of alternative benefits, the most desirable
addition that can be foreseen at this time would be for outpatient
psychiatric care, prescription drugs, and dental care for children. Besides
additional resources for these purposes, we shall also need to develop
techniques with which to review and evaluate the utilization of these
services, to avoid either under- or over-utilization.

These, then, are the Administration's health insurance proposals. They
are national in scope; they draw upon the strengths of both the private and
public sectors; they offer the means for correcting past weaknesses. The
Administration's plan lowers financial barriers to health care, enlarges the
benefits, and affords a number of opportunities for bringing costs within a
reasonable range.

Summary of Efforts to Control Medical Costs

The Administration's proposals contain an interrelated set of measures
to reduce the inflation in medical costs. The objectives are twofold: to
reduce the annual per capita expenditures on medical care, and to reduce the
unit cost of providing care.
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With respect to reducing the rate of increase in annual per capita
expenditures, the relevant proposals of the Administration are those that:
emphasize a broad and concerted preventive effort, including the actions
that citizens may take on their own to reduce the need for care; the
reduction in unnecessary utilization of services through scaled deductibles
and coinsurance in the health insurance plans and through co-payments
under Medicare; and the availability of low-cost group insurance rates for
those people now covered by high-cost individual plans.

With respect to reducing the rate of increase in the unit cost of
providing care, the relevant proposals of the Administration are those that:
encourage the establishment of health maintenance organizations, with their
own built-in incentives for efficiency; strengthen State and local planning
capability to rationalize expenditures on capital facilities and other
resources; promote the use of physicians assistants and other assistants of
physicians and dentists, as well as capital equipment, to substitute
less-expensive care without a loss in quality; prospective reimbursement
experiments under Medicare; ceilings on physicians' fees; and review for
quality and performance by Professional Standards Review Organizations-to
reduce unnecessary surgery and the maintenance of under-utilized but
expensive facilities (such as seldom-used open-heart surgery teams), as well as
improper utilization of health care resources.

While it is impossible at this time to specify the degree to which these
anti-inflationary measures will be successful, or their precise effects in
reducing the rise in medical costs, they constitute a knitting together of an
array of means with which to attack this problem. As other reasonable
courses of action present themselves for controlling medical costs, they will
be adopted.
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The CHAIRMAXN. Mr. Secretary, Senator Byrd of Virginia asked you
last April 26 for 5-year cost estimates under your bill. These estimates
were not available by May 27 when the hearing record was printed.
Do you have those estimates of cost now?

Secretary RICItARDSON. Yes; we do, Mr. Chairman. I believe they
are included in the material furnished to the committee.

The ClAIRMAN. Within the White Paper?
Secretary RICHARDSON. We have them. I have them here and can

offer them for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. ?wish you would, because I don't know just where

they are included in the material you have before the committee.
Secretary RIcnADSON. I was in error, Mr. Chairman. You don't

have them yet, but I can offer them for inclusion in the record at this
point.

The CIIAIRTfAN. You don't have them available to recite right now
for some reason, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary RcmtAm)soN. This book is so fat it will take a minute to
find it, but we have it here.

(The information referred to follows:)

5-YEAR COST ESTIMATES

Attached are the fiscal 1974 estimates of the costs of S. 1623 and H.R. 7741.
based upon the Department's study of all national health insurance proposals
performed early this year.

Because of:
uncertainties as to the enactment date of H.R. 1;
the recent implementation of Phase II;
the desire at the time these bills were proposed to coincide the time of the

implementation with that for Welfare Reform;
the availability of some later population data from the Census;
the availability of later cost and eligibility numbers from the States; and
we are preparing to submit later Administration cost estimates for FY 1974-

78 for the Executive Sessions. These would include updating of the fiscal 1974
estimates and completion of the estimates for the following years.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PARTNERSHIP ACT (S. 1623 AND H.R. 7741) 5-YEAR COST ESTIMATES

[in billions of dollars]

Fiscal year-

1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

S. 1623-..-------------------------- '12.6
H.R. 7741 --------------------------- 13.0

I Because of uncertainties as to the enactment date of H.R. 1, the recent implementation of phase II, the desire at the
time these bills were proposed to coincide the time of the implementation with the welfare reform, the availability of some
later population data from the census, and later cost and eligibility numbers from the States, we will be preparing later
administration estimates including an update of fiscal 1974 and completion of estimates for the following years.

Tie ChAIM1,[AN. Mr. Secretary, as your predecessors would advise
you, I am always interested in what something costs.

'ecretary RCILAI)sON. So are we, Mr. Chairman, and indeed some
hare accused its of being too cost conscious in the recommendations
embodied in our bills.
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Mr. Chairman. it might save time if we have it understood that we
will furnish this at this point, or come back to it in the discussion as
soon as we can find it.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir. While you are looking for that then,
I, too, want some additional information that Senator Long asked for
on April 26. As I recall from the hearing record, he wanted a State-
by-State analysis of which States would have medicaid benefits not
covered by your bill, and what the fiscal relief for each State would
be under your bill.

I have used a figure of about $1.8 billion in total. I think that came
from your Department actually, but I have not seen a State-by-State
analysis of the distribution of those savings. They were not submitted
at the hearing before the Finance Committee record closed on May 27
last.

Secretary RICHARDSON. We have done a great deal of work on this
since then,'Mr. Chairman, and we have a breakdown that could be in-
serted at this point. The $1.8 billion figure you used is approximately
correct, although we anticipate that there might continue to be some
continuing supplementation by the States of the basic benefits provided
for in the lani fy health insurance plan.

So, we are currently using as the total savings to the States a figure
of $1.1 billion, assuming moderate supplementation might lower this
to about $0.5 billion.

(The information referred to follows:)

IMPACT OF FHIP ON STATE MEDICAID BUDGETS

The attached data prepared by the Medical Services Administration shows the
potential range in impact upon States ARDC-Related Mediccaid expenditures if
PHIP is enacted.

This range is from $1.9 billion if no State supplements coverage, to $0.5 billion
if all States fully supplement up to present Medicaid benefit levels all who would
have been Medicaid beneficiaries.

The official Department estimate of FHIP's impact, issued on the 1st of
August, was based on moderate Stato supplementation. Prediction of State be-
havior is difficult, although It is believed that if FHIP is enacted State savings
under FHIP will be used to maintain current levels of care for at least those
now covered by Medlicaid. Thirty-four States and Jurisdictions would spend $52,S
million less than their current AFDC-Medicaid expenditures in F.Y. 1974 even if
they supplemented to maintain current levels.

IMPACT OF FIIIP ON THE STATE MEDICAID BUDGETS

As background information for the Secretary's testimony before the Ways
and Means Committee, MSA has prepared estimates of the probable impact that
implementation of FHIP would have on the budgets of the States with Medicaid
programs.

Two sets of estimates were prepared: the maximum which the States would
save, assuming that with the implementation of FIIIP, States would eliminate
their Medicaid program for AFDC persons; and the more likely assumption that
States would supplement FHIP at least for those currently receiving Medicaid
benefits to assure that their health benefits were maintained at the current
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level (i.e. States which currently provided services not in FIIP, such as dental
care, vould continue to do so, presunmably with some of the funds saved on the
services provided by FIIIP).

We used two methods to prepare each estimate. The results, in general, were re-
markably similar. The first was based on the States estimates of their total ex-
penditures and their expenditures for items probably not Included in FIlP. The
second was based on estimates by the National Center for Social Statistics of the
numbers of families probtl)ly eligible for Medicaid and estimates, by MSA, of the
(liscrel~aicies between tit(, average value of the FIII3 package and the average
value of the Medicaid package in that State to an AF)C cash assistance recipi-
ent. A detailled description of the methodologies and their limitations was for-
warded In September; additional copies are available from M SA/OPIPE.
,ll1txintlml Sav"intgs to 11c, Ntaltes

The maximililm savings to the States with the enoetient of F1111', would occur
if States could simply wvithdra w from their AFI)(' Medicald program m leaving
FlliP ilt(] conmies, local agencies and charities to cover the costs of providing
health services for the poor. It is estimut ed that if current law vere extended,
total medicaid e(xpenditures tin this category would he $4.2 billion, of whlch $2.3
million would he Federal anl $1.9 millionn would lhe State. If the States cancel
AIl )('-Medic1(aid, then they would save their full budget for that a(tlvity, or
$1.9 billion. The largest savings would occur in the States with the largest
Medicaid programs-New York, (alifornia, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Michigal,
AlMiassachusett s.

P'roba ble sa rintgs if stupplCmcftuttion.
)n the other hand, the states whlch liive l)een providing ite major Medlcaid

lenelt s are the least likely toa eliminate their programs. Their health insurance
coverage for tle poor contains many benefits not available through llll--e.g.
l)rescribed drugs, dental care, unlimiie( hospital and lhysichin services. Unlike
the FP1111) package, :12 states Iprovide dental care, 33 states provide eyeglasses,
hearing aids and other lrosthetic( devices. 4G states provide prescril)t 1) (lrugs.
Furtlernore. many of le states are likely to absorb at least some of the cost
of the FI PI1 premiums, de(ldu(til)les a(1 COpaymlliients.

If the states Continue to cover, for their current recipients, those services
not provided in Fill1P, then the states would have to supplement the FIIP1 pro-
gram with expenditures (not Federally matched) of almost $1.4 billion. Even
with supplementation, most of lhe states would spend less on the medical care
for their AFI)C population than they currently expect to spend under Medicaid.
In fact, :34 states and jurisdictions woul( spend $525 million less thon their
current AFP)C-Medicaid budgets. The cost of state supl)lementation would ex-
ceed by $50 million the AFDC-Medicaid budgets of some 18 states. Generally,
these 18 states are those vith ext-remely favorable Federal Medicaid match-
ing-e.g. Alabaua, Georgia, Kentueky, Mississippi, North Carolina and South
(arolin.a, viio would obviously suffer most by la(k of Federal matching of their
sulemenation. it is, not very likely that they would fully slipplement the
Medicaid package, and therefore, probable state savings under FIIIP would be
(lose to $500 million.

Thus with state su)plementation f FI 1 , the probable expenditure for
Iiedical assistance to families would total $4.9 billion aid le distributed roughly
as $3.2 billion Federal, $1.4 million state and .3 million, re(il)ient s in the form of
premiums, deductibles and .opayiiieits nIot covered by state supplelelts. This
coiipar'es to the anti cipated expenditures for AFI)C-Medicaid under current
lav of $4.2 billion of which $2.3 would be Federal and $1.9 would be state
expenditures.
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ESTIMATED MEDICAID EXPENDITURES FOR AFDC, 1974, CURRENT LAW

[Amounts in thousands]

Total Federal State and local

Cost of State
supplementa-

tion to provide
present bene-

fits, not in
FHIP to
current

eligibles

If FHIP and State
supplementation

States costs State savings
beyond State from Stateanticipated anticipatedmedicaid medicaid

budget budget

Alabama ...............
Alaska ................
Arizona ..........
Arkansas .........
California _ -,
Colorado....
Connecticut ........
Delaware ..-. ,. . -
District of Columbia.
Florida..............
Georgia .... ......
Gulm ..................
Hawaii ..............
Idaho ...........
Illinois. ..........
Indiana .... ..........
Iowa .................
Kansas ................
Kentucky........... ...
Louisiana.............
Maine ............
Maryland ..........
Massachusetts .....
Michigan ..........
Minnesota .........
Mississippi ...........
Missouri ....... ...
Montana ..........
Nebraska.............
Nevada ................
New Hampshire .........
New Jersey .............
New Mexico -------- _-
New York ..............
North Carolina ..........
North Dakota ...........
Ohio ...................
Oklahoma ..............
Oregon ----------------
Pennsylvania .........
Puerto Rico .............
Rhode Island ...........
South Carolina .----
South Dakota ...........
Tennessee ...........
Texas ..................
Utah ...................
Vermont ...............
Virgin Islands ..........
Virginia ................
Washington .............
West Virginia .....
Wisconsin ..............
Wyoming .............

$62,025

4, 633
834,316
17,043
67,346

8, 695
50,320
50, 460
67,484

186
14,359
6,525

216,383
50,039
26, 299
31,506
45,946
30,358
24,844
56, 026

144, 552
183, 761
26, 319
20, 000
22. 066
5,196
13,918
5,545
7,984

137, 798
15,515

889,105
48,440

3,876
97,469
83,722
18,477

262,000
80,978
17,066
28,285
3,345

16,757
124,863
12,613
12,458
1,269

89, 303
59 051
29,059
79, 186

910

$48,646

3.680

417, 157
9,819
33,674
4,348

25, 161
30,614
47,016

7,300
4, 669

108, 192
27, 546
15,272
18, 608
33,766
22,311
17, 248
28,013
72,276
91,881
14,995
16,600
13, 135
3,491
8,140
2,773
4,740
68,898
11,268
444, 552
35,284
2,762
52,292
57,785
10,603

145,279
20,863

8, 577
22,064
2,332

12' 458
81,386
8,812
8,061
534

57, 180
29,525
22,367
44,565

571

$13, 379

953
417, 157

7,225
33,674
4,348

25, 161
19, 846
20,468

94
7,060
1,856

108, 192
22, 492
11,027
12, 898
12, 180
8, 048
7, 594

28, 013
72, 276
91,881
11,364
3,400
8,929
1,705
5,779
2,773
3,244

68,899
4,246

444, 552
13, 157
1, 113

45, 177
25,937

7,874
116, 722
60,115

8,488
6,223
1,014
4 302
43,477
3,799
4,397
736

32, 122
29,525

6, 692
34,620

339

$19,042 $5,663 ........

9 0 ............
311,200 ------- . ... 105,957

5,709 ............. 1,516
26,938 ............ 6,736
2,513 .............. 1,835

12, 177 12,984
15,491 4,355
20,716 250 ............

36 ........ 58
5,356 .... ... 1,704
1,618 .... . ..... 238

83,740 ............ 24,452
19,565 .............. 2,927
12,676 1,649 .............
14,241 1,343 ..............
16,035 3,855
4,979 .......... 3,069
5,838 .............. 1, 756

12, 550 .............. 15,463
40,908 .............. 31,368
56,047 .............. 35,834
11,186 .............. 178
6,140 2,740 ...........
7,966 __..........
2,312 607 ..........
6,290 511 .
2,118 .............. 655
3,505 261 ..............
38,997 .............. 29,902
7,105 2,859 ..............

337, 860 .............. 106, 692
17,487 4,330 ..............
1,694 581 ..............

38,0 11------------ 7,067
17,163 .............. 8,774
6,651 .............. 1,223
74,146 .............. 42,576
6,559 .............. 53 556
6,297 .............. 2:191
10,211 3,988 ..............
1,030 16 ..............
4,507 205 ..............

38, 333 .............. 5,144
5,070 1,271 ............
4,036 .............. 361
147 .............. 589

27,416 .............. 4,706
19 192 ------------- 10, 333
11,594 4,902 ..............
48,066 13,446 ..............

216 .............. 123

Total ............ 4,205,679 2,279, 143 1,926,542 1,449,729 48,477 525,288

The CRL A,AN. You will recall that in H.R. 1 in the medicaid por-
tion of the bill, we did relieve the States of the necessity of enlarging
their medicaid expenditures as a result of our perhaps broader defini-
tions or eligibility for cash payments under the welfare programs.

Secretary RiCTIA DSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAMN. You will recall that. Do we assume that, or under

this, would the States have to assume that under this bill?
Secretary RICHARDSON. No. We wouldn't affect this. We are pro-

ceeding on the basis that the family health insurance plan provides
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adeqwte minimum benefits for all families. The problem arises only
with respect to the adult categories which continue to be eligible un-
der medicaid, and there to the extent that H.R. 1 would increase the
number of eligibles.

We would not propose at this point to mandate the extension, al-
though I think it is reasonable that the committee should consider this
because when you had 1.1. 1 before you, you (lid not have the prospec-
tive savings to the States that would result from the substitution of
a new Federal program for medical i(t.

So, the States could extend medicaid to these new eligibles, with
,;oine reduction of the $1.8 to $1.9 billion savings. We anticipated
that they would be likely to do that even if not required, and that is
why I said a moineit ago tlhat we a (, using the $1.1 billion as the fiscal
relief to the States rather than the total, assuming that they did noth-
ing to supplement FIP. This is about midway between the $1.9 maxi-
mum an d the $0.5 miniuinumi savings estiiluates.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, without objection, this information

that I asked for earlier will be included in the r-ecord at the point where
the request was made. Is there any objection ? None is heard.

Mr. Secretary, you told the Finance Committee last spring that this
bill would cost employers and their employees an additional $5 bil-
lion to $7 billion, I believe, above current, premium payments, is that
right?

Secretary RiclILIDSON. Yes, sir. I think we have somewhat better
figures now than we did then.

The CHAIRMAN. If yOU will let, me have those better figures.
Secretary RICHAmsoN. It is about $3.6 billion. The cost figures are

set forth, which I am looking at now on page 88 of the Ways and
Means committee print entitled, "Analysis of' Health Insurance Pro-
posals" introduced in the 92d Congress."

The CmAiRAN. Page what, now?
Secretary RICHARDSON. Page 88.
The CHAIRTAN. These are our own estimates or are these depart-

mental estimates?
Secretary RICIARDSON. They were furnished to the committee by

the departmentt . It shows as'the health insurance total cost in the
rivate sector in the absence of this new legislation a total of $26.4
illion with transferred costs of $3.3 billion and induced costs of $1.2

billion which raises the total private health insurance bill to $30 bil-
lion which is the $3.6 billion over the present forecast cost.

The CjrAIiuNrkr . What part of that increased cost will be borne by the
employer and what part by the employee under your bill?

Secretary.RicAhlluSON. In the first two and a half years, 65 percent
of the premium would be paid by the employer and 35 percent by the
employee. After that two and a half year period the ratio would be-
come 75-25.

The CIAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, you propose to eliminate that part
of medicaid which covers most wel fare families, do you?

Secretary Rcmsiimsox. Yes.
The Cu.\ATR.AN. Do you agree or not that the major cost of the

medicaid lro.ram would remain since IFHIP would select out what
may be considered the best risks, the younger poor families, and leave
the aged and disabled and the blind. Is there anything to that point?
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Secretary RIciIARDSON. I think it is true, Mr. Chairman, that the
costs associated with the health care of the aged, disabled, and blind
are higher than they would be in the families Which are covered under
this program, but, of course, the result remains nonetheless that this
program would reduce, as you pointed out earlier, the States' share
of medicaid expenditures by $1.8 to $1.9 billion if they do not supple-
ment benefits to families anid $1.1 billion if they do adopt moderate
supplementation or to $0.5 billion if all States fully supplement by
providing all present medicaid benefits.

The CJii.AIImAN. All right. Now, if this approach is good for fam-
ilies, why isn't it also good for the blind and the disabled?

Secretary RICIIAIDSON. I think the only possible answer to that is
that there would be significant increased costs in some States.

The CIRIMxnitAN. I know, but what concerns me is that it seems that
we have one program now and as a result of this approach we split
that up into two programs. Is it advisal)le for us to do that? Are
we doing it just becausee of the additional cost or why ?

Secretary RICIIARDSON. The only important reason, Mr. Chairman,
is additional cost.

The Ciit,\lI.N. All right.
Secretary RICHARI)SON. There is the consideration further, which

is also a cost consideration, but a slightly different one, that if we
were to include particularly the aged, although the problem also
exists to some extent with respect to the disabled, we would be faced
,with the question of how to finance the cost of long-term care. We
are working very hard on this question, Mr. Chairman, recognizing that
there are certain inherent difficulties with a system that involves medi-
care for hospitalization and extended health care of the aged, medi-
caid to pick up skilled nursing home care and longer term care, and
with a different program for families. We see no way out at the
moment of retaining medicaid at least for long-term care and so we
concluded that it would be appropriate in conjunction with welfare
reform to initiate a new fully federalized program of health insur-
ance for families at this time, leaving further steps for the future.

The CIHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, have you had any outside group
such as the. actuaries within the health insurance area evaluate the
costs of your program to check their costs against your own estimates?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes, Mr. Chairman. The figures that we
have furnished for the costs of this program and the other proposals
pending before the committee which are included in the August com-
mittee print entitled, "Analysis of Health Insurance Proposals," were
developed by the Office of the Actuary of the Social Security
Administration.

The Cm,\INMIN. In consultation with these other actuaries or not?
Secretary RIciIArDSON. You mean outside the I)epartment?
The CIHAIRMAN. Yes.
Secretary RcIcARDsoN. We have reviewed them with actuaries rep-

resenting the health insurance industry and with other actuaries in
the Federal Government also, including the Commerce Department.

The CHAIRMA . I know, but we had this same problem when we
began medicare. Also to, some extent, we looked at it in medicaid, not
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enough perhaps, but we (lid look at it. Maybe the better word is to say
we seSC1ie(l ime(lict i(l.

At. any rat(, a t Hie time we were discussing medicare initially the
)el)artmenit s estimate anid tle estimates given its by these outside

actuaries ill insurance and elsewliere were at( great varianlce ' ld we
had son diflicliltv in arriving initially at any real accurate conclusion
as to w in(t (lint 0logi41i1' Votll(1 eitail.

We vere asstle(I l)v (l ose wit]i) the I)eparitment that their esti-
mnates were 'ig tlt. It 'tit i'ie(t out that (lctey wvere not, tlat eveni the
esti mates bv the acti lries wit lil the ilsu ralice business were low
'onimpare(d 1t) whlat Nwe lter experience. That is vhly 1 a1 asking these
q testiols. 1)Do they agi'e \vit] \yoii estil1a1es or (1o they have higherstillines of cost .? WVe will fillid out fi)'omll li later, buti I just wanted

o g.e t he whole picture ill te r'ecori 'it this p)1i)lt.
,O,'('CitHI v ' RI (CIAlllSI.N. Tle (.oili little )rilt describess the met hod-

olog.y uise(l. Ail. ( 'l1ai .tai, and I think it is quite candid ill pointing
olit ie illl,'el it (lifi1',tltits ill arivinig at ii n es(ti mates. pmticlarly
of ind(,ced costs s whi('h t , Iareie I ill t i( ('011ittee )rint as the costs
that aie brought about thIrough the greater litilizatio i which results
from0 ireir ac('('(,ss to (' re.

B~ut I understand dl t hat th, olitsi(le actuaries have agreed with the
methlo(lology that was is(,(1 in ([,velopl ig these (,stilliates.

The ('CHAI,MAN. Blit O tilh' I)asis t(' eir iS(, of t le s1Ile method-
ology, how i'ih variation is thier(e Ibetveeti your people and their
)eo)le as to the costs ?

Secietar i )(' RIARS)N. I wouill have to ask -I'. Trowbridge, the
Chief Actuary.

Mi'. BALL. lhev thought we liiight be it little hiigh. Mit. Secretflry,
for ti(e Alliiistif'tion plan.

Secretary RciAmi)sox. 'fr. Ball.
The Ct.\mtlM.\x. All right, Mh'. Ball. You were at that t-able in 1965,

when we tried to ascertain the costs of ie(liica re.
Mr. ]. i Mr. chairmann , I was there when out' actuaries were de-

bating the 1)'ivate insurance actuaries and they wei'e both wrong g.
TIl' CHAIRM.\x. If' yOu are going to speal, io this subject, give us

a bette' estimate tihan we had in 1965.
Mr. BAm,. All I (tmill doing, Mi'. Clai'man, is just, being a relay from

Mr. Trow!ridge 1)a('k here wh'lo said that our estimates for the Admin..
istration plan were first thought to be sollewilat high )yN the private
hilsuiIli('(e actuill'ies on this point. If you want to go into that further,
I snmlgest that he .cole ii1) ]iere hi llsel f.

The CI uxi lAN.x. I don't want, to delay it. We will compare notes
later'. but at tihis point. you are atl)ove the insurance actuaries' esti-
mates. That is most reassuring.

Now. Mr. Secrettry. let m1e go to what. I think are some strange
anomol ies within your )ill. I am il not taking issue. I am merely trying
to learn and I shall thl'ogh the course of the al'iilgs, not only on
your bill, but tll of the other bills. I waint to put the critical eye
oi this one rigit noW sIlie you fire he)'e.

You include among the benefits one routine eye examination a year
for children unde' 12, do you ?

Secieti'ny RICHARDSON. Yes.
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The CHAIRIVAN. That is whether done by a physician or an optom-
etrist?

Secretary RIcIlARDSON. Yes.
The CHAIuRA A. Yet the bill would also cover all eye examinations

for all members of the family if the examination is done by a physi-
cian, but not by an optometrist; is that right?

Secretary RICiIARDSON. I hadn't been aware of that, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Maybe it is good that I am calling this to your

attention.
Secretary RICHARDSON. We expect to profit greatly, Mr. Chairman,

from this,
The CHAiRMAN. I was going to ask you your reasoning as to this

anomoly, but if you will put that in the record maybe you want it
changed in the bill.

(The information referred to follows:)

VISION CARE AND OPTOMETRY BENEFITS UNDER NHIPA

Vision care as a physician's service would be provided under H.R. 7741 or S.
1623 in the same manner as other physician services. Namely, without durational
limit under NHISA and as part of the physician service coverage of up to 8 visits
per eligible per year under FHIP. Medical necessity and peer review activities
would apply.

It is also intended that children under the age of 12 be insured for one routine
eye examination, even if by a licensed optometrist, in each calendar year. This
would not count against the 8 visit general limit under F111P. Such service as
originally proposed would be subject to any applicable deductible or coinsurance,
but as a form of well-child care, we would consider elimination of such cost-
sharing on these services during Executive sessions.

The purpose of this additional benefit is to increase the financial availability,
and encourage the beneficial results of diagnostic vision services for children.
Other considerations, primarily cost and lack of broadly-based Insurance experi-
ence, are reasons for not including a similar benefit for adults.

The CHAIRAIA. I am not being critical. I just want to know why.
Secretary RIcHARDSON.. I understand. There are going to be a num-

ber of changes we would want to make that have resulted, some of
them already, by the review of the bill by various people, including the
staff of this committee, but we felt that rather than try to do this in a
piecemeal way we would defer this sort of technical amendment and
improvement until the committee had had a full opportunity to con-
sider it and until indeed the committee decided that it wished to move
in the direction of the general strategy set forth in the legislation.

The CIAIRAThN. You suggest that we mark a ring around this part
for further consideration and possible amendment.

Secretary RICIhARDSON. Yes. There are quite a number of these
things as you are aware.

The CHAIRM31AN. In your benefit provision you require a deductible
equal to the reasonable cost of the first 2 days of hospital care.

Secretary R[CHARDSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How will anyone know at the time of hospitaliza-

tion just what the reasonable cost will be for the first 2 days?
Secretary RICHARDSON. We propose, Mr. Chairman, to adopt the

practice for this )urpose that has been applied in determining the
deductible for medicare which is to proclaim a uniform flat deductible.

The CHAIRM-AN. You will have to change the bill in that respect.
Secretary RICHARDSON. It would have to be changed.
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The CHAIRMAN. The reason I asked the question is that I was aware
of the letter that came from your Department to the GAO in which
it was said that we have delays of several years in determining rea-
sonable cost of hospitalization under medicare. With respect to the
deductible under medicare, is what I am talking about.

Secretary RICHrARDSON. There is a different sort of lag here in the
process of determining the payment.

The CIIxIR,kN. I don't want to go into it and take lengthy time
here, but there is another point we can circle.

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You would require that all the basic health policies

in the entire Nation must reimburse physicians on the same basis is
medicare; is that right?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
The CITAIRMAN. Now, even if this is good policy, and I wonder and

I guess you think it is, how would the hundreds of health insurance
carriers obtain access to all the physician charge profiles which medi-
care carriers maintain now and how would we know who should pay
for the data?

Secretary RiCHARDSON. We believe, Mr. Chairman, that for this
reason and also in order to make patients aware of the physicians who
have agreed to accept assignments at the published rates, that these
should be published for the areas to which they apply.

The CHIAIRMAN. You would get the form that way, itself.
Secretary RIcyARDSON. Yes.
The CHAmRAN. In the basic employer plan services are covered I

believe under language that says "if needed," is that right? In the
basic employer plan services are covered. Did I read the bill right?

Secretary RCHARDSON. Yes.
The CATIRMAx. That phrase is not included in the bill with respect

to the benefits under FHIP. Are poor families to get this care even
if they don't need it?

Secretary RICHARDSON. No. I think we intend it in both cases.
The CHAIRMAN. That is another area we need to look to then for

possible amendment.
Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
The ChAIRrAN. Your bill would require each health plan to arrange

to avoid overlapping or duplicate coverage and I think that is highly
desirable. How would you do this?

Secretary RlCIARD)s'N. We are not satisfied, Mr. Chairman, that we
can fully and adequately answer that question at this stage.

The CHAIARAN. My point is that I doubt that it is done in the bill
as it now stands.

Secretary RICHIARDsON. No, I don't think it is clear enough in the
bill. It needs to be made emphatically clear that the insurance carriers
are required to institute measures to prevent such duplication.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. That either needs to be done within the
bill or have you given authority through regulation to do that then?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
The CHAiRmAN. You include deductible and coinsurance provisions

in your basic plan in part I suppose to introduce some controls on
utilization of services.
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Is that your reasoning or is it some other reasoning?
Secretary RTCTiARDSON. That is the primary reason, Mr. Chairman.

The secondary reason is a matter of relative cost.
The CIAIRMAN-. But you permit the basic plan to be supplemented

with a plan which would cover all the deductibles in coinsurance.
That involves cost.

To the extent that this happens you would lose all of the utiliza-
tion control element, would you not.

Secretary RTCIIARDSON. Yes, Mr. Chairman, but I think there are
two reasons why we did not feel that we could go so far as to try to
prevent such supplementary coverage.

One is that this would represent a rather drastic interference in free-
dom of relation between employer and employees and choice with re-
spect to prepayment plans and the second is that the same cost con-
siderations don't apply.

In proposing to require all employers to make a basic insurance plan
available to their employees we are in effect mandating an additional
business expense to all these employers to the extent of 65 percent of
the cost in the beginning and later 75 percent so that this is why we
couldn't go further from the cost point of view.

But there is no reason why we should tell an empover and his em-
ployees that they shouldn't share a higher total premium if they chose
to do so.

The CHAIRMAN. I am not arguing with you. I am just trying to get
your thinking at this point. In the plan for low income families you
provide most of the exclusions to coverage which also apply in the
medicare program, do you not?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
The CirAN RIFA'. But in the employer plan that would cover regularly

employed workers and their families you do not have these exclusions,
do you?

Secretary RWIHARDSON. There is some variance and the problem here
really is attributable partly to the higher utilization and incidence of
illness as the actuary estimates it with respect to the family health
insurance plan.

The CHAIR.rAN,. Let me ask you if you really intend this result and
let me give you an example.

The basic employer plan would have to cover a physician who
treats his own family and all of the services of a podiatrist including
cutting corns, warts, callouses, and so forth. Do you intend this?

Secretary RICHARDSON. I think the short answer is yes.
The CIIAIrAN. You do. Your bill would not cover the services of a

psychiatrist, yet would cover treatment of mental conditions by a
physician who is not a psychiatrist.

Did you intend that? And why is it a good idea if you do?
Secretary RICHAIIDSON. The problem is the problem, Mr. Chairman,

of coverage of psychiatric services generally. This is an area in which
as you well know there has been relatively little experience on the part
of insurance programs and it means therefore that firm estimates of
utilization are very difficult to reach.

Of course there would be an additional element of cost. As I men-
tioned in my prepared statement we would hope to be able, at a sec-
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ond stage, to expand coverage or rather to expand benefits to include
psychiatric services but the exclusion of care specifically of a psychi-
atrist as distinguished from the mental health care of a physician is
simply a function of the conclusion that we couldn't propose to cover
psychiatric services generally.

The ChAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, on the cost estimates again for your
bill, have your actuaries taken into account that the basic health plan
for employees would be required to cover the following items?

One, all of the services of podiatrists including routine foot care;
two, services which are required because of an act of war; three, all
routine physical checkups; eye examinations when performed by a
physician;'hearing examinations performed by a physician; and cos-
metic surgery performed by a physician .

Secretary RTciAI[DSON. I can only assume that they have, Mr. Chair-
man, but I will make sure what the answer is and supply it for the
record.

(Information referred to follows:)

ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING DEFINITIONS OF COVERED SERVICES

In estimating H.R. 7741 and S. 1623 costs, the Department's actuaries assumed
that present Medicare definition of covered services would apply whenever ap-
propriate, and that medical necessity provisions would be administered by the
insurance carriers underwriting the risks.

Thus, for instance, purely routine physical exams, would not always be reim-
bursed where there is no diagnosis or injury, nor would eye examinations by
physicians other than opthalmologists or otolaryngologists, podiatrists services
not comparable to eligible physicians services or cosmetic surgery except as part
of medically necessary improvements of vital functions, and so forth. Routine
eye and hearing care by a physician would be covered under the program, if de-
termined to be medically necessary by the carriers. Carrier determinations would
be guided by peer review.

The, CIhAIR-MAN. Now I have one that I think amused me more per-
haps than any other and I wonder what is the reasoning back of it.

I wonder -hy you used the figure 350 hours as the point at which
the eml)loyer has' to give his employee coverage. If a man goes to
work at a regular 8-hour, 5 days a week, 40-hour week job, the employer
would have to offer the coverage at 3 p.m. on Thursday of the ninth
week of employment.

I was wondering why 3 p.m. on Thursday?
Secretary RTcliLmm)sox. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not being facetious. There must be some

reasoning. Do you want to avoid a Friday, the 13th. I wonder.
Secretary RhcIiARDsoN. I don't think we were really that ingenious,

Mr. Chairman. lVe are simply seeking to deal with the situation in
which an employee might work somewhat irregularly and ini order to
determine when an employee could be considered in effect full-time so
as to justify the requirement that. the employer include him.

To refer only to the number of weeks within which he works or the
number of days seemed inadequate to try to deal with that problem of
ir-relarity.

The ChmAIr.N. Mr. Secretary, T am assumingf now and you tell me
if I am incorrect but T iust, assume that you prefer Senator Bennett's
bill S. 1663 over Mr. Byrnes' bill H.R. 7741, do you not?
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Secretary RICHARDSON. I don't think I can endorse the word assump-
tion as applied to this, Mr. Chairman.

The CInURMAN. I just wondered where Senator Bennett's bill came
from. He is a brilliant Senator. Maybe he developed it himself.

Secretary RICILARDSON. No; the history of the matter is very simple,
Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. I am not interested in going into that. I just want
to know frankly what would be the cost of this provision that was
written into Mr. Byrnes' bill I assume after it left the White House.

Secretary RIChARDSON. We estimated it at about $400 million, Mr.
Chairman.

The ChAIImAxN. I know Mr. Byrnes, like I am, is interested in all
possible savings. I am not surprised that he saw evidence here to
justify it.

Secretary RICrRDSON. He was concerned, Mr. Chairman, with the
situation of the small employer.

The CTAIRMrAN. I am going to yield to him now. Don't you think it
is better to let him speak to the point.

Secretary RICIARDSON. Yes; by all means.
Mr. BYINES. Mr. Chairman, I would be glad to take the witness

chair on this point.
The ChAIR-AN.. Not the witness chair. I am just trying to give you

a chance to respond.
Secretary RICHARDSON. I felt it only necessary, Mr. Chairman, to

make clear that your initial assumption is not entirely founded.
The CnAIR-rAN. That is all I wanted was that assurance from you

that your prefer the Byrnes' bill to the bill introduced by Senator
Bennett.

Mr. BYRNES. Mr. Chairman, I think it should be recognized that
there is a difference of opinion between the Secretary and myself and
it is my understanding that as far as the President is concerned, he is
not taking sides on that particular issue.

If that is a fair presentation of the situation, Mr. Secretary, tell me.
Secretary RICIIARDSON. -le regards this as a matter for the wisdom

and judgment of this committee.
The CITAIRMAN. I commend the President for not getting into a con-

troversy between my two good friends, Senator Bennett and Mr.
Byrnes. He is to be commended.

Mr. BYRNES. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions at this time but I
do want to compliment the Secretary on his statement and also the
basic material prepared by your staff for our use as we get into this
most complex subject matter.

I think you have done a very fine job on the preliminary basic ma-
terial that we need and I want to express my appreciation.

The CHAIR MAN. There is no question about that, Mr. Secretary, that
you and your department as usual have been very helpful this morning.

We will expect you to be even more so when we get you in Executive
Session.

Secretary RICHARDSON. We look forward to that, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Betts?
Mr. BETrS. Mr. Secretary, I want to followthrough what the chair-

man and Mr. Byrnes have said. I think your presentation shows a lot
of work and a lot of thought.
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I certainly want to compliment you and the Department and the
staff and everybody who had a part in it. I have no particular question
but some observations. I think, when we get into the meat of it in the
executive session.

I have also been concerned a little bit about the rationale of the 65
percent-35 percent differential between employer and employee and
then in two and a half years becoming 75-25. Why isn't it 50-50 like
the social security? There must be some reason.

It has always seemed to me that health was as important as security.
Is that a compromise between the unemployment compensation tax in
which the employer pays all and the social security which is half and
half ?

Secretary RICHARDSO-N. Well, I think one answer to this, Mr. Betts
is that health insurance is in a sense a current fringe benefit. There is
a range in participation by employer and employee under collective
bargaining plans, but in some instances the employer covers the full
cost.

So we really came down in effect about midway between the two ex-
tremes within the collective bargaining process.

The average as it turns out currently is about 70 percent under
present employer-employee Olans.

Mr. BErs. In other words, the. rationale is it is more or less of a
compromise.

Secretary RTcirARDSON. Yes, but. a compromise which reflects the
realities of the situation.

Mr. BE'rrs. T assume from some of your statements that the whole
problem is bound up with some other legislation, is that correct?

In other words, you mentioned that the cost of service g and the
like, that problem will find some solution in phase II. Would you
care to comment on that?

Secretary Rrcimc )sox. Yes. Well, phase II of course is a considera-
ably more far reaching approach to the restraint of cost increases
than we had proposed to have incorporated in permanent legislation.

Phace II will be the paramount reliance for containing cost increases
so long as the authorities contemplated by that program are in effect.

But we also have developed legislation which we hope to submit
to the Congress shortly that will reflect our approach to regulation
as well as to the problem of cost controls to supplement the various
provisions in H.R. I and in these bills now before you that are also
addressed to this problem.

In other words, as I indicated in my testimony, the problem of cost
restraints involves for example the utilization of health-maintenance
organizations. It involves peer review, utilization review, the publi-
cation of the percentile of Federal participation in fee schedules.

I have, and I am looking for it at the moment, a list of all the
elements of all our legislation that involves cost constraints of one
form or another, Mr. Betts, and I would think it would be appro-
priate to have it inserted in the record at this point.

Mr. BErrs. I think it should be.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it will be included in the record

at this point.
(Information referred to follows:)
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LIST OF COST CONSTRAINTS

The attached illustrates the types of cost controls-in addition to the tem-
porary Phase II Economic Controls-which would be in force under the Na-
tional Health Insurance Partnership Act.

The additional legislative documents to secure authority for the activities not
already part of DHEW operations will be submitted to the Committee shortly,
in the form of amendments authorizing Health Insurance Carrier Regulation
and additional provides cost and provides controls.

NHIPA COST-CONSTRAINTS

A. On hospital/ECF charge
1. Reasonable Cost Reimbursement
2. Experimental Target Reimbursement (H.R. 1)
3. Authority to Disallow Exceptionally high costs (H.R. 1)
4. Authority to Disallow Unwarranted Capital costs and services costs
5. Incentive Reimbursement
6. Current Economic Policy
7. Posting of prices and access information.

B. On physician fee*
1. Reasonable Fees
2. Index-Based Adjustments in prevailing charges (H.R. 1)
3. Experimental Methods (H.R. 1)
4. Current Economic Policy
5. PSRO and other peer and quality review.

0. On delivery system
1. Maximum use of Health Maintenance Organization
2. Professional Service Review Organizations
3. Utilization Review
4. Restructuring of Benefits Toward Ambulatory Care
5. Identification of geographic areas with over-supply as a condition of grants

to states.

D. Ot carriers
1. Maximum use of HMO's
2. Cost Reimbursement for Public Plans
3. Public Disclosure of Retentions
4. Public Accountability through annual independent audit
5. Competition
6. All states to have irate filing and use authority to deny extraordinary

NHISA rates.

E. On patients
1. Increased Information on Provider Charges for Standard Items
2. Deductibles encouraged, especially for Institutional care, for all but poor
3. Co-Insurance encouraged for all but poor.

Mr. BETTS. I was simply observing that this measure has linked with
it a lot of other legislation such as legislation concerning preventive
care and increase in medical personnel and that this is o nly one part
of a vast program to solve the problems in our overall national health
program, is that correct?

Secretary RChARDSON. That is correct.
Mr. BET4TS. The answer to this question is probably obvious but I

was thinking of the small businessman in whom Mr. Byrnes was
interested in his bill, an employer of say three.

How does he get his health insurance? This bill requires him to
take care of his employees. He is not incorporated. How does he take
care of his health insurance?
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Secretary RICHARDSON. He could either purchase it directly from
an insurance company or he could elect to participate in the pool for
his area that is also contemplated by this legislation.

The pool would be designed to provide lower cost group coverage
for small employers and for individuals than they could otherwise
obtain.

Mr. BEITS. So that the farmer or the small businessman can par-
ticipate in his own program, is that correct?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
Mr. Brs. I think that is important because as Mr. Byrnes pointed

out the small businessman is going to have quite a financial burden in
any program.

I am just interested in seeing that he has all the consideration pos-
sible. That was one of the reasons T was interested frankly in the 50-50
percent distribution of cost rather than 65-35.

Secretary RITCIIARDSON. Of course it was the concern for the addi-
tional cost to some employers especially smaller employers that led
us to propose the 65-35 split in the first 21/9 years with the increase in
the employer contribution to 75 percent later on.

Otherwise we would have proposed a 75-25 differential of cost in
the beginning.

Mr. BE.'rrs. We are beginning to get letters on the proposal now and
one of the things that has been called to my attention is this. Does this
bill include, within the term surgery, oral surgery?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes; it distinguishes in coverage between
oral surgery on the one side and more routine dental procedures on the
other. The. former are covered. The latter are not.

Mr. BE'rs. Again I want to compliment you, Mr. Secretary, and we
will see you in executive session.

Secretary RICHARDSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Betts.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ullman?
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Secretary, let me see if I understand your pro-

gram. First, insofar as the aged are concerned, you do nothing here
to change the basic social security system to cover the older citizens?

Secretary RICHARDSON. That is correct.
Mr. ULLMAN. Second, you have mandated insurance coverage for

virtually all employees in the Nation, the premiums to be split between
the employee and the employer first on a 65-35 basis and after 2 years
a 75-25 basis, right?

Secretary RIcHARDSON. Yes.
Mr. ULLMAN. Then, what is the third aspect of your program now?
Secretary RichARDSON. I think in following out the outline you have

just started I would identify as the third major element the coverage
of poor families in which there is no employed member covered under
an employer plan.

This would be done under the family health insurance plan as a
substitute for medicaid.

Mr. ULLMAN. Would you call this the federalization of medicaid?
Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
Mr. ULLMAN. In other words, you are federalizing medicaid, you

are mandating private insurance coverage on the part of employers
and you are leaving the elderly under social security?
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Firstly, then, does this indicate that, in your judgment, the social
security system, medicare I would say, is a permanent part of your
strategy? There are a lot of people who would like to incorporate
ifedicare in a new, all-enioml)assing iiational health insurance plan.
Your basic judgment is that, looking ahead 10( or 15 years, you would
say that medicare should stay as a separate prograni basically along
the lines we have established.

Secretary RIIIARDSON. Yes; and for two basic reasons.
First of all, we think that the same reason that employers and em-

ployees contribute to retirement benefits of the employee e when he is
no longer a wage earner makes it also logical that they should con-
tribute to the cost of every medical care in a period when those costs
are expected to be substantially higher than they are in his earlier
years.

The other basic reason is that while there never seemed a very real
prospect that private insurance arrangements could adequately handle
health care coverage in the post retirement years, we think that with
the measures that we have proposed to overcome deficiencies in private
health insurance that it can do so for the years in which the employee
is actively at work.

Mr. ULAMrAN. Mr. Secretary, going then just to the two elem:'nts
in your bill, the mandatory insurance for employees and the federal-
ization of medicaid, do you think this really qualifies as a national
health insurance program?

Secretary RLciIAR)soN. Yes; it would cover some 68 million working
people and their families under the mandated coverage of the Na-
tional Health Insurance Standards Act and it would cover 14.7 million
people under the Family Health Insurance plan.

Mr. ULLTUAN. These are people not now covered?
Secretary RICHARDSON. They are not all now, no. Many people under

the Health Insurance Standards Act are already covered under em-
ployer-employee group plans through collective bargaining arrange-
ments and so on.

Nonetheless though looking at the total population the coverage
would amount to close to approximately 70 million working people
and their families.

Mr. ULL-MAN. Mr. Secretary, private health insurance, I understand,
now covers about one-quarter of all health care expenditures.

What will the proportion be in the event that your recommendations
become law?

Secretary RICHARDSO'. I am sorry.
lr. ITLLMAN. Today private health insurance covers about one-

quarter of all health care expenditures.
How would that be increased under your recommendations?
Secretary RICIIARDSON. I would have thought that was a low figure.

We estimated the total coverage by insurance of all health care ex-
penditures as just under 75 percent under this program.

That is all third party coverage, in other words, all but the personal
share, direct out-of-pocket share of all health care costs.

Mr. ULLMAN. I think we have a basic disagreement on the facts with
respect to health care expenditures. That can be cleared up later. About
four out of five A mericans under age 65 have private hospital insur-
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ance. How many more Americans would get hospital insurance as a
result of your requirement with respect to employers?

Secretary RICHIARDSON. The increase in hospital insurance is com-
paratively small, about 5-percent more. The increase in coverage that
is brought about by this proposal is much more significant with re-
spect to ambulatory and out-patient coverage which of course is im-
portant we think to reduce pressure on hospital beds and also cata-
strophic coverage which is under this proposal up to $50,000 for each
individual.

Mr. ULLMAN. Going then to the physician's home and office visit,
about 43 percent of Americans under 65 have insurance against those
costs now.

How many more would have this protection under the employer
require health insurance in your bill ?

Secretary RiciIARDSON. It would increase it to about 95 percent.
Mr. ULLMAN. From 43 percent to 95 percent?
Secretary RicICArRDSON. Yes, if Government employee plans follow

our benefit format.
Mr. ULLMAN. Just under this employer-employee requirement?
Secretary RICHAIRDSON. That also includes the expansion of coverage

brought about by the Family Health Insurance plan too.
Mr. ULLMAN. Let me finally look very quickly to the Family Health

Insurance program. There is also a problem of a notch in payment. I
understand you have four categories of salary, of earnings in your
proposal that would mandate different types of payments. I have asked
the staff to prepare a chart on this. I would like to have them very
briefly show it to you and have you comment on it because I think we
have a real notch problem.

Would you make it available down below in some way so that as
many members as possible can see it.

(The chart referred to follows:)
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I think it is very important because what we have to look at is a
workable plan. Hold it higher so that the Secretary can see it. What it
shows is that the first income class is under $3,000. Under $3,000 it is
100-percent coverage on the part of the program. He has free medical
care.

But if he has $3,001 income then he will have to pay a day's hospital
care amounting to about $40.

Then you have a second category breaking at $3,500 and there will
be an additional $50 if he has $3,501 because of what is it, a co-pay
feature.

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
Mr. ULLMAN. Is that what it is?
Secretary RIcinARDSON. Yes.
Mr. ULLMAN. Then you have a third category at $4,000 which breaks

at $4,000 and if lie makes $4,001 then he has to pay an additional $55.
What is that for?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Well, the increased amount is a combination
in effect of deductibles and premiums.

Mr. ULLMAN. These are not cumulative however. These are new cost
factors with the addition of $1 of income. Then at $4,501 you have
another $160 that would have to be paid by the recipient. These are
assuming a care in the hospital amounting to probably 10 days, total
bills medical and hospital of around $1,000. Then if you go to example
B. To a $2,000 cost, these figures substantially increase.

Would you agree that there is a notch problem here?
Secretary RiciARDSON. Yes, but I think it should be pointed out,

Mr. Ullman, that between the $3,000 level and the $5,000 level you
could if you chose reduce this problem by increasing the intervals
instead of dividing them into fives.

The most serious problem as indicated in that chart is the one from
$5,000 to ineligibility, but I would point out that in that connection
when you come to the level of income shown there, there is likely to be
a point at which somebody is employed in the family and we have tried
to relate the family's share of costs under the Family Health Insurance
plan with the family's share of costs in the National Health Insurance
Standards mandated coverage so as to minimize this.

We think that the relative rate of increase of the family's share of
costs has been made about as consistent as possible between, one, the
objective of administrability and, two, the objective of elimination of
a notch.

Mr. ULLMAN. That is a very critical problem. You see in this $5,000
category that if he makes $5,000 he gets pretty good coverage. If he
makes $5,001 it would cost him on a $2,000 hospital bill $1,512. That is
a rather major notch, is it not?

Mr. VENEMIAN. I think Mr. Ullman, you are losing sight of one
point. That is that when that person's earnings reach that $5,000 level
presumably that person would be in the employment market. He would
be then covered under the employee-employer mandatory program. I
think the other thing that perhaps you are losing sight of is what we
have now. I think as the Secretary has indicated you can smooth the
scale out by adding additional breaking points. You can smooth it out.

The notch of $50 is really rather insignificant when you consider the
fact that under the present medicaid program when that person earns
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$1 more than his public assistance allowance he often loses all his medi-
cal benefits.

What we were trying to do in I1.R. 1 when we were before this com-
mittee and what we are trying to do now is smooth out this medicaid
problem.

Mr. ULLMAN. It is my position that we had a smoother transition in
H.R. 1 than you have here.

Mr. V.NEMAN. We have a "spend-down" in that, Mr. Ullman.
Mr. ULLAMAN. It was more equitable and avoided the notch better

than this; wouldn't you agree?
Mr. VENEMAN. No; I don't think so because you are dealing with two

different things there really. When dealing with H.R. 1 we are dealing
with the existing State administered medicaid program. Here we are
dealing with an insurance program which I think is significantly
different.

Mr. ULLMAN. Well, Mr. Secretary, I am not going to go into it fur-
ther but I think we need to look very carefully at this. I think the
notch problem here is much more serious than you admit to.

Thank you.
Mr. VENEMAN. It reminds me of Senator Williams before the Senate

Finance Committee, Mr. Ullman.
Secretary RICHARDSON. I would say, Mr. Ullman, that on this kind

of thing you are dealing with real problems of reconciling adminis-
trability, and the elimination of the notch in the interdigitation of two
programs. We are open to any constructive way of achieving a resolu-
tion of these problems.

What we have presented to you is the best we have been able to come
up with to this point.

T he CHAIRMAN. The Chair had intended at this point to adjourn and
come back in the morning but Mr. Corman tells me that he will not be
here tomorrow, or Thursday either, and has two questions he would
like to ask.

I will recognize him out of order unless there is some objection to
it.

Mr. Corman?
Mr. CORMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wanted to ask, Mr. Secretary, do you anticipate regulating the

cost of insurance that is required to be purchased by the employer for
his employees?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes, through the means rather briefly sum-
marized in my testimony.

We have given very careful consideration to the question of whether
to institute a complete new Federal structure for this purpose or to
rely in the first instance on the existing State machinery supplemented
by a requirement that the States that don't have any regulatory ma-
chinery in effect do so.

Mr. CORMAN. What I am talking about is whether or not you are go-
ingto tell those people how much they are going to charge per policy.

The CHAIRMAN. We are not hearing you, Mr. Corman. Do you have
your machine on?

Mr. CORMAN. Yes, sir; you are not going to tell them how much they
can charge, right?

Secretary RICHARDSON. We are not going to prescribe rates federally.
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Mr. CORMAN. Are you going to require uniform rates or may the
companies give different rates for different ages and people in differ-
ent states of health?

Secretary RICHARDSON. They may introduce the variances in pre-
miums that they think are justified by the experience of the employee
group. In other words, they may rely on experience ratings.

Mr. CORMAN. We will have a lot of people who work for employers
who employ just a very few people. Is the insurance company going to
be able to charge a different rate for a person 21 years old than for a
person 50 years old?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Not within the group of employees of which
that 21-year-old is a member. There would be a rate ordinarily for in-
dividuals and the individual rate would be the same for all individuals
in the group. There would be a family rate the same but the groups
might vary depending on the overall composition of those groups.

Mr. CORMAN. If I were an employer hiing 10 people, would I not
consider it advantageous to hit 10 young, healthy persons? That is what
I am trying to get at.

Secretary RIcIIARDSON. Ordinarily, no, because in the case of such
an employer he would be able to get a better rate by participation in the
pool than lie could with a group that small.

Mr. CORMAN. In the pool arrangement there can be no different rates
because of age or because of physical condition?

Secretary RICIIARDSoN. That is right.
Mr. CORATAN. So if I have some chronic illness and I get myself

employed my employer can take a policy under the pool rate and I
will be covered; is that right?

Secretary RIcHARDSON. Yes.
Mr. CORNtAN. Are you going to regulate the rates that can be charged

by the health delivery people-hospitals and doctors and so forth?
Secretary RicHARDSON. Not directly. Of course, phase 2 is a different

situation entirely but, as far as permanent legislation is concerned,
we do not consider it feasible to create a rate of setting mechanism to be
administered by the Federal Government.

We would rely primarily on such devices as utilization review, peer
review, emphasis on the preventive aspects of medical care that would
be the concern of health maintenance organizations under a capitation
arrangement and so on.

Mlr. CORMAN. Mr. Secretary, I appreciate haing this 5 minutes out
of order. I just have to tell you that there is one sentence on page 39
that I agree with completely: "They would do far less than what this
Nation must do if it is to act with a full sense of its responsibility." I
use it in a different context.

To me that describes the administration's proposal accurately, and
as to the costs of H.R. 22, I want to make it clear that I for one do not
think you ought to promise something for nothing. P1T.R. 22 anticipates
a substantial increase in the taxes that people would have to pay in
the country. But in exchange for that increase in taxes they would
be getting rather substantial health care. Maybe we will have a chance
to explore those more definitively in executive session.

Secretary RIClJ'ARDSON. I am sure we will, Mr. Corinan. I stated our
own views to the problems we see with regard to H.R. 22 in my
statement.
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The CIAIRMIAN. Are there any other members of the committee who
will not be present on tomorrow or Thursday morning who do have
questions of the Secretary?

The Chair will recognize the member if there is such.
Without objection then, let's adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow

morning.
You can be back, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
(Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m. the committee was adjourned, to recon-

vene at 10 a.m., Wednesday, October 20, 1971.)
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
C 0MIMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in the committee

room, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Al Ullman presiding.
Mr. ULLtAN. The committee will please be in order.
Mr. Secretary, we are glad to have you back today.
As I recall, when we concluded yesterday, Mr. Corman was query-

ing you.
Mr. Schneebeli, do you have any questions?
Mr. SCIINEEBELI. Y es. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I think Mr. Ullman yesterday established the fact

that the medicare system as presently constituted would not be affected
by the proposed legislation. Is this correct?

STATEMENT OF HON. ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON, SECRETARY OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED BY HON.
JOHN G. VENEMAN, UNDER SECRETARY; HON. MERLIN K.
DUVAL, JR., ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND SCIEN-
TIFIC AFFAIRS; HON. STEPHEN KURZMAN, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR LEGISLATION; HON. LAURENCE E. LYNN, JR.,
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION; HON.
ROBERT M. BALL, COMMISSIONER, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINIS-
TRATION; AND HON. HOWARD N. NEWMAN, COMMISSIONER,
MEDICAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, SOCIAL AND REHABILI-
TATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION-Resumed

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. When an employee reaches 65 and continues to

work, is he still eligible for the proposal in your bill, does he come
under medicare or does he have a choice?

Secretary RICHARDSON. He would come under medicare since he
would have contributed of course during his previous work history to
the entitlements to coverage under that program.

Mr. SCHNEEBELI. Medicare would be much cheaper to the employee
for the same coverage, is that correct?

Secretary IRICIIARDSON. Yes. It would mean, of course, that the em-
ployer did not need to include hhila among employees for whom he was
contributing to premiuni costs under thV required program.

(133)
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Mr. SCITNEEBELI. Although they still make deductions for social se-
curity for him when he is working over 65 up to 72, is this correct?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. So he is still contributing.
Secretary RICIHAIRDSON. Well, that is true,but in any case he would be

entitled, having reached the age of 65, to medicare benefits, and that be-
ing so, then there would be no point in either his or his employer's
contributing to the cost of a group plan under the National Health
Insurance Standards Act.

Mr. ScjiNEBELI. Under I1.R. 1 as proposed, social security deduc-
tions will be quite great in the foreseeable future. I think as a matter
of fact, when we get up to 7.4 percent on $10,200, it will be over $750
a year for the employee deductions.

IHow much more will this plan cost the individual employee in addi-
tion to the $750 deductions already scheduled? What will the indi-
vidual costs be?

Secretary RIcihARDSON. For a family, the cost to the employee would
be about $190.

Mr. SCHNEEBELT. A $190 deduction?
Secretary RICHIARDSON. Well, the total cost of the package in 1974

for the family is about $490, and the individual employee's cost is 35
percent of that at the outset and then later 25 percent of it.

Mr. SCIINEEBELI. That is pretty close to $190, isn't it?
Mr. VENEIAN. Mr. Chairman, I think it might be well to point out

that that is the maximum. I think we should recognize that many of
these employees are presently covered under some kind of health plan
and for many there would be no additional cost.

Mr. SCIINEEBELI. Getting back to the health plans under which you
say some of them are presently covered, isn't that almost 100 percent,
presently, employer cost?

Mr. VENEMAN. No.
Mr. SCIINEEBELI. What is the average?
Secretary RICIARDSON. It is about 70 percent on the average.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. That is the average present cost?
Secretary RICIIARDSON. Yes.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. Of employers?
Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
Mr. SHNEEBELL So that is why you got the 65 percent for the first

21/2 years?
Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
Mr. SCILNEEBEL. If we were to add this $190 to the $750, we would

be pretty close to a $1,000 deduction a year for a person who earns
$10,000, wouldn't we?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. That is a pretty good-sized payroll deduction of

about $80 a month.
Secretary RlcJiARDsoN. Well, of course, you are referring to the

ultimate-
Mr. SCIINEEBELI. The two together, yes.
Secretary RICHARDSON (continuing). The ultimate tax rate now in

H.R. 1 which would go into effect about 1978, and in the meanwhile,
as I am sure the committee is aware, the Advisory Council on Social
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Security has submitted a recommendation that the funding of the
system could now, in the light of its relative maturity, be handled on
a current cost basis. We have this recommendation under considera-
tion in the administration and plan to submit our conclusions with
regard to it to the Senate Finance Committee in time for their execu-
tive consideration of H.R. 1.

If it were adopted, it would eliminate the necessity for the rate in-
creases in 1975 and 1977 that are presently called for.

Mr. SCIINEEBELI. Translated into actual figures, instead of 7.4 per-
cent, what would it be?

Secretary RICIARDSON. Mr. Ball.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. On your recommendations.
Secretary RiciIARDSON. For the continuation of the present levels

that are scheduled in I.R. 1 to go into effect as of January 1, 1972, is
that right?

M '. BALL. Yes, Mr. Secretary. The main effect, Mr. Schneebeli, is
in the cash benefit program where under the Council's recommenda-
tion you could have a level rate for about the next 40 years, whereas
the hospital insurance rate would have to go up.

Mr. SCi1NEEBILI. Your coml)ined rate?
ll'. BALL. So if you took the combined rate by what they would

be suggesting, it would be a 5.4 percent rate, which is the next year
rate in H.R. 1, and then you could hold that for a very long time.
The hospital insurance would make it rise slightly so that by 1977
it would probably be about 51/2 percent.

Ai'. SCIiNEEBELI. Total combined?
Mr. BALL. Yes.
Mr. SCIHNEEuL. Instead of 7.4 percent?
Mr. BALL. Yes.
Mr. SCIINEEELI. That is a major change, isn't it?
M'. BALL. Yes, and as the Secretary was saying, we are not at this

point prepared to make a recommendation to tie committee on it,
but we have it under active consideration.

Mr. SCITNEEBELI. Then what I interpret from what you are saying
is that the new employee cost of insurance would not be any more
than the bill that we passed at 7.4 percent. The hospitalization pl.s
your changed attitude on social security would not be any greater
than your 1978 deduction figure for the present H.R. 1 figure.

Mr. BALL. If the committee were to adopt the Advisory Council
recommendation, that is correct, h)ut I ought to emphasize, Mr. Schnee-
beli, that in the long run in the next century, beginning about the
year 2010, a current cost approach requires a somewhat higher rate.

Mr. SCIINEEBELI. I don't know that we are too worried about that
at the present time.

Mr. BALL. Well, it goes to the fundamentals of the system.
Mr. SCILNEEBELI. I realize that. Isn't your actuarial forecast now

75 years?
Mr. BALL. Yes.
Secretary RICHAIRDSON. Mr. Schneebeli, on the course of the premium

costs under the National Ilealth Insurance Standards Act I have a
tabulation which it might be helpful to have inserted in the record
at this point.
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Mr. SCHINEEBELI. I would ask that permission.
Mr. ULLMAN. Yes.
(The tabulation to be supplied follows:)

COURSE OF NHISA PREMIUM COSTS

A. ASSUMING 6 PERCENT INCREASE IN MEDICAL COSTS (7Y2 PERCENT INCREASE IN PREMIUM COSTS)

NHISA premium category

Adult Family Composite

National average cost, fiscal year-
1Q74 -----------------.-------- .............------------------ $180 $490 $390

......................................................... 196 534 425
,._ 4, ------------------------------------------ *--------------214 582 463
19/7 ----------------------------------------------------- 233 634 505
1978 -------------------------------------------------------- 254 691 550

Employer contribution, average cents per hour equivalent, fiscal year-
1974 ....------------------------------------------------- 6 15 12
1975 -------------------------------------------------------- 6 17 13
1976 ------------------------------------------------------- / 18 15
1977 -------------------------------------------------------- 9 23 19
1978 -------------------------------------------------------- 9 25 20

B. ASSUMING TRENDS IN AVERAGE INCREASES (PROJECTED TO 1974-78)

NHISA premium category

Adult Family Composite

National average cost, fiscal year-
1974 -------------------------------------------------------- $180 $490 $390
1975 -------. . ..---------------------------------------------- 202 549 437
1976 ------------------------------------------------------- 223 606 482
1977 _------------ ----------.---------------------------- 245 667 530
1978 -------------------------------------------------------- 267 728 578

Employer contribution, average cents per hour equivalent, fiscal year-
1974 ... .. .. .. ..-------------------------------------------- 6 15 12
1975 --------------------------------------------------- 7 17 14
1976 -------------------------------------------------------- 8 20 16
1977 -------------------------------------------------------- 9 24 19
1978 -------------------------------------------------------- 10 26 21

Secretary RICHARDSON. The accurate figure is 35 percent of $490, or
$171.50, for the average workingman's family. This is all set forth in
this table.

Mr. ScIINEEBELI. Thank you. I feel a little better realizing that the
7.4 percent probably will not remain in H.R. 1 as the figure that
will be in effect. Is this what you are saying?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. In all likelihood.
Secretary RICHARDSON. That is the recommendation of the Ad-

visory Council. I think I could say at this point that I believe that
there is a lot of merit in the recommendation.

Mr. BYRNES. Would you yield?
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. Go ahead.
Mr. BYRNES. I would like to get this thing cleared up, so that there

is no misunderstanding. My understanding of what you said is that
you are going to study the Advisory Council's recommendation, but
I hope you are not going to take it as the word of Solomon.

Secretary RICHARDSON. No, not at all.
Mr. BYRNES. You are not going to ignore it?
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Secretary RICITARDSON. The process we have followed has been to
ask to have it carefully analyzed by the chief actuary of the Social
Security Administration. This has been underway. The next step was
a review of his analysis by the Commissioner of'Social Security and
his staff and myself. It is presently under consideration by the trust-
ees of the system and we hope to have a conclusion in the matter in
time for a definite recommendation to the Senate Finance Committee
by the time it acts on H.R. 1.

Then of course that would come back to this committee in con-
ference.

Mr. BYRNES. 1 hope all you are saying is that there is, in the works,
a study of this problem.

Secretary RTCIIARDSON. Exactly.
Mr. BYRNES. And that a basis of the study is the recommendation

of the Advisory Commission, but that doesn't necessarily mean that
all wisdom resides in that Commission. Is that correct?

Secretary RICilARDSON. That is correct. I think that it is important
to get that clear.

Mr. SCITNEEBELI. Then in all likelihood the advisory committee is
not too far off, perhaps 2 or 3 percentage points of what you may
come up with. Why is there such a great difference between the
adviPe we got at the time of deliberation on H.R. 1 of a 7.4 percent
necessity and this present 5.5 percent t we are talking about ? That is a
big gap. Why that variation in such a short period of time in the
estimate of cost?

Secretary RICHARDSON. It's a function of the approach taken to the
financing of the system.

Mr. SCIHNEEBEUI. Right now we have about a 15 months', 13 to 15
months' surplus, don't we?

Mr. BALL. Mr. Schneebeli, it isn't, as the Secretary was saying,
really a matter of a difference of an estimate. It is a difference in an
approach to financing. That is, under H.R. 1 the committee followed
what has become traditional in the last 15 or 20 years of putting in
contribution rates in the near term, high rates in 1975 and 1977, which
are sufficient to produce a very, very large trust fund, and then the
interest on that very large trust fund in the next century is used to
hold down the contribution rates that would have to be charged in
the next century.

In actual Fractice over the years, what the Congress has done as it
has approached those high rates is that, instead of allowing them to
go into effect and build these huge funds, there has usually been a
change in the law on the benefit side, and then a new schedu I ut in
which in the early years is just sufficient to cover outgoing and then
high rates are put in in the very near term, which theoretically, in
your actuarial cost estimate show a huge builduF of trust funds.

Mr. SCIINEEBELI. But the trust funds surplus has been a rather con-
stant 12 to 15 months of anticipated payments, hasn't it?

Mr. BALL. In actual practice the system has been approximately on
a pay-as-you-go basis in practice for the last 15 to 20 years.

In other words, in the law we have put in rates just a few years off
which, if allowed to go into effect, would build huge funds, nearly $300
billion, by the close of the century and then your estimates use the in-
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terest on those high funds in the next century to keep down the con-
tribution rates but they are not allowed to actually go into effect.

The Council said since in practice the funds have been really kept
pretty mnuch onl a current pay basis, let's not actually put into the law
even near-term high contribution rates. Let's, instead, frankly face the
fact that the system is going on a current cost basis.

That is what we are evaluating.
Mr. SCITNEE1LL. I am sorry to have gotten into this digression on

HJ.R. 1, but I was trying to figure out what this new proposal might
cost in the light of what we approved there. The two combined seemed
to ine initially to be an abnormally high figure.

Wlhen you get u ) to $800 or $900 )ayroll deduction a year for these
two costs, it seeiried to me to lbe abnormnally high. I am glad that we
may get a remission of this social security deduction.

One other question. On page 8, Mr. Secretary, you say under the
subject of supply and distribution, that it is your intention to increase
the number of doctors and nurses in medically liserved rural and in-
nercity areas. There is not too much of an explanation of how you pro-
pose to do this. Of course, we have recognized this big void and need
for a long tihe and they have tried to improve the situation. What are
your proposals to improve the situation ?

Secretary Ricjrxm)soN. There are a number of interrelated meas-
ures that have been included in our health manpower legislation and
in our health maintenance organ izat ion legislation.

They range, for example, from the creation of area health educa-
tion centers so-called that would serve as points for the training of
residents and i,'terns in the area in association with the hospital and
centers also for continuing education and the updating of tlhe skills of
the medical practitioners in the area.

This was a recommendation originally of the Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education, and it has in view the thought that it would be
more attractive to doctors in areas too sparsely populated to support
a medical school to practice in those areas if they did have this kind of
a center.

Mr. Would that be a Government-subsidized center we
are talking about?

Secretary RIimwsox. Yes, it would be, particularly in the initial
stages.

Mr. Sci mIEiIm.T. Subsidized as to facility as well as doctor income,
because there is still going to be that disparity of income between urban
and rural medical practice.

Secretary RICHARDsoN. The facility and some of the elements of
training provided at the facility.

Mr. ScrHNEm:LI. How are you going to attract the doctor there if
he is going to get twice the income at some other point?

Secretary RICHARDSON. The concept behind this particular proposal
is that it would be more attractive to him to practice in that area if
he had this kind of opportunity to maintain his skills and to practice
them as part of a medical center which was in its own way as good as
any medical center in a city or more densely populated place.

Mr. SCIINETm1mmLI. I appreciate the fact that you make the facility
available, but if you don't make the patient demand available to the
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same degree, his income is not going to be the same so that you still
have the problem of attracting the doctor to an area where his income
is going to be a lot less despite the establishment of the medical facility
because the demand is not there. How do you make up the difference
there?

Secretary RICiHARDSON. There would be somewhat less income prob-
ably, but there are other kinds of offsetting satisfactions, to not having
to fight traffic, and to being within reach of recreational activities of
various kinds.

'What I am really trying to say is that there are a whole series of
interrelated provisions. We have incorporated into our legislation just
about every sensible idea that has come our way to help to make prac-
tice in remote areas and in innercities more attractive to the doctor.

The area health education center is one. We have incorporated into
the manpower legislation provision for loan forgiveness for doctors
who engage in practice in such areas with special emphasis on primary
care.

Mr. SCINEEBELI. That is education loan forgiveness?
Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes. We have proposed also that there would

be made available through federal assistance in the adaptation of tech-
nological innovations means of tying in the outlying areas served by
a doctor in remote parts of the country, closed-circuit television, for
example, telemetry for the purpose of monitoring life state and devel-
oping diagnoses, the use of paramedical personnel who would serve
within a network tied into the area health education center for ex-
ample, and then there is in addition the Emergency Health Personnel
Act which went into law at the end of last year, which the President
has asked funds for and which we will be putting into effect within
another two or three months or by the end of this calendar year as one
way of getting doctors to serve in these areas.

It is fair to say that we have no sure-fire solution to this problem.
It is going to be one whose very solution will depend to a very large
extent on the degree to which young doctors coming out of medical
schools are motivated to want to serve in this kind of area.

There is evidence, I think, and Dr. DuVal might want to supple-
ment this, in saying that increasing numbers of medical students are
looking toward a career of service to communities as distinguished
simply from making as much money as they can.

Mr. SCIHNEEBELT. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I don't want to monopo-
lize your time when other members are waiting to ask you questions.
We can get into it in more detail in executive session. Thank you very
much.

Mr. ULLMAN. Mrs. Griffiths will inquire.
Mrs. GnirFITHS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I would like to thank you for that long and kind

remark you had on my bill. Some of the people up here felt that it was
quite unkind, but I didn't. I thought however, you protested too
much.

You know, and I know, that my bill is going to be the law. Whether
it is this year or some future year, my bill or something very close
to it is going to have to be the law.

Secretary RICHARDSON. I hope not.
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Mrs. GRiFrrjis. I know. You have already had your say, but you
know that your bill isn't going to succeed.

What I would really like to know is how come you know what my
bill costs but not yours?

Secretary RICHRnSON. We have estimated the costs of all the legis-
lation in the same essential way and all of these estimates are con-
tained in the cost analyses furnished to the committee. I will be very
glad, Mr. Chairman, at this point to present to the committee a chart
we have had prepared which you have before you that indicates the
costs and the methods of financing of each of the major bills before
you, before the committee.

Mrs. (iRIFFIruis. Good. Just set itt up there because I have a few
more questions I woull like to ask.

Mrl'. ULLLAN. Without objection, it will be placed in the record
just as their other chart at the appropriate place will be placed in
the record. (May be found on p. 127.)

(The chart referred to by Mrs. Griffiths follows :)

NATIONAL HEALTH EXPENDITURES
PERCENT PAID BY PRIVATE ANP GOVERNMENT SETORS

FISCAL YEAR 1914
No Full' y Administur,- Tax j 4-1

Change, F'ahrzed lon V A proach Ctaftrophi

9.8ct7..4 1.7% 26.4% 24.2% 28.%Dirc 4" 30.4.4

PAyments

PRIVATE
Wealth 25.0% 28A% 24.8%

Insurance,

Ob her (Vol.) 17%--
Stettnd ;o~ .%8.5% .10.4%

OOVERNMFNT

Total expinditurt(in billions) 0105.4 4113.6 $107.2 $109.5 $100.5
V HQ22 V S.l623(Percentags would k tmea underX7)14 0 R.400 4VS,1576

So.re Aatys' oP Health Insurance PropouI Introdocd in th.t94 C r ..Tht CmmlwonWAys And Mtjns.92n r , 1sf. s t.sioniAuaustl97I p.*

Iirs. GRIFFITHS. You objected to my bill because it covered too many
people and promised too much. Who does your bill leave out, Mr.
ecretary?
Secretary Ricj],IansoN. Our bill leaves out the people who are now

covered under Medicare. It leaves out the adult categories covered
under Medicaid.

Mrs. Gi iFi"ITIts. That would mean you will be leaving out ADC
mothers, right?

Secretary RIcxR\)so.N. No. The Family Health Insurance Plan,
Title I of our bill, does cover poor families.

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. I see, but poor single people will be left out?
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Secretary RICHARDSON. Poor single people and couples without chil-
dren not eligible for medicaid or the proposed disabled worker bene-
ficiary coverage in H.R. 1 are not covered.

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. They will be left out?
Secretary RICHARDSON. Except to the extent that they may benefit

as compared with their present situation by purchasing coverage under
the health insurance pools that would be established under Title II.

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. You have objected to the costs of my bill, and it is
true that my bill contemplates spending $68 billion to $70 billion, but,
Mr. Secretary, that is what we are spending now.

Is your bill cheaper because it contemplates reducing charges or re-
ducing care?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Our bill is cheaper and, if you are compar-
ing not the tax impact of these various proposals but the total cost
recognizing, as you pointed out, that there are transfers under your
bill from private health insurance to a federal system of collecting
costs, still there is an additional cost as we estimate it under your legis-
lation of about $81/2 billion which we have identified as the induced
cost, namely, the cost that is brought about by the fact that for all
practical purposes free care is available to substantially the entire
population.

The conclusion that there would be this induced cost rests in part
on the experience of Medicare and Medicaid, as well as the experience
of some other countries in which there has been an upsurge of spend-
ing associated with taking off any cost-consciousness on the part of the
consumer.

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Out in Michigan, which is run now by Republicans,
last weekend we ended Blue Shield and Blue Cross as carriers, and
one of the reasons that we did it is because it will be cheaper to have
the State do the carrying.

One of the things they discovered after the Federal Government is-
sued the information, was that a doctor in Benton Harbor, a town of
about 25,000, during 1968 had collected $169,000 from the Government.
Now, the State stepped in and negotiated the fee downward. They
reduced that fee by about $40,000, but the Blues hadn't done anything.
They had made no effort to correct this situation, and one of the points
that one of the Republican Senators made was, "You can't expect an
organization run by doctors to object to the fees of doctors."

With that we kicked out the insurance companies, and I congratu-
late the Republican Governor and the Republican Senators on kicking
them out.

Why are you putting them back?
On page 17 of your statement you say that, "Effective insurance

regulatory mechanisms are already in operation in many States," but
you told the Finance Committee on April 26, "There is no comprehen-
sive system of regulatory mechanisms in the private insurance indus-
try in effect now."

Which of these statements is true?
Secretary RICHARDSON. The statement I made to the Senate Finance

Committee is true. What we have proposed to this committee, or what
I described yesterday and what we plan to submit in the form of legis-
lation is an approach that does create a comprehensive system by, in
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effect, creating Federal authority to intervene where the States are not
effectively carrying out the various specified regulatory requirements
that I set forth in my testimony.

But, we have collclude(l that no useful purpose would be served by
creating a total new Flederal structure where the States are doing the
job or can do it, and many of them are and can do so.

Mrs. GRIFFITIrS. Which States are?
Secretary Ric1mumsoN. Well. I can't give you a breakdown at the

moment as between the best and the poorest or what the range is.
Mrs. GRIFFI'rTS. Will you supply it for the record?
Secretary IIlA sox. New York is generally regarded as a bell-

wether for purposes of the regulation of the insurance industry gener-
ally, and its lead has been to a large extent followed by other States.

(The l)reak(lown1 to he Sll)l)l ie( follows:)

STATE REcULA'rION OF GROUP IIEALTI[ IMSURANCl

Attached are several exhibits on the major facets of state regulation of
Group Health Insurance.

POLICY FILING ANI) APPROVAL

A review of state grou) insurance requirements as of January 1971 (Attach-
ment A) indicates that group health insurance policies are required to be filed
with insurance authorities in 47 out of 51 jurisdictions. In one of these, the Coin-
missioner has issued an exemption, in two others, the filing provisions are discre-
tionary with the Commissioner. Of the four jurisdictions having no such "De
Jure" requirements, one exercises active informal regulation on this point.

RATE FILING AND APPROVAL

Review (Attachment B) showed that filing of group rates was required in
25 jurisdictions. In one of these the Comnissioner has issued an exeml)tion. In
three of these, filing provisions are discretionary with the Commissioner. At
least two of the 26 jurisdictions having no ")e Jure" rate filing requirements
exercise active informal regulation of this point.

No file and use provisions, such as are common to fire and casualty insurance
regulations were found to apply to Group Health Insurance Regulation. NAIC
annual meetings discussions suggest that the competitive nature of group health
insurance, produces the adequacy and reasonableness in the absence of regula-
tion. The National Association of Insurance Commissioners in 1947 developed
a model act relative to unfair methods of competition and unfair and decrea-
tive practices in the business of insurance, inclu(ling group health insurance,
which includes provisions under Section IV(7) (b) that forbid premniumn dis-
crimihnation.

The primary purpoSe of rate regulation according to authorities is stated to
be to provide rates which are adequate, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory or
to require that rates must be reasonable in relation to benefits.

GROUP LAWS OR RULINGS

Attachment C shows the references for state insurance law or rulings which
define "Groups" under "Group Health Insurance," in 45 jurisdictions.

REQUIRED STANDARD POLICY PROVISIONS

As Attachment 1) shows, some 43 jurisdictions prescribe some standard policy
provisions for group health insurance. These usually include such items as: (1)
provisions for issuing certificates to employees; (2) provision that statements
are representations and not warranties; (3) rules concerning remittance of
premiums; (4) provision for adding new employees; and (5) provisions for
dealing,: with proofs of loss and payment of claims.
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GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE LAWS AND RULINGS IN EFFECT JANUARY, 1971

(A. Policy Filing and Approval Required by Law)

Alabama; Yes; regulations 25.
Alaska; Yes; section 21-42-120 (a) (b).
Arizona; Yes; section 21-1110.21-1110A.
Arkansas; Yes; section 66-3209 (1) and

(2).
California; Yes; section 10290.
Colorado; Yes; section 10290.
Connecticut; Yes; section 38-165 (NAI

Discretionary with Commissioner).
Delaware; Yes; section 2712, 2713.
District of Columbia; No.
Florida: Yes; section 627-01091.
Georgia: Yes; section 56-2410.
Hawaii: No.
Ida-)h: Yes; section 41-1812.
Illinois: Yes; section 143, 355, 367 (NB

Attorney General Ruling Suggests
I)iscretion).

Indiana: Yes; section 39-4251.
Iowa: Yes; section 515-106, 515-6.
Kansas: Yes; section 40-216.
Kentucky: Yes; section 304.14-120 (1).
Louisiana: Yes; section 211A, 620.
Maine: Yes; section 2412, 2413.
Maryland: Yes; section 375.
Massachusetts; Yes; section 110 chap-

ter 175, Insurance Laws (NB Discre-
tionary with Commissioner).

Michigan: Yes; section 2236 (NB Rul-
ing has Terminated procedures).

Minnesota: Yes; section 62A-10, 62A-02.
Mississippi; No; (NB Iiformal reg-

ulations of Insurance Departments re-
quire Filing).

Missouri: Yes; section 376-405, 376-
777,7.

STATES

Montana ; Yes; section 40-3714(1).
Nebraska: Yes; section 44-710, 44-348.
Nevada: Yes; section 692.030.
New I-inipshire ; Yes ; section

415:18111.
New Jersey: Yes; section 1713 :27-49

(NB citation effective January 1,
1972).

New Mexico: Yes; section 58-11-2(A).
New York; Yes; section 162, 221.
North Carolina: Yes; section 58-54, 58-

249, 58-254.5, 58-254.7.
North Dakota: Yes; section 26-03-42,

26-03-43.
Ohio: Yes; section 3923.02.
Oklahoma; Yes; section 3610, 3610A,

4402.
Oregon; Yes; section 743.006(1).
Pennsylvania: Yes; section 354.
Rhode Island; Yes; chapter 151, sec-

tion 1.
South Carolina: Yes; section 37-170,

37-538.
South Dakota: Yes; section 31-22-13 (1)
Tennessee: No.
Texas: Yes; article 3,42(a).
Utah: Yes; section 31-19-9.
Vermont: Yes; section 4062.
Virginia: Yes; section 38.1-342.1 and

regulations dated March 1, 1963.
Washington: Yes; section 48.18.100(a).
West Virginia: Yes; section 33-6-8.
Wisconsin: Yes; section 204-321(3).
Wyoming: Yes; section 26-1-315.

(B. Rate Filing Required by Law)

Alabama: Yes; regulation 25.
Alaska: No.
Arizona: No.
Arkansas: No.
California: No.
Colorado: Yes; section 72-10-2.
Connecticut: Yes; section 38-174 (NB

Discretionary with Commissioner).
Delaware: No.
District of Columbia: No.
Florida: Yes; section 627, 0539, 0609.
Georgia: No.
Hawaii: No.
Idaho: No.
Illinois: Yes; section 367 (NB Attorney

General Ruling Suggests Discretion).
Indiana: Yes; section 39-4251.
Iowa: No; (NB-Informal Regulations

of Insurance Department Require
Filing).

Kansas: No.
Kentucky: No.
Louisiana: Yes; section 22:211.
Maine: No.

Maryland: Yes; regulation 5-1-68.
Massachusetts: Yes; section 110, chap-

ter 175, Insurance Laws (NB Discre-
tionary with Commissioner).

Michigan: Yes: section 2236 (NB Rul-
ing has Terminated Procedures).

Minnesota: Yes; section 62A.02.
Mississippi: No; (NB Informal Regu-

lations of Insurance Department Re-
quire Filing).

Missouri: No.
Montana: No.
Nebraska: Yes; section 44-710.
Nevada: No.
New Hampshire: Yes; section 415 :1.
New Jersey: No.
New Mexico: Yes; section 58-11-2.
New York: Yes; sections 221, 7.
North Carolina: Yes; section 58-254-4.
North Dakota: Yes; section 26-03-42.
Ohio: Yes; section 3923.02.
Oklahoma: No.
Oregon: No.
Pennsylvania: No.
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(B. Rate Filing Required by Law-Continued)

Rhode Island: No.
South Carolina: No.
South Dakota : No.
Tennessee: Yes; Regulation 1-1-69.
Texas: No.
Utah : Yes; Regulation 65-2.
Vermont: Yes; section 4062.

Virginia: Yes; Regulation 3-1-63.
Washington; Yes; section 48.19.101(2).
West Virginia: Yes; section 33-6-9(2).
Wisconsin: Yes; sections 204-321(3)

(e).
Wyoming: No.

(C.. Group Law (L), Ruling (R) ,or Neither (N))

Alabama: N; region 25.
Alaska: L; section 21.54.060.
Arizona: L; section 21-1401A.
Arkansas: L ; section 66-3701.
California: L; 10207.5, (a) (1), 10290.
51, 10270.55, 11512.2, 11512.25.
Colora(l, : 1 ; section 72-10-16( l)
Connecticut : L; section 38-174
i)elaware : L; section 3502.
District of Columbia: N.
Florida : L; section 627.002.
Georgia : L: section 56-3101.
Hawaii : L; section 181-501.
Idaho: L: section 41-2202.
Illinois: L; section367(1).
Indliana : L, section 39-4260A.
Iowa : 1L: section 509.1, 1.
Kansas: L; section 40-2209(A).
Kentucky: L; section 304.18-020.
Louisianai : L ; section 215A.
Maine: L: section 2802-2812.
Maryland : R; 5/1/68 and L sec. 471.
Massachusetts: 1L; section 110A.
Michigan : L ; section 3601.
Minnesota : 1L: 62A10.
Mississippi : N.

Missouri: L; section 376.405.
Montana : L ; section 40-4101.
Nebraska: L; section 44-760.
Nevada : L ; section 692.060.
New Hlampshire: L ; section 415.18.
New Jersey: L; section 17B.27-26.
New Mexico: L; section 58-11-15 (a).
New York : L ; section 221.2.
North Carolina: L; section 58-54.4.
North )akota : N.
Ohio: L; section 3923.02.
Oilahoma : L; section 4501.
Oregon: L; section 743.522.
I'eansylvaiia : L; section 621.2.
Rhode Island: N.
, outh Carolina : L; section 37-531.
,outh D'akota : L ; sect ion 31-26-1(1)

Tennessee : N.
Texas: N.
Utah : L : section 31-20-1.
Vermont: 1L; section 4079.
Virginia : N.
Washington: L: section 48.21.010.
West Virginia: L: section 33-16-2.
Wisconsin : L; section 204, 321 (1).
Wyoming: L; section 26.1-432.

(D. Some Standard Policy Provision Required by Law)

Alabama : No.
Alaska: Yes; section 21:54.010.
Arizona : Yes; section 21-1402.
Arkansas: Yes; sections 10116,, 10207.6,
California : Yes: sections 10116, 10207.6.

11512.3, 10207.9, 10270.94.
Colorado: Yes: section 72-10-16(2).
Connecticut : Yes : section 38-174.
)elaware : Yes: section 3503.
)istrict of Columbia : No.

Florida: Yes; section 627.0625.
Georgia: Yes: section 56-3102.
Hawaii : Yes : section 181-505.
Idaho: Yes; section 41-2203.
Illinois : Yes ; secti s 362a, 367(2).
Tndiana : Yes: sect ion 39-42601.
Iowa: Yes; sections 509.3, 509.10.
Kansas: Yes: section 40-2209(B).
Kentucky: Yes: section 304.18-040.
Louisiana : Yes: sections 221, 215A.
Maine: Yes: section 2816.
Maryland: Yes: section 475.
Massachusetts: Yes: section 110(l)).
Michigan: Yes: section 3608.
Minnesota : Yes; section 62A10.
Mississippi : No.
Missouri: Yes; sections 376. 405.
Montana: Yes; section 40-4102.

Nebraska: Yes; section 44-761.
Nevada: Yes; section 692.070.
New HIaml)shire : Yes; section 415:18T.
New Jersey: Yes: section 178:27-34.
New Mexico : Yes: section 5,-11-15(,).
New York: Yes: sections 162, 221.
North Carolina : Yes : section 58-261.
North 1),kota : No (ND-Coordination

of Benefits is regulated).
Ohio: Yes: section 3917.03.
Oklahoma : Yes: section 4502.
Oregon: Yes; section 743.528.
Pennsylvania : Yes: section 356.
Rhode Island: No.
South Carolina : Yes; sections 37-532

to 536.
Smth )akota : Yes ; section 31-26-2.
Tennessee: No.
Texas: No.
Utah: Yes: section 31-20-2.
Vermont: Yes: section 4080.
Virginia : No.
Washington: Yes; sections 48.21.060,

48.21-120.
West Virginia : Yes: section 33-16-3.
Wisconsin: Yes: section 204.321(2).
Wyoming: Yes: section 26-1-432, 433.
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Mrs. GRIFFTITS. You mentioned that 10 health insurance companies
had gone broke. What caused them to go broke, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary RICHARDSON. I don't know.
Mrs. GRIFFITiTS. Do you plan on finding out?
Secretary RICHARDSON. We have proposed, as I said, a means of

protecting policyholders against any loss consequent upon an insurance
company going broke. We have also proposed to require that all in-
surance companies be audited annually by a CPA.

I go back to the first part of what you were saying about the costs
of administration of health insurance. The Social Security Admin-
istration has made a very extensive analysis of these csots and for
group policies the costs of administration, by insurance companies 01'
by Blue Cross-Blue Shield is very cor, arable to the cost of admin-
istration by the Social Security Administration, itself, under medicare.

The 1909 retentions of the group policies are about 1 percentage
point higher, about 5.8, as against 4.8 percent of total premium volume,
but the Social Security Administration does not reflect some of the
costs, such as for example the amortization of buildings, that are re-
flected in private insurance administration.

Besides, we, as I say, will be requiring insurance companies to file
data including rates with State agencies with a requirement that where
the rate is apparently out of line that corrective action will be taken.

Mrs. GRIFFITI S. I am interested in how you are going to protect the
policyholders against the insurance company going broke. Who is go-
ing to do this?

Secretary RiciiAR)soN. This would be done by the creation of a State
fund under which the policyholders would be, in effect, protected
against any failure on the part of the company to reimburse their
costs of care.

Mrs. GRIFFTIIS. Will the Federal Government supply the money or
will the State supply the money? Who will supply the money?

Secretary RICHARDSON. This will be done by a Federal mechanism
only to the extent that the State does not, itself, adopt the necessary
legislation to do this.

Mrs. GRIFFITIHS. How much do you estimate the cost will be?
Secretary RICihARDSON. We don't have a firin estimate at this point.

It is a comparatively small amount.
Mrs. GRiFFIT1S. You are going first, do I understand, to determine

how much this policy of insurance is going to cost? Are you going to
tell the insurance company that ?

Secretary RICHARDSON. No.
Mrs. GRIFFI'rIIs. The insurance company can set that, is that right?
Secretary RIChARDSON. Yes.
Mr. VENEMIAN. But he would have to file, Mrs. Griffiths. He would

have to file what his rates are. The States then would have the author-
ity, if the rates were too high, to reject the rates established by the
company. The companies, themselves, will establish this pool to take
care of companies that became insolvent.

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Will the insurance companies have to show the
profits?

Mr. VENEMAN. Yes.
Mrs. GRFFITHS. They will have to show the profits. To whom are

they going to show this?
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Mr. VENEMAN. They would have to disclose their administrative
costs.

Mrs. Gmizrrirs. And their profits?
Mr. VENEMIAN. And their margins. That would be filed. All the

accounting procedures, as I understand the proposal, would be uni-
form accouiting procedures fithat would be established subject to ap-
proval by the Federal Government. They then would be responsible
to the State insurance commission.

'lie records ald -IIll intioiri'ltionl would be available, of course, to
the Federal Government. So that we would have a uniform procedure.
The 10 compazues the Secretary referred to, Mrs. Griffiths, it is my
understanding, were all in the State of Texas. Apparently Texas has
had very lax laws with regard to health insurance companies. These
are the kinds of things that I think we would have to strengthen.

Mrs. GRIFFITHiS. When are you going to sendi up the legislation to
handle this?

Mr. VENEMAN. We would hope the legislation would be in within a
matter of weeks, I hope before the public hearings would be concluded
on this particular matter.

Mrs. GRIFFITiiS. Would they come to this committeeC
Mr. VENEIAN. Yes, they would.
Mrs. GRIFFITIS. I remember that on the social service amendments

you promised us that you would send the legislation in early 1970, and
we got it in late 1971.

Mr. VlENEhAN. Mrs. (riffiths, we had title XX of last year's welfare
bill services aitiendlents which we submitted when the bill got over
to the Senate. We are in the process again of having services amend-
ments for you for next year.

Mrs. GiFFzITIrs. Now let's go back again. The insurance companies
are going to publish their rates. They are going to get to set them,
themselves, and then people presumably will choose which insurance
company they would like tolhave cover then; is that right?

Secretary RICHARDSON. The employer ordinarily would negotiate
the contract with the company.

Mrs. Giz.FFITrrs. I sO'e. Vill this bill wipe out all present negotiated
health contracts with employers or not?

Secretary RICJiARDSON. No, it would contemplate that there would
be an interval in which existing collective bargaining arrangements
would continue.

Mrs. GRIFrTIS. I see. This bill is for the weak, those who can't nego-
tiate. They will be paying 35 percent of their health care costs while
big unions won't pay any; is that right?

Secretary RIClIARDSON. It is possible in some cases that the employer
would pay the whole cost.

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Which employers, for instance?
Secretary RICIAIRDSON. Normally big emIployers.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Where they have a big union neogtiating the

contract ?
Secretary RITCHAIDSON. This may be, but it can also be any other

company, small or large. rhe reason, of course, for this part of our
proposal is simply that there are many small companies in which
there is no adequate coverage of emplloyees now. So that what we are
having in effect is what has been said in other areas of legislation like
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workmen's compensation, for instance, that henceforth every employer
is required to make an adequate health insurance policy available to
all his employees.

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Now, supposing a company, an employer, chooses
company x. And company x finally says, "I am broke. I can'Wt pay for
the health coverage of people already in the hospital."

At that moment is the Federal Government going to step in with
money and pay the hospital costs?

Secretary RICHARDsoN. No, the State would be required to establish
such legislation. The Federal Government would step in only in event
of a failure by the state to enact this legislation.

Mrs. GRiFFITnS. Of course it is ridiculous to talk about requiring
the State to establish legislation. What are you going to give them to
establish the legislation?

Are you going to give them money? Under what circumstances
would they establish it? Why would they want to?

Mr. VNrEMAN. Mrs. Griffiths, I think we have precedent for it. It
has occurred in the past. We have mandated workmen's comnlpensa-
tion, for example, where there would be a State fall-back pool. There
are other programs where you have a mandated insurance coverage
where there are pools or other processes by which, if a company be-
comes insolvent, the insured does not go without coverage.

Mrs. GRIPFITIIS. The w'ay you are going to do this then is that you
are going to conduct an investigation. What if you discover that the
reason the insurance company went broke was because they invested in
the manager's privatee business? It wasn't because they l)aid out too
much. They made poor investments. They ran up the salaries of the
employees too high. What are you going to do then?

Mr. VENEMAN. As I mentioned, I think that all of these kinds of
things would be required in the uniform accounting procedures that
would be established. You would have a means by which you would
be able to determine how much of the insurance company's cost is for
administration, how much their retentions are in the premiums. If
a State determined that the premium was too high, the State then
could step in and require them to reduce their rates or that company
would not be able to provide the coverage.

Secretary RICHARDSON. I think it should also be pointed out, Mrs.
Griffiths, that in fact health insurance is a very highly competitive
business and, since the employer would be negotiating with the insur-
ance carrier, whether nonprofit like the Blues or a commercial car-
rier, the employer would have the opportunity to compare rates for
the same coverage as well as to analyze the financial capability and
soundness of the operation.

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. I agree with all of that, but hcw is he going to
analyze the soundness? Who is going to regulate tte investments of
the insurance company? Are you going to do it?

Secretary RicuARDSON. No; we don't propose to regulate the invest-
ments, but the reserves and the financial strength of the company are
all going to be matters of public record. The requirement of annual
audit will make this information available.

In the rare case where the company does become insolvent, the
mechanisms that we have proposed should serve. There are already
in effect in 35 States comparable legislative requirements covering
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property insurance, for example, and what is involved here is simply
all extension of the same approach to health insurance and its expan-
sion from the 35 States to all States.

Mrs. GRIFFITIIS. But, if you are going to pick up those that go broke,
it seems to me that you have to start now. You have to say in the begin-
ning, "We are going to determine in what you are going to invest. We
are going to determine what you are going to pay your management."

Otherwise than that, Mr. Secretary, if the Federal taxpayers are
going to pay these bills for those who go broke, as they paid them
for the Pennsylvania Railroad, and for Lockheed, what you are really
socializing is finance.

Secretary RICiIAUDSON. Well, I think there are two points that need
to be made. One is that the only companies that have gone broke in
modern history are very small companies with very, relatively small
numbers of policyholders, therefore.

Secondly, the industry itself would be spreading the cost of the
failure over the whole volume of business done by the industry in the
State. It would not fall on the Federal taxpayer.
When I refer to a Federal mechanism, I mean in effect that if the

State doesn't create this kind of a pooling arrangement within the
State, then the Federal regulatory legislation wold provide for this
distribution of costs among the carriers in the State as a matter of
Federal law rather than State law.

Mrs. GRIFFITIS. I-ow are you going to keep them from constantly
raising their rates?

Blue Cross and Blue Shield have been doing that all the time.
Secretary RicIrAIRDSON. Well, of course, the costs of medical care

have been going up all the time, too. The Blues are nonprofit organiza-
tions ill the sense that no shareholders benefit and the only real qlues-
tion then is whether, as you indicated in the beginning, effectively
administered or not, and the record indicates that with respect to group
policies they evidently are quite efficiently administered.

Mrs. GrrFITIlis. The Blues? Are you talking about the Blues being
efficiently administered? Why would Michigan get rid of them?

Secretary Rcimrm)soN. I (lont know what Michigan's problem was
but in the case of the administration of Blue Cross by Blue Cross-
Blue Shield plans, the retention rate for group plans as set forth ill
the Social Security Bulletin of February 1971 is for Blue Cross about
2.2 percent and for Blue Shield about 8.9 percent, as a percent of sub-
scription or premium income.

This compares quite well with the comparable retention rates for
the administration of medicare.

Mrs. GRIFFITIS. It is not the percentage, it is the volume on which
you are operating the percentage that really counts. I am sure that I
have taken up too much time but I would like to point out that in my
opinion you have presented nothing that shows that the insurance
companies call administer this any more chceaply than Mr. Ball can
administer it. All we are really doing is just picking up the insurance
companies.

Secretary RICHARDSON. I certainly don't want to be understood to
say that they can do it more cheaply than Mr. Ball. We are very proud
of the efficiency of the administration of the Social Security A'dminis-
tration generally under Mr. Ball's leadership, and medicare in partic-
ular. So that the issue doesn't really turn on the contention that private
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insurance is more efficient. The question really is, is it worth it in order
to get at the deficiencies of existing financing of health care to create
the enormous Federal structure that is contemplated by your bill and
not only in terms of the administration of the insurance side of it but
much more important, I think, the administration of the allocation of
the appropriated funds within the delivery system.

.This is the feature of your proposal that I particularly focused on
in my testimony and I did not exaggerate my very real concern that
to try to appropriate in the Congress a total amount of money deemed
to be sufficient to pay for substantially all health care services for a
future fiscal year for all the American people, and then subdivide that
money by regions and areas within regions and funnel it down through
the areas to each individual hospital and clinic to pay the doctors and
dentists in this way seems to me to contemplate a planning capability
on the part of the Federal Government that I can not conceive could
be brought into being inside of a decade at the very least.

So when I said I hope your legislation is not passed, I hope that we
can within that decade have developed effective means of dealing with
the acknowledged deficiencies of this system. If we are successful in
this, whether the problem is one of the distribution of manpower into
remote areas or inner cities, or whether it is ability of poor people to
acquire adequate care anywhere, or people of any income to survive
catastrophic costs, I think we can deal with those problems by identi-
fying them specifically and developing means directly shaped toward
coping with them.

If this is possible, and I believe it is, then it should not become neces-
sary to create the enormous Federal structure that is contemplated by
your bill.

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. You are going to have a Federal structure anyhow.
You already have somebody out of the Federal Government in every
one of these carriers to attempt to get them to handle this thing prop-
erly. You will have to have more.

The thing that I think is regrettable is to pay out money that is
needed for health care, to insurance carriers that have already proved
that they simply can't handle the problem. They are handling it at a
very costly rate. It is a waste of money. I don't think that we need 10
years to figure out how to do this. If in Germany under Bismarck such
a suggestion as my bill could have been made, it seems to me that in
this country 100 years later, we ought to be able to do something.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary RICHARDSON. May I ask, Mr. Chairman, that there be in-

serted in the record at this point the tables developed by the Social
Security administration showing retention rates and overhead costs of
various forms of insurance.

Mr. ULLMAN. Without objection, that will be done.
(The material referred to follows:)

CARRIER OPERATING COSTS AND RETENTIONS

Attached are several tables which bear upon private insurance retentions and
operating costs.

1. The first is a summarization of the 1969 Social Security Study.
2. The second is information supplied by the Health Insurance Association of

America to show relative costs to group size.
3. The third is information from the Health Insurance Association of America

showing the make-,)p of health insurance costs and retentions for several large
companies.
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() FINANCIAL EXPERIENCE OF PRIVATE HEALTH INSURANCE ORGANIZATIONS, 1969

[Amounts in millions

Subscription
or premium

incomeType of plan Claims

Retention
Net

Operating underwriting
Total expense gain

Total ------------------------- $14, 657. 7 $13, 068. 5 $1,589.2 $2, 133.7 -$544. 5

Blue Cross-Blue Shield ---------------- 6,155.6 5,903.1 252.5 457.7 -205.2
Blue Cross ---------------------- (4,365.2) (4,271.4) (93.8) (252.3) (-158.5)
Blue Shield --------- .---------- (1, 790.4) (1,631.7) (158. 7) (205.3) (-46.6)

Insurance companies- --.--.---------- 7, 569.0 6,306.0 1,263.0 1,609. 5 -346. 5
Group policies ----------------- (5,685.0) (5,349.0) (336.0) (750.4) (-414.4)
Individual policies --------------- 1884. 0) (957.0) (927.0) (859. 1) (67.9)

Other plans-------------------- 933.1 859.4 73.7 66.5 7.2
C o m m u n ity ---- ------ - 3(3 7 5 .0 ) (3 4 9 .0 ) 2 6 .0 ) ( 2 7 .0 ) ( - 1. 0
Employer-employee union ---------- (490. 0) (450.0) (40. 0) (35.0) 5. 0
Private group--- ----------------- (16.3) (14.2) 2 .1.) l.0)
Dental Service Corp --------------- (51.8) (46.2) 6) (3.4) (2. 2

Percent of premium income, total- 100 89. 2 10. 8 14.8 3. 7
Blue Cross-Blue Shield ---------------- 100 95. 9 4, 1 7.4 -3. 3

Blue Cross - -----------------. - (100) (97.9) (2. 1) (5.8) (-3.6)
Blue Shield --------------------- (100) (91.1) 89 ( 1 5) (-2.6)

Insurance cost- ---------------------- 100 83. 7 21.3
Group policies -------------- -_ -(100) (94. 1) (%9) (13.2) (-7.3)
Individual policies --------------- - (100) (50. 8) (49. 2) (45.6) (3.6)

Other plans ------------------------ 100 92. 1 7.9 7.1 .8
Community ----------------------- (100) (93. 1) (6.9) (7, 2) (-.3)
Employer-Employee Union ---------- -(100) (91.8 (8.2) (7.2) (1.0)
Private group clinic- --------------- (100) (87.1 (12. (6.8) (6.1)
Dental Service Corp --------------- (100) (89.2) (10.8) (6.6) (4.2)

(2) COST OF GROUP MEDICAL EXPENSE INSURANCE BY SIZE OF CASE, UNITED STATES, 1971

Group administrative costs as a percent of new premiums earned

Total Premium taxes Commissions All other

Size of case (number of lives):
250 ---------------. ---.-. . . . . . . . . ..-------- 8.7 2.1 1.5 5.1
5 0 0 -- -. . . . ---------------. ------------. -----. 7 , 9 2 .1 1. 1 4 . 7
1,000 ---------------------- ------.. . . . .. . . . .7.0 2.1 .7 4.2
2 ,5 0 0 -----------. . . .- -------- . . . ._ . .---. . . . . . . . 6 . 2 2 . 1 . 4 3 . 7
10,000 ------------------- .----- - - 5,3 2.1 .2 3.0
50,000 ------- .--------.--------------------- 5.0 2.1 .1 2.8

Note: Medicare, fiscal year 1969, 4.8 total.

Source: HIAA survey of 14 insurance companies which wrote 52 percent of group health insurance in the United States
in 1970.

(3) FINANCIAL EXPERIENCE OF GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE, I UNITED STATES, 1970 AND 1968-70

1970 1968-1970

Percent of percent of
Millions total Millions total

premiums earned --------------------------- $4,778 100.0 $12,562 100.0
urred claims ------------------------------------ 4,556 95.4 11,781 93.7
enses incurred, total ---------------------------- 483 10.1 1, 270 10.1

Commissions ---------------------------------- 68 1.4 191 1.5
General administration -------------------------- 299 6.3 780 6.2
Taxes, licenses, and fees ------------------------- 116 2.4 299 2.4

from underwriting after dividends --------- -261 5.5 -489 -3.8
nsfers from package policies, conversions, and other 136 2.8 267 2. 1
from underwriting after transfers and dividends .... -125 -2.7 -222 -1.7

investment income ------------------------------ 81 1.7 220 1.7
eral income tax ------------------------------- 32 .6 91 .7

Net gain from opera.ions after dividends, transfers, in-
vestment income, and Federal income tax ---------- -76 -1.6 -93 -.7

Net
Incu
Exp

Gain
Tra
Gain
Net
Fed'

I Includes disability insurance and medical expense insurance. Mdical expense insurance business not available,
separately, in annual statements. Inclusion of disability business serves to increase expense ratios.

Source: Schedule H page 35 and gain and loss exhibit, page 5, of Life Insurance Co., annual statement. Based on sample
of 14 companies wh;ch wrote 52 percent of group health insurance in the United States In 1970.
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Mr. ULLAIAN. I wish that you would also make them available to
the committee members.

Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Mf r. Chairman, include the operating costs, too.
Secretary RICi[ARDSON. We will add the insolvency data.
Mr. ULLMEAN. Without objection, that will be included.
Mr. Broyhill.
(The inaterial referred to follows:)

INSURANCE INSOLVENCIES

The attached report from the National Association of Insurance Commis-
sioners reflects the incidence and impact of recent insolvencies of insurance
companies.

Please note that this data applies to all insurers and insurance, not just to
health insurance.

Our intention is to assure that those insured under the National Health Insur-
ance Partnership Act will not be denied benefits because of such insolvencies.
We recognize that the incidence of insolvencies is not great relative to the total
number of firms and total insurance premium volume. However, we are firm in
our intent to assure reliable delivery of federally mandated health insurance
benefits.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE COMMISSIONERS,
Milwaukee, Wis., April 28, 1971.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairnman, Coimnmittee on Conmerce,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON: On December 17, 1970 you requested the following
information pertaining to insurance insolvencies since November 1969.

1. Names of insurers declared insolvent
2. State of domicile
3. Date of action
4. Number of states In which the insurer was domiciled
5. The insurers annual premium volume

To provide as up-to-date information as possible, we circulated a questionnaire
to every state insurance department commencing in early January. Subse-
quently, we found it necessary to recontact some statess for clarification. From
the initial responses we compiled a preliminary summary of insolvencies which
was then sent to each state of domicile for checking. From these final returns,
we compiled the attached lists. However, we understood from Mr. Sutcliffe
that such a delay was not critical due to the press of other matters before the
Senate Commerce Committee.

In addition to the information requested above, we sought to determine losses
to claimants including both policyholders and third parties. The loss figures
shown on the attached exhibits are generally estimates. (Except in a few in-
stances, the period for filing claims has not yet expired on this group of com-
panies.) These figures are based upon the best knowledge of the department
personnel responsible. Attached are Exhibits I and II which provide the in-
formation on life insurers and insurers other than life companies for the time
period November 1, 1971.

In summary, during this period the total estimated losses for life insurers are
$3.951.300 and for insurers other than life companies losses are $28,012,115. In
addition for 8 non-life insurers listed we have no estimate of losses at this time.
To the hest of our knowIedge, based upon the survey technique with its inherent
limitations, the information provided is complete for this time period of ap-
proximately 18 months.

Perhaps some perspective on the magnitude of losses attributable to insol-
vencies can be gained by noting the relative role which such insurers play in the
insurance market. For example, in 1969 U.S. insurers wrote life insurance premi-
ums of $20.5 billion. The annual premium of life insurers which went insolvent
during the last 18 months amounts to slightly over 5/100 of 1% of the $20.5
billion. The 11 life insurance companies which became Insolvent equal 1/2 of 1%
of the total number of life insurance companies In the U.S. All other U.S. pre-
miums for 1969 amounts to $43.7 billion. The annual premium of non-life insurers
which went insolvent during the last 18 mouths amounts to slightly over 17/100
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of 1% of the $43.7 billion. The 21 companies in Exhibit II are slightly over 8/10
of 1% of 2800 property and liability companies in the U.S.

Best regards.
Sincerely,

JON S. HANSON, Execiutive Secretary.

EXHIBIT I

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES INSOLVENCIES (Nov. 1, 1969, to Apr. 19, 1971)

Number of
States

Date of in which Annual Losses to
Company action State licensed premium claimant

Alabama National Life Insurance Co __- Mar. 28, 1970 Alabama ----------- 9 $2, 371,000 ' 0
Standard Union Life Insurance Co-.--- Apr. 30, 1970 --- do ---------- I ? 0
Financial Security Life Insurance Co- Jan. 9, 1970 Arizona ------------- 1 3,982,000 $3, 900.000
National Security Life Insurance Co .- - Sept. 4, 1970 -. do ------------- 1 14, 264 0
Tucson National Life Insurance Co -.---- Oct. 29, 1970 - do- ---------- - 1 57,011 50, 000
Universal Security Life Insurance Co -.- Feb. 27, 1970 .do--------- ---- 1 1,050 1,300
Continental Investors Life Insurance Co__ Nov. 14, 1969 Texas._ 1 133, 170 0
Girard Life Insurance Co ------------- Dec. 30, 1970 .do--------.... 34 4, 884, 529 0
Inter American Life Insurance Co ----- Feb. 18, 1970 ----do -------------- 1 59,013 0
Modern Investors Life ---------------- Dec. 22, 1970 ----do 1------------ 1 3,861 0
Security National Life --------------- Feb. 6, 1970 --- do ........... 1 1,727 0

1 Liens were imposed on cash values in the total amount of $11,000,000.

Note: In 1953 U.S. insurers wrote life insuran-e premiums of $?3,533,003,003. The annual premium of life insurers which
went insolvent during the last 18 months amvjnts to slightly over 5/10J of 1 percmat of the $23,533,033,003. The 11 life
insurance companies which became insolvent equal Y of I percent of the total number of life insurance companies in the
United States.

EXHIBIT II.-NONLIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES INSOLVENCIES (NOV. 1, 1969-APR. 19, 1971)

Number of
States

Date of in which Annual Losses to
Company action State licensed premium claimant

Old National Insurance Co --------- Mar. 28, 1970 Alabama ------- 1 $118, 261 (1)
Key Insurance Exchange ---------- Nov. 10, 1969 California ------- 1 3,000, 000 $100, 000
First American Insurance Co-_---- Feb. 23, 1971 Florida .... 1 1,500,000 22,000,000
Fidelity General Insurance Co___- --- Dec. 4, 1970 Illinois ----- 7 10, 040, 000
Freedom Insurance Co ------------ Mar. 31, 1970 ---- do- - 1 1,042,000
Homeowners Insurance Co --------- Apr. 18, 1971 ----do ------ 6 2,000,000
Prudence Mutual Insurance Co ----- Feb. 6, 1970 ----do ------ 14 12, 829, 000 1)
United Bonding- --- --- Feb. 18, 1971 Indiana -------- 48 5, 381,000 1,500, 000
Wabash Fire & Casualty -------------- Aug. 25, 1970 ----do --------- 13 3,881,000 1,000,000
Maine Insurance Co ------------- Jan. 14, 1971 Maine ....... 22 7, 563, 928 (1)
Sutton Mutual Insurance Co -------- May 20, 1970 New Hampshire- 1 1,000,000 0
Concord Insurance Co ----------- June 12, 1970 New Jersey ----- 31 3, 500, 000 350, 000
Ohio Valley Insurance Co ---------- Sept. 10, 1970 Ohio ----------- 1 3,936, 000 4 2, 500, 000
Columbia Mutual Insurance Co ----- Mar. 16, 1971 Pennsylvania -- 1 30, 776 0
Philadelphia Mutual Insurance Co ..... Apr. 20, 1970 _ _do --------- 1 81, 251 512, 115
Dealers National Insurance Co -------- Oct. 20, 1970 Texas ---------- 6 7, 371,810 13, 500, 000
Liberty Universal Insurance Co -------- do ------------ do --------- 7 4, 745, 712 4, 000, 000
Pioneer Casualty Co -..--- --------- Oct. 14, 1970 ---- do --------- 1 5, 809, 000 3, 000, 000
Trans Plains Casualty Co ..--------- Feb. 4, 1971 ----- do --------- 12 1,090,000 (1)
Traqs Plains Insurance Co ---------------- do ---------- do --------- 3 1,886, 000 (1)
Forward Insurance Co ------------- Jan. 7, 1970 West Virginia.-. 1 280, 000 50, 000

I Unknown at this time.
Florida guaranty fund will cover all or part of these losses.

I And as surplus lines carrier in New York.
Ohio guaranty fund will cover all or part of these losses.

'Policies are assessable and department expects all losses to be recovered.

Note: All other U.S. premiums for 1969 amounted to $43,700,000,000. The annual premium of nonlife insurers which
wont insolvent during the last 18 months amount to slightly over 17/100 of I percent of the $43,703,000,000. The 21 com-
nanies in exhibit II are slightly over 8/10 of I percent of the 2,800 property and liability companies in the United States.

ANir. BnOYnTL. iAir. Secretary, under the administration's plan, em-
ployers would be required to contribute 75 percent of the insurance
costs for their employees. Under existing law, which we amended
in 1970, we provide for a 40-percent contribution on the part of the
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Federal Government, as the employer, for health insurance programs
for Federal employees. Actually, we were late in even inaugurating
a health insurance program for Federal employees. I think it was 1959
when the Federal Government reluctantly put through a health insur-
ance program for its employees after industry already had been pro-
viding such programs for a good many years. I believe since the
Federal program has been in effect, the average contribution on the
part of the Government as the employer, has been in the neighborhood
of 25 to 30 percent.

The administration opposed the 40-percent program last year. Ac-
tually, there was a 50-percent contribution proposed last year, and
again this year a proposal for a 50-percent Federal Government con-
tribution, as ain employer contributions, was again vigorously opposed
by the administration.

My question is, Since the administration feels that it is fair and
equitable and proper to require all employers to contribute ultimately
75 percent of the cost of a health insurance program, why shouldn't
the Federal Government take the lead and initiative as an employer, to
provide a 75-percent, or at least a 50-percent, contribution for its
employees? I am sure you feel that Federal employees should be treated
equally with other employees.

Secretary RICIAmSON. Well, I can only say, Mr. Broyhill, that your
logic is irrefutable. I think the Federal Government should be a model
employer, and I think that the recommendation that we make for
other employees should cause a reconsideration of the position the
Federal Gov;ermnent takes in the cost sharing of health insurance
of its own employees.

Mr. BROYITILL. What would be the effective date of the administra-
tion bill?

Secretary IRICIIARDSON. July 1, 1973.
Mr. BnoYmLL. At that point, it would be 65 percent, would it not?
Secretary RIcnARDSON. Yes.
Mr. VENEMAN. Not to exceed 35 percent for the worker.
Mr. BiROYIJILL. It might be a great encouragement to industry if

the administration would send its people to the Post Office and Civil
Service Committee to recommend that a 65-percent contribution be
effective around January 1, 1973. I am a cosponsor of the legislation,
and I would accept the amendment to make it effective January 1,
1973, and you might find that, since the Federal Government has taken
the initiative in that area, the employers throughout the country, along
with the big unions that Mrs. Griffiths is talking about, might put
this into effect without your requiring it through legislation.

Secretary RICHARDSON. I think that we could certainly pursue this,
Mr. Broyhill. As far as the Federal employees are concerned, I would
have to, of course, enlist the interest of my colleagues in the adminis-
tration.

Mr. BiRoYILL. There may be some disagrement in the administra-
tionl, regard ng the Federal employee program.

Secretary RICiIARDSON. I have no reason to think that the general
validity of the point that you have made that we should be prepared
as an employer to do what we are asking other employers to do, would
be the subject of serious dispute, but I am only saying that that is not
a matter that falls directly within my province to say.

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 1 -- 12
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Mr. BROYHILL. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
(The following material was submitted for the record.)

Further exploration of the question raised by Rep. Broyhill indicates the fol-
lowing factors which should be considered concerning pending proposals to
raise the Government's contribution to Federal employee health benefits:

It should first be noted that the 40 percent employer's share paid by the
Government under the Federal employee health benefits program contributes
toward one of the most complete health insurance programs in the Nation; the
National Health Insurance Standards Act (NHISA) proposal calls for a 75
percent employer's share of a more modest, basic health insurance package for
employees. The NHISA proposal also permits additional benefits to be provided
above the required minimum package, but does not specify how employers or
employees would pay the added costs involved.

A further consideration is that at the present time, Federal expenditures for
employee fringe benefits as a whole amount to slightly more than 25 percent of
basic payroll and compare favorably with total private employers benefits ex-
penditures. However, the components of the Federal and private benefits pack-
ages vary considerably and, accordingly, it does not necessarily follow that the
Federal Government should contribute an employer's share, item for item, that
is identical with the share contributed by private employers.

For example, the Government currently provides for more paid leave than
private industry, while industry spends more for insurance, unemployment bene-
fits, bonuses and thrift plans.

Moreover, the outlook is that Government contributions to fringe benefits will
continue to rise as a percentage of -basic payroll because of statutory and
other requirements, such as the increase from 25 percent to 40 percent enacted
only last year in the Government share of health benefits and the requirement
enacted in 1969 that all new unfunded liability in the Federal retirement sys-
tem be amortized through annual appropriations over 30-year periods.

In the light of the above, the Administration at this time does not believe
that additional Federal expenditures for a higher share of Federal employee
health benefit costs are warranted in the current stringent budget situation
• either on the basis of equity or comparability.

Mr. ULLMrAN. Mr. Burleson will inquire.
Mr. BURLESON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The insurance companies which went broke in Texas, as you indi-

cate, were small companies.
I think Mr. Secretary that you will find, however, that the losses to

the policyholders were negligible, if any, because they were absorbed
by large companies.

We believe in the free enterprise system. I do not believe in the na-
tionalization of a great industry which some of these measures would
do, particularly the one we just discussed.

Mrs. GRIFFITTS. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BIURLESON. Yes, indeed, if you are asking me to yield, I will be

be glad to yield.
Mrs. GnIFFITIIS. Mly bill cuts out all insurance companies. We don't

have insurance companies in my bill.
Mr. BURLESON. You nationalize the insurance industry, in my judg-

ment. You eliminate it insofar as the free enterprise operation is con-
cerned.

I am not too sure that some of these other measures don't tend that
way and I would be inclined to agree with my colleague from Michi-
gan that with the adoption of some of these measures proposed, de-
pending on their limits, that in time, like all Government programs,
your proposal will come as part of our national life, which I regret to
see.

Mr. Secretary, I have just one brief direct question.
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Oil page 21 of your statement, which you presented yesterday and for
which I compliment you, under t he title of "f health Provider Regula-
tion" in part 3 you say:

We will establish on an experimenlal basis local quality review organization
composed of outside medical experts, including nonproviders in some instances,
as provided for in 1H.R. 1.

My question is, who are these outside experts?
I can't imagine their coming fromn any other place than from the

aca(lemic medical )rofession, the colleges: ulnlversltles, or the military.
Wlere would they coni from ?

Secretary RL(ii.\i)swx. I think what we mean by "outside" is people
who are outside of the direct provision of service themselves. In other
words, we might include people fromn olltsi(le the geographical area
who can bring a more o1)jective 1)l'rl)eective than the participants in
medical service ii the area, but we also have In nm1d people who
might be, for example. exl)erts ill e)id(emiology from a school of pub-
lic health whicl could l)e in the area or experts in whose administra-
tion who would l)e able to review the quality of the services provided.

I would stress the word "exl)erimental." As, of course, this commit-
tee is well aware in its own consideration of professional service or
review organization, tie l)roblem of how to develop these and their
methods of operation, their stafli g, and so on, will require considerable
experimentation before we wvoul(I be l)prepared to prescribe a national
system.

So I would expect, that various apl)roaches will be tried in different
parts of the country.

Mr. BUmLES0N. Under the administration's proposal and others,

the private health insurance companies will continue to write the
policies.

Do you think that the provision for the pool arrangements which
you outlined to us in your statement is a workable provision, a work-
able structure, and an arrangement which will provide adequate health
in quantity and quality to the American people?

Secretary RicI[AlmsoN. Trhe pool is certainly an effective means
of providing what is in effect group coverage for individuals who
are not part, of an obvious group like a group of employees.

We recognize that there are problems of the relative cost to the
subscriber to the pool coverage that may result from the adverse
election in effect that leaves for coverage in the pool individuals
who have disabilities or other costs that mean that the pool cost
is higher than other groups.

We have given a. good deal of thought to the question of how to
deal with that problem and I can only say at this point that, while
we are clear that it is desirable to create the pools, the. question
of how to deal with these costs is a question rather like the one
that Mr. Byrnes has dealt with in his version of the administration
bill in the case of the subsidy of small employers.

We would look forward to working with the committee on this as
an issue in which we are prepared to submit to you the analysis we
have undertaken and what we consider the costs are and the relative
premium as between the pool and other groups.
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Mr. BURLESON. It seems to me that one of the big things, already
been referred to in your discussion with other members, is this idea
of State participation. If they don't participate, and I think you indi-
cated we have ample precedent for it; in education, health, building
sewer lines or whatever it may be the Federal Government says, "If
you don't cooperate we will do this, that, and the other," mainly with-
hold funds, and of course the pressures become so great that they can't
do anything else.

That is the way this would work, would it not?
Secretary RICIIARDSON. Except that here since the National Health

Insurance Standards Act does not contemplate the use of Federal
money except to the extent that small employers might be subsidized,
the sanction that would be applied would be the disapproval of the
policy that was sold by the company in that State.

In other words, if the company did not meet the regulatory require-
ments or if the State failed to enforce them or to establish them,
then in effect what we would be saying is that we could not approve
the policy sold by the company in that State as complying with the
requirements of the act.

Mr. BURLESON. I have no quarrel with that, if this legislation goes
in the direction you suggest.

Of course, you have to have uniformity. I think that would be
obvious. The idea is that the Federal Government has to bring pres-
sures on a State to comply with anything. I suppose that is inevitable
if we are going to get into this business.

Thank you, Mr. Secretary. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary RICHARDSON. Thank you.
Mr. ULLINAN. Mr. Collier?
Mr. COLLIER. I have just one question. How would you propose to

integrate the scores of existing insurance programs with the proposal
that is before us?

Secretary RICHARDSON. In two ways basically.
First, by permitting an interval during which all existing collec-

tive bargaining medical insurance coverage arrangement could remain
in effect without being superseded by the policies required by the
Health Insurance Standards Act but also by recognizing that in the
case of a given group of employees the policy covering them may
supplement or go beyond the coverage required by the act.

So, in effect, in the course of time there would be the minimum
coverage contemplated by the act and in some cases s-pplementation
of it, but there would remain a degree of variance from one employee
group to another.

Mr. COLLIER. Would this eventually lead to abolishing the existing
programs where possibly the union and/or the employer are partici-
pating or where the company is presently providing a substantial
percentage of the payment of premiums under group policies?

Secretary RICHARDSON. No. In effect the le islation would establish
a floor of health insurance protection for all employees, but the col-
lective bargaining process could build on that floor and either pro-
vide additional benefits or contemplate the employer's assumption of
a larger share of the cost or both.
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There would be required however, and I think this is an important
thing to reemphasize, the option n on the part of the employee to elect
coverage under a health maintenance organization, that. is, a compre-
hensive prepayment )lan.

MAIr. Co1imtI. What- then would be the opposition to permitting the
employee to have the option of continuing his existing program if
he felt that it were more advantageous to him than what is prol)osed
with the limited coverage under the proposal before us?

Secretary RlIcIAmSON. The employee could in any etase choose, lie
could choose indeed not, to be covered at all.

Mr. Coimrmm. Then there will be an option here.
In other words, if he doesn't want to participate in this program

he doesn't have to.
Secretary RLCIIAl)SON. Yes; the emIployer must offer a policy that

would provide tbh benefits set forth in this legislation. The employer
could offer more than that but, insofar as the employee would be ex-
pected to contribute in the long run at least a maximum of 25 percent of
the premium, the employee would be free to choose not to l)articipate
at all.

Ir. COLLIER. That is fie. I wasn't under any impression that this
would have an optional provision in it lut indeed then it would.

Secretary r I( I\I)s()SN. As to tih employee, yes. The employer would
not have the option of providinig no coverage. Ile would have to pro-
vide at least this much coverage.

Mr. Co'I.miR. Aould there be some restriction that would prevent
particil)ation in two where there would be actually duplicate or excess
payments of medical bills such as presently can be done if you main-
tain two medical policies?

Secretary RiciiR\IsoN. This problem could arise in a situation, for
example, w ,here both the husband and wife were working but for
different. employers and somewhere each was covered then under an
employer policy or where, for example, medicare coverage might
be available to an employee over 65.

As I mentione(l, I think, yesterday we intended that the legislation
shall provide effective means of preventing duplication and this is
probably not something that can be prescribed for in detail in legisla-
tive terms but we would like to see the legislation contain a provision
at least that the Secretary shall by regulation prescribe methods to
minimize duplication.

Mr. COLLImI. There certainly would be no justification for the Fed-
eral Government getting involved in a program that provided dupli-
cate or duplicating benefits. That is not the intent and purpose of thfe
program and I could see no justification under these circumstances for
the Government to participate in a program that would pay duplivi.el
benefits.

Secretary RICiTARDSON. No; we agree with that.
Mr. COLLIl. Yet it could happen, could it not?
Secretary RICUARDSON. It could happen but it is a problem that

can be minimized by the carrier itself in identifying the insurance
status of personnel covered by a plan.

Mr. COLLIER. I certainly wouldn't want the responsibility of trying
to administer this type of complex arrangement. where, in considera-
tion of the numerous policies presently in effect some of which did not,
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for example, eliminate the first 2 days as is proposed here, I just see
a maze of administrative problems that could de-,elop in trying to
prevent duplication or integrating existing medical health policies
with what is proposed.

Secretary RICIIkRnsoN. Of course, Mr. Collier, this is not a new
problem. It is a problem that exists now to the extent that there are
employee group plans and to the extent that even now a husband may
be covered under one employer's plan and the wife under another and
each plan provides for the coverage of dependents.

The medicare situation could exist now. Insurance companies do
make some effort to iton out this kind of problem. What we would be
doing here, in effect, is, to build upon the most effective means that have
been developed to this point to do that and to require that it be done.

Mr. COLLIER. If the basic purpose of this program, and it is certainly
4a laudable and necessary purpose, is to see that every one has coverage
for medical care, I can't by any stretch of imagination see the neces-
sity for involving anyone in this program that already has that cov-
erage because, if everyone had it, there would be no need for the
program.

So it seems to me that something ought to be worked out where it
would either be optional, so that if that coverage is there, if the em-
ployee is protected presently, that he should not be required to partici-
plate in this program unless it were done entirely on a voluntary basis.

Secretary Ri(cmmsoN. We agree with you, Mr. Collier. I would like
to call to your attention the provision of the bill on page 11 which says
that a basic health care plan to be approved must provide for appro-
priate arrangements with carriers and other providers of services
under such plans to avoid overlapping or duplicative coverage.

Mr. Co.LIER. If that is going to be a policy why has it not been pos-
sible to successfully do this in the Government health program. They
ha ve never been able to accomplish this and they have apparently been
working at, it some way unsuccessfully for quite some time.

Why would it be any easier here than it has been in the Federal
employees medical insurance program?

Secretary RIcHARDSoN. We don't think it would be easier but we
think that increasingly it is being done successfully under the Federal
employees coverage.

Mr. COILER. I would have to disagree with you if you say that it is
being done successfully under the existing Federal employees medical
program because that is really not quite the fact. That is all I have,
Chairman.

Mr. ULrTAIx. Mr. Secretary, yesterday I didn't get to quite com-
plete my inquiry.

I would like to just make a brief statement at this place in the record
because I think it is pretty important that somebody state at some
time what the prime objectives of national health insurance should be.

In your statement you covered a lot of matters but it has never been
summarized. It seems to me that national health insurance at this
point in time should encompass, No. 1, the matter of delivery of serv-
ices relating here not just to the spreading of services to get to rural
areas but the matter of the ordering of the services througli outpatient
care, home care, adequate but not duplicated hospital and nursing
home care.
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Second. a national health insurance in my judgmnt should involve
a basic change in intent ives. If we are to continue private participation
in health services as I think we should, we need to shift the emphasis
in terms of the )rofit mot ive.

Today, the private health industry today profits from sickness. It
seems to me that. the profits, if they are to continue, should come from
keeping people well. I recognize that in your health main enance orga-
nization you are talking about this. Itowever, we need a specific pro-
grain of national health insurance to do something far more definite
about the incentive problem than you have recommended.

Thirdly, it would seen to me that we need a defillite cost-control
mechanism. I see nothing in your 1)rogrami that would establish the
kind of cost conttrols that care going to be necessary if we are to be
successful in providing for health services within the, scope of the
private and public resources available in this Nation.

Fourthly, I would think that any system of national health insur-
ance should involve full coverage and your program falls far short in
that regard.

Today we are pushing the average American out of health care.
There are a lot of reasons why that has happened, but the health
industry has been the most inflated in America, and it can't continue.
It has to be turned around. I see nothing that you would advocate to
do that.

We need full coverage, as I have said, utilizing public and private
resources.

We need further, tifthly, a consolidation of Federal programs. I see
in your program a continuation of the kind of hodge-podge that is
currently in such problems. It would seem to me that if we are
to gain our objective we have to put it all together some place. We are
not doing it, now and I see nothing in your |)rogramn that would do it.

Finally, I think we need an eq uitable financing program for the
public part of a national health insurance program, and here again I
see great gaps in your program.

Looking, for instance, at, the part of your program that mandates
private health insurance, you have a 65-35 participatory program that
involves great problems with respect to employer-employee relation-
sh s.ou give the employer the incentive to hire people who either do not

require private insurance coverage or who might opt not to take it.
The cost factor for the employer of this Nation under your program,
in my judgment, is prohibitive, particularly in view of the fact that
you're mandating insurance that does not include the cost-control
mechanisms that are so basic to any national health insurance industry.

There are certainly other factors involved but those in my judgment
come to the very heart of any basic solution to the problem of national
health insurance.

I, for one, have some reservations about Mrs. Griffiths' program of
nationalizing at this point in time. I had hoped that we could accom-
plish these objectives by coordinating the public and private effort
in this Nation. I had hoped that you might come up with a far more
comprehensive scheme that involves these basic matters to which I
have referred. Hopefully, during the course of the public hearings
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over the next month we can broaden the scope of our consideration so
that somehow we can put it all together.

I don't expect you to comment on this now, Mr. Secretary, but I
think these objectives should be clearly stated in the. records at this
point.

Secretary RurARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We certainly agree with that last point. I would like if I may to

make one brief comment and that is on the cost-control aspect of the
total problem. I offered for the record yesterday a listing of the cost-
control measures that we are advocating. They fall under the heading
of hospital and extended care facility charges, physician fees, delivery
system generally, carriers, and patients and they total some 26 differ-
ent items or aspects of a total coordinated approach.

I would just say briefly that there is no reasonable and in our view
feasible means of' dealing with the problem of costs of health care or
of insurance coverage that we have not incorporated into our proposal
that we know of or that has been brought to our attention.

If there are better ways of dealing with the problem than those we
have proposed or than those we have heard of to date, certainly we will
be receptive to them.

Mr. ULLMAN. I think you would agree and I agree with Mrs. Grif-
fiths that the insurance industry has been greatly at fault. It is not
necessarily the profit industry. The nonprofit industry has also been at
fault in going down the road of paying bills without regard to cover-
age or duplication or the quality of service, or, to the other factors that
go into a good health program.

This certainly has to be turned around and as we get into executive
session I certainly will want to explore it.

I hope you will put all of these cost control mechanisms together in
some kind of form that can convince some of us at least that we won't
be going down the same old road we have been going down toward
ultimate disaster. That is why we have to have a national health pro-
gram today.

I think there was a time when we could put our head in the sand, but
we have passed that point. By the mid-seventies it is mandatory, in my
judgment, that we have a viable national health program far beyond
the scope of what you have talked about here today.

Mr. VENEMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I just briefly inject one comment
and that is that when you said that you felt that this should be the
prime objective of a national health insurance policy I would have to
disagree with that. I think the six or seven items that you pointed out
should be the objective of a national health policy.

What this committee has before it is the administration's health
insurance aspects of a national health policy which was outlined by the
President on February 18 of this yeaf. Portions of these bills are in
other committees. We do have the health maintenance organization
proposals up. We do have cost-control measures in H.R. 1. We are
taking cost-control initiatives administratively and through other
means.

We do have manpower bills before another committee of the Con-
gress. So that I really think what we are talking about is the ability
to distinguish between our objectives for a national health insurance
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policy and what we are trying to provide there is financial access,
reasonable financial access to health care for all Americans.

Now, we can't write all of it in one bill. I would hope that as we go
through this that we do understand that the administration has pro-
posed a national health policy.

I think this is the first time that an administration has looked at all
the parts that go into a national health policy. I can't disagree really
with what you have outlined. I think the ol)jectives that you have out-
lined are the appropriate objectives.

We may have disagreement but I don't think that we should siniply
conclude that all of these objectives can be met in a national health
insurance bill and the only way you are going to make them meet this
objective in a national health insurance bill is to federalize the system
in a manner similar to what Mrs. Grifliths and Senator Kennedy have
proposed.

Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Secretary, I don't agree with that conclusion of
yours that there aren't ways of putting it together without federal-
izing it. I am hopeful that as we go into the executive session follow-
ing the hearings that we will be able to move in that direction.

I think your conunents point ul) one of the basic problemss in this
Congress. That is that in spreading the responsibilities around among
different committees we may very well wind up in exactly the same
place we have been in welfare, in exactly the same place we have been
in education and other programs, labor training programs, where we
have a proliferation all over the lot.
We are all going to be going in different directions and somewhere

along the line it has to be put together and I think in this matter of
national health policy now is the time and this is the place. We can no
longer afford the route of proliferation which I think you will in-
evitably find if you start spreading this responsibility around among
the different committees.

I have taken too much time.
Mr. Conable?
Mr. CONABLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, in view of your fine and comprehensive statement

here I have only one short inquiry and that is about the chart we have
before us this morning. I wonder if we could go into again what con-
stitutes induced costs.

You have a chart which sets out in full the medical expenditures in
this country under any of these systems including the present system
and presumably these are each comprehensive and you pick up in di-
rect payments what you don't pick up otherwise.

You have from $105 billion under the present system, to $113 bil-
lion as the projected cost in 1974 of a fully federalized system under
the Griffiths' bill, a difference of more than $8 billion of induced costs.

Did you say that was cost-push or demand pull or-a disruption
factor or what adds that additional amount?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Well, I think 1)erhaps demand pull is the
most apt of the phrases you have suggested. Iiere is a discussion
in the committee print of August 1971 headed "Analysis of Health
Insurance Proposals Introduced in the 92nd Congress" beginning on
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page 81 that describes the concept of induced cost and also describes
how induced costs were estimated.

It says, and I might read it, because I think it is put better than
I could do it off the cuff, at the bottom of page 81:

An induced cost is most likely to result from the additional demand for health
services when the necessity for the individual to make out-of-pocket payments
for such services is reduced or eliminated.

What this means is that where an employee regards a health service
as totally free that he would make demands that he wouldn't make
if he had to think of some cost out of his own pocket and, since the
Griffiths' bill which is shown on the second column on that chart would
in effect make all health services free, the result then is an estimate
that there would be this surge in demand having an effect therefore
on costs including an inflationary factor as well as an actual increase
of consumption.

Mr. CONABLE. How do you measure this with any degree of ac--
curacy if you don't have any experience though?

Secretary RICiiARDSON. WVel, the committee report I think is quite
candid indicating that the estimates are tentative.

It says on page 83-
The existence of induced costs has been demonstrated, and to some degree

quantified in earlier studies. The coming of Medicare in 1966 made possible "be-
fore and after" studies based on samples of those aged 65 and over. The Social
Security Bulletin of April 1971 carries an article indicating some of these re-
sults. Some additional data based on experience under the British )rug Act
and the Saskatchewan program, and the experience of insurance companies, Blue
Cross, and certain group health plans, are available. There are also a number
of theoretical studies based on econometric models.

What the Social Security Administration Chief Actuary has done
has been to assemble these data and develop projections which are at
least applied consistently for all the proposals before the committee.
There has been no pleading of the results as between one of the pro-
posals and another.

Mr. CONABLE. Have you made any assumptions at all about the im-
pact of these various plans on the medical delivery system, the number
of people participating for instance in the health industry, and are
these any part of your estimate of cost?

Secretary R(mcIhm)mSO. They are in the sense that part of the induced
cost is a result of pressures on the available supply of health care
personnel.

In that sense therefore there is a reflection of the result to be an-
ticipated if people can demand services of health care professionals
without having to consider the cost to themselves.

Beyond that we have to look at the problem of health manpower
in terms of how to develop it more rapidly and how to use it more
efficiently through the use of allied health manpower and so on.

Mr. CONABLE. Wouldn't the Griffiths' bill result in a very substan-
tial restructuring of the medical delivery system?

Secretary RIcHmRDsox. It probably would, yes, although we think it
is an extremely clumsy mechanism to wheel up in order to bring about
what I think we would all agree are desirable improvements in the
delivery system especially through the availability to a larger extent
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of health maintenance organizations and reliance to a greater degree
on allied health personnel.

Mr. CoNxL1E. Hasn't the advent of a compreheiisive medical system
in some of the other countries that lhve adopted them on a national-
ized basis had a demonstrable impact an the medical delivery system
in terms of what doctors decide to do, wlat kind of services they decide
to erform and where they decide to perform them.

secretary RiCIIARDSON. It certainly has.
Mr. CONABLE. That is really very difficult to quantify, isn't it at

this point?
Secretary RicfmIMsoN. It is difficult.
Yesterday in ny prepared statement I think Mrs. Grifliths feels

that I was unduly harsh but I tried to put what I really think about
it in, it seemed to me, measured terms that there is a real risk I think
when you put fee for service at the end of the line in distributing
appropriated sums to pay for health care. There is a considerable
risk that doctors will simply not choose to participate in the system
on a capitation or salaried basis and the result is also likely that many
people who can afford it will buy service outside the system on an out-
of-pocket basis. This has happened to a large degree in the United
Kingdom.

Mr. CONABLE. It is happening to a substantial degree right now, is
it not?

Secretary RicHarDSON. Yes.
Mr. CONAIm. Mr. Collier, I yield.
Mr. COLLIER. I think there is probably one very fundamental factor

that perhaps has been overlooked in most of the proposals that I
have reviewed in conceiving a public health program. Relating health
care as a necessity, a luman necessity to the three basics, food, clothing
and shelter, what percentage of his income would you say the average
wage earner should be expected to pay for this fourth and very vital
necessity?

I think we could arrive at, No. 1, the fact that this is a necessity
for which he las certainly an obligation to pay part of his income
just as he expects to pay it for food, clothing and shelter. It should
be in reason, as we agree, and this is why we have the bill before
us, because in some cases it is out of reason.

But establishing a percentage, of course taking into consideration
income and not affecting those who can't pay at all, in which event
there is certainly an obligation to see that they get health care, what
part of a.man's income should he expect to pay just as he expects
to pay a part of that income for food, clothing and shelter?

If we arrived at that, it seems to me that we get away from this
idea that this should be a program that is totally free and yet it
would be kept within the realm of reason and meeting the human
necessity involved.

Secretary RICIIARDSON. I think that is a very significant line of
thought, Mr. Collier. I can't give you a carefully considered judgment
on what I think the ratio should be. One of the problems, of course,
is that it is important to distinguish between the share of a family's
income that is devoted to insurance coverage-

Mr. COLLIER. That is medical expense?
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Secretary RIcIIARDSON (continuing). In situations where the family
is not sick or in which there is no serious illness in the family and
the extent to which the family should be, in effect, immunized against
any increased cost in the cases where there is illness.

Now, a program that protected the family against any share of
the costs of actual illness would be one, of course, with no element
of copayment or coinsurance, and such a program would be possible
to design. We have calculated, for example, that the costs of the
program that we have advocated for all workers and dependents is
about $490 a year premium cost, of which the employee would pay
$171.

If you eliminated all the coinsurance features in our proposal, it
would just about double the cost. That would raise it then to about
$975 or $980. That means, then, that I would be talking about, let's
say, roughly $1,000 as of fiscal 1974. The cost would be flat as income
rose.

It wouldn't cost a family any more money than that for this coverage.
You could expand the coverage some more. Let's s ay you could easily
add systems such as psychiatric care, dental care that might bring
the total premium cost to $1,500, but still it would be flat and not
rise as income rose because a family's health care needs would not, of
course, be dependent upon its income level.

Then you have the question what share of this should the individual
pay or the employer and, of course, again one has to recognize that
maybe after all the enmloyer's share could be considered in some sense
as reducing what the individual might otherwise get in the form of
direct cash salary.

So what you really have, then, is a constant dollar amount repre-
senting total insurance protection to be divided in some way between
employer and employee or between the Government and the individual
family, and you also have then the question how much less than total
indemnification should the package provide, and this brings us back
to the cost considerations that we were talking about in the context
of induced costs.

We think that it is desirable for the family, the employee, to pay
some of the cost for the reasons of reducing undue pressure on
the system that tends to arise where he feels that all health care is
entirely free. These are just some of the elements of the problem that
you put.

Mr. COLLIER. All I am trying to arrive at is, since medical costs
would basically be reduced to payments for medical insurance, then
again it brings me back to the necessity of having some basic per-
centage involved here. It is not new in terms of what has been developed
over the years as to what a family of four with four children should
pay for rent, for food, for clothing, and it is not my intention to
raise the question of restriction, but to arrive at what is a fair figure
for a wage earner to pay toward his medical care which would be in
terms of insurance premium payments rather than on the basis of
any direct payment to a physician or to a hospital.

I think if we could develop a percentage figure and move from there,
we would be in a much better position to determine, No. 1, the
amount of coverage based upon the $490 figure you have mentioned,
based upon the number in a family, and based to some degree upon
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that man's income, because therein lies what, appears to me to be
tile crux of the whole problem, the necessity of adequate medical care
to be paid for out of incomes that vary for families with different
numbers of family members to require this.

Somewhere it just, strikes me as being what would be necessary to
establish in order to establish a program that was economically feasible
for those. who are wage earners and yet, as I said before, kept within
the realm of his physical ability to pay, on the one hand, and his health
needs, on the other.

Secretary RrcImm)soN_. Well, this is essentially what we have tried
to do. I think I must repeat, what I have sai(l, that it is difficult to
develop an abstract measure of this. Of course, there is the distinc-
tion between health care and, say, shelter that as people earn more
money, they tend to live in )igger and more expensive homes, and
so they may be spending more or less the same share of total income
for shelter at a $50,000 income as it a lower level of income.

Mr. CouIII. And their taxes l)rol)ortiolately go up ?
Secretary RiCA IARDSON. In the case of health care, however, we would

hope that this was not so, that the quality and accessibility of health
care to the $5.000 income earner was just as good as the $50,000 income
earner could buy, which means therefore that the costs are the same
irrespective of the income level of the family.

Mr. CoLI. We then would spread the cost, which is the basic
concept of group health insurance, notwithstanding the fact that there
are different risks involved within the broad group that is covered. I
don't want to press this. I am just raisirg the point because I think
it is important.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. UILLMA N. Mr. Vanik will inquire.
Mr. VANIK. MNr. Chairman, there has been a question raised on the

testimony that was given yesterday on page 52 of the reported testi-
mony. This relates to the assignments by physicians.

Secretary RICITARDSON. Would you repeat the page number again ?
Mr. VANIK. Page 52 of the stenographic report. Don't you have

that?
Secretary RICIfARDSON. I amll sorry, I don't have that.
Mr. VANIK. I will refresh your memory. We were dealing with the

reimbursements of physicians on the basis of medicare and Chairman
Mills had asked: "You would require that all the basic health policies
in the entire Nation must reimburse physicians on the same basis as
medicare; is that right?" And you responded in the affirmative.
Then the chairman said:
Now, even if this is good policy, and I guess you think it is, how would the

hundreds of health insurance carriers obtain access to all the physician charge
profiles which Medicare carriers maintain now an(d how would we know who
should pay for the data?

And your response to that was:

We believe, Mr. Chairman, that for this reason and also in order to make
patients aware of the physicians who have agreed to accept assignments at the
published rates, that these should be published for the areas to which they apply.

The whole subject area dealt with cost control. My question is this:
I have been trying for a long time to get the Social Security Admin-
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istration to make available in my community the list of those doctors
who took the social security assignments on the fee schedule that was
recognized in the community, because the average person has no way
of knowing whether his doctor will take an assignment or not. He
usually is deeply involved in his professional and contractual relation-
ship with his doctor and is very often surprised after the services are
completed that his doctor will not take the assignment.

Now, do I understand your reply to that question to imply that it
would now be at least your policy that we would have available in
communities the list of physicians who accept assignments so that the
consumer, the person in need of medical services, could have ready
access to at least a list of those doctors who take assignments as distin-
guished from those who do not ?

Secretary RIcHARDsoN. We believe that such a list should be avail-
able in the community and we have thought about various ways
whereby doctors could make known the fact that they will accept
patients at the published fee rates, which of course in the case of
medicare means that they are reimbursed at their customary charge
up to the 75th percentile of the range of rates charged in the area for
a particular procedure.

I might ask Mr. Ball, who is administering this policy right now,
to answer that.

Mr. VANIK. I understand that he opposed making this information
available or said it couldn't be done. I will be glad to have your re-
sponse under these circumstances.

Mr. BALL. Mr. Vanik, I think the situation under the administra-
tion's proposal is quite different than the situation today in the medi-
care program. Part of the problem that exists today 'is the typical
situation is that a physician does not in general take'assignments or,
on the other hand, in general has decided not to take assignments. The
typical situation is that lie takes assignments for some patients under
some circumstances and then for other patients he does not take assign-
ments at all.

This is related to how large the bill is, to Ithe income of the patient
and so on. So that the idea of having under the present medicare pro-
gram a list of physicians who agree to take assignments is not too
practical because most of them don't do it all one way or another.

Another problem on the publication of reimbursement amounts, if
I can complete the thought here, Mr. Vanik, is that medicare as you
know does not reimburse on the basis of a set fee schedule. The reim-
bursement is on the basis of the customary charge of the physician,
what lie customarily charges with a ceiling and the ceiling relates to
the prevailing charge for that locality for that particular procedure.

But most physicians will be under the ceiling. It isn't as if the pre-
vailing was what governed the reimbursement. Mostly what governs
the reimbursement is a customary fee which is below the prevailing.
So if you are going to say we are now going to have a fee schedule
under medicare, defined as the prevailing, that is as the 75th per-
centile of customary charges, all the physicians who are now below
the 75th percentile have a good reason to come up to that amount and
you make the program more expensive rather than less expensive,
because we are now reimbursing below the prevailing in most instances.
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Then you go beyond that and say, now we have to have a list of
those who will pledg, always to take an as.si' innnt regardless of how
much income the patients have and you have introduced an entirely
different element into the program. So that I am merely saying that
I believe the Secretary was relying to a new approach under the
administration's proposal rather than to the way medicare coul(l op-
erate under present law.

Mr. VANIK. I don't know how it would differ from medicare. I
thought it was based on the same idea. Am I right, Mr. Secretary ?

Secretary RiciIAIDsoN. I think the underlying approach to the re-
imbursement or payment of fees utilizing a ceiling at the 75 percentile
and so on is basically the same and I think the considerations that lie
to the patients' understanding of whether or not he is receiving a serv-
ice at the cost which will be reimbursed in full by the insurance system
is also the same.

The difference, I think, essentially is that the case of the insurance
plan that we are proposing we would be seeking to enlist the medical
society for the area on a broad base cooperatively in peer review,
utilization review and other measures that are designed to keep costs
down for the )opulation generally as part of a broad effort to attack
what is undoubtedly one of the most troublesome areas of concern to
people today as they see their bill for health care going up faster than
any other of the costs they pay.

Mr. VANIK. Well, as I have studied your p,:oposal, everything
seemed to be exactly the same as it operates under medicare, so that
it would seem to ie that at least we ought, to have a list of those
physicians who refuse to miiake assignments of any kind.

In my community we have a substantial number of physicians who
refuse to take assignments in all or part or any case. They just refuse
to do it. At least we ought, to be able to have some way in which the
individual citizen can be aware of this without having to make an
individual inquiry of each and every doctor.

Today he goes into a hospital and before he is through, there are
eight different doctors that deal with his illness. It is very difficult
for him to decide and determine, particularly under emergency condi-
tions, which one of them take assignments and which one of them
does not.

I think he would be well advised if he at least could tell which
refused to take any assignments. That would be a very helpful thing
and might serve to bring about some cost control. I have had a great
deal of concern on this issue. From what I have been able to deter-
mine, the reasonable doctors, those that are low in their charges, if
they charged $10 would get reduced by medicare to $6, and if they
charged $100, they would be awarded an $80 fee by medicare.

I find no balance in this thing. It seems to me that we have penalized
hard-working, diligent doctors in favor of the society doctor with big
fees.

Secretary RTcHARDSON. We agree with you, Mr. Vanik, and we are
very clear on the proposition that in the regulatory legislation shortly
to be submitted to you, there would be a requirement for the publica-
tion of providers' charges for standard items and other patient access
matters.
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Mr. VANIK. And could that be amplified to include a public listing
somewhere of those doctors who refuse assignments of any kind under
the system?

Secretary RICHARDSON. I am not sure I would be prepared to say
that we should publish the list of those who won't as (fistinguished
from the list of those who will, but certainly we agree in principle
that the patient should have the opportunity to be informed in advance
whether or not he is going to be stuck with an extra bill beyond what
his insurance coverage meets.

Mr. VANIK. The average patient is hardly able to enter into a fair
negotiable arrangement with the doctor who is providing the services.
le is pretty much at the mercy of his problem. At the time he must

contract for these needed services, he is fighting to save the life or
protect the life of someone he loves. Ie is hardly in a bargaining
position.

Very often the patient is already in an institution, which has a lim-
ited number of doctors who designate themselves as the doctors of that
institution who provide the special services in that institution. lie
doesn't have a free market choice on who should render the services
for his patient.

Mr. WAGGONER. Will the gentleman yield?
I wasn't aware that people who needed medical care shop on the

basis of price with doctors.
Mr. VANIK. They hardly have a chance. I think that if their doctor

is one who absolutely refuses to accept any claims under this program
or under medicare they ought to know that, so they could find a doctor
who might accept an assignment. Many people, by reason of their own
income in life, might have -very little choice but to try to select that
kind of physician.

Mr. VAGGONER. If the gentleman will yield further, he might get
one of his secretaries to work with the Yellow Pages and compile the
list himself.

Mr. VANIK. I think this kind of service ought to be provided na-
tionally, on a uniform basis by the Government to help those who are
providin, services have some'idea of what they might get into.

Mr. WAGGONER. The gentleman must not think it is worthwhile or
he would do it.

Mr. COLLIER. Would the gentleman yield?
What is the difference whether he looks at a list and sees who will?

W1hy is it better that he gets a list of those who won't?
If there is going to be a list of those who will, he looks on the list

for one who will.
Mr. VANIK. He wants to select a. doctor who is going to take an

assignment. I think he ought to know which doctors are taking
assignments and which doctors are not.

Mr. ULLMAN. A point of order. Does the gentleman yield?
Mr. VANIK. I certainly don't yield for argumentative purposes. We

will do that in executive session.
I would like to ask the Secretary a further question. In your state-

ment, Mr. Secretary, you talked about "virtually" all people having
health coverage. In that answer you deal with those who have hospital
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insurance. If you talk from the standpoint of hospital insurance, the
statement is substantiated. But wvhen you get away from hospital serv-
ice and go to physician services, then we find that over one-half of
the people are not included.

You don't dispute the chart that - e have in the Ways and Means
Committee report on the number of p,-ople that are excluded from
medical services covered by insurance?

Secretary RICHARDSON. No, indeed. I think we furnished the data on
which that was based.

Mr. VANIK. Now let me ask you this. By your definition how many
and what people remain excluded under the age of 65 in the Admin-
istration's health proposals?

Secretary RICHARDSON. I would have to furnish for the record the
age breakdown on this. Basically the coverage is most limited in the
case of people under 65 with respect to unemployed single individuals
and couples without children.

On the other hand there is included in that total a large number
of students.

(The material referred to follows:)

THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF NHISA ON THE Low-INCOME POPULATION AND ON THE
WORKING-FORCE POPULATION AND ON EMPLOYMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
MANDATED POPULATION

In theory, only persons eligible for Medicare or the Family Health Insurance
Plan are ineligible for NHISA.

Part A of NHISA would apply to virtually all private employers of one or
more persons. Governments and religious orders and those immeasurably few
employers who hire only transient part-time help would not be mandated.

Section 605 of Part B of NHISA would offer coverage to all unmandated in-
dividuals not eligible for Medicare or Family Health Insurance, (Title II)
through pool arrangements.

NHIPA does not require any worker to obtain insurance. Hence we would
only assume that all those eligible would take advantage of the large employer
contribution, unless alternative coverage was even more favorable to him.

It is estimated that 57 million workers out of the total age 18 to 64 civilian
employed labor force of 79 million would have coverage offered under NFUIA's
mandate by virtue of their own employment. Nearly 7 million workers not directly
mandated would have this opportunity by virtue of their spouses' employment.

Among this civilian employed labor force, the residual 15 million would include
some eight million government workers, nearly two million farm owners, four
million other self-employed, and one million unpaid family workers. (It may be
of interest that 70% of the unpaid family workers whose spouses were not man-
dated are spouses of self-employeds). There would also be an estimated four
million unemployed heads of families most of whom would be public program
eligibles.

Data was adjusted to eliminate from the mandated worker totals, spouses
who work less than 13 weeks per year in mandated employment. No such ad-
justment was made for household heads, because reviewing combination data,
we find less than 0.5 million families (and 0.8 million working-force Individuals)
in the situation of neither head or spouse employed more than 13 weeks. Like
the unemployed, many of these would be public program eligibles.

Over time, as mandated workers become eligible for Section 603(f), approxi-
mately half of the unemployed would receive the opportunity to continue self-
sufficiency for their health insurance, during transitional periods of unemploy-
ment.

Attached are several tables illustrating NHIPA's potential effects on the low
income population, the adult population, and an estimate of the unaffected popu-
lation according to their work characteristics. Estimates In the tables were de-

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 1 -- 13
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rived from the SSA data tapes which have adapted the March 1969 Current
Population Survey to simulate HI.R. 7741 assuming H.R. 1 for 1972. They are
essentially, therefore, projections ultimately based upon the 1960 census and its
interim updates. Estimates using the 1970 census as the ultimate basis will be
developed as soon as it is technically possible.

The estimates in Table 1 suggest that the under age 65 low-income population,
not eligible for adult assistance, will total 27 million persons, 21.8 million in
families with children and 5.2 million in other families.

Of the 21.8 million in families with children, NHIPA would impact on all
but 0.5 million persons in some 138,000 families whose heads are not employed
50 or more weeks each year but whose assets exceed FHIP requirements. FHIP
would protect some 14.6 million and NHISA would be available to another 6.8
million through the employer mandate.

Of the 5.2 million in childless households, NHISA would be available to over
0.9 million through the employer mandate. The remaining 4.2 million would
include some student headed families.

The combined 4.7 million persons who are neither FHIP eligible or mandated
would be theoretically eligible for NIIISA pool coverage. This sum would be
reduced should H.R. 1 coverage of disabled worker beneficiaries be enacted by
approximately 150,000 persons.

1. NHIPA IMPACT ON THE LOW-INCOME (FHIP LEVELS) POPULATION UNDER AGE 65

Units
(thousands) Persons

Within low-income levels --------.----------------------- ---------...---------- 9, 022 27, 024
Expected eligibles for FHIP ------------- . . . . . ..--------------------------------- 3,362 14, 600
Expected ineligible ------------------------------------------------------------- 5,660 12, 424

Mandated NHISA I ---------------- ........................------------------ 1, 9,3 7, 709
Families with children --------- . . . ..----------------------- ---------- 1,297 6,774
Other --------------------------------------------------------------- 666 935

Eligible for NHISA pools ----..--------.------------ _.---------------------- 3, 697 4,715
Families with children ------- ----..- 138 466
Other 3  2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  3,559 4,249

1 Represents heads of households employed 50 or more weeks. Assumes all such low-earnings positions are in private
sector. This possible understatement of the mandated NHISA in terms of weeks worked, is offset by the overstatement
possibly arising from unmandated employment.

2 Families whose assets disqualify them for FHIP.
3 Childless households-including student headed-whose heads are not full-time employed. Some to these may also

be eligible for public programs such as those for veterans, and others may be aided by pending medicare for the disabled.

Tables 2 and 3 consider only adults age 18 through 64 of several types. Indi-
viduals (working and not-working) and couples with various combinations of
work experience. Several hundred thousand adults, not spouses or heads, but
attached to families, are not included because their type of occupation is not
known.

Table 2 shows that of this 116.7 million adults, 79.1 million will be offered
mandated coverage, while 37.6 million will not. All of this latter population is
theoretically eligible for "Pool" N1HISA coverage. The pending Social Security
coverage of disabled worker beneficiaries under Medicare would eliminate a
large portion of the 1.5 million persons that would be covered should those pro-
visions be enacted.

Table 3 gives work characteristics of the unmandated population. Nearly 16.7
million are nof working, and have no working spouse. Many of these would be
public program eligibles, including over 4 million adults under FHIP. Nearly 21
million are working in unmandated employment or are spouses of such persons
(not themselves mandated). About 10 million of these most likely will be eligible
for group health insurance as government workers, or their spouses. The remain-
ing eleven million receive earnings through the heads of self-employment, and
could obtain "Pool" NHISA coverage as individuals.
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2. POTENTIAL IMPACT OF NHIPA ON ADULT (18-64) POPULATION

]Thousands of persons]

Affected by Not affected
Total mandate by mandate

All persons 18-64 ------------------------------------------------ 116,759 79,121 37,638

In HW families ---------------------------------------- ------- 95, 456 69,420 26,036

Both working ---------------------------------------------------- 45, 356 1 38, 438 6,918
Head only working ----------.------------------------------------ 38, 660 29, 066 9,594
Spouse only working ------------------------.-------------------- 3, 196 1,916 1,280
Neither working ------------.----------------------------------- 8, 244 -------------- -8,244

Individuals ----------------.------------------------------------ 21,303 9,701 11,602

Working --------------------------------------------------------- 12,877 9,701 3, 176
Not working ----------------------------------------------------- 8,426 -------------- 8,426

I Husband and wife both working, and one or both work more than 13 weeks per year in mandated employment.

3. EMPLOYMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF ADULT POPULATION NOT AFFECTED BY NHISA MANDATE

Total ------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------- 37,638

Reason for no mandate:
Not working -------------------------------------------------- ------- ------------------------ 1 16,670
Individuals ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 8, 426
Heads and spouses --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 8,244
Em ploym ent not m andated ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 20,968

Type of employment

Government Other (self)

Total -----------------------------------------.-------------------------- 10,008 10,958

Individual ------------------------------------------------------- 3,176 2,162 1,014
Both working ---------------------------------------------------- 6,918 2, 404 4,514
Head only working ----------------------------------------...... 9,594 4,764 4,830
Spouse only working ----------------------------------- ------- 1,280 680 600

1 Includes students and many persons eligible for public programs such as those for veterans. Others may be aided by
pending medicare for the disabled.

Mr. VANIK. The couples without children you definitely exclude?
Mr. VENEMIAN. Unless they are employed.
Mr. VANIK. Yes, unless they are employed. What do we do with

them? What can they do? There are quite a few people in that
category.

Secretary RICIIAIRDSON. They could elect to purchase coverage under
the pool that would be set up for their area under the legislation we
propose.

Mr. VANIK. That isn't an assigned risk pool, is it?
Secretary RIcTIARDSON. It is not an assigned risk pool, but it is a

pool which, in effect, provides the equivalent of group coverage for
small groups of employees and single individuals and couples who are
not part of any group.

Mr. VANIK. And there would be no public contribution to the cost
of their coverage?

Secretary RICHARIDSON. Not as we have proposed it to this point,
although as I indicated earlier, this is a question which we think is
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going to have to get a considerable amount of further consideration
by the committee. We don't have a firm view of the question of how
best to deal with the higher costs of coverage in the pool than would
be likely in the case of many employer plans.

Mr. VAN IK. Have you any estimate as to the number of people that
would fall into that category?

Secretary RICifARDSON. Yes, we do have these figures and the total
that we estimate of the individuals nationally falling into this cate-
gory is about 4.2 million persons.

Mr. VANIvK. Let me ask this further question. With respect to those
covered under your plan, where a person seeking coverage has had a
previous record of an illness, would the insurer be allowed to exclude
that particular person with his record of illness or would it have to
embrace everyone, regardless of their medical record?

Secretary RICHARDSON. No. The individual with a previous illness
or existing illness would have to be covered within six months of his
becoming employed.

Mr. VANIK. Without any increase in premium?
Secretary RIcInARDSON. -Without any increase.
Mr. VANIK. Would that include physically and mentally handi-

capped children?
Secretary RICIIARDSON. As members of the family, yes.
Mr. VANIK. One other thing concerns me. That is the matter of uni-

form eligibility nationally with respect to FHIP income eligibility.
Wouldn't that discriminate against the higher cost communities and
in favor of the lower cost communities geographically distributed
throughout the United States?

Secretary RIChARDSON. There would be a degree of variance, cer-
tainly, in this. This is a problem which we have come up to in other
connections, for example, with respect to the minimum level of wel-
fare reform benefits. It turns out that the variances as between, for
example, urban and rural living can be wider even within a narrow
geographic area of the country than regional differences are.

But today take the poor and it is difficult to factor in that kind of
variance into a basic national plan. We said on the Senate side that we
were prepared to initiate studies of ways of trying to do this, but that
we did not believe that we had sufficient data or good enough yard-
sticks to go by to do it at the outset of any program.

Mr. VANIK. I have one final question concerning the exhaustion of
catastrophic coverage. What do you propose could be done for people
in that dilemma?

Secretary RICHARDSON. In the case of an individual when the total
medical bills exceed $50,000, then he would, in effect, be started over
again by the restoration of catastrophic coverage at the rate of $2,000
a year. In other words, it would build back up again.

It could be done in other ways. Of course, you don't have to have
the $50,000 limit or you could build it back up faster. These are
questions essentially of cost and there is also involved in the case
of catastrophic coverage generally the problem of potentially skewing
the system toward high-cost procedures or the payment of costs in
situations where resources are unduly devoted to long-term and elabo-
rate procedures at the expense of other forms of care.

Mr. VANIK. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. ULL:!AN. Mr. Pettis will inquire.
Mr. Priris. I will very quickly ask the question and maybe it isn't

a question as much as a statement. I have a feeling as we have been
going into this problem that maybe we don't have its much interagency
communication about not only the problem, but the solutions. It
me use another area of our society in which we have problems.

For example, if a military installation is phased out of a commu-
nity and it Lre'ults iii economic loss, every agency of governmentt has
an input into helping solve that economic problem in that community
by a newly developed interagency committee.

Now it is my impression that, for example, in the area of creating
health personnel, or I should say medical and Paramedical le'sonllel,
that we have someio agencies of (Govermnent that, tire building hospitals,
for example, that do this without any regard to whether that, hospital
ighlit helpful in the training of doctors and )aramedical people.

liVeterans' Adnministratioi is it very good exam ple of this. I
wonder if we couldn't bring all of these people togelher, whether
they are military hospital builders or the Veterans' Administration,
so that when these hospitals are built, they are built next, to in exist-
ing medical school. All of these mQh(1oIs n'r aire going broke.

They need help and, rather than build it veterans" hospital out in
the mildle of a cornfleld in Iowa that is 60 miles from the nearest
medical school, it would be better to plit it next to i Iledi'al school
where there could be a benefit to the medical school as well as to the
veterans.

I aml not sure that you are not doing this, but, I f1l not sure you
are either. What I ant really saying is, why can't we get ill of these
agencies of Government to collalborate on ti problem? TAd's say the
one problem of l)roducing more medicit and pranedical personnel
when they are spending millions of dollars in the building of institu-
tions lile'hospitals.

Secretary RTCiArmRsoN. I think you have pointed Ul1) a very real
problem and a very real need. We can an(1 should o a better job
across the Government mid, indeed, we need to (1o a better job within
communities to anticipate needs and coordinate planni 11g. Planning
has historically, I think, in the United States been a dirty word and
we have lagged badly in developing even the most rudimentary l)lan-
ning base and capabilities not only within the Federal Government,
but within comniunities and in regimns throughout the country and we
simply do not have the resources for the health care system that would
permit us any longer to waste them in duplication or rverlap or to
allow unconscionable gaps to develop.

With all of this in mind, T have urged the creation in the Office
of tile Assistant Secretary for Health and Scientific Affairs in TEW
of a deputy who would developp this planning capability. I would like
to ask Dr. DuVal, the Assistant Secretary now, who is here, to per-
haps supplement this because I know he is very much aware of the
problem you identify.

Dr. DNTVA,. The'specific question, of course, focuses on misoriented
Federal development such asq the military and Veterans' Administra-
tion, which do not fall within our jurisdiction. They do, of course,
fall within our concern.
The VeteranS' Administration since the so-called policy recommen-

dation No. 2 of 1946 or early 1947 has shown an increasing awariIless
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of the possibilities that exist and the benefits that accrue to having
made it decision to locate their hospitals in juxtaposition to the aca-
deinic medical centers, to eiliance their training capacity fill([ con-
teinportry legislation less tlhan 2 years old not only makes that an
even moro desirable policy for tlhei to implement, I~tt actually gives
the authority to b.gin training in tlhe paramedicll fields and this
year wit Ii hgislation current ly before the Congress may act0l ly got
tlieii into tile Iusilless of joiting Ssat ..s-. I tllink it is five in num ber
lit I his t ili- tsart. iticilii(,lil schools.

So that tlle VA lhis shown already a very real interest in pursuing
lie same objective thait you j tst, art Ict , lilt . Til 1it i ry inst it utions

are, of oull's(, solliewilill ifferent illt lhitt dheir Illissiolis arte, highly
specific I lI(., l (I i(it I 1111 t iey do(I not, it vet Ili il I to Ihitit ide i I drvisioni-
,tikillg tlint, lie other lrilertil rst lll)nIilllollts (to, tl ioigh tley1 are
ilso blowingg by Certaii pilot exlllt)les in lh United States tlhat; they
too e(t11 enter ilto i colill)liCt-type arriingellieiit [al i)articil)lite lit the
(,olllitlmiity level.

Front tie viewpoint of t ire apartmentt of IHealth, I4(ucavtion and
Welfiti'd, o0111 ('Oii(',Ii is t llt we l'ing into being I itl(ch stronger
locil conlilntllity hlt'lll hIplaintilig capability with 11som guidllince to
ihe exelit lecessalr f'rolli 1 he Impl'tt 91such tllit tihe tot ill facility
develotilient, ill a (.oiiliiilliiy 3clli o rationalized aid to the extent
liit, t lie leder I )epirt iielit, ('i1t l)lirticipiate with tile con u llllitY, this

is tin (ll'ort; thut11 we lol oily collsider wortli pilrsuingi, but. we aro
going to develop) lie ciilptirit"y ill niY oflh'e to fo t'i Oil that.

Mir. ,I'ivus. May I pilrltle this o1no ste) further?
I(l 1 I( 1dI It here be iliiy 1llliiill sy, Iere locally whre we hiave Blthesda

and 1Witiitor lteed ill 'liiiving a il lilit ions, let,'sily, with the Iwo mediill
scliools lie ri)ecliise t eir ill i dire Illiiin.iaii st iliis, I tilliderst 11 lnd.

Tilis would be so t htlilliO of tie expeisive eqiil nient, aind facilities
lit, tiose two niio ito hoispils (,1ilh( Io nmade available to ni calivll and
1)nriiliil stit(lents stildlying in those two universities.
Mr. 1)imV ir M. Pettis, I i1l Sure thit yoll know thati this is a

onCel)lt thilt, hills appei red iln legislation such its, I thlnic, the )reslit
H.IR. 2 every yealr for so1me yeil's, and1( t his yeri it, hs golO through
the louse 161(1 will b, if 1 11111 corre('t, subject to further treatment.
I woulld only add the parontheticll note tillt to the extent, that the
inediai s(,iiools in tihe District, are having financial difficult, it, is
not (im to lllbselce of ivilibility or access to the resOilr'es sich na
l t lie lBetliesdia ('amus.

Mr. l'i'lis, Thilikyoil.
Mr. ITiI,,Jm,. I wotild advise thi coilliittee thlat, we are going to

littompt to con(illdo the he,,ii'ing with the Se('retary this morning and
would isk nianimous consent, that all members have 5 days in which
to subniit, questions to the Secretary to roilnd out the record.

Without objectiol that will be ldoe.
(Sipplelient al (jttOstiotiS lld answei',s follow :)

Pronm Mr. Mll-Qlestlol No. 1
lit the Hedteare proranIt, the ios1pitatl Inpat lent deductible, the elnoitsuranee

anionti andl the part 1B premiiun all rise autonltlleall# is h(a(lth costs rise. Whiy
didn't 1ll'1 follow th711 is nme nerf/ l ;oliell ill H.R. 7T1P

1oili 1oil rerommendl thrat samie )ollCll be applied to the .M1edicare prograni
by eimllnatling the present automatic incrcasea P
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Answer
In the Medicare, program, the hospital inpatient deductible, the coinsurance

mliounts and the part 11 premium all rise as health costs rise so that beneliciarles
continue to pay the same share of their medical costs. If this were not, done, it
would be necessary to Increase the Income to the program or cut back on the
benefits.

For the trmist part, the satme Is true with respect to the deductibles, olinsurance,
and premiums in II.R. 7741. Under the National Ilealth Insurance Standards Act

lliployers 1111d (,l'lloye,' wouhl be resjonsiihle for specified slares of premium
costs. Mince private Insurance ('Onptales would underwrlto emiployer sponsored
plis, there Is every reitson to believe that lr'milums would increase as medical
('sts rise. Futhlier, henefiachires would pay for (it, first 2 days of hospital (are,
llus 25 'l(retit (oisurnllce ott additional dlays of care. Mince each of tli('5( bene-
fl{ary (,ltlslitarintg reslontslillitles will rise as health costs rise, I(cnetllarles
Wo1i{ld ('(Jil Ite to I)tIy lit' 1111110 mshtlt r' of tlie t'Xl('nsP,

lUndhir Ihe 1l,11t11ly lh111lh lnsmuramiv4, lan, hcnelllary vost mshttring varhvm lit

acorditllice with Io In(olli' class of the Oligibl l ft anilly. ] 'Iciti14 itre t flXl,
II ilititt, biu deductibles find toislunI11e' whlelver nl)111ti'lle It '(, sar niilir to those
under Mediaro. With Ih F mlly Ihealth lnsiuraice Plan, It seems ncctssitry to
'olisider the ahiliy Io ply as the itmrary deternilnt of the itnouit to Io paid.

From Mr.11. Ills- Questlon No. 2
Private health ihisrftice rovers about one-quarter of all health care elmpedl-

tures. What weilt the proportion be in the evett your bill became law?
A ntsuwr'3

The proportion of tll 'llth ('are expenditures pil through inivate health
Insurance Is rIoJect td ti ii, from approximately 25% to 29% under the Admiln-
istrtihi liroliosal. 'Ti prolortion of (X(lnditures for cute care (excluding
pulic lielith Ximnlltr-', r(,arclh, long term (ustodilal care ii tiursing homes
of mental hospitals, et(.) would rise front allroxilmatly 35% to allproxiately
41%.

From Mr. 1ills-Q question No. 3
Ott page~ P) of th{' 8v¢erttarl's testimony/ It Is stated that falyll health insur-.

ati(e ''u'ould pr('v'ent a sudden loss of all health fi lanecing benefits when carnilgs

rime." I think Mr. illman's chart Illustrates that the bill (1nes not completely iget

rid of the problem. Certainlyj It the ioonle( which th family hs is uI'arned lin-
come, like Social Seority survivor benefits, for example, there would be a notch
ith. o result( Inc equity. Moreover, if the earnings are received from (.tplol.

mll('lit lIhlh. Is not covt'red uilder tile base emlploller plan, then you/ also retain
a serious disincentive to work. 'PhIs would certainly be true it the case of a do.
nestle icorker ivho leorks re(/ularly for five d1l)s for five dliferctt enlplo yjers aiid
has a. social ,'U1'ty survivor benefit for seedal hlildret.

What other alternatives did the Department emiailder before this approach, was
chosen? Is there no possibility of some other approach whioh avoids these serious
problems

Ansier,
There will be a small numhr of cases where unearned income or Income of

domtlestics carrhis le Inconme tove ti' (itoff. In these cases, the individual would
he able to l)urchltse pool coverage.

'he I)eP)arttiont (hil (-otsle0r ninerois alternatives Including it higher llicolie
cutoff for F li' with i reducing subsidy and would want to discuss further pos-
sibilities with the ('onmittee In E1xecutive session.

Alternatives to extend coverage would require additional coniiltinents of
Federal funds.

)rom Mr. Mills-Question No.
-Iurng the course of the Seeretary's testimony, reference was made to a

figure of $490, which apparently is the estimated value on an actuarial basis of
the complete benefit package proposed it the enlployer-employee program. li
comparable dollar terms, wvhat is the estimated anlal actuarial value of each
of the benefit components (hospital services, physician services, routine exams,
etc.) in tle package? If the 2-day patient hospital deductible were eliminated,
what additional value would be assigned to the inpatient hospital benefit? If no
patient cost-sharing feat res ivere in the bid, what would value of the benefit
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pactkage( be'? Whaiit itriiild the $, U() flitie be 1 Inf (tit area like Netv York 011t/ or 1,ou

Th ltt tve'i'agt voiIIJolli~t cost5 of tileit' JIiO ilt (I d coveraCge' for fill eij d yet' wIthi

it i'oiilly Is Jim follows

*lndoifqtd 'O(''lf-Ue,'y for fane illie

AI'si'i4 fii'I'll t's11 Iild lo d iI'emi $12**.7(1

liiiiiii ji o o 2-doy l'i i o ioln I i'd deduct lil 4iV''g o itiilts ud (11)
411 i I o1-1 l u ce~tc No - 1-1 1.

Ito it l C 111 Ct'oP'k('P I-X111 n l 11'hI 1l if)?' efll)OI'ff(ftC 41110 h 0lt
Wiel (.1 t1 tile/ m~oid vor l tiP l 1,11t. ti eji " d17a fettit ec~hti.tO''

Ar'iwo 'old 1w11e hi LOSh neltes VOdj i'd tthe81Piev)t ftn

so (iit ' I- ue ot o i'sutmevu mii veest r~1( or k it11- h9852'ihr' 0w e o
J.1'111 tit't wo~ilth tj roo i'lnw i'3'- lot i -m i nvsitis., rm m m n a - i

Howis m)atney iiftermI/ n'ilotliiei tt'i'ithibtt' f emlt' was itltii' ti('ilfiv fort
1. ex (it anyi poiitig o Milt' lbi'jaumt tlhey do tot m1.vnl the lengh-fwouerk rv e

emrlit'dfti Als'o5 hleos 14ris wtelt mt of~n 1 t)he 'lus unt o immope 12 Jr
crf tho wold ea'll work tourln t'e 00(C i,le dfet ther mae point of'tetn-

Unoeth f poal vlii'er (1.2I~ 111111m liiboikiswudw lie i' o ilh cililonien avto iite
(4 l l-ie find'tk c Iutl v ln'r lo yev wtho' weort i I)St'U(' 0'fo'otit lem 211 i r tw vi fo
t'ovecie for 00 toal o1Whto urs fiteit Tiwe g rlo is e piii'g'lyiititit' u of oie
(of liye (1.2d be ll on workers, bloewoifi)inl ttensl'loa'( it ul
3tCi orkger worl hv to ulo'i) of t'eo as, Ih going oil emloye, fo teit

lent 1t' of h hme nod em'hlrolo lerillt if choe tic t'nerte proan fior had

2. Til t'stlmpoelylg 18.1) e mtllon ee'~ts wlint iveW0. milonk'i w1-orkes wi be
(lilst woitt hoe1 (111111'1t. wtil)0duing172. t Thiise the unt 10.3 t' weclng 2 eriont
fr toltiwh ~itllt' woreIig Most ofi' Tew ill hove noe retrite townt or
governmpo3iet ofes tol elbem fo 10W'k1. set1111e htehu tl f1
(ost 1.ir mIhlio 6ok.2 s ofli ~lit' workt'r wot11v ililevl work yliil toti eks Ill lie

tileoi01:loeocwltn eod for 1~o oewtk tt hec'oe liuta notil-i hieo fo c'oid by
loverag tftior i of1,[ wev'iog rttilrpoeiit. Ahi gropet Is . mgll nion11)o wolitave

('11 If; stietlihe, cotd who p urobyl obretai ~el(tt coeraglerom the h'o1-

2.iAl emflorosthe res.l mi llntlperowlltlig, wor'ied o -4 tak elth ndr
Illst t'tvo'itglie fI elItelyil ccem 10ll'IOeploymn.t ii(%,thei 101 w' v i e lcc it h pft riowlt
fo i ilt pelod urhlermoe In hg ie. I t f mhese willt'eted tot unlIplatell eo-
IItWI I)oYItOf itedItt A eoI'reig or5 ws. t1 .tlitdfit hoi' ntu e~d.(otlt l ot oferag
(1.9 11 tt'rrtlcetlou of ('nlJteo kes whol oen to-4 eiolton sol e
ldti' iule fuons O io %vewell advelo more Ihernh noniet Ifll oee byt' lio
lollree Ifo the poovealig eurmn.Aohr4. ilo ol i

It. Th; estlld note flsitedr flre leit atces ilyeploye ro thae Marlh
1900ily o1E it lte Uesn.l 1f folli' 72.ndcie o ik hnt Is
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WORK AND UNEMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE OF PERSONS AGED 18 TO 64 IN NONGOVERNMENT JOBS, EXCLUDING
FHIP ELIGIBLES BY EXTENT OF UNEMPLOYMENT ', BY SEX, 1972 ESTIMATED

fIn thousands

Extent of unemployment

Work experience Total None I to 14 weeks 15 or more
weeks

BOTH SEXES

Total, 71,614 61,658 7,456 2,499

Worked 70,836 61,658 6,884 2,294

I to 13 weeks 6, 243 84,947 883 413
14 to 49 weeks 18921 311,039 6,001 1,81
50 to 52 weeks 45, 672 45, 672

Did not work but looked for work 778 572 205

MEN
Total .. .. 42, 768 36, 588 4,605 1,576

Worked .,.. 42,'573 36, 588 4,°483 1,,502

Itol3weeks 2,115 '1,492 400 223
14 to 49 weeks 9, 428 3 4,066 4,083 1,279
50 to 52 weeks 31,030 31,030

Did not work but looked for work 195 121 74

WOMEN
Total 28,845 25,071 2,852 923

Worked ...... 28,'263 25,071 2,401 792

I to 13 weeks .. 4,128 . 3 456 483 .90
14 to 49 weeks 9,493 3 6,973 1,918 602
50 to 52 weeks, 14,642 14,642

Did not work but looked for work 582 451 131

I Included persons with more than I pSeriod of unemployment during the year.
I The estimates presented are Iom SSA data tapes derived front the March 1969 CPS to simulate H.R. I for 1972,
1 Part'year workers who did not have unemployment.
Note. -Because of rounding, sums ol individual items may not equal totals

Jront ,lr. A1lls.Qtitn No. 6
1Vhle there Is tis probht of the employer modifyilnlg his hiring practice 80

(8 to li, i)refer'1'C(W to those aiteyorhis (owof kers with I/h lowest cost, there 18
alo the bale b problem, of asmirinji that employers would not In soma way sorcn
applicants /ot r inployment Vo a to (onsidCr only those who Indicate they would
not choose ti, talitraffee off cred. I ,wonder how y/oil eould kiwrep anr employer who
naturally wants to keqep his 18 1or 081 to 1 mIfi1*nitn, 0from 80C(cnlnf/ aIj)CllCalt8
In the intervihwIig Process o80 (ti to a(,compleh this resuIt. lie might, for example,
give Ipreferenee to those ' who Indhcte that thy already hav' Instrance coverage
(in 8, embr of another worker's famly. liHow mle/h stoopIng Into employer /ihr-
Iht Practices would be requtrcd to be assured that tise kind of actlity IvaS 11Ot
going on

Ansiwer
Naturally, It wolilld he our goal to keep o1r aetivite, In the area of employer

monitoring to tle absolute minhnltuiii 'oiinotianit with repollmlble program ltdin-
I tration and Integrity. We would rely on the emixployee or proswletive ellqloyeO to
alert t1s to H1101 IN'IntICes 0111 the p)art of the e111ployer, coul)lod with random and
meleetive monlitorihg of the employer. We would look to active help from em-
ployee 11111lon si thiN area fig well.

It 1N our ('141tnate thit seli lraetlces 1y employers woul be attractive and
successful 011ly for a very small numilber of enllployer IIn mnargInal enterprleM
employing non-skilled n1l non-untonized lilor. As a reguIt, we would weigh
whatever Federal compliance efforts we mount toward these companies.

From Mr. M ll-Quetlon No. 7
Mr. .corctary, on the average, how #nsuch 1vold employer payroll costs be i-

creascd In fiscal yer 1974 when the employer share is 65% of the total prcntlnit
coat? Can you eaprmes that a8 8o many cents of wage cost* per? hour? My rough
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fealeIilatifonS Indicate that It tis about 110, p~er lioute per eniploj/f' based on the(
national (I rge/f.

Wl~od you lr( aif l e~niat'ab/f' lt) or- ('flicdar tIea)- 1977, wen the cin-
plo0yf'l slure Is 76%,, am/stiingf thatf imimit'i ('088 went tip only 6%1, a 1/fal' betiWC~h
fiscal Year 1975 and1( ea/endiar, ,eae. 1977?

Is It not1 ti'le, li/1. SeeetfI1ry, that yio uP Pfi-qienIi'lfs (on ('il )/0 'would WiifIn-
f'7'lfNf ('fIpifi//EP e'fsf.', paifil" ali// III loll' Il'(if/f ('1lo/f/llif'f 11 71n tleO il/f l 'P i n ~

eIty Ih' fi/ i/i('iis of li(, er in lll iiiIIfl/( kimfIlatio haI1(1P i ('(? ('1(1 N liii o0 cur

It1tl01 I lilt, ('ttt1ilol,t 't''ol (1lii VI' I l'lt MIilI I talg ofIltt' it'.i l (ill Jtit i JIXI Ill 1(4 for'
lii x ('till III l*1'll'. A7it 3(l iiiii 4 1 3'o et' itc tlMlt 3 111n tiig f'ithEllI IIlIM1t I'll ftl' Iwil'lil I
1 1 l i e iit'tllt'' 'J 'IM IIIlIt I It li(l't- 11(111 f il'I I 'l1'l gI'. F(i. 1111111y' ('t111ll l ye'lt' , 11 shift

III('I IM N (if' 1 k-(I'( I giii i $ eO frltit ''tI) 111 Itt lt('I' II i 1i)l MISII '11lJ1J( fi ttl it, lig

Ivfl ee of0 lott l('1XN If 0 gi' it'iltodw t iol ln li oe o
(' 11 177,' wIfll' 1 '(''lg( 1181 i I 'll 'lN Ie tiwe l'tI't I Ow x1jit i(''(l'i eos or1 Yti( I' i i o1 I t

s11'(ril( w ldtl ht'o' n of'd 12 lio 1(1.b il.OoiiIftt( .'x.wekIsls

iii'ii, ioiio.tls. Je s f toll Nfl.

(1(()/1 5 ( 111(%Is ivi (e fIstli fit $'100li ('5 lii f/If' - lini i 1s ltlofll5 /J rl'f/i eI (opil-
thoirI li i ' ll /)/f/(l' ff 11il i ('jee if,1 IftI'1fI 151' ii or 1077iP fIf p e'/1.- s jilt(] ilif/
iIH1l li) ) h IIIe5 ft(1lfp oo /i''f'/1 IA (' i ho111 ('05 lil f. 8 d ~I -e b il p'If l olfeor.il

It.oe lift e/l fi ikelyi/is~ 11r1'Pa fill flwoe or 11. f,(I ll pfe If'f111/ to' ti( floer'

mi.h Ail, lel il//Irti ffu nor iwai'ft 111n1i cie ein/ig t f'hos' imin b eon-f'

-4 st4 1 1(11 /101 f/i''l usII IIIa io I II(/1% /e1' w o fh 'lile. Ity/ ll'f 8l'ie I.4
bti' n 1p o andlifre tIo f w illt'mm o1/f' W.in'/oer 1l'ia I'Oit l rIf f/il' t/111'f' e i f'i

Pro 11r. ff1111s lf Qu'l'~1est/ifn No. 8~a6
PeI-/If/thefIf fi/Ief' for f/i 11 ff 'Itkn'f/( Il''fe? If fliitrti' /4(49xdto- e
tVIf/I-b 11,01114,P~ to~f hafrUe hf' Ii hefalt11 lffil'ne 1//)7 uhf/e f/If' f/58bl(i/)f al111of

1),! f'1.'l fucein toe wh~ at i-ol ('(1818?tlh niwte- tot e oer r

fi bld. flifif f-~ll' Ifll-' 1/sth Pff'(nl f /f no' 1'IIsi''111e818Il 11

Mrfi f'/1'('eret(if lP olfl uI'f let/I down i'f', /f'4 /i il 4I petfilf f'firf I. 11(111 f'l /fI ('flioll
/1 lef ft h/tf you fl/f'( f'ix'''P Wfhat/ w'oulf thi 's f/I- N,1 to) (If f/ic pit jiork -('A1 I1t(1
b'tftween 40' anI ft hhlal''tf' e li'fa'f'1'. /(,io-er lwol h h o h

1 /iatIsmou Iepl.4e ois It i ao t'ts ?

Wihati' INII 1th' utxnr f'or hemrredwi-eIsItaou 1

Whaticnild tese lorr be it elf-Pdai-year/977wide- iassumtl o yea

Aver( aer eyees wit lh ependent
MrIe mler female th,( sp s d2 cidren (asmng. on l Itix oeed 'ol byi hia.15 .2

dlated cito(Ierage) .1 1 ~..1 2

Wha Assumn 7 t pret,,peryerincse io thspil ssnd ? ecn e erIceaei hscaes
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The cost of the mandated plan is a very small part of overall compensation to
employees, 11nid much less than the differences hi overall costs resulting from
variation in employee performance. F urther, around 20% of employees have
spouses who ure employed by an employer who would be ol)ligated Iby tile bill
to make the mandated plat available.

Fron Mr. 31,llls-Questlon No. 1)
lit, is helth tCssalge wlen talking about regulating pvivte health Insur.

atweo the Prestdcnt used these words, "tetuding, the introduotion. of 8uffolent
dislineel ttir m' silltcit to rlitforeu the objeetive of urcatig cost eonsclous usst ou
the part of the (coIl stiieers lned proeIders,"

)oes this ineat that Voeu netiht not Permit Blue Cross to pag /llst dollar Costs
but lItrtCd i1stttute sores, ddetdlibls ndO, volUurnEle? Wottid you require
IMO's to have deductible?

i ittIvIe'

Utider the mandated emplnoyeer-pinloyee llin, whheh ea(h employer of a man-
dited irm In1tist offer , 11 (I ross (or another earrer) would let required to 1in-
st lte a tliillber of (,ost sleit'lhig fettires. Ilospltiel are woulhl Ie subject, to a
two-day dedu'tible and 25 percent insurance. Most other persons would be
subject to tin eilnl dedletlde of $10() Iper persot1, with i a fatilly inaxinum of
three, plus 25 ele'en(, colinstralce.

'rhere' are several exCptions to the (,ost-shlaring Irovisios, however, After a
persot1 hIas re('elved $5,000 of services Ii at year, all costsh nirtg would he
waived for him nd his fmnaily for Ihat year ai 11t I.xt two years. Ali im-
pioyor plan would have the olitloli of red(lnelig or eltnhlintitg the cost-sharing
requt'etients but the etnlloyce( would not he rectlr'(d to elclt (or pay for)
this, Therefore, while INle tlandied Iolheles are required to have dedu(tlhes
and coltisurance provisions, tlI-w eoul be lowered by o11lotill planuS containing
more thae the required beeellts,

Etnepoyees wiWo enrolled ti health Iilieteieteice orgelizatlonsm would be re-
qulred to pay, it addltion to the regular l'iiluiu, tihe ' aurl,1 vailtoe of the
deductibles tted clnltistirtee its Itnxltetenis, As with thle lish( health enre Iletn,
these could be ellillliated by 1i more geerouC employer plan utsihg health inltn-
tenatce organizatlols.

,ron Mr. Mills-Question, No. 10
The (oneneittre oit. W1'tyis (ltd ,MansItN 0 h bert. rerct'ile 0 flood leal of inall

about the prorlasn in. tie present Maternal and Chlfld Title of the Aoial Scot-
rtlt Act whiolee would civeirt direct Federal trntaWt to State altotinents. Could
lio tell its what ITE 11' his done to pror'lde for Oil orderly/ eontvel'Ooitl? floes
HI11V hee ally portion oct. whether hoitflr(s should be niade lI prel'tt Title V
provisocis for the short itn loneJ ),titl or both F

AI (siWe'
The Adnilstration is propmosing it one-year extension of the project grant

authority In Title V. We feel these projects have brought high qutility services
Into urban ghetto areas for mothers and children, If the p', ojeet grants would he
folded back Into thli forentilit grants, there Is a1 good l)ossI)1llty tat manny of
these , projects wotuld close lit the absence of third party ipayteliten fromii NIJISA
oii(l F11111, mlnce there Is it tene lo lee the effective (totes of the financing
Ioglslation.
li t! Iee nteril, we aro taking the following steps to Insure fle continuation of

I11i1 service capability.
1. 1toplemntittinlug service Iyments from Medlcld for all eligible recipients

aid other third irty pIytinents. Many inothers and children served by these
progranis are not eligible for ,MedlcnId, but will he for VIIP and NIIISA.

2. EIeournglng the absorption or conversion of these centers Into HMO's.

Proe Mr. AMills-Quetot YJo. II
Would llHlV be prepared to .daisAter 11.R. 7741 by ,July 1, 1978, or" would

/ou rcoommend a later date as ytou (lid with, PAf

A tawer
No, we would not be Irepared to administer II.R. 7741 by JIuly 1. 1978, because

of the uncertainty of the final provisions of the bill, thee dependence of FIJIP
adillistratlve arrangements on those of Welfare Reform, and the time that
luts elapsed since the legislation was originally submitted.
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our best etirrent (,stfmat(l is that, it. would talce it inliflijimn of six calendar
(IIIJIMerm from 111(4 dnh! of milictinvili 1)(1fore we would be remly to put the pro-
graill Into operate loll. It IN Ilot I1OHSIbIP to I)r0VId0 It MOM defillit(I IIIIHWPr lit 1111H

Illile.

From Mr. Carey~ -Quastlai No, I
The iduilpilstratioWs 11hase /I program repardbill the vemionill calls for,

amount other thbillm, the ervallon of ft Clommittee olt the Health Serviocs industry.
To date, ?lot intieh inform (it loll relpirdintl thin vomillittec'm fictivilles ham bvell
pithilshed.

/ll (Iniloilliellill the Pre-vidc)WH Phase 1/ program. reflordbily thr eminnill, it
Commillec oil the Houlth Serviccm bulumb-11 tram erected Other aR part (if oil to
work irlth the Poy Board.

Would 11oll ca./p/Wit loll lim Ili (1001 what MN Committec is supposed to do, how
Im oqlank-cd. am/ is-h(p IN// scrve am Hs mcm bcrRF

"IlINIrcl,
The ()It Sovelliber 1011i iippolim-il Barbstra (Mrs. William Dmin,

Com Ill 18,41ollel. or 111(b D(.11111,1111vill of Colimililler Proteelloll foil its
Chlt I I-IIIII it of, lilt, Colmilittet. oil Iliv HvIIIIII Servivem 111(filstry, fill Ildvimory 11111101
11) IIIv Presidelit'm Cost-or-LIvIlIg Collilell, PrIve Colillillssioll, IIII(I I'lly Board.

'I'llo Pril-MI414.111 Ims lippollifed 20 nivinhers to) serve tilt (lilt commIllev, u4spre-
t4(,Illlllw Ow 1111blic, Ille Im.4110111 IWOrPINS1011, 001181IIII(IrS, IIOSI)ItIIIS, I-Plilto)(I JI(IIIIIII

ovvill )III lolls 11 Ild IIIIIIINtrivs, IIII(I tilt- II(IIIIIII IIIHII I'll ll(-P I II(IIISt

,viii, commmm. is mirt Or tit(- post-frel.m. lipplirlifils Ow Promidelit. olitilned Ill

hb - 0clohm, 7 messno im tho. EN -Oil, )III Iv Stlibilizillioll Progrilill. The crelitioll of
ill(. CoIIIIIII(lev 1,46flevis Ille 4WIIIIIIIS11-1111oll's collcorli ovel. lilt. 1,181lig InedIcIll m4ls
wmcii ri-Prilsew it growiiig smirv or fit,. ramuv budget. 'I'll(, Committev will eon-

()It 11410SI11W fit(% Cost-a-iJoig comic oil wnvs it, wmvii tit(, m-emiamicill
lorognim cori ho nplilled Ili Hill lividili il(-I(l tilt(] to) villimt fit(, riai voluntary cooper-
sition or tim%; imitisir.y it, vosl 111141 price Illcrellses. The Committee Illmo

wIll Ildvise lilt, I'lly B(IIII'd Illid fliv Ill-lel. CoIIIIIIISSIoll,

'I'lle CO111111111m, will be lissigiied it smitil permaneW ilaff Ili pvt-formIng Its
ildvisory rilliefloilm Illid Illid 11.4 firml meeting , irly lit fit(, week of Novoinber I-Ifli.
At, Mill, time fit(, Commillev I)(.gllll Io vollif, to grips %%'fill Illally or file complex
Issues limmovillted with ill(. Ildinfillminillon or Plittse 11 lit flit! lividili Industry.

COMMITTEE, ON THE HEAL'I'll HEMVICEH INDUSTRY

Borbara (111rit. 111111lont C.) PlImi

Coill Ill Immloller fit ill(. DepartmeW of Cmisumer Protection for file State of
Colillectivill. sit(. Is it IlIvIIIII(W or Ihv (;ov(,mior's Citbinet, Stitte Advlmory Counell
oll AgIlig, 811114, Drug Advimory Counell, Comipetf(-Ilt Comprobvilmlve 11valtil
IIIIIIIIIIIIg Council Illid IIIv It",xvOltive Commillow oit limmin Rights mid Oppor.
ttilliti(-14. MrS. I)IIIIII IN It (1111petor of ill(- Universily of Comiecticut. Hilo lives In
maimt: mirtroni, cotinveticut.

1014 1). 1101/8

37, i1rwitidmit mill (1111pil J.1,xeviiIIvp Officer, AmerIcilli Homl)Iftil Supply (Iol-popil.
tioll, lit, IN it filrector of Ow Norlhern Trumt Compnny Of Chictigo: tilt Ammoelate
Trum(ev of Nort It west 4.1,11 Illilvermlly : it member or flit, Advisory Connell of North.
wemierii viiiversio,'s (irapmte sviiooi or minitigeinvill . ill(. Premident'm Collnell
of ill(. 'Nittloillil College Or Ediletif folt : mid (lit, Ruminomm Advisory Connell of Me.
Chivilgo U1,111111 Lellgile. Bilys livem Ill Lifl(p Forest, Tillnols.

AWN 11'. BrIall. 31,1),
21), milector or canrorwit of lloalth ('III,(- ServIevs, As DIreetor

(of Ow biggest MedIvIlld Progi-IIIII Ill ill(' colliltry. It(. blls I Ill vIvIllented a Illmiller of
11111OVIMIT ('0817 1141 (loll I fill lWo9i'll ills. Ife lives Ill 81terall)(111to, Calfrol-IIIII.

Rito R. CambOl
A Svillor Slliff Ilivillbel. (of flit, Iloover Instittitt, oil Will% M-ace IIII(I 11(ivolut foil

lit, 811111rord 1,111 vers Ity, Sit(, livvs Ili Palo Alit), Citlifornia.

Broolx Chmidler

sviaor vice mftsment or vrovidelit Life lilld Aveldelit 111,411 I'll IIcp Colliplilly.
He llv(.m Ill CIIIII(filloogil, 'I'millessep.
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Mrs. Jane 0ia fini
Hospital and health programs volunteer. Shte io Chairman of the Voluntary

Services Committee, Mni4acliusettm (4encral hlospital 111( it member of the Socil
Services Advisory Committee, Ladies ViNIting Commilittee, 1111(1 tile 11o8)itill
Administration C'ommiiittee. Shte Is it T1ruistee o~f the li'niilkinei Iloslital andI~ of
the0 M111,114101111t00 1)ivlion1 Of the(, American Cancer Society. She( lives lin Boston,
411Mmu~chusettm,

*Iame. It, Cowan, M,.IJ
55, l'i't'5 lyt3 Comliineiil' of Ifettiltb for' tho Mt it 14 of New .iermey, m('lillbei

of tIl 1INMediciil Committee' onI fluman flights, New .Jermey Chapter and ('hlimiii
Of theo ('oiiiinit te for it( he 01 111ili Mbnemi t. Of tilie ('oiiipl-i'elsl ye I Jealltl Ii'uro
Facility of Most Orange, New .lormey. Ile residem fit Nhipewood, New Jer'sey.
Theodor A'(0PC . Caim i I f/

(13. Di1reo(r and3( ('ha riknan of tli 114 'xvmIitl e oiniitte(e, I I114'fl ( ollxt P'rop-
ert h's, Iiic., B~eve'rly 11111S, ('011forium . liet is Senior N ice I 'i'eldeiit mid( lIiilmb(r
of th Boar1(11id of 1)1re'(toi'8 of (Cedfl r'SI1 lift MeNIdICaI ('e11te1, 1,014 AilgPIPS, Miid It
Inl111ei' of thep (Joverltlig ( onmiit t (' of thp4 ,Julem Stelin E-ye lnst itute of U.C.L.A.
C'ente'r, Up le it mnemiber' of t ie( lHonard of iRegents8, UnIversity of' t 'liIforumfi, mid1( it
( 'Iihurter' F'oundelr of flip M'ivanom' fl0014velf t i'nc('r I"01111i t ion. Ie to 1 es lin

31m I oNN I(N aid C'. (In i'leon
E('(viti le Iii'e('toi', Nuin Iig Si'vl'es, (lood Sit 1111i 't an 1108131 tal, 1'hloenlix,

Aizoaoi. She 18 'liTreamui't'i, A er'ilt'imi N u i'84 AssocIiato ((3 11 i'oad of iIrec'tors, aid
l'resldeiit of tlip' Arizoa Stinte Nui'ses' Ammoclit 1(111, Site i'eve ived anl U.N. lin
Niti811ig fi'omi tie( Ii otel D ien School (of Nit l lg. M'l Pi1 84, Te'ixas Itlid it B.S. Ill
1'83('hology and li M.A. lin (lidmie onmd ( outimelhl tg fr'omi Ai'Alill Stat 111 1 i-
v't'tsit',. She( liveN lin Phioeniix, Arizona.

l'raet lot ig ph13sici inc1ei(( 19)46 1111d1 ('(hilnto (Ii. elv ed his1Ni M.D. from loli 1
lloukiN li 1011. 114' )lots been Assist iiit 1't'(fesm(Ii, Assist limt Den, and Acting

I eliil of (te I 'uii yeisi ty of W~itslinugt on Sc'lool (of Medichi114. 11l' 1i~o SerIvem aim
I'i'('i'it (If 'iriimt((s (If 111p SeaIt Ic Ari'ficia I Ki Iy ('eat r. Dr1, l1iivi mid
hivill IIIMolt le, Waishingtoni.

(14, ism president (of the 1 ijtai I (oriiorattioi of Amrii' i clin (If proprietary
Iiosldtal headqIinitered lit Naitliville, TIetlmie88e('.Il 114 iN I ii'tilbe' (of 1134p (Com-
i ItV( oil Aginig, IT.S. Deoritmnt. (of M-11at0I, E4dui('It loll1, 1111(1 Welfi re. 11111 is it
I rector mid( oiI the( Em-t'(it i1' ('aimitto of OivpiI 1111118l (Iluiss ('(. antd

Ai'iowv.ilirt, lit(-. I Te lives lin Nnshville, i'1Tnnessee'.

J I'm. .4 Ike' Kl:. Leoold
A mem'lber (If flit' T1echnical C'omminittee oin 1Eliployiii'it and4 ltiremient 1111i(1 14

10)71 WVil(( 11(11184 Conference oIil Agitig. She meiv('d am8 ANsistlmnt to t134 Secretary
(of Imbrlilt 13(] AHmmitnt to t lit Secr'etar o''(f 1L13103 for Womenli's A ffitii's She(
1hol(1 Ii laiw de'gree' from ltntg('i' Uliv'('i'Mt3. Mrs. Leoold( Il't8 Ii Siim Fran.
('180, Cil ifornin.

5ST, President (If thew American Ae'ademy (If (leiiertl P'rac(tice ; formerly vice
ebIliiand 1311 '31iiili o(f (ie( Amnerican Medical A85(I('lutioni Section on general
11-i'Cti(T'. IlI fil 1IM1silmit (1clid l iit rui('or ait the University (of 1missilppi
I eptirtmniut oIf l1revettlye Medicipide l33(ill 11stucto 'i'tit tit(' Southwvestern
School of Alcoholic Mtud1(ies. lpie (lve(1 1118 M.D. from the University of Mlissim-
811311. Mr'. Lot terlios livyes lit Janckson, Missimmipiii.

Kenne vthi .1. .I('rffree
52, im at Professor ait tite University of Wnshington SHlool of Puiblic Health

miid (Commnunity, Medi('ine, Seattl1e, Washiingtomn. Il Io i po llst Pre'sidenit of the(*
(Iroup Ilt'uiltli Association (of Amici'a, and ham fe1'vedl on thle Board of the Punget
Round 11011111 Pr'ogrami, i't tli 13111 inttifle oi'guniizalt o. 'MeCaffree wvas
blorni in Wichita, Kansas. I Iv livets ii Seattle, Wa-shintigon.
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J,. Alciwandh', Mlc~tahon
50, l1r1esidelit, of Blue crosm-fflIue shieldi of Noirthi (Carolina. Ile bead4 one of

(lie few comn 1ted 11111( (ross-HI no Shield p111111 hit the Nut Ion, MeMauhoi presently
ke(vsI1(4 (o1 the Comiiiittee on1 liltli Edu1ca'tt tin, Ile lives lit 1urhii, Northi
CII rolihuut.

54, 1fills 8vived 1114 PresidIent. oIf fite Amlsin 'lli htrtiic '(ilicit I Mn nfaititerm A8-
soe'i 1(1 li ('('l s Ic 10(65. Fromi 1063 I4 o il10 ' It(. t'vvd( 111s PExetile Vice President
find( (I'iel Il o t-i of Ilt . or1gait.lion, From(tt 11051 to 103 lhe was with th(le
Arnvlcii i Med len I A s 'cltion, serv'ing first, its Its4 (letu'ra 1 Collisel, and1( 1)1 reelor
of I ts Soolo- 'coitotit ic i vision, ie( wom it ieiiil, ler mtle stlii I r ofIie Second
llooi'er C'omitlssionf IIowI 19)53. 541. Ile 114 the co-iiitliot of "IDoctoi', 'Iitlent utid
IIIv( itW' fndu of ie~ 'Iflii o r if 'oi AMedicie t i'.' li s it tiemide r owh
D .C . Ju11 1 l i ll Asso('litio 11114 11li ves IIn Bet hie4Ill, Mil ryflund.

45S, 1Is Adl tiliti'l Ior, (1 t'eenhrt'lnr Nird ig HoI~tlm-, Nunini , New 1 li ii shI re,
fith 111S 140 NlperIIeX I li lP 01ero (1(11 of Itwo 01 lim'i New 111 Iipshi re iinlig homest',
I l('I V4 ives II 'Ni ilt, 'NewI 11111111114111 re.

mi r~~iiuei i re.ident or (if o l11 u Iei i o14p 1111 Society (of Sfouthlerti , 'jillfort) Itt
NI ice 196611, and1 AmmNUisoI See'(t'4 iit'y sh ice 11)(11). Ile treceiv~edl it 1telI('' degree

TiI'I ts11, 47, imi N e(i''ed 14('V('iIil lilI(jl 111114 Ill il l 11114 isI'll I Ivt' posts11 lit ('iliforiliil

John l'(1 P. Son ii tl ) 'tl otI

jiI to(t'(f Ir inm.-it .'j , nin'11et SI eeil wi'k-1 (if A iniit-lent, Toflhfl3ko, 154, hnR
met1'l (Itt oi t'loiiM4 Nlildy gi'(1i 111 for, (he IT.S. ( 1I*(I'IIilp('tl, Ije., Siii'gponl ( 1pltu't'l's

I)Oldlf (I. WIaldefn, I).P1)14
A den'tist14, lie IN I1114t ce (f I lie Dl!til 1I lallii lans11 AsMMill fol(01 fnd ml oldm ai

D oct or of D entii ISit ig('ry I egreve from lie UIei it ofNI1 (I Intd~ina. Wit deti, 47,

.1 (''14(. 114' 114 It t1(iiele' (Of tlie (lov'ernots Adisoryf~' Comsso '011111l1oil liuitli Cofs1ts1.
F'ot'tiet'Iy, It(- wJIi Ati ng ('li 4 it1 1,11 1 'i'l (l((Iol T'ni l'ty3, D~eparitmnt of Cheill-
Iln I'ltigitrinug. Ill-'. WVla itwell 114 (lie tIliho. (If till uiioll Ov14li ('lele lilein'Iug
141titlieN' II11(1 1111l11y14e14. .11t'. Wlil Iwell l1f'e1 111 Pr'inceton, New~ .J(rme3'.
Fr1ontl Mr,' (areci- Question Na. 2?

As8 you) knaow, the P' Hdc,'al (Ocicif'l1 rit no0w poll/s milli1ons of dollars t'hr/ 1ough//
Ntatv .,leaIfflf/ p)1of/1flis for' (1(11 tri Sf'11'if'( f1 pool' chlf11coi. / 11/1 y/01u1 hll/
11h1s IFederal' support wlld bc lfotfll, irith1f1'flm-f. Hlowi ('af 1/011 jtstify t/is
po011c'ir 1/i(1I/O l (11111 o iiiii .4t11f1s shofw I/ic pra f/1'uit need0 f or , denlU eare

We itgr'ee 111111 den 1111 cmi re for pooir eliilld t'Is 1it elm(l1is imeii( needtin 111( v'(
hi'e coltIffilled to provide IItim n 1ig for thleme -4,t'vlf(-',s 1hroligli It her 11) itorlt 101.
Am we lrIt'tlll4y141 stated.I li It'l' y('Ilr14 wh'lln (lit' lrirlrty 3' eielt4 fir1e lit plilee

WVe blieve l('v' 11111113 1411(1 v1l ii 411 lettent tile hn1le PI1T11 pnetlcllge, jiist 1114 32
States11 S4t1Jplel~liil htmlt' Rel-i'ievs iler Med1l1 1(1 by muippor(ling opltionafl dlentail
ser1vi('('1

Bfie11isf' the( I'eeal (Ioi'ernimenteill \v'1hl 11113 tw te li ((111 ('1 of the bastef PITT1
jnliige, t11 q4111t(14 w\Ill -Alve thet moniey Ihe 1 are IIl' 111 41wild~lim, for 'Meflvl('d(
N('l'1icev for' APITC fiille-4, If fi11 stnItes siliIplemtellt te P11111 pa~ckllgf to momn-
(11111 c'llt''eill 3,lefelllt Id tel bvII1,4 1(o I-'el)iI('111 tI ey NVIll 14111 i ll v eZ It 14nl'111g of at
101114 $500 million beginning lin PY 19)71.
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Froft Mr. Careyl-Question No. 8
The Administration's bill would Impose, in connection iwith any basic health

care plan, a require'"u.t that cacei, insured person Incur it aly calendar year, a
dc(ludtibe amount cqual to the reasonable costs of two days of room and board
iii a hospital antd a eoinsuranice of 2p% applicable to remain hospital charges.
Tie use of suich eosf-sharing features is usually justiflhd in twto wails. First, it is
often held that deductible hIelp eon trol tle tlillzatIon of specific healt services.
And, second, that eost-sharhity redutes til( liability of the insurer an1d hence the
prepilm earlys for t/e proteetlon provhidd.

A number of experts, however, fall to see howt, deductibles of the kind envl.
stoned in, the .Idiniiistriatlon bill v't to detr hospital utilization, llosplihl car,
from, fi point of admission through the prorlsion of speil'// servi'cs to the
point of dislhargtl, ill'oles phllsiviani, rather thain patielfi, hiftaled heliIoitS,
It Is doubtful, t/irefore, that a 2.dayl root anid botird dlduetlbl, will effeeti'cl
wor, to control thMe tllzaio. of hospital resourees. A similar airgtumienft ('il be
rims1, aglhtIinf f/i eoinsurii'tner feature with regard to the line of aiieillari ser,.
ices ir'll ti f/get(1 is IiistIttIlolllzted.

As to filc( second Justfilatlon for dedueliiles anitd eoitusiraiee- .that it reduces
te liability/ of ic insurer---other Isstes arle, Vould It not be iser to permit
soer rettion, Iicrhaps it t/ic dlrationi of til(' hospital benefit lit th overall
inefl I'l)lakage iln order to pa/ li fill/, ti te costs of Illon(' seriiees over wic/ltc the

patient has no control, ('onstdrinI tMe acral/, length of stall In hospitals bly
i~'soins liidr 65 anid iii riiploIillcii t, a benefit cIii spanis 465 daln mlail be'

largely/ ill/ inai xtss to most Insured iersonN. The costs for 2 hospital days sand
for 2 % if the reiiaiuini hospit al charges, oi the other /alnd, ml/ voistlitr' a
rather ilbstantial itburden for fhc Insured.

Mr. 8cecitary, onveel ag(ili, ive ar'e blilig riki'd to eoiisidcr a health insurance
pirogr('iii loadled lieit/ deductites and ill stra iiee features fi that, i 1il If/Jll d ent,
fall to Nerve auy useful iltizallttn contolI allue an1td only/ add ah(/iniisfnll0til',
hlirdens for fIc patient. for tlie pro'ldcr of s'er'ie(, and for the' insurer It Is
vspwelaltl di )/appoihtiig to see i deductble and eoltsiranee (if n1o iean pro por.
tioii Iinpoi/id Il (o(iii ellot ir/l/ hIospital serrieev ic/r i are ent firelll p/Iltsiela- -
rat/ cr than patilt- in Itllated,

,Show ir i(,c icldenee that you have to Justify Iibe use of sue/iarchiae fca.
tures of th/i health insltrate Industriy? A4nd i/hat makes you think, just like
with fic .!1clidar programl, that private insurers wouldn't twinedit el/ oflcr
supplctiettal polhies to corer the costs of ile .- day dduelible arid fie .45%
coinsurancr

Answer
Several Iinilortant. f11(d Serlously dilmlt ed isues tire raised by the quemtions

oil dethll('tilhs 111( (fi lllvl rn ni(ee. AN w(-, hlave said lii r('sljOiI~e to it question by
Mrs. (rilliths, th evldenee' on tihie hli'lit of deductldes fuid collsilluirllue Is
?iixed. However, Me 1i'ilo Alto Study and tile reetit work of several econoni.
trlllH demonstrates that they to have impact i controlling utilization. Also
through SUS and SSA, tIh l)eplirttiet. el t )imiorig st dlem which seek to (-ilr-
Ify motie of tt(, ii 'jil t ttiblgiiit 1s. (A sunnia ry Of seversil MtMtdies IN ittlt Iiel.

Thei' reason for the 2-day hospital deductile wiis to discourage the tiSe of high
cost Inatilent fanllitles for diagnostic pirpomsv and minor surgery that could

e Irovlihdd ik well in fill OUtlitletit setting, While It Is Indeed (orr(ct that the
liiyshlelan Is the mnin determiner of the tise of fuellitle, most physleulum would
voiisler the cot Imliiict oil tlier piltleit |Ii selectig the mode ftid site of eare
ias well im the niumbher fin1d tylie of procedures. )eductlbles find colnsturtinee e1ui
111HO serve the fuller l1O of Illertllg the com isuier to price considerntios and to
get ComsAiiters to quesion til necessity and (,ost of the( serviceM. HIavling reelip-
lents share lin soite (taxts, allows the limited public resources to serve more
re('lplents.

As we suited lit testlitnony before the Committee, we certainly would Ile open-
indilled li (isetimmiolis Iit E executivee Semsion of scope of services, cost Mharling,

lreminliti and the halnties ntiiiomg these factors.
Whn we have tried to develop wits lil tunderlyig liltlhosolhlic t base of it

lillh' privlate nlatlolull health Insurance pI'trierillil provllng basle and cntas-
Irophhle coverage for the intion with cost shlaritg omi tile Inirt of the employer
and eiil)loyee fuld cost ailnd quality controls oi services. Within these parameters,
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%%,( fire niot i(lligoil piii f lt t'tist -Slutlilg i 1iiil, buit ilis Ixti uon Impriove vi t.I-
Ilizai l review filid utinlil lst rut ivt' cointrols, fi 11 thle uilu Iii nlgfuil de'velopmiiet

t'iiiioyd (d'i t'iiijioth to11 itt eliit tf' li'tIiI o'trg' orgll'lios As thes dt olit I't f'r-

lit'4 rlvi out (11,o somie voi, stharlinig, we fill not fhutpiiild lii liitvrrei' withI Individua ls
ight H ti) muipleietitltlf er prof Pt ti. We would reqir e (ilit every worker liiut'
fte option11 to Nt'ltet only th lit'NI A Bic Helth itIiI sii nve.

'T'e dedtilet lvid ctIl list] I'l nive t''n iii is ofr ilit' Atlif Itil I uifIonl's ltt'i If i iiPt

hut ely iiiiiN Ilt livrs i i it. I' lt'41i' itl 'ii nil lf' I loulltl I limitr nI' 1 'IniHa ll lii0i11), flilt'
iveryi pouor wo'iultd lit ex vijlif frohl dtedutibIllts Iii uil ol limilile n 1, wu' siell Its1 fromii

f'u illt's, niild viliini'nu't wiiltli he1ulivle it'only tol flivt'fwo top~ fiunilly ilisxts,
mi il Ow it t it sutilnliii ly Iiiw'i.ru ,1t' 011 liiiil' empl loyeid it'i'NiiliN. Fl11l heI' I
tltirh'N, regoillvsius of, Iicoei ct'laiss. wo~ltil pay nio tlt'tli Ii Ioh' col nii lot11

itiiiit'iil fo Ii i'il dIi tll o i itrnigh thv yt's of, ut' gt, WVe t''oogil lxi Ofit lulil it'tit i

l11otlnit nil1 hiavo 1 fIi pse ll i l oiy tli'tt'rit t fo f lit'lr list'
For (te employed pouilatfin t i lit' Nuttilill I t i ll u hismlince Nt 111(111 't AMt

( NIIISA ) lacest' it 1Iiiuxluuitu(iii din tlt'ctt NOh4t-s (if tli'tep pli faiutily, sts tN c'tlllng of

for lit least two yvars I'N fii anmil lem %%*fill liefnivy ii Ieea cotis. 114 ltlil t t'Nt'lilpi

bill would iliof pret'f ti ons andii 11111 nii gtliit'iit froim li'gtit Itlng co n treats Ill
Whichl tost 'sltl ig shliId lit rt'ilve ior wI iped out t'ifit ritly.

'tist -slaitilig gI vts ii lile gin iiii n~ l'Ihi t) liii nlu'tii t ii, gu litfit', uisv of'rittl
ical st'rv t'ts. Th'iIs Ilt'X II il -fio ll I ii'tiiut I iit' si'tu gly I lilipotiif lit itsN t'e pr'ig'ili i

t'uttliiu fXi-iie lit't ofit'ii ai' ifloind i'ufofin llut'niW'' folieht presentlngN,
o'ii fl s tyt'l eitl il t t t itt deut'sibIe s tlill flsi liceof rddtlilcots, t'ulstt I'll-'t
a i1iol at unei't I in fo11d lx t n ii peslu' froIi st'vis. 'li ssit Vy witsentioitst''tl t
sls on ~s ltils andi Sim' i i If co ltt'frt'g wpresenutld N111fe vliitIlt'ilits n us i't Nii
catin lithat theeireote 115 'l ii i il oiclii'ifs, hat' i't'su Ifs te' flni's.'tyi t

luuf o 'ill I Crsst liii iaIlt'ii ant Ii it t'lot'l.%s ( piio Ii i i se iirtNsihiis fIni
vI iii' ('111 N a i ll 11 ' N li'id It tA H illu, ' i s t'd f Ntl t ec t'iii i'i-111s 2$, Iii I'll nv

olnxu cPu tyiits il 'iip nt't loo liiit itettrviceIt'. llvilohlit Illst lonuce lii lt'

t'ttt lill in' ohtr itit( ltwoug l f tlt t lllsihoul 'tdiitiue theirutdt ioad Po1111ty
uit'i soi firts t 1111 liiii'', or' ) i 'rit, own inavi' Is som ito it 'rl('l spvist or
dt lu'lltIN, cint lt'flote an iloi t i',vil lixi rTe ity ii18 tf fil, suey fl'lie iii-
Sttle hii ti it ret. u us o 'iu fnit' j.ii orttii 6vii' vs liii' tt'dtto lll. minitatt c iiutl
Iliill hunt 1 .. low'vt'r. of liSesl~tI'rvin s I vldiot fi lt'uii1tusf nit o li fvrom1

T'Stilo'flit'st f't'ut 1f11 ut1 itCrItoswstlii flitnd rileI thild'n-1, 1 uutlt'u' o ptit ib it II
'FlIti I'll-f'i liit d s tuf' flit fI)ilit us flit d lii ill at t't n111 ol uli zti o (n but-Ille

"he llwtii'y nlis tf it t'iiillt ihiN u'11111. er u''sllons 11a ltilt'ge wfi' t olsf islt rvarg
ott1 pittIse Ior. 'I'lit''lling il tilIn f, tlo I-o l' nI'll lveos e tlt'iiiitt Iis fuli ol tuo
of visesiet: lzto"() ):or"hs omns )II i( xeineo
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Plans
I or more

Deductibles Coinsurance Copayment provisions

Does curb utilization, '13 211 29 320
Does not curb utilization, 12 9 6 115

I 6 of these plans1 special that A far e deductible would hanve an effect on utlltion,
24 of these plans specified that a high colinsurance or copayrnent would have an effect on utlization,
a Those 2 figures add to 35 plans because I pian felt a deductible does not curb utliization while coinsurance does anid Is,

therefore, Included In both columns.

liintg o) a ' f ote tidlem firc' surveys' oil 'omf -militil 1g. Noiiie orI ileli fire
recferredt'c 14 111i I 'llie ( '1 M Ilte 1 '14 Ililf-ldlMil(3 s tlwy114 iiiiiiaIII.z'u lIcI-Io In
itlff d l alii 1( Deartimiuent IN In I ing Hfep toJI hlp I1aij iovr' II~ he Hfo c of Irnowi-
edtge' i1i0 Itic rm iilcit Ii iIla Ilg oil eII-Mii fi i td Ifs ('oiHe'(Il ic'ic'(, Forai' 'I lilaple,
111(k c'a 'Iiicit ll , llt lairovc'c it diiicalist Pit tn I ,ica , ill'1 fcrii t ii ida im
xvili- fec 'o i X'iaicaii Ili Ilelrldc mloi 'ttig 11111immir 1, 1972, thle proalil lii gn liot.
('(PHI-Mlili lijliIn ct'id ica o I1 it Ic 'hii eocily n 3' 1 iiiiit y 1wt 'InIfl i'odliw t o th( fle
141ti("Hle '(1 ed-( ii proic i l ill ordcuceir fiat (.HI JIM c'ffec't ,

Ti'll, Soc'Il I Seel i'lt y Ad 111111 IHI vfoll nit 1sO IM fuid ing of study1 of Offe uffeetm 11f 111.
Ilcfll roiait Ioal oaf eod limit I'll liefs Iiil callf the tilc' orf illic' l a erv'ieecm by3 Sftii fiii'
IT!n1%,prmil f 3' fit3 i tMily whai o if IIlii liiIe Ill it ('alli'elteill ye prepit 3miic'hf,
1(11111 oflfe'redI thciii by thle 1111 ho AlIt Mud leid IInlc'. Scome tarel linii utry remill m
itpmnr belIow Ili iiobcr cane,.

I. * 1101,11 it iA iLTH i'tAS N FH c P iiiiALO ALT~iO NUAEIIALI,(1NIC'

il le 195l4 it ccon pruel 1. Iai'elot ynac'nlf l di' ii of Iileiel lIii e n Hli baen Oft'erecl
lay th lo it1o Altoc Mceitil ( 'llk fto Ihle f'iiuilt 3, to oathe Iip'lroreM lollill 1111(1 fell
Illillo ac'i'oiiil *l id tici tc e stc lc ill f ii I iiil 't, I nc'1 tiI g cMcrleill woriikers Iii ic
hblc'uc 1litlf r vikc'i'' orf NI iiia t'c'id I 'i I v'i' 13. I ej aendei I M cl Hillrl lil'M lsc)o 1i'c4
Ccai'erc'c. On Apr~ il I, 11(17, c'c l iit~ I'll ' nee HJ lilt rod tic'c'l, I 'i'einl iliM ri'cii Ilied
tiic'hii tig'l huill wleb ic'i' ncw mousf t piIitty ;.m I crcc'it calr Mchaici'c fc'c'H I'cai
Icl lenl I eriv IceHs A Ml tdy, c'cancIlic'f c'c b 1Ms A uic' Sc'lI(OV'k.Y. IN Iac'lng founded
1by Itle Scac'il I eellit l 3 Aulii n MI il lon too ill proikc ise 'f''ccffe of vol hiMuim ec' oil

IRc'80h111 (and c'vithilaIofl
Pi'el uit lllry ciiitI shocw flirlt f I1( lie 01 iaer J~ c' lit ninlaei' Of i3'I('ItII V'iI10 (1Clod med

2-1.1 lacreeif lautwel ~'119M.IK I lie. 3ei uou'e c'cinsu irwle Wit H int ica(ec, ii d1 t)(PS
the yenl fr nler eol niitiite mliied -' dc croppilng fromai 5,7 visitsH to 41.3 visitsH. Nxc'c'j a
for ''Other profess4icnit M,' tilie ritf of dielic' wjiH jii rgei' foir femmeIc nieierM
ftait, rcr i' ole ioemilien,4, A clImt loit Ion cor miiilt'im nc'c'rdlg to nuimuber of vimiIm
fId nclcotes I liii 201 pcr('eiil cid not me't. it dclcalcr Illt 11)(18 (cailir tecl if conly13 13.4I
Iaci'cc'it wit lcati. phy3'Melffl A1It HIli 19)00, Al the othl enc'i c'ilcof ie( Hlieeti'tlii, only'
20) percent of thle meiieiil'i, OsiIIec it (]lt' I a r iae I Ia111MI sII uMle hll 1008 ill (-il-
t'ilmf; to itlaol. ff I0 peneenft Inl~l 11.6 Cl iguo l iii' 1)(1 aerc'iiili ziunda1er ma otii
phld3u exiit IIIII Ica, hills ad s % T(ica1 c'0onHIfMl cl liii jt'l I 1 tinlca I)iliMIM Of Sex cOr

A eoiiiii'clienive lilt enjrc't it Icanl of t ie I ireit(IH i'eveiilel lby thle NfctlMtle IH

Hoituci Corremaoildc'nce with 211m Atine Selfovsk3'.

MICA C')( A RE ,it INMIRIiiN('1 i'iAS, a4AHKATCHI AY A.N, C'AN ADA

Theic pin, mlInreci Ini 10)02, IN 1finne ha3' mintil pareiumsll idu by3 Provincil
gehc'i'o I teveitteH to Wilieli Fedelcrital t m itautiatiMl fire liince 1oicler t he h'lc'roll
Meciel ('nrc Aent. Shne Aplt 15, 11)(184, IlloaMI hit1lii'ed ,olecl'it I e1'v'lcem were
Hith)je(';to 1p I onl ecpi'tiei oIf $1 .5(fo fial Onaihlec vitl mid $2.004 for it hicalic', emiel'getI('y,
or liospittitl otilleiit visit. The c'opitymiits were ri'lncdecd onl A,1gnlt 1, 1971.
Rc'8litt and (Wflhi10tI11

'[li e ar c'pitt us~e of covered tset'd'(cm rose imnnnill3' until eocaymen'timl Hwere(
Iiltrdli'ed. Ill 19)08, 11tfizaif tin fell three laer'enit hlucIcw the previous yea'i1r. By3
1970, however, thle inniml Itturf-Ile Ill jaur* C'OlaII I Ion1111 WIN 8.91 laeC~i'(cht.
()JllleInlH of thle NMe~lcll Care, 1IiIjII llie CcliiiitiM ic Ilelleve that at igniflecint
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factor in the increase might hove been the larger number of specialists in 1070
and, perhaps, economic condition; as we!. They stated thrit "While the Incre' ied
per capita utilization in 1970 iiiay also have been control ated to by a lessening
in the effect of utilizationi fees, it might aE this point bt ullwise to draw definite
concliusiols,"

8ouaey: Annual report of the 8aiskattiewani Modkeal Care Insurance Commis-
sion, 1070, and correspondence with the Director, Itesearch Branch, Medical
(are Insuranco (Iominission.

3, ]IEANI-,*Y-lI'DI l) " OF VONN .OIIOUT BLUE 01000

This study compares utillzatioa of indemnity coverage with cost-sharing fea-
tures to full coverage.

lersults amid evttluMimstt
(1 ost-siarilng held down adnilssion tti ad l"1,161 of stay but the l1 ;r'old:,,(Iill of

full service benefits did not result in slgnitlflitnlly higher utilization.
Mounoa:e ( hlirh's q'. lea nay attidI l doltthl (1. lledel, "li'roni Iadeinnity to 'ull

('overage: ('Itilges III 1Iospitall.iltioll Ut I lizat loll," ilac Uross Reports, le.
search aerles 5, October, 11170. (8uinmnukrlzed inI secon(ltry source)

4. INSUtED PaMsMOIPTION IUON, MANI('' CHEW CN, (ANAI)A

A 20 percent (olasurallce charge that had becm Iniposrl In 1948 was raised tt
5 percent 1 11059.
Results Witut evalation

M'ffect varied with age, sex, and degree' of urbanizatlo., Utillzation aet:ally
Increased for malos, age 25-44. According to the Royal Cominissloii on Ilenith
Services, "It IN worth trecordIng that theme co-(llrges hav not had the deter'-
relt effect orig Illally hoped for, even |hough they were followed by an overall
r'duclon in drug utilizatlon.'"

oultci: "'Mlth1s1 of l'a0ti'nt, ('Ott-SltlIml g," .1 pproac hV.s to I )r[ a fl8U)OalCO
Dlisiftn, Task Force on Premrcrl ption Dru gs, Februa ry, 1909,

5. VIRGINIA r.i: 01(088 PLAN

A $50 deductible and an additional copityment were Intposed if hospital room
(elia rges exceeded $12 per (lay.

Reults (tad evallatOlo
Hospital adtInssions rate droplid (0.7 percent and those I)ayl1g deductible and

daIfly coliaynilent reollllled In hospital longer than those fully covered (8.20
days V., 8.13 days). It was suggested that the decline in adllissioni was not
greater |lecilUs({ moilld{ niI(,n|rs purchased supplement ry Imul1ralc(e to ('over the
deductIble find that longer hospital stays night reflect the fact that the Illness
rea'lhedl a more serious satelo bel'O nemnbers entered the hospital and that
meblers wanted to make Il) for their $50 loss.

Soituc: "lProblens it Measturing the Effect of Deductibles l1pon Hospital
Utilizattion," Blue Crossv Reports, October, 1008.

0. MIOIIJOAN tILVE 01OSS PLAN

In 195 the "Ddtetible Contract Atudy" was made to compare membership
and utilization differences between comprehensive and deductilble contracts in
both group and conversion contracts.

Group Conversion
Comprehensive Deductible Comprehensive Deductible

Percent of contract charges to earned income ... 94, 3 69.5 123.6 75. 5
Admission rate .......... .......... . 162 122 234 138
Average length of stay.. 8.3 7.0 11.3 10.3
Patient day rte. 1,344 857 2, 633 1,432
Contract charges per case $339.66 $249.31 $433,58 $363.02
Contract charges per day.. . ............... 41.06 35.57 38.48 35.09
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The study p)ilted out that whether tile de(hltil)e ill Itself or whether tndt-
vidlual electtlo is more lilort-atit 1s, i deterrent to utilization (,ilnmot be deter-
ined from the available (itt'a. (Only 10 percent of the total membership of

Michigan Blue Cross had! elected the deductible (ont ra(t.)
soUi' : Blue ('roS, Re(por.s. "'Problems ill Meisurilug t he Effect. ol )eductibles

Upon Hospital U tilization," October, 1969.

7. SWIFT CURRENT IIEAITII RIE1ION PIIOORIAM

A medical (are plan ihat Vils esablished iI 194( for fil itrea Ili the southwest
('Or1Mr of SisktchieVll, ( 'italil(lt itrel(,-(d cOinsullilra(ce paylelnt for home find
office calls.

Jie'aults and 'i(liuatioit

lit the early years, the collsuran(,e payment was collected and there was "a
drammilti( reduct lio in monie visits" and "a significant reduction ill office visits,"
espe('hilly ill ctie's l1( towis. The reduction waiis partially offset by tn increase
ill hospital visits find "it sign Ifl'iant increase In hmu Imor surgery." . . . "But ill
later years (when lower utilization was not so obvious) there are grounds for
sutSle('ting that the listed cohinsurance chargess are more theoretical than real
deterrent.4, because the t Ilent have c(ome to realize they ire IlOt always col-
lected." ( Evaluit loll Is t hat of Byron W. Strtilght)

SoitcE: ('hrles P1. Hall, Jr., "1)eductibles Ill Health Insurance: till Evalua-
tion." Journal of 1isk and Insurance, June-July, 1960.

8. WILLIAMS STUDY OF FIVE ILIJti CROSS PLANS

Based o1 data obt ttined from a survey of five Blue ('ross Plans in 1964,
Robert Vllliams (Xtmhlmdled the relationship of full pay, de(ctibles, fnd co-pay
coverage to utilizaih tii(l to ('osts. li ('h plan till alternative type of coverage
to full pay was offered so It wits possible to comnlre lise and cost of members
with different coverage i t lie same lplan.

RIcslts aid evaluation
Deductibles had ii inifiial effe(,t i reading utilization flld )ractically no

effect in reducing amotit of benefits 11(d by Plans. Chief dedtlctible effect was
longer lengtl of stay compared to members with full pay coverage. This 110y
l)e )artilally dite to tile elintinat loll of olle-day cases find stays whose costs did
not exceed intaxittumi deductible. However, both utilization and benefit pay-
mients were lower for lletll)ers with co-pay coverage.

SouRc: Robert Williams, "A ('oulparison of Hospital Utilization and Costs
by Types of ('overtlge,'' Inquiry, Vol. III, No. 3 Sel)tember, 1966, pages 28-42.

1). WEISBROD-FIESLER STUDY

Tile study compared two groups of subscribers before and after an increase

il prepaid hospital services was offered to one group.

Rs'suflts and c'ailation
While the group electing broader coverage Increased its use of hospital service

more thall the other group, the iIncrease was mainly for older females, suggesting
that "tI li extension of hosllitlal care servhces-whether through private or Iblic
1)rogrims-intty have significantly different ll)a(.ts among tile sexes nd among
persons of different ages." The authors also suggest thatit up to some point "a reduc-
tloll of benefit clarges-but not to zero--may have little or no incentive effect oil
litilization."

SoultcE : Welslrod, BurtonA. an1(1 Robert J. Fiesler, "Iosplitalizat lo Insurance
and llospital ITtilization." American Ecoomionc Rcnicw, 'March, 1961, vol. 51, pp.
126-132 as summarized by Anne Scitovsky.

11. QUESTIONNAIRE TO INSUREIIS IN MICHIGAN

Questionnaires asking their opinions o tihe effectiveness of deductil)les and
insurancee in controlling excesses were selt to the leading writers of hospital
find medical expense coverage in Michigan In 1959.
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Results and evaluation
05 insurance companies and two prepayment plans responded as follows:

Deductibles Coinsurance

Are effective. ............-...............-............................... ..... 28 34
Are not effective ...............................-.---------- _--------......... 18 12
Effect not known ............................................................... 21 21

Total ....................................------------------ ----------- 67 67

Source: Walter J. McNerney, et al., Hospital and Medical Economics, v. 2, p. 1092.

Prom Mr. Carcy-Question No. 1,
I assume that one of the rea8ons Men'tal ilhle8s i not covered under your bill

is the lack of cost ewperiene. la, eJOlt examined carefully the experience under
the Federal employees program and uinde'r Medicare? lVhat has been the eivperi-
cne under these programs? Has it been so bad that you decided against such
coverage on grounds of cost? Would you recommend reducing such coverage under
Medleare?
Answer

The coverage of mental health by some of the I,'ederal lnployees plans and
Medicare Is very limited, apd hence has not proved to be very expensive. For
example, if a Social Security bleneficiary ha1s been confined for 180 days in a
mental Institution Upon reaching age (5, he received no coverage from the hos-
pital Insurance program. Otherwise, benefits are limited to 180 clays. These pro-
visions elimnate most Institutional care for mental illness. Only 3% of the hos-
pital (lays furnished under the II program are for (,are In psyhelatric Institu-
tions. Under the SMI program, benefits for psychiatric care are lhited by a
50% cost sharing (after the deductible has been met) and a maximum payment
of $250 In a calendar year. Under these invitations., SII psychiatric payments
have been limited to 0.2% of beneillts. It Is estimated that removing these re-
strictions would increase SMI benefits by 1%.

Coverage in private health Insurance programs Is normally limited to 0 days
while confined in a hospital per illness. Although experience with health Insur-
ance benefits for mental illness Is very limited, this is not the main reason for
the Administration decision not to include such care In the mandated package.
The cost can be estimated although the chance for error In estimating this
component may be large.

We do not propose discontinuing present financing for these services under
other authorities. As we previously stated, in later years when the priority bene-
fits are In place, and as resources become available, we would hope to be able
to add to the list of minimum benefits.
Front Mr. Carey-Question No. 5

It was agreed that the Administration bill would require the coverage of all
services of a podiatrist, including the trimming of toenails.

Do yo consider that coverage more important than coverage of nienital condi-tioner

Answer
Obviously not. A special problem relating to the provision of coverage for

mental conditions Is the difficulty of predicting costs. While significant advances
have been made during the past several years in the treatment of mental Illness,
particularly on an outpatient basis, there Is insufficlent experience with large
group coverage to adequately predict the fiscal impact of nearly universal cov-
erage of mental illness. We are continuing to study the problema of devising effec-
tive approaches to the coverage of services required In the treatment of mental
conditions.

However, we were attempting to stay within a specific, affordable premium
amount for coverage and preferred to emphasize child health services as well as
basic medical and hospital services. We look forward to continuing discussion
with the Committee on details of all benefits.

The podiatry coverage arises from the definition of physician, cross referenced
to the Medicare definition. Inadvertantly, we did not include the Medicare ex-
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elusion of routine foot care and will be submitting a technical amendment to
correct the error.
From Mr. CarCll-Que8tion No. 6

lcalth insurance companies rCCcire a substantial, but undisclosed, amount of
income rom their reserves. As a matter of fact, as you know, a company can
sCen, to hare a loss wh(' b('ncflts and administrative expenses exceed premium
income andl still make a substantial profit. WI1/11 your regulations get into dis-
Closure of income from, invested reserves and the relationship to premiums?
Answer

As the Secretary l)olnted out i his statement before the Committee on Oc-
tober 19, 1971, the Administration will propose iinimin standards for regula-
tion of health insurance under which States will require annual independent
audit of larticipating insurance companies, and require disclosure by Insurers
of their adlinilistrative expenses as t percentage of premiums, un(er standard
accounting )roce(lures to be )roposed by the industry and the States for the
Secretary's approval.

In general, we will rely on State regulatory authority and mechanisms, with
Federal stalldby authority only where States (1o not act promptly to adopt the
needed authority to mleet Federal standards.
From Mr. Carey-Queston No. 7

Vour bill would perinit the Department to agree to administer any benefits
which the state wished to have added to the basic health benefits at its own
Cost. Suppose a state wanted to set higher income limits, paying the deductibles
and Coinsuralmic y1our b().lcfits would require. Could It (10 so

If a state wanted HEIV to administer a drug program, when would HIEW be
ready to do it, asslming atl the administrative costs as well as responsibility?

If HEll' required the state to continue to administer the drug program how
eould effect ' utilization reriew procedures betuweci the Federl and State
program be coordinated, like, for example, the relationship between physician
and drug utilization?

answer
1. P1111 is desiglled to provide( that illincial assistance which is most needed

for obtai1nig necessary medical care. Ac(ordlingly, priorities for Federal financing
have been given to assisting families with the lowest incomes to obtain basic
health l)e1efits. It Is 110)e(1 that states will continue to su)plement the basic
health package. They are encouraged to do so by the fact that the Federal
Government will pay the cost of tile a(inihistration of this supplementation.
Furthermore, fiscal relief will have been provilded to the States by the Federal
assuilltiol of the total cost of l)rovilding medical assistance to the poor. The
States, through their Medicaid programs for AFDC, are currently paying at least
$1.6 billion In such medical assistance. States may, therefore, find themselves
better able to sulp)lement the FHIP and NHISA packages.

In specific response to your question :
(a) There is no restriction against states paying tile deductibles and coin-

murance. If the conditions tinder which states pay such cost-sharing satisfies the
Secretary's requirements, tile Federal Government will pay tile cost of admin-
istering such supplement. There would not be Federal matching of the state
sul)plementa ton.

(b) On tile other hand, if a state wished to estal)lish different eligibility
standards than those called for in the proposed statute, i.e. if not all P1111'
eligibles are eligible for the state supplementation, then the Secretary would
have to agree to administer such a program only if its eligibility criteria were
not inconsistent with those of FlIP. (It is emphasized that most families earn-
lg Income above the PIIIP standards would )rolalaly be eligible for the 0111-
ployer-emlployee health ilans, where employers would be covering at least
65%, of tie preniums for the basic health insurance package. However, Ihigher
income eligibility criteria in a given state would not per se bar federal assuimp-
tion of administrative costs for FHIIP eligibles.)

2. As you know, we have been working on the administrative problems of
drug bellefits in relation to a future possible drug benefit tinder Medicare. We
think we would need about 18 months after enactment of the National Health
Insurance Partnership Act to gear up to administer the programs including
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supplemental benefits that may be offered by the state. HEW would be willing
to administer a drug program for the state for the eligible FHIP population.

3. It would be very difficult for either to institute effective utilization review
procedures between physician and drug utilization with split Federal-State ad-
ministration. This is one of the major reasons the Federal Government would be
willing to administer state supplemental benefits, provided that state eligibility
criteria are not inconsistent with those for FRIP.

From Mr. Carey-Question No. 8
The low-wage employer paying his 800 employees at or around the minimum

wage of $1.60 an hour faces considerable increases in his payroll costs, if his
employees choose to participate in a significant way In the basic plan con-
tained in your proposal. Since the employer's obligations in this regard depend
on the employees' options only, won't he have a great inducement to pressure
or persuade his workers not to participate in the program Where in the bill,
for example, is the employer prohibited from firing or laying off workers who
are participating?

Would it be permissible for the employer to offer a small increase in cash wages
on the condition that the employee not participate in the plan?

Answer
The National Health Insurance Partnership Act contains no provision spe-

cifically prohibiting employers from attempting to dissuade their employees
from participating In the program. However, certain kinds of conduct by an
employer would constitute a violation of his obligations to provide his em-
ployees an opportunity to obtain NHISA coverage. Precisely what conduct con-
stitutes such a violation must be de-erinned on a case by case basis,

The bi)l would permit the Government to sue an employer in the Federal
courts when the Secretary finds that lie is not meeting this requirement, If
efforts have failed to secure voluntary compliance. Moreover, an elnployer who
willfully and knowingly failed to adopt an approvable basic health care plan
could be found guilty of a misdemeanor and, if convicted, fined $1,000 for each
employee affected.

In addition to these provisions, the law would allow any employee to bring
suit In Federal court, regardless of the amount involved, to compel his em-
ployer to make available a basic health care plan, and to recover any expendi-
tures necessitated by the employer's failure to do so.

Front Mr. Careyl-Question No. 9
In order to meet the definition of a health, maintenance organization under the

employer plan, would the HMO have to cover the services of a Christian Science
Practitioner, a Christian Science nurse and Christian Science Sanatoria?

Answer
Section 604 (a) (2) of the Administration's health insurance proposal would

require, as a condition to the approval of a health maintenance organization en-
rollment plan, that the health maintenance organization provide all of the serv-
ices and benefits described in Section 603 which are required to be made available
under a basic health care plain. These would include the provision of all covered
physicians' services except maternity care by a Christian Science practitioner
(see. 603(a)), and the provision of all covered hospital services by a Christian
Science sanatorium to tile extent that the sanatorium ordinarly provided such
services, and subject to certain limitations inpo.ed by regulations of the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare (see. 608(6) ).

In essence, If there is demonstrable demand for Christian Science practitioner,
nurse or sanitoria services, an HMO would have to provide these either directly
or by satisfactory arrangement.

From Mr. Carey-Question No. 10
The Administration bill would require the employer base plan to cover Chris-

tian Science practitioners. Christian Science nurses, and Christian Science san.i-
torts. Now I would not for a moment entertain the thouaht these nrorisions are
included because certain key members of the White House Staff happened to be
of that faith. But I would like to know why you require this coverage in the em-
ployer plan, but do not include it in the Family Health Insurance Plant
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Answer
Christian Science practitioners would be treated essentially like any other

eligible provider under NIIISA, while F11P, as a fully Federal program, would
provide for their involvement on the same basis as under present Medicare.

Basic health care plans nxiade available to employees under the prol)osed Na-
tional Health insurance Standards Act would include the provision of all (ov-
ered physicians' services (except maternity care) by a Christian Science prac-
titioner (sec. (103 (a ) ), t Ihe provision of till covered services of a registered nurse
by a (Ch'ist ia Science nurse (sec. 603(a) ), and the 1provisioi of all covered
hospital svi'vies by a ('ixirlstIln Science Sanatorium to le extelt. that the sno-
toriun ordinarily lrovl(ied suc(h services, 1an(1 subject to (eritan lillitations n-
lsed by regulations of the Secretiary of Healtlh, Education and Welfare (see.
(108(6)). The proposed Fa llily Hlealt h Insurance Plan would cover ile provision
of Inpatient hospital services by a (Christian Science sanaux tor'iumx, Subject to tihe
samie limitations described above, but would not cover physicians' services of a
registered nurse provided by a (Christian Science nurse.

We are prepared to discuss tlie (ifferences In this area between NIIISA and
FIIIPI with the committee .

From Mr. C(arcy1-Qucstion No. II
(a) The Administration bill permits employees to pay as much as 25% of the

costs of health istiuranice prot('ction procid.d inder the basic plait, i that correct?
(b) 11hat do you estimate as the ralite of the basic benefit package set o1t in

the bill?
(e) Well, then, if your estimate is corr(ct-antd I understand that non-HEW

experts mall )tot agree with the derivation of that figtre-bt assuming it's Cor-
rect theni employees could be asked to pay omi-foiith of that. Hoiw much would
that be ammtalllt

(d) i'm sure you know that there arc at least 8.5 million workers in this
country who are paid less than $2.00 an hour. How many of these people do you
really thiink arc going to vroluntarily reduce the atnount of these pittance wages
to obtain coverage under your plan

A ns 8 ter
(a) The bill does provide a limit on how nmiuch employees could be asked to

('o.trilbule. At the outset, this ceiling amount would be 35%, but would drop to
25% after 2/., years. These rates might lie set even lower in some cases-for
example, through unlon-management negotiations. They would also pay 25%
coltnsurance for most eligible services.

(b) III responlse to question no. ., front Mr. Mills, it was indicated that the
average cost of the bill's basic benefit package would be $490 In fiscal 1974
for coverage of an emlployee vitii it family. If there were no deductible or co-
insurance provisions, this figure would rise to $985 it year.

(c) The amount of the employee share at the 35% contribution rate would aver-
age $171.50. If tile plan had no deductible and coinsurance provisions, the em-
ployce share would lie 35% of $985, or $344.75, i.e. about twice as ulch.

(d) Tie question whether people with low wages will choose to enroll In a
health program that requires that they pay a portion of the premium arose when
sup)lementary medical insurance under Medicare was first proposed. The ex-
perlence has been tlit miore than 10% of eligible persons over age 65, by and
large people witih limited incomes, have en rolled int lie program.

The employee's stare of the eost of tihe mandated coverage for family cover-
age will be approximately 8o per hour out of the posed $2.00 wage. This ex-
penditure will purchase health insurance which will to a large extent replace
present direct expxenditures for health services. Most such employees would
clearly lie better off with the insurance and most can be exl)ected to purchase it.

Questions No. 12-From Mr. Carey
The Admnstration bill provides that a basic health care plan may not exclude

for a period ecreeding 6 months coverage of a health condition which exists oft
the date the employee initially secures coverage midr the basic plan with that
employer.

Let's consider the employee iwith a wife who enters the first Job and secures
coverage ttider the basic plait. Duriq thie second year of his employment, the
iwife develops a serious health condition. What's m ore, because the Adtitistra-
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tion's economic policies continue to be a failure, the poor man is laid off. He is
out of work for more than 90 day.? and loses his protection under the original
plain altogether. One month after his coveraqc terminates, he finds new work
and imtindiately signs up for the basic plan offered by his second omnployer. The
carrier says, however, i'm sorry, but no coverage of 7/our wife's condition is
possible for the next six months, since it existed on the date you initially se-
cured coverage tnder our basic plan. lVhat would you have me tell the man if
he complains about the Nixon health program?

Answer
The proposed waiting period could sometimes result In this kind of problem.

Although NHISA might often be supplemented In this respect, your concern Is
valid. During further deliberations with the Committee, the Department may
want to discuss possibilities for assuring greater continuity of coverage during
transition periods.

From Air. Carey-Question No. 13
Department ofleials have repeatedly emphasized the magnitude of1 mental

health problems in the United States and have urged Congress to support pro.
grains that will remove tile barriers to mental health care. Dr. Bertram Brown,
for example, Director of the National Ins titute of Mental Health, in testimony
before the Appropriations Committee, commended the work of psychiatrists and
particularly the time they spend on community service activities.

The Administration's bill, however, would prohibit any payments under the
basic plan for the services of psychiatrists and indicates, in, my view, a tradi-
tional insurance industry bias against the health needs of the mentally ill. Why
have you failed to take steps to remove the finanoal barriers to competent and
professional psychia trick help?

Answer
Secretary Richardson announced that once the primary benefits are in place

and ats resources become available, we would hope to add to the list of covered
benefits. The reasons for the proposed benefits were two-fold.

1. The Administration wanted to keep benefits within a specified premium
range for the first several years to minimize the Initial Inlmact of the expendi-
ture's on employers and the consequent employment situation. We therefore
sought to provide protection for basic needs first.

2. There Is mixed experience with Insurance for mental health care and other
areas of personal health care and consequently, substantial questions as to
the Impact o1 demand and cost. We are studying the experience under the other
services of a few large insurance contracts, with tile view of over time adding
to the priority benefits.

Through other authorities, the Administration Is continuing to develop and
support community mental health centers and has expanded Its programs in
Narcotics Addiction and Alcoholism l)revention and treatment through project
grants.

From Mr. Carey-Question No. 14

How would you explain to an APDC family in New York City, which has re-
cently had its welfare payments reduced, that the medical protection now avail-
able under Medicaid will be substantially reduced under FHIP

Answer
It Is not necessary or axiomatic that medical assistance to an AFDC family

in states like New York be reduced after passage of FIIP. Indeed, MSA is con-
fident that In the case of New York and many other states present levels of sup-
port for health care for the poor will essentially continue. Currently, benefits
under Medicaid vary from state to state. New York is one of the states which
supports a relatively high level of health care under tile program. It now sul)iles
a number of services for the poor which are not part of the base FHIP package,
i.e., dental services, eyeglasses. drugs. A mlajority of states provide a variety of
services not Ilcluded in the basic FHIP benefit package.

If tile states continue to cover, for Medicaid family recipients, those ,..rvlces
not provided under FHIP, then they would have to supplement the FHIlP pro-
gram with expenditures, not Federally matched, totalling almost $1.4 billion.
However, even with sunnlemnentation most of the states would spend less on medi-
cal care for their AFDC population than they currently expect to spend tinder
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Medicaid. In fact, 34 states and jurisdictions would spend about $525 million
less than their current AFI)C-Medicaid budgets. The costs of supplementation
would exceed current state/local Medicaid for AFI)C costs only In1 18 states and
aggregate less than $50 million. These include primarily those states with ex-
treinely favorable Medicaid matching. New York is not one of these.

Thus based on the pattern of state participation in the Medicaid program to
(late, the savings for states which no longer would have to carry tile basic Medt-
cald-AFDC costs; and the Federal assunption of admlinistrative costs of supple-
mentation, we believe that states like New York will continue to offer a level of
health care for the poor similar to that which is l)resently provided. Some states,
it view of possible increased discretionary income for cash recipients under pro-
posed welfare reform, or of lost Federal dollars formerly attributable to high
iimiatching ratios, may not sUl)plement.
From, Mr. Varey-Qucstion No. 15

The Administration bill provides that employers will eventually pay up to
75% of the premi, um costs for making available basic plan coverage for their
workers. The greater the risks represented by his employee population, the greater
the overall costs of iiaking available such protection to vorker8.

Under your proposal, employers ci'entually will assume as much ax 75% of the
premui costs required to cover their workers. Considering the skyrocketing
costs of health care, these premium costs, as you well know, can represent a
signileiant and crucial cost of doing bt8iness.
It seems likely to me that private insurance carriers would advise employers

that high, ri8k employees or high risk families of such workers necessarily mean
higher premiumni, costs and a greater dollar outlay for the employer. In fact, em-
ployers might simply refuse to employc workers with health conditions or those
those family iinem bers have serious conditions. Once the pre-cxisti ng condition
exclusion washes out, the health care costs for these people cold be enormous.
I)on't you think the bill discriminates against the sick and against workers with
family netbers who are Ill?

.4l doesn't this permit the cntpoycr to tell a potential employee that he night
get the job, on the condition he not join the basic plan?
1 tiier

As pointed out In answer to Mr. Carey's question 8, attempts by employers to
dissuade eml)loyees, or l)otentlal employees, from exercising their right to par-
ticlpate in a mandated basic health care plan could violate the lav requiring that
such a plan be made available by the eml)loyer to his employees.

The National Health Insurance Standards Act also contains several civil and
crlininal enforceinient provisiolls to discouragee lack of coll lIalne.

The lurlpose of the state regulated pools under NIIISA's section 605 would b)e
to assure coverage to all employees of small employers ind self eumployeds and
Individuals not itn the regular workforce, and Ineligible for F1II1 or Title XVIII,
of the opportunity to purchase coverage.

The bill would greatly Improve health service financing for millions of work-
ers and their families, especially the sick and workers with family members
that are ill.

From Mr. Collier-Question No. I
A representative of the .4FI-CIO, appearing before our committee on Tuesday,

October 26th, charged that a ivage earner participating in the health insurance
plan under the Admin istration's totIonal health care program iould be denied
any coverage if he lost his job ad wa. unable to continue paying the premiums.
Under what eircunstatces would an. eiployce lose his eorerage (nd what provi-
sion would takc care of his medical requiretncts if he were either discharged,
laid off, or resigned from his Job and was then wilthot employment for four or
five months
A ns wer

The Administration's proposal would ensure that some form of health care plan
was always available to an individual from the time that his employment was
terminated until he was eligible to participate in the health care plan offered
by a subsequent employer.

First of all, if the employee had been covered by his prior employer's health
care plan for 13 weeks before termination of his employment, he would be eli-
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gible to obtain a 90-day extension of coverage under that plan. Alternatively,
if the individual had a family and met the other eligibility requirements, he
could receive benefits under the Family Health Insurance Plan. Application
could be made immediately upon termination of the employment or at any time
thereafter, and coverage would continue as long as the individual continued to
be eligible. Finally, if coverage under a 90-day extension was not available to
the individual or lie had already used the 90-day extension, and he was not
eligible for the Family Health Insurance Plan, lie would be able to purchase
coverage under a basic health care plan under section 605.

From Mr. Karth-Question No. 1
f have two related questions. First as I understand it, employers are to afford

their workers "an opportunity to secure coverage under a baste health care plan
approved under this part . . ." of the bill. What action by an employer would
satisfy the provision of "an opportunity to secure coverage . .. f

Now let me move to the second point. Suppose, for example, that an employer
and his employees who are organized into a union, sit down to consider their
options in the health insurance area. Suppose further that the cost of a basic
plan with the exact benefit structure and cost-sharing features set out in the
bill carries a price tag of $400 per worker per year. The employer's liability
would then be $800 of this amount per worker.

Let us also assume that there is available another benefit package with full
hospital coverage-no deductibles or coinsurance carrying a price tag of $300.
The duration of such coverage in any one year, however, is only 180, rather than
366 days as in the bill. The employer is prepared to put up the full $300 premium
cost for the second plan, or apply the $800 toward the costs of the basic plan.
The union, after considering the needs of its members, decides that the 180-day
program without cost-sharing features is the program they want. What's more,
they now see that their members will have no premtium charges for the second
plan. The employer says8-" offer you the basic plan." The union replies-" We
don't iwant the basic plan." The employer says8- also offer a second plan."
The union replies-I"Wc'll take it." What would you do in a situation like this,
Mr. Secretary?

Answer
Under the Administration's bill, an employer's basic obligation would be to

"provide an opportunity" to his employees to secure coverage under a health
care plan. To meet this obligation, he would have to arrange for such a plan to
be available to his employees, take reasonable steps to ensure that all eligible
employees were aware of the availability of the plan, the benefits it provided,
its costs, and the manner in which coverage could be elected, and give each
qualified employee a reasonable opportunity to elect to be covered by the plan.
In the situation you describe, the alternate non-NHISA plan could be selected
instead.

From Mrs. (riffth s-Question No. 1
I am. amazed that you would propose in this legislative package such a variety

of cumbersome and administratively nightmarish group of deductible and coin-
surance provisions. I wonder if you might listen to this statement by Blue Cross
of Northeastern Pennsylvania to the state insurance commissioner on the matter
of deductibles and coinsurance:

* * * we believe coinsurance and deductibles are without merit in affect-
ing the use of medical care. We believe further that thefi- popularity and
the continued emphasis on. their use proceed from the fact that they are
easy answers" . . . Blue Cross, commercial insurance companies, and gov-
ernmnent spokesmen espoused the concept of deductibles, hoping that they
would rationalize and influence patterns of medical care, rather than con-
tend with the much more difficult challenge of affecting medical care at the
point from which it proceeds: that is, the doctor and his style of medical
practice. Even at this point in time, we would all rather believe that devices
such as deductibles can accomplish the task of controlling hospital and med-
teal care costs which we all face. I submit that the sooner we drop this
notion, the quicker we can all address our energies to the diffcult task we
face. (Memno front Blue Cross and Blue Shield; Subject: Survey on Deduc-
tibles. Coinsurance and Copayments, September 28, 1971.)

Mr. Secretary, why and on what basis do you disagree with the statements
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Anlswcr
The statement by a representative of Blue Cross of Northeastern Pennsyl-

vania reflects the views of only one Blue Cross plan submitted in response to
a survey titled "The EfTect of deductibless, (oilnurance aid C(oayment oil
IUtilization of Health Care Services-O)iniois and Impressions from Blue Cross
1111d Blue Shield 1111lans. 'iho survey represelitedi a poll of 146 organizations, of
which 60 responded. In our view, the results of the survey could be teriiied at
best as mixed, without providing a (lear-cut picture or prevailing pattern of how
deductible an1d (" olistirance provisioiis affect utilization. The responses received
were sprinkled liberally with comments such as "no specific evidence," "no valld
statistics," or "some effect but unable to measure it." It appears to us that the
survey findings reflect, in hirge part, ideas wnd opinions on dedluetibles aid co-
ilnsurance and (10 not provide a Solid data base.

The quoted stltemiiit implies i certainty mid universality of knowledge about
ite effectss of cost -sharilIg which, unfortait ely, are not available. Research

studies of tle effet' of ('ost-sliirilng on utilization, program costs, service costs,
and administrative costs are surprisingly scarce and sometimes contradictory.
Through SUS and SA research, the l)epartuienit is currently SUlprthig stilies
a ined at eliminating Mo111 of the ambiguities.

In fact, the source survey woul seemn to eoifirni oir belief that empirical
evidence on this tatter Is somewhat limited. Data from tie survey lIndilcate tlatr
a few Blue ('ross plais h4ave ex perienced lower utilization rates with (or after
(onversion to) deductildes and copaymnents for hospitalization lolleies. lin lit-
diaiia, for examiple, Blue (ross' experience with it nomgroup cortruct that cov-
(erWd roughly 30,000 lOlle, showed that when this contract was converted front
full coverage toi a 75 percent -25 lerc('ent coinsurialce biisis tie impatient toiiis-
silo rute (ltdropled alout 1) percent and average length of stiay icreused about
six percent. Aiiotier source of dta shows thit the hItrodu(ction in 1)68 of co-
payaieats for physicians' services lim the Saskatclewtn Medictl ('are Imisiuranee
Program was followed by a reduction in utilization rates. Also, a Stanford Vii-
versify study shows dramatic reduction in utilization rates followed the intro-
ductioi, iii 1967, of a coilismurance lrovisomii applied to medical services under
the (roulI lealth Plan if the l'alo Alto Medical ('linle in California, Some
medical ecolomiists like D)r. Mark Pauly of Northwestern and I)r. Martin Feld-
stein of Ilarvii'd have written and spoken widely ol tie deleteriois Impact Of
l'emiioviWg aill price constraltits on demnuid and costs.

What evidence there is on the effect deductibles an(! coinsurance have ol util-
izaton of health services seems to support the position that while factors such
as phycliological, personal, and family considerations all come into play when a
decision is made regardhig utilization, the economic factor is still an important
one find ciliot be disregarded. Of course, 111n equally important consideration
it the imposition of deductibles and coinsurance Is the manner in which they
distribute the cost burden among beneficiaries. By leaving unrelmbursablhe the
"early" costs of covered health care-and it percentage of other costs-the
NIIISA Basic Health Care Plan can provide more comprehelnsive coverage of
the higher mid more catastrophic'expetwes which tire more likely to devastate
individual fmiily finances. Similarly, a portion of the MilIl lreiniiii savings
resulting from cost-sharing hits been directed toward full payment for maternal
faniily planning and well-child services for all FHIP eligibles.

We (i) agree vith the Imllication Of the stiltemient that cOst-shiariiig is not the
only, or necessitrily best mean s for controlling 'medical care costs or Inefflient
utilization nor for improving the delivery of needed services. But while cost-
shariig Is not a panacea for all of tie difficultlem in our Natioln's health system,
we will argue that cost-sharing is sensible in most circumstances, its a means of
(listribu ting scarce funds to those with the greatest medical expenses. Further,
we believe that its improved litilization and peer review inechatnislms evolve
and as significant numbers of Health Maintenance Organizations increase their
role in the Hlealth Care System, the present needs we see for cost-sharing should
le reduced.

From Mrs. (Irilths-Question No. 2
On page 18 of the ,8eeretary's testimony it is stated that where the States do

not act promptly to adopt authority meeting Federal standards, the Federal Gov-
eminent will be forced to excise standby authority.

Would the Federal Gouvernment ex'ercise this authority if the states do not
administer their regulations effectively? Will the States receive any Federal
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money for carrying on these activities? If the Federal Government should exer-
cise its standby authority in a single State, isn't it likely that those Federal
standards would apply to the whole nation 8inve most health insurance companies
do business in all of the states? Would you require the states to use more, or
even all, of the proceeds front the typical 2% premium taw to regulate health
Insurance?

Answer
Minimum standards will be in effect throughout the country, even without the

Federal presence in each state, since each state will be required to carry out
the regulations set forth in the legislation establishing the National Health In-
surance Standards plan. We do not anticipate that this regulation will require
state funds in excess of that collected under the 2% premium tax.

From Mrs. Grifflths-Question No. 3
The price freeze now applies to health care prices as well as other prices. I

have read that the 1'hase II program will have a special group just working
on health costs. Since hospitals are paid on the basis of reasonable costs under
government programs as well as under most Blue Cross plans, paymcnts to ho8-
pitals (an keep going up during the freeze period. What are you going to do
about that in Phase II?

A-ewer
The President on November 10 appointed Barbara (Mrs. William C.) Dunn,

Commissioner of the Department of Consumer Protection for Connecticut, as
Chairman of the committee e on the health Services Industry, an advisory panel
to the P'resident's (cost-of-Living Council, Price Commission and Pay Board.

The President has appointed 20 members to serve on the Committee, represent-
ing the public, the medical profession consumers, hospitals, related health occu-
pations and industries, and the health Insurance industry.

The Committee is part of the post-freeze apparatus the President outlined in
his October 7 Message on the Economic Stabilization Program. The creation of
the Committee reflects the Administration's concern over the rising medical costs
which represent a growing share of the family budget. The Committee will con-
centrate on advising the ('ost-of-Living Council on ways in which the President's
program can be applied in the health field and to enlist the full voluntary co-
operation of the industry in restraining cost and price increases., Tei Committee
will also advise the Pay Board and the Price Commission.

The Committee will be assigned a small permanent staff in performing its ad-
visory functions and had its first meeting early in the week of November 14. At
that time the Committee began to come to grips with ninny of the complex is.
sues associated with the Administration of Phase II in the health industry.

It would be l)remature at this point to speculate on how the Committee will
address the issue of hospital reimbursement.

From Mrs. arifllths-tQuestion No. 4
An HEW audit report shows that 26 Medicare intermediaries have claimed

over $100,000 in government funds for travel, meetings, entertainment, and other
expenditures which HEll' auditOrs found to be unrelated to the Medicare pro-
gram. Far example, one intermediary charged Medicare for a share In the printing
and mailing costs of more than 8 million contracts for its regular subscribers.
Other chrges made by Intermedlaries were for entertainment, donations, and per-
80111 erpenseC of employees, This all added up to a total of more than $1 nil-
lion in quectionable costs identified in just one 12-month period.

i view of this kind of experience with private insurance organizations acting
as agents of the government under Medicare. what assurances can we have that
this type of problem wotld not be even worse tnder your program where there
Is little or no accounting for expenditures?

Answer
The Administration's proposed National Health Insurance Standards Act pro-

vides that employers must make an approved basic health care plan available
to their employees, and xiiimst pay a substantial portion of the applicable pre-
nilum. Tinder this plan employers would have the opportunity to compare the
costs m(d services available from a number of competing health insurance car-
riers. The insurance carriers would be impelled to avoid incurring unnecessary
costs in order to maintain a competitive position. The question of what types of
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costs are allowalle would not be as significant as the premium the carrier charges
compared to the premiums of other carriers in the market place. As further pro-
tection, we are proposing amendments which will provide "file and use" pro-
cedures for National liealth Insurance Standards Act 1)reltium rates under Na-
tional Health Insurance Standards Act insurance contracts, with authority for
the States to (lisapplrove extraordinary rates.

In contrast, Medicare all( Medica(d fiscal intermediaries negotiate agree-
ments which provide that certain costs not related to the agreement. will not be
reilmursed to the intermediary. Medicare and Medicaid intermnediaries shoul
lie reimbursed only the necessary and proper costs of administering the program.
These costs are reviewed it ad anve and monitored throughout the year 1in order
to assure thalt ummllowalle costs aIT not claimed by ti intermediary. Finally,
tile costs aire typh'ally audited in order to assure that only necessary andl proper
costs are paid to the Intermediary, regardless of ti( amount claimed.

It should be noted that the Medicare problemss you mention occurred early
and have been largely (corre(ted.

Under P1111, tile use of carriers as fiscal intermed diaries Is not required by the
legislation, Rather, t he( Secretary would have the option of engaging in such
arrangements "to the extent found alpprop)riate to carry out the Ihn established
in tile most efflhient and effective manner . . ."

Thirty-two State Medicaid Plans are administered at least in part through car-
riers acting ts fiscal Intermediaries. The 1IIEAW audit agency has detected l)rob-
lems In some of these, hot unlike those encountered under Medicare. Yet, the
vast majority of those States adnit advantages to their program through using
fiscal intermediaries including:

(1) the long-standing rapper. between the Intermediaries and the pro-
viers and vendors and their societies enures to the program ;

(2) intermediarihs share their experiences lin reimbursement methods and
techniques for quality review aln(1 utilization analyses; and

(3) fewer State facilities and personnel tire required.
To help insure effective performance by fiscal intermediaries under Medicaid,

a model management information system has been delivere(d to the States, and
regulaton.q have been develo)ed whiil would provide improved definitions of
reslmonshi 1)litles mid clearer standards and conditionss for participation and Fed.
eral approval of State cont racts with intermediaries.

From Mr. Gibbons-Question No. 1
Data from the Special Analysis of the Budget (published by OMB) show that

gorcrnment agencies during the period F)"T 1967 through the current fiscal year
hare invested nearly $1 billion ($987 million) In programs to improve the or-
ganization and delivery of health serrices. In. this fiscal year (FY 1972) the bulk
of this money (82,1%)-about $j out of every $5-will be obligated by HEW
through Its component agencies, such as the Health Services and Mental Health
Administration.

Aside from, the 1fHMO concept, the President's bill appears to contain little, if
anjithino at fll. to suggest that this massive research effort Influenecd the de-
sign, of the bill. The proposal continues to rely almost entirely upon the existing
"system, of resource allocation and organization.

iHiqW has invested all this money to Conduct research and carry out studies
on the best way to provide health care to the public in an c('leent and effective
mann cr. And yet, you bring to us a bill that simply relics on, the Same (old frag-
mented health delivery system.

I would like to know, and in concrete terms, rather than in generalities, ex.-
actly hou, you arrived at this proposal without consideration, of everything you
should hare learned from your research efforts? Didn't iwe learn anything from
spending this $1 billion? What did we learn exactlyt

Answer
The budget category, organization and delivery of health services since FY

1967, has included expenditures for comprehensive health planning, regional medi-
cal programs, maternal and child health project grants, neighborhood health cen-
ters programs, both OHO and IIFW centers as well as the research activities of
the National Center for Health Services Research and Development.

These expenditures have enabled us to establish State health planning agen-
cies in all the States and areawilde health planning agencies, covering half the
country which are necessary to Implement the capital planning provisions in
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H.R. I and the new provision proposed by the Administration. Rational plan-
ning is a necessary Ingredient of improvements in the efficiency and economy of
the health service system.

The various centers programs, neighborhood health centers, comprehensive
children and youth centers, maternity and infant care centers, have brought or-
ganized service capability to urban ghetto areas and rural areas where services
were not available. These centers are forerunners of HMO's and have shown the
value of organized one-stop services, with emphasis on prevention and early diag-
nosis. As you know, the experience with these centers and the studies of the pre-
paid groups provide much of the base for the Administration's Health Mainte-
nance Organization proposal and the dual choice option for all the financing pro-
grams.

In addition, in these centers programs, there has been experimentation with
and development of new types of health personnel such as the pediatric nurse
practitioner who will be a qualified provider under the National Health Insurance
Partnership Act.

The HMO's and the use of pediatric nurse practitioners, nurse midwives and
medics are substantial departures from the same fragmented health delivery
system.

The Regional Medical Programs are designed to provide linkages for physi-
cians and community hospitals with regionalized sophisticated methods of treat-
ment and continuing education. The improvements in treatment for cardiovascu-
lar illness are in large measure attributable to RMP.

In addition to these examples, there has been experimentation with communi-
cations technology to provide imlproved services to remote rural areas.

The Administration's proposals reflect what we have learned from the expendi-
tures of these funds. For example, the health manpower legislation would ex-
pand the training of physicians' extenders like time pediatric nurse practitioners.
It would establish area health education centers, extensions of the RMP concept.

The HMO assistance act provides grants and loan guarantees for the planning
and development of IIMO's with high priority for the expansion of tie existing
centers programs Into HMO's. The National Health Insurance Partnership Act
and H.R. 1 would require offering an HMO option to enrolees in the program.

11.1t. 1 and the Administration's proposal expand the functions of comprehen-
sive health planning in relation to rational distribution of health service re-
sources.

The use of physicians' extenders is encouraged in H.R. 7741.

Front Mr. Gibbons-Questions Nos. 2 and 8
(2) About 48% of Americans under 65 have ifturanee against the cost of

physi clan home and offce visits, flow many more would have this protection
under the employer-required health insurance in the Administration bill?

(8) About 4 out of 5 Americans under age 65 have private hospital insurance.
How many more Americans would get hospital insurance as a result of the
requirement that all employers offer sueh coverage to their employees?

Answer
Virtually all Americans would be eligible for some form of insurance against

the cost of hospital services and physician visits under the Administration pro-
posal. We have estimated that 80% of the employed civilian labor force between
ages 18 and 04 would be mandated either directly (57 million) or through their
working spouses employment (7 million). Including all spouses and children
under 18, approximately 140 million persons under age 05 would be eligible
through the mandate.

Prom Mr. Gibbons-Questfon No. 4
Based on the cons8ultations you no doubt had with such groups as the National

Association of Insurance Commitssioners, the Health Insurance A ssoeiation of
America, what would you say are the most serious problems they find with your
bill and with the regulation bill you have talked about?

Answer
Three major problems which have been of on-going concern to these groups

are:
1. the relative roles of the States and the Federal Government In the

regulation of health insurance companies;
2. the establishment of stable "pools" within each State; and
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3. protection against insolvency for employees of "self-insurers".
While we didn't seek this agreement on every aspect of our regulation

strategy, we did seek to obtain from their professional organization their best
technical advice on how the regulatory mechanism should be established to
insure that they would operate.

From Mr. (Gibbons-Queston No. 5
The Adinistrationt's health "white paper" states that the present health in-

suralnee iid 8tr// "is ('seCltiall// wirc/iiated." I)o you Wcai byI this that ,State
insurance cIommissioners are not doiflg their jobs? What are some of the factors
which contribute to this poor perforflniae?

If the present State agncis are all that batd, wi/ (10 1/ou prOPosC continuing
to use there?

Answer
The White Patpcr was referring to the lack of Federal regulation. Our careful

anayi 3sls Indicated to us that In an overwhelming number of States the perform-
afle oof the States In regulating the group health Insurance industry was quite
adequate. We, therefore, decided to build on this strength and Introduce new
legi-h1tiion only where some additional controls seemed desirable.

From M1lr. (Jibboizi8-Question No. 0
I get quite a bit of mail from Medicare patients complaining that Medicare

actually pays con siderably less than 80% of physicliais' charges becaui8e the
Medicare reasonable charge is less tharn the phy/sieian' current charge. If /our
bill should be approved the whole population would be In that situation. Is that
right? Would /yeu expect pr/rate insurance to write policies covering the differ-
ce beticeen i th Medicarc reasonable c arge and the actual physician charge?

An8er
All l)urclasers of Nailonal ieaith Insurance Standards Basic Iealth ('are

I'lans15 and tll F11111 elIgibles would have physiel an service benefits determInel
In a('cordance with the Medleare methods of determining rewsonaileness and may
Include such approved experimental metliods as may be initiated and al)proved
should 1.1R. 1 be enacted.

As with other types of extra or supplemental benefits, private policies could
cover the excess charges you describe so long as they are part of till optional
benefit plan. All employees would still have the right to choose only the NIIISA
Basic Health Plan.

From Mr. Gibbons-Question No. 7
HEl'I testified that the increase In premiums for private health insurance under

the Administration bill will amount to about $8.6 billion. Since the States now
tax such premiums at a rate of about 2%, they will have an additional $75 million
in tax revenue.

As your own analysis no doubt was shown, one of the problems of more effective
State regulation has becn the low amounts spent on such activities, usually much
less than the 2% premium tax, which is supposed to support that activity.

Are you going to require that the States use this additional $75 million to
support their regulatory activity or will it merely be a Federally mandated in-
erease in state taxcs.

Would you support a small earmarked Federal tax on prentiums to support the
Federal regulatory activity?

Answer
We have not specified a fixed sum of money to be spent by the States to regulate

the industry. We feel the 2% premium tax will provide sufficient revenue for the
States to carry out the Federal requirements and that no new State or Federal
funds will be necessary. Our concern is not with how much they spend, but with
their performance In carrying out these new regulations.

From Mr. Gibbons-Questi n No. 8
The Social Security Administration determined some tine ago that it was im,

possible to satisfactorily supervise intermediary and carrier operations through-
out the country from its ecittral office or even from its regional offices, so it has
been placing its own on-site representatives fn the offices of intermediaries and
carriers around the Nation. If the operation of private insurance organizations is
really so bad under the Medicare program as to require this kind of close day-to.
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day governmental supervision, how can we depend on these same companies to do
a good job with the billions of dollars in increased premiums they would receive
under your employer plant
Answer

The situation of private insurance companies under the National Health Insur-
ance Standards Act would be different from that of intermediaries and carriers
under the Medicare program. Under Medicare, intermediaries and carriers can be
paid no more than their costs in administering the Government program, and
therefore have little direct financial incentive for improving either their efficiency,
or their degree of compliance to those directives aimed at achieving National
uniformity in Medicare benefit delivery.

In some respects, the purpose of the on-site SSA Representative Is to provide a
substitute for this lack of direct financial incentive and the tendency toward
inefficiency which cost reimbursement often precipitates. SSA believes that the
general level of intermediary and carrier performance is acceptable, but could
and should be improved In areas Influencing efficiency, uniformity and improved
administrative technique.

Whereas the elderly have few alternatives to Medicare for their basic health
Insurance, the working population will have many alternatives and opportunities
to (,ompare carrier costs and premiums.

''he National Health Insurance Standards Act would provide a strong economic
incentive for better management in the form of greater profitss and market
shares. There would be competition among insurance companies to keel) costs
down by providing good service efficiently. There would he more tolerance of
administrative variations and innovations than present Medicare realizes.
From Mr. (libboi8 -Qusttion No. 9

Although the employer-employee proposal contained in the Administration plan
provides some protection against so-called "catastrophic" health care costs, to
comparable protection is available to the presumably higher-risk population that
would be covered by 111HP. With the limitations imposed on benefit days, the
application of coinsuranee and deductibles, It is entirely possible for a level V
family under FIIIP to incur a cost-sharing liability well in excess of $1,000 for
the first 80 days of hospital confinement. Beyond 80 days, the costs become catas-
trophic. How do you Justify this posture toward the poor protected under PHIP?
Do you really expect that a family of four with $4,100 in gross income can afford
$1,000 of that for health care?

Answer
It is not expected that the exceptional circumstances described in the question

would occur with any serious degree of probability. Admittedly, it Is possible
for a family with an Income of $4100 to pay $1000 in hospital costs. However,
this would certainly be the exception rather than the rule. In the Income Class 4
category ($4001-4500) a family Is liable for 10% coinsurance on all services
except hospital room and board. While this cost-sharing requirement will not
Impose hardships In the vast majority of families In Income Class 4, it is possible
that a few of these families could be liable for sizeable medical bills. For ex-
ample, If a family member is in an uninsured automobile accident and Incurs
$20,000 of hospital expenses, he is liable under FHIP for 10% of those expenses,
or approximately $2,000.

Income Class 5 families ($4501-5000) are liable for 25% coinsurance costs.
Thus, using the same example of a family with a $20,000 hospital bill, the family
in Income Class 5 would be liable for approximately $5,000 of the bill.

It must be stressed that families with such sizeable medical expenses are a
distinct minority. Department studies Indicate that fewer than 5% of all fam-
ilies have medical costs In excess of $2,000 per year. It should also be recognized
that State and local governments will often supplement FlIP.

The Administration feels the costs of providing financial coverage against
catastrophic illnesses for FHIP families Is less urgent than providing basic health
benefits for this population. The added costs of catastrophic coverage for this
population would benefit a very small portion of this population, while the basic
family planning, maternal and well-child benefits, provided to all families will
be of benefit to virtually all of this population.

From Mr. Gibbons-Question No. 10
The President in his health message said that his program would require the

establishment in each State of special pools which would offer insurance at a
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reasonable group rate to people who did not qualify for other programs includ-
Ing the self-employed and the poor risks. I don't 8ec this in your bill. Are you
still proposing such a provision?

How would this work in detail?
If you include both the self-employed and the poor risks in the same group,

won't the self-employcd be required to help pay the costs of the poor risks?
If you put the poor risks in one group and the selJ-cmployed. ln another won't

the rates for the poor-risks have to be 8o high as to bc unaffordable?
As you know, Individually written commercial health insurance pays out in

benefits only a little over 500 of the premium dollar. Individual premium collec-
tions and sales costs account for most of the higher retention rates in Individually
written plans and you would still have these costs for the 8elif.employed even,
If you call It group coverage. What is there in your plan that makcs the coverage
for the self-employed and the poor risks available at retention rates as low as
group insurance?

Answer
Our proposed legislation will include a requirement that such special pools as

you refer will be established in each tate. Exactly how these pools will operate
is still being worked out, but we ('till assure you that your concerns about cross-
subsidization are being carefully considered.

The major savings that will result, under mandated coverage which will sub-
stantially reduce the administrative costs of Insuring the self-employed and the
small employer are that:

1. Mandated coverage will be required of all employers of one or more-thus
substantially reducing carrier selling costs.

2. A standard benefit package will exist for all plans, thus allowing fuller real-
ization of economics of scale.
From Mr. Glbbons-Question No. 11

Under the Administration's proposal, the employee appears to have all of
the options regarding enrollment or disenrollment in the basic plan. What do you
propose to do about adverse selection against these plans by employees who re.
fuse to pay 25% of the premin costs during periods in which they and their
families are healthy, but would participate whcn they or their families arc ill?
Would an. employee only have one chance to enroll? Under what circumstances
would he be permitted to change his option, either to disenroll or reenroll?
Answer

Given the uncertain nature of the incidence of illness, the high cost of care, and
the well-known benefits of insurance, It is unlikely that the number of employees
who would gamble on buying insurance only during times of illness would be
more than a very tiny fraction of those covered, hardly sufficient to alter pro-
gramn costs.

Administrative necessities might lead us to a concept, whereby employees
(other than new employees) may be periodically given the opportunity to change
their coverage or to enroll if they have not (lone so. We might specify by regula-
tion or guideline the minimum frequency for such periods. Of course, an ml -
ployce would be allowed to disenroll at any time.

'ime Secretary would assure, by regulation, that the circumstances surround-
Ing "the offering" of mandated coverage be reasonable.

From Mr. Gibbons-Question No. 12
H!EV promulgated a new inpatient deductible of $68 which Medicare patients

will have to pay when they enter a hospital, This is according to the Medicare
law and takes into account the steep rise in. hospital costs during 1970. But if we
have gotten, hospital costs under control as a result of the freeze and your activi-
ties in Phase I, don't you have the authority under the economic powers you
have been using to suspend the $8 increase It the amount these sick old people
have to pay?
A nsieer

Under the law the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is required
to review hospital costs each year. If he finds that these costs have increased
substantially, lie must increase the inpatient hospital deductible for the follow-
Ing year. The law provides a specific formula for determining the amount of the
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increase, which requires that It be In direct proportion to the rise in hospital and
medical costs experienced the previous year. Wlen this formula is applied to
current data, the inpatient hospital deductible for 1972 must be set at $68. The
Secretary has no discretion in applying the law and no power to rescind this
increase once l)romulgated.

The method of computing Increases assures that Medicare beneficiaries will
continue to pay the same share of their hospital and skilled nursing home care
costs as they did when the Medicare program started. The intent of the law in
this regard is that as the cost of Medicare services goes up, the beneficiaries'
share of such costs must go up proportionately. If this were not (lone, it would
be necessary either to find o t her ways of getting the a(litional money needed to
meet the rising costs or to cut back on ot her Medicare beniell t s.

The Administration IN firmly committed to dealing with the problems of in-
flation in health (are cost. Not only does Phase II of the P'resideit's new eco-
nomnic policy directly address this problem, but the Admilnistration has already
proposed, under II.R. 1, a series of important cost, control measures for Miedicare
and Medicaid. If Phase II is is successful in controlling imilation as we hope
and expect, there would be iio necessity for in increase next year. However, to
suspend or rescind the current increase wouli disrupt the relationship between
hospital costs and the inpatient hospital de(luctible.

Prom Mr. Gibbon8-Question No. 18
The Administration bill provides that carriers will notify the Seeretary that

it has offered and that an employer has subscribed to a basic health care plan.
The carrier is required to advise on the contents of the plan, the class of em-
ployee8 covered, and such other Information to determine whether the employer
Is in compliance with see. 602(a).

Sec. 606 of the bill provides for a reporting mechanism to establish compliance
with the provisions of your proposal. Certain information is required in con-
neotion with these reports.

Nothing is mentioned in the bill, however, regarding the premium costs of
the protection involved. Who is going to assure that these private carriers are
not taking excess profits out of the Federally-mandated program

Are you going to monitor their reserve policies, the profits, the expenses, and
other financial matters?

Answer
The States would be responsible to insure that the premium rates charged

for NHISA coverage are not unreasonable In relation to the benefits offered.
The carriers would also be required to have an Independent annual audit of
its financial status, The results will be available to the public. Also, the Secre-
tary will prescribe the manner in which the relationship of each carrier's re-
tentions bear to premiums for basic NHISA health care plans would be disclosed.

Front Mr. Gibbons-Question No. 14
There have been some press reports, as pou know, about the relationship be-

tween the Electronic Data Systems Company owned by Ross Perot and the
Medicare and Medicaid programs. I am informed that the Domestic Council
at the White House has flivcn this outfit a contract or gratt for $60 or
$70 thousand to look into utilization review ideas for national health insurance.
Can you describe Just what you hope to learn front this contract that you don't
already know?

Answer
The Domestic Council has the specific charge of assisting the President to

develop Administration policy in domestic areas. In the course of its work on the
national health strategy, it became apparent that any national strategy should
contain significant. controls on rapidly escalating health costs. In order to under-
stand the operations of the present cost control measures better and to get the
best outside, consultative advice on new measures that might be proposed, tile
Domestic Council turned to Electronic Data Systems.

EDS is a major factor in the financing of health care since it operates pay-
ment mechanisms for more third party mayors than any other company. EDS
held meetings with Social Security Administration staff, interviewed special-
ists and health economists in the field, and analyzed data from its own custo-
mers to bring to bear the best available knowledge on the subject. EMDS also
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did a state of the art analysis which provided ideas beyond those already present
in the EDS and other systems. In addition, EDS had staff resources and sup-
port time which could be made available immediately.

The final report discussed a number of cost control measures, including utili-
zation review. The proposed cost control measures are integrated into a total cost
review and control system. Specifically in the area of utilization, EDS had more
private post-payment utilization review data available than any other source.
Other aspects of the system are prospective utilization control, duplicate check-
ing, eligibility checking, establishing reasonable charges, and peer review. The
characteristics of these cost controls are fully analyzed and documented, and the
impact of these controls on the national health bill is estimated.

In addition, the contract provided an independent check on forecasts of health
costs which became available for the formulation of the Administration's health
insurance program, as presented to the Ways and Means Committee.

The contract has been completed and the analysis has been used in the devel-
opment of the Administration's cost control strategy involving both long-run and
short-run proposals. The analysis can also be used to anticipate problems which
might be encountered in any extension of present utilization review and cost
control measures into a more comprehensive cost control system.

From Mr. Gibbon-Queation No. 15
The .4dmntstration bill would require that each of the 1,000 companies which

would write your ba8o hca1th care benefits to retmburse physicians, hospitals
aind other providers of health services on the same basis as does the Medicare
programs.

(1) Hiow would each of these organizations obtain all the information about
the customary charges of over 200,000 physicians. Wouldn't that be an adminis-
trativo movstros0ity? Would we actually woind up with, a nzatimial fee schedule
for all physiciaiuw?

(2) How would all these carriers obtain information about the i-easonablc
costs of sewen thousand hospitals?

Answer
It is doubtful that anywhere near today's 1,000 carriers will qualify to under-

write the National Health Insurance Standards Act benefit packages. At present,
fewer than 100 carriers write about 90 percent of the commercial group coverage
in force. Some of these companies and virtually all Blue Cross and Blue Shield
plans have already had experience in administering the "reasonableness" cri-
teria under the Medicare program. Those not now involved with Medicare will
have to demonstrate to us their ability to perform reasonable cost and charge
determinations within our guides.

With respect to charge determinations, the regulations and guidelines devel-
oped by the Social Security Administration for use under the Medicare program
would provide a uniform basis for determining reimbursement amounts under the
various employer-sponsored plans and the Family Health Insurance Plan. These
criteria have the dual advantage of establishing a uniformity of approach and,
by relating determinations to individual customary charges and prevailing
charges in the area, responding to the economic, social and geographic variables
which influence patterns and costs of health care services in various sections of
the country. We believe that such an approach is preferable to a uniform national
fee schedule and, by standardizing the determination process, will serve to re-
duce much of the current confusion on the part of physicians and other suppliers
as to the basis for reimbursement under the various insurance plans carried by
their patients.

The same benefits of uniformity of reimbursement approach will also accrue to
institutional providers of services reinbursed on a cost basis. The Department
has developed a uniform financial report for use by providers of services receiv-
ing reasonable cost reimbursement under more than one Federal program; ulti-
mate use of a single standardized report for all plans would not be an unrealistic
expectation and would significantly simplify the reimbursement mechanism with
concurrent reductions in provider administrative costs.

The Department has also recognized that a reimbursement system which
stresses retroactive adjustment based on actual costs incurred lacks incentive to
contain costs or to provide services in the most efficient and effective manner.
We have therefore recommended that the Medicare program move toward a sys-
tem of prospective reimbursement under which providers would be encouraged to
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innovate and improve the effectiveness of delivery of services. H.R. 1, the Social
Security Amendments of 1971 as passed by the House of Representatives, would
authorize experimentation with various types of prospective reimbursement. We
are hopeful that a workable prospective reimbursement system can be rapidly
developed.
From Mr. Gibbons-Question No. 16

The Secretary made several references to pool arrangements with n States to
provide protection for certain high-risk or otherwise ineligible persons who could
not obtain coverage through an employer-employce plan. Siuch pools may be more
trouble than they are worth to carriers and the latter may not want to underwrite
any portion of the risks associated with this population. Do 1/oil propose to re-
quire carriers to participate in these pools? Would you specify the proportion of
the risk that each must assume? If not, how would you underwrite that portion
of the risk that would be beyond the financial capacity of participating carriers
in the pool to assume?
Answer

Every carrier writing insurance for employee groups under the National Health
Insurance Standards Act will be required to participate In the pool arrange-
ments, in every State in which any of the employees it insures are located.

From Mr. Gibbons-Question No. 17
Under FIRIP, eligible persons would be entitled to 80 days of inpatient hospi-

tal care annually. Presumably, the States could supplement this benefit with ad-
ditional coverage days. But what (o you propose to do for that person living in
a State which does not supplement who requires during the course of 12 months
more than 80 days of inpatient care? Who pays for that care? Would you require
all hospitals which have a nonprofit taX status to keep patients beyond 80 days

Answer
Since all States but two now provide Medicaid benefits and PHIP would pro-

vide basic protection, federally financed, the States will be relieved of much of
their Medicaid burden. A very small number of people exceed 80 days of hospital
care a year. In these cases, we would expect most States to supplement.

In addition, FHIP extends coverage to many low income families (mainly
male-headed families) who were not eligible for Medicaid or other Federal and
State supported programs. These families often received all their hospital care
from county hospitals and through philanthropy. FHIP would therefore lift
some of this burden, reducing local funds needed for basic health services.

In many communities, United Givers Funds or similar funds are used to sup-
plement hospital payments for the medically Indigent and probably would con-
tinue to supplement in these cases, particularly since some of the care these funds
finance now would be paid for by FHIP.

It is recognized that the 30 days inpatient hospital benefits under the Family
Health Insurance Plan will not meet all needs. However, Family Health Insur-
ance Plan benefits were designed to meet the most pressing needs of poor families
with children, while keeping the entire cost of the program within reasonable
limits. In States which fail to supplement the hospital benefit, public hospitals-
city, county, and State-generally are maintained for care of Indigents and would
be available. We would, however, expect Federal financing of administrative costs
to move many States to supplement the Family Health Insurance Plan, since they
otherwise would have to bear the costs of Indigent care in many cases anyway.

Coverage of additional hospital days, however, is not the only solution to the
80-day limitation since relatively few patients require hospital stays of this dura-
tion. In many cases, in fact, patients are kept in costly hospital beds when ambu-
latory care would be medically appropriate. It is therefore Important in hospital
utilization and reimbursement to ensure that patients are receiving the most ap-
propriate level of medical care, either in a hospital, extended care facility, home
health, or on an ambulatory basis.

The question of requiring hospitals with a nonprofit tax status to keep pa-
tionts beyond 80 days is a complex one which requires additional study before
we can give you a definitive response.

We do think nonprofit tax-exempt hospitals should provide a certain amount of
care on a charitable basis, as Indeed they generally do. But it would be unreason-
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able to expect hospitals to provide unlimited amounts of free care, and regulat-
ing just how much is required would be difficult. For these reasons we are not
now proposing to change the current revenue rulings under which tax-exempt
status for hospitals is determined.

Front Mr. atbbons-Qucston No. 18
How many workers in the United States already are protected by health, inw

snrancc programs, the benefit of which has an actuarial value equal to or greater
than the value of the structure proposed in your program? In the aggregate,
what percentage of premium for private health insurance are now paid by emt-
ployer in the United States? What is this in dollar terms? How many addi-
tional dollars would employers pay, over and above what they now pay, to
comply with your program, if every eligible employee elected the coverage you
propose?

Answer
(a) This information is not known with certainty. Ilowever, one approach to

estimating the number of workers with protection equal to or greater than tiht
prol)osed by the Adininistration program is to look itt. the number of persons
with comprehensive major medical and supplementary major medical policies
of commercial Insurers, as well as comprehensive extended contracts of Blue
Cross-Blue Shield llans. While not a perfect measure, it is a start in the direc-
tion of estimating the impact of the proposal in terms of numbers of workers
involved.

In 1909, approximately 24,500,000 workers were covered by commercially in-
sured group major medical expense policies. An estimated 0.5 million workers
were included in extended contracts of Blue Cross-lBlue Shield. To this total of
31.0 million workers should be added those included in comprehensive private
group practice plans-estmated at less than 3 million workers-for a total of
about 84 million workers included in what may be considered the more compre-
hensive protection through employer-sponsored plans.

At the end of 19(69, it is estimated that 57 million workers had some type of
medical care protection through their place of employment. Therefore, the more
comprehensive policies would have included about 0 out of 10 workers with
some medical care protection through the workplace.

(b) As the table below shows, in 1069 it is estimated that employers paid
about $8.0 billion toward group health insurance premiums, or about 55 percent
of total voluntary health Insurance premiums (individual and group) in that
year, and about 70 percent of group.

Preliminary estimates for 191e0 show that employers contributed about 9.0
billion, or a little over 55 percent of total health insurance premiums, and still
about 70 percent of group.

1970
1969 (preliminary)

Total voluntary health Insurance premiums ......................................... $14, 660 $17,185
Employee-employer contributions to group plans- .......................... - $11,465 $13,645
Percent of total ............................... ........................... 78 79
Employer contributions to group plans ................................... $8, 025 $9, 550
Percent of total .................................................. 55 56
Percent of group ...................... .................................... 70 70

(c) In fiscal year 1974, proJectng current outlays and trends, employers are
expected to be spending around $18.4 billion dollars for health insurance (includ-
ing workmen's compensation), which is approximately 59% of private health
insurance premiums. If the Administration proposal were in effect, employers'
expenditure for health insurance would rise by $4.7 billion to $23.1 billion, which
would be 64% of private health insurance premiums.

From Mr. Gibbo)1.9-Question No. 19
The Secretary indicated in his testimony that no additional Federal financial

assistance wotild be provided to the States to fund the costs of regulation of
private insurance proposed by the Administration. What additional financial
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burdens would the States be required to assume to comply with their new and
broadened regulatory responsibilities?

Answer
See answer to your question 7.

From Mr. Gibbons-Question No. 20
The Secretary stated that the Federal Government would step in to regulate

private carriers only where the States failed to do so. Describe precisely the con-
ditions under which the Government would take such steps and what would
constitute the failure of a State to carry out regulatory responsibilities? What
organization in the Federal Government would make these decisions? What
agency would actually do the regulating under these circumstances?

Answer
In the near future the Administration will subIllit to the Committee, in tie

form of amendments to 11.11. 7741, itsi )roposals for the regulation of Insurance
carriers under the National Ilealth Insurance Siandards( Act.

From Mr. Gibbons-Question No. 21
Under the Administration bill an individual who is laid off is allowed to keep

his insurance 'up to 90 days.
Let's say a man who is laid off deoides to keep A4s insurance for 90 days.

Now If he can't get another job within four weeks he may have a gap in his
protection because his new employer doesn't have to offer the coverage until he
has been on the Job for more than eight weeks. What is the poor fellow going
to do if ho can't get a Job for six or eight weeks?

Answer
One of the purposes of the pool is to enable individuals in the situation de-

scribed to obtain coverage during employment galps. In addition, most group
insurance has conversion provisions, where when group coverage ceases, the
individual can elect to continue coverage on an Individual basis.

The Adininlstr.tion's proposal would ensure that some form of health care
plan was always available to an individual from the time that his employment
was terminated until lie was eligible to participate In the health care plan
offered by a subsequent employer.

First of all, If the employee had been covered by Ills prior employer's health
care plan for 13 weeks before termination of his employment, he would be
eligible to obtain a 90-day extension of coverage under that plan. Alternatively,
if the individual had a family and met the other eligibility requirements, he
could receive benefits under the Family Health Insurance Plan. Application could
be made immediately upon termination of the employment or at any time there-
after, and coverage would continue as long as the individual continued to be
eligible. Finally, if coverage under a 90-day extension was not available to the
Individual or he had already used the 90-day extension, and he was not eligible
for the Family Health Insurance Plan, lie would be able to purchase coverage
under a basic health care plan under section 605.

From Mr. Gibbons-Question No. 22
In reading reports made by Medicare officials to another Committee in the

Congress a year or so ago, I was impressed by the difficulties they had in getting
poor-performing private insurance organizations up to acceptable levels of per-
formance. It seems to me that Medicare invested a tremendous amount of time
and money in bringing some of these organizations up to the point where they
can be considered to be doing an adequate job. This investment was supposed
to be justified because the alternative-to drop a poorly performing intermediary
and contract with another-would be even more expensive, and the investment
already made in the original outfit would go down the drain.

HEW is also on record as stating that private health insurance companies
are simply bill-paying mechanisms. I wonder why it would not be more efficient,
less costly, and result in a better run over-all health insurance program if a
government organization like Medicare which has developed by now considerable
experience and expertise of its own in running a benefit paying organization,
were given the responsibility of tooling up and contracting directly with private
insurance firms with widely varying degrees of experience, costs, organizational
set-ups and what have you? Would you comment on this?
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Answer
(See answer to your question no. 8)
Also, SSA's experience in directly dealing with providers and individual prac-

titioners is quite limited, since only a small percentage of Medicare claims are
processed directly. Gearing up to handle every medical expense episode would
require many thousands of additional SSA employees and millions in additional
space and equipment. It would also result in the displacement of large numbers
of private employees and investment. As we have testilled, the point is not
whether Social Security can operate the program more efficiently than private
industry, but the social costs of such a displacement.

Front Mr. Gibbon s--Question No. 28
The Secretary agreed that the IIP1 program would not cover all of the

health, care cxponditurc-s of persons eligible for tho program, but that the States
oould supplemtent tho benefit package 'provided Vor under P1HIP. If no State
supplenbented the basic 1HIP package, what percentage of total health ewpend-
.Itibres of eligibles 'would not bc paid for by 1'71IP? What portion would be
equIvalent to the amounts eligibles pay for deduotibles, ooinauranoo and pro-
niunts, and what amount from unknown sources?

Answer
1. There does not exisz data which would fully answer your questions, since

there has never been an adequate study of total health care costs and expendi-
tures by low Income persons.

MSA has estimated tiat FP1111 will replace about $2.8 billion of the forecast
$4.2 Medicaid for AFDC fiscal 1974 total expenditures for medical services.

III1 for those not ehgible under present AFI)C definitions, but within FHIP
specilicatlons, would cost another $0.4.

Thus, if no State supplemented FIP , public expenditures for poor families
could fall from $4.2 to $3.2. If, on the other hand, all States supplement, public
expenditures for this population group would rise to $4.6 or $4.7 billion.

Under FI1', boneflclarles would contribute income related premiums of
approximately $150 million, which add to FHIP outlays. PHIP beneficiaries
would also pay approximately $450 million in cost-sharing.

Considering only program outlays, the amount of medical services paid for after
FH1IP would be:

Federal dollars, net ---------------------------------------------- 3.2
Premium contribution --------------------------------------------- 0. 2

Gross value ----------------------------------------------- .4

Less administration ------------------------------------------------. 8

Benelits --------------------------------------------------- 3.1
Cost-sharing -----------------------------------------------------. 4

PHIP total ------------------------------------------------ 35

(State supplementation: zero to $1.5) (Total services: $4.9 to $5.0 maximum
to $3.5 minimum.)

From Mr. Glbbonsi-Question No. 24
Under the Family Health Insurance Program, earned and unearned income,

including P', payments, would be counted in determining into which class a
family would fall for the purposes of applying deductibles and colnsurance under
P11II'. Is it not possible, therefore, that a high-risk family frontn a health stand-
point) could be placed in a position where a State supplementation payment re-
sulted in cost-sharing requirements for the purposes of P1,HIP that exceed the value
of the State supplementation payments?

Answer

It is possible for a family to be placed in a position where a State supplementa-
tion payment results in cost-sharing requirements (for the purposes of PHIP)
which exceed the value of the State supplemental payments. This situation will
occur, however, only In a family in Income Class 4 or 5; Income Classes 2-3 have
no coinsurance and a maximum of $265-$340 of premiums and deductibles* and

*Calculated at $00 per person for hospital room and board in FY 74.
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there is no cost-sharing for families in Income Class I. Thus, families in Income
Class 1 can receive up to $3,000 ($600 in State supplemental payments) and still
be excluded from cost-sharing; families in Income Class 2 receive up to $3,500
($1,000 in State supplemental payments) and be subject to a maximum $265 in
cost-sharing; and families in Income Class 3 may receive up to $4,000 ($1,600 in
State supplemental payments) and still lie subject to a maximum of $340 of cost-
sharing. Thus for families in Income Classes 1-3, the State supplemental will
work to their advantage and never will place them in an income class which would
force them to assume medical expenses beyond the value of the State supplemental.

The situation changes somewhat when a family in Income Class 4-5 is con-
sidered. In the Income Class 4 category, a family is liable for 10% coinsurance.
While this cost-sharing requirement will not Impose hardships in the vast major-
ity of families in Income Class 4, it is possible that a few of these families could
be liable for sizeable medical bills. For example, if a family member is in an un-
insured automobile accident and incurs $20,000 of hospital expenses, he is liable
under FHIP for 10% of those expenses, or approximately $2,000. Tills rare in-
stance could more than eliminate the $1,601 in State supplemental payments
needed to put the family over the $4,001 dividing line from Income Class 8
into Income Class 4.

The situation with Income Class 5 families Is that families are liable for
25% coinsurance costs. Thus, using the same example of a family with a $20,000
hospital bill, the family In Income Class 5 could become liable for approximately
$5,000 of the bill, if there were no State supplemental medical benefits to FIIIP.

It must be stressed that families with such sizeable medical expenses are a
distinct minority. Department studies indicate that fewer than 5% of all fami-
lies have medical costs In excess of $2,000 per year. The FIIlP benefit design
devotes dollars that could have been used to provide better catastrophic cov-
erage for those few who may need it, to basic first dollar maternal, family plan-
ning and well-child services which will benefit virtually all eligible families.
From Mr. Gibbois-Qtuestion No. 25

Why should the working poor enroll in an cnployer-employee plan which would
take more than $170 in premiumn costs annually when they could fall back on. the
PHIP at little or no direct atul recurring costs to them or their families? Isn't
this a big incentive to limit the amount of work activity so that cnrolrmont in
an employer plan never occurs?
Answer

We are not unaware that some people may try to adjust their income level in
order to take advantage of the lower-cost protection available under the Family
Health Insurance Plan, However, we firmly believe that this would be the ex-
ception rather than the rule. Most Americans by far prefer to work and earn
their living and few would deliberately spend time and effort to manipulate the
system.

Even If they could, we have designed the mandating proposal, the Family
Health Insurance Plan, and the Family Assistance Program that would be estab-
lished under H.R. 1, so as to encourage people to work and to eliminate Incen-
tives for them not to. As an example, under the Family Health Insurance Plan
a family of four with an annual Income of $5,000 (which would Include both
earned and unearned Income) would pay an annual premium of $100. Using
your example of $170 as an annual premium under an employer-employee plan,
it seems to us highly unlikely that a person would stop working or somehow
adjust his work hours and Income so as to become eligible for protection under
the Family Iealth Insurance Plan.

It is questionable that a $70 annual difference or $0 per month In premium
cost for a plan that contains unlimited hospital and physicians' services and
catastrophic coverage would act as a work disincentive. In addition, the $170
average reflects the maximum worker share of premium. In unionized Industry,
it Is quite possible that the premium cost to the employee would be lower.

It is, of course, possible to adjust the cost-sharing provisions of FHIP, If a
serious work disincentive does exist and we expect to engage in discussions with
the Committee in Executive Session on the various schedules of premiums and
cost-sharing.
From Mr. Gibbons-Question No. 26

Under the family assistance program we would disregard earnings of school
children. Why don't you do that under PHIP ?
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Answer
The development of FAP and FHIP were somewhat separated in time and the

definitions of eligibility are at variance with each other. Our basic intent Is to
have F11 eligibility extended to all PAP families who would not be eligible
under an enmployer-eniployee plan. In Executive Session, we intend to conform
tile definitions of eligibility between these programs to the extent necessary to
achieve their mutual goals.

Mr. ULLMAN. We will continue, hoping to conclude with the mem-
bers present.

Mr. Waggoner.
Mr. WAGONER. Mr. Chairman, I will be brief with the three ques-

tions I have and I would like to submit some other questions for
answers in writing and have the answers included at this point when
the hearings are printed.

Mr. ULLMAN. You have that permission.
(Special questions and answers follow:)

,ron Mr. Waggoner--Question No. 1
Mr. Secretary, on page 11 of your testimony, you refer to those employees who

could continue to got coverage for 90 days after being laid off. As I read your
bill, the employee would have to be covered under the basic health benefits pro-
gram for 18 weeks, not just employed for 18 weeks. The result would be that an
employee would have to be working for the same employer for at least 21 weeks
before they would be eligible for the 90-day provision.

Am I right on that?

Answer
Under the Administration's proposal, the vast majority of employed individuals

would obtain coverage for themselves and their families under basic health
care plans offered by their employers. The availability of coverage under a partic-
ular employer's plan arises out of the employment relationship and must be
closely related to it. An employer who must make substantial contributions to
the cost of his employees' health care plans should be permitted to assure himself
that the employment relationship will have some degree of permanence before an
employee becomes eligible for the benefits of the plan. Similarly, eligibility to
participate in the plan should end within some reasonable period after the em-
ployment relationship Is terminated. The Administration's bill (section 002(a)
would l)ermit an employer to require that an employee work 25 hours a week for

-ten weeks or 350 hours in 13 weeks before the employee was eligible to obtain
coverage under the employer's health care plan. It would also, under proposed
section 003(f) (6), permit an employer to require that an employee be covered
under the plan for 13 weeks before he was eligible for an extension of coverage
upon termination of the employment relationship and permit the employer to
limit the available extension to 90 days.

The Administration feels that the times specified in the bill strike a reasonable
balance between the needs of employees and the interests of their employers.
There will, of course, be cases in which individuals who are unemployed for all
extended period of time will have no coverage under an employer's health care
plan available to them. The bill therefore would make coverage available to these
individuals under section 605, or, in the case of the neediest families, under the
Family Health Insurance Plan.

From Mr. Waggoner-Question No. 2
Mr. Secretary, on page 21 of your testimony you indicated that somehow you

were going to require the states to require in turn that providers of health care
inform the public of their charges and "other patient access matters .. ." Would
you propose that the public be made aware of the deficiencies in providers of
health services found by the state health department? For example, would you
require that all medicare patients be told publicly what the deficiencies are in
hundreds of nursing homes which do not fully meet the medicare standards of
participation?

Answer
In our view, public access to relevant information about deficiencies in provid-

ers of health service found by state health departments is a desirable objective.

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 1 -- 16
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In making such information available, ho' aver, it should be borne in mind that
in some instances deficiencies may be of a relatively minor nature and would
not preclude the provider's participation in Medicare, i.e., the deficiencies repre-
sent conditions that do not constitute hazards or potential hazards to health and
safety. Where nursing homes and other Institutions fall in this middle ground,
it would be necessary to carefully explain the nature of the deficiencies involved
so as not to create unwarranted concern that the institution may be unable to
provide adequate patient care. Failure to make explicit the various levels of de-
ficiencies, and their implications for patient care and safety, could severely
hamper an institution's efforts to maintain patient loads while effectuating
needed improvements.

Thus, an attempt to provide for public disclosure of information concerning
provider deficiencies must take into account the need to develop policies ex-
plaining and interpreting for the public what the deficiencies mean in terms of
quality care and patient safety and, in fairness to the home and the public, ways
of keeping the information concerning deficiencies both timely and accurate. I
might point out here that one of the principal goals of the President is to im-
prove nursing home conditions and to make sure that nursing home patients are
treated with dignity and consideration. At present over 900,000 Americans over
age 05 now live in nursing homes, and while many of these institutions provide
outstanding care to our older citizens, we are all aware that some nursing homes
are in deplorable condition, The Administration is pledged to improve these
conditions, and at this moment is engaged In many activities that will assure
that all nursing home care provided to the aged is of a high order. These activi-
ties take many forms, Including better enforcement of standards for participa-
tion in Federal programs; improving the traning and professional competence
of those engaged in seeing that standards are met; Increased funding of state
health department services connected with improvement of nursing home fa-
cilities; terminating the participation in Federal programs of nursing homes
that fail to meet standards; and regular reviews of state health department pro-
fessional certifications of nursing homes.
From Mr. Waggonnr-Questionm No. 8

Mr. Secretary, on page 21 of your testimony you 8tate that you would require
carriers to oarry out certain control measures under Federal guidelines such as
strict review of utilization of health cadre services, As you know, we /mve found
in the medicare program that we cannot be sure of effective carrier performance
unless a Federal employee 18 placed on the premises of the carrier. Would you
tell u8 in detail Just how your proposal would be different from present medicare
practices f
Answer

The problem of assuring that carriers will conduct strict review of utilization
of health care services provided under the National Health Insurance Standards
Act Is quite different from that encountered in the Medicare program where car-
riers disburse Federal funds as agents for the Government. It is expected in the
first place that considerations of self-interest will motivate private insurance
carriers to carry out strict control measures to discourage overutilization of serv-
ices. Nonetheless, we propose to provide that States, under their insurance regu-
latory mechanisms, would require carriers to install insurance regulatory mech-
anisms, would require carriers to install utilization control systems capable of
detecting questionable or inappropriate utilization.

We would, of course, apply what we have learned in our experience with car-
rier control systems under Medicare in developing guidelines for systems to be
used by carriers under the National Health Insurance Standards Act.

Mr. WAoooNEI,. Mr. Secretary, you know that many States have
laws requiring chiropractitioners' services to be covered as physician
services. New York State has just passed such a law and Governor
Rockefeller signed it into law.

Is the effect of the administration proposal such that basic health
plans must cover chiropractor services or are we going to move to
regulate or overrule State laws?
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Secretary RICHARDSON. We have not proposed the coverage of chiro-
practic services. We have, in effect, extended the approach which is
presently being observed in medicare.

Mr. WAGGONER. Mr. Secretary, would the self-employed business-
man be able to include himself in a group with his employees and
treat all his health insurance premiums as a cost of doing business?

Secretary RICIHARDSON. Yes.
Mr. WAUGON.R. At one point on page 9, beginning on page 9 and

continuing on page 10, of your statement, you say:
The National Health Insurance Standards Act would require all private

employers in the Nation to provide basic health insurance coverage for virtually
all their employees and their employees' immediate families.

Where is the employer going to be if he is required to provide this
coverage for not just the employee, but the dependents of the employee
when he is faced with a situation that surely some employers are
going to be faced with under today's circumstances. He has an appli-
cation from two people at the same time for the same job. One man
has 10 dependents and the other man has no dependents and just out
of pure common business sense, to try to reduce the cost of doing busi-
ness lie hires the man with no dependents.

What is lie going to be subject to in the way of discrimination, or
his rights being vio ated, because lie had children?

Secretary RiqiIAnDsoN. We haven't thought of proposing a remedy
to the man with children in that case, but we think that the true eco-
nomic incentive to the employer in that case to prefer the single indi-
vidual over the one with children really is pretty marginal. He has a
group plan. It would have two rates, we assume: One for the single
individual and one for the family and I suppose if lie consistently in
every situation kept hiring single individuals and no family members,
lie could push his group rate down. But this is not a very likely course
we think as a practical matter.

Mr. WAGGONER. I think this is the most likely thing of all with the
attitude what it is today. Everybody feels their rights are being vio-
lated. I think this is going to be a real stickler.

Secretary RmcIAIRDSON. The differences under our proposal is that
the ranges we estimate between 5.6 cents an hour for the adult single
worker and about 15 cents an hour for the worker with dependents.
You are dealing with per year a, pretty small cost margin.

Mr. WAGGONrim It is not small when it is three to one in cost. That
is a significant cost of doing business when the insurance costs three
to one for a man with dependents as compared to one without
dependents.

Secretary RICHARDSON. But it is a cost per year of the employer's
share, $318 to $117 per worker. Now, given the gross costs of employ-
ment including fringe benefits, salaries and so on, that ranges a pretty
marginal factor and for an employer to select out in his employment
married workers in order to capture that marginal advantage is likely
to penalize him in terms of the stability of the work force, the motiva-
tion of the worker and a lot of other factors, and I would suggest
that as a practical matter that employers who were that chintzy and
that concerned wih picking up a few bucks are going to be relatively
few.
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Mr. WAGONER. I beg to disagree with you. Let's take your example
of $318 a year for an employee with dependents as a cost to the
employer as compared to $117 without. You just multiply that for a
little businessman with 25 employees and see what the additional cost
is to him in a year. That might be more money than his net profit was
the year before.

Secretary RicjfAi)soN. It is an appreciable amount, but I would
suggest the he would be very likely to conclude that lie would be more
than compensated in terms of the quality of the output of the worker
by deciding that it was not smart to exclude married men with children.

He might well fiud that he had lost more than he gained in terms
of the turnover.

Mr. WAO0ONEJI. Then you are saying to me that if a man in the
operation of his business did choose as a matter of policy openly statedto reduce the cost of doing business by hiring one of these people he
would be subject to litigation for having violated somebody's rights.
That is the end result of it.

Secretary RICHARDSON. We haven't so far proposed that anybody
would have the right.

Mr. WAGGONER. I don't think you are going to have to. I think the
first time somebody does it, they are going to propose it.

Secretary RICHAmSON. Maybe we will have a new clast action.
Mr. WAGGONER. That is my point. We are headed for a new class

action.
Secretary RwiHARDSON. You are bringing out a real issue. This is the

situation that led Mr. By rn es to propose that in the case of small
employers that they would receive to the extent of the first 10 em-
ployees a subsidy represened by the amount by which their share of
the insurance premium, that is, the employer's share exceeded 4 per-
cent of the payroll for those employees. This would mean, in effect,
that small employers as a practical matter with relatively low wages
would be able to receive this subsidy in order to reduce the impact
you have been talking about.

Mr. WAGGONER. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. ULLMAN, Mr. Brotzman.
Mr. BROTZI AN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It seems to me, Mr. Secretary, that our basic mission in whatever

bill we come out with has to relate to the extension of quality medical
care to the consumers and extend it to them economically.

My question relates to the term "quality." I note in the bill that on
page 12 you refer to part B of title XI pertaining to professional
standards review organization. I would assume that you are referring
to other legislation or legislation to come into existence to provide for
some kind of quality review; am I correct?

Secretary RIChARDSON. Yes; we are referring to, among other
things, the provisions that are in H.R. 1, as reported out by this
committee.

Mr. BROTZMAN. I am also correct, am I not, that HEW is financing
some pilot programs in this particular area in the States relative to
peer quality review mechanisms, et cetera?

Secretary RICIIARDSON. Yes; I believe this is true.
Mr. VENEMAN. I think we can go further than that. I think we go

so far as to urge the State under title XIX to put in an effective care
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review procedure and we pay half the administrative cost. This is
something we are encouraging. We want States to have effective peer
review.

Mr. BROTZMAN. I happen to know that one of these is underway out
in my State of Colorado and I think that review must come about con-
temporaneously or at least about the same time as the passage of this
law. There has to be some kind of plan or all of the mechanisms that
we have been discussing on how we are going to finance it and deliver
it really will be somewhat moot.

In other words, I think we have to keep looking at the basic objec-
tive of what we are trying to accomplish and that we are talking about
not deteriorating the quality of medicine in this country. We hope
that it will improve and we are trying to extend it to more people.
Isn't that what we are really talking about?

Secretary RICInARDSON. Yes; I think you put it very succinctly.
Mr. BROTZMAN. I have one more question. I think more people are

talking about the catastrophic protection than anything else in the
country right now. It is graphic, it is understandable, and it is mean-
ingful; meaningful particularly because I think people fear cata-
strophic illnesses.

Will you just elaborate a little bit on how the plan works under the
Byrnes bill, Mr. Secretary ? You just touched on it on page 11, I think.

Secretary RICHARDsON. Under the Byrnes bill the mandates insur-
ance package, that is, the plan that each employer would have to have,
in effect, would provide coverage up to $50,000 in expenditures ap-
plicable to each covered individual. There is a further provision that
as soon as total medical bills reach $5?000 that all of the additional
expenditures in case of a particular episode of illness from $5,000 up
to $50,000 would be picked up by the plan.

As to the first $5,000 the coinsurance or copayment features of the
plan would apply so that there could be for that individual out-of-
pocket costs as high us $1,400.

In the case of expenditures over $50,000 for that episode, some other
means of payment would have to be found. But these would be pro-
portionately extremely rare. We estimate that the $50,000 level would
be reached in only about 2 percent of all covered illnesses, and in any
event, as I said earlier, the $50,000 catastrophic coverage provision
would be restored at the rate of $2,000 a year.

Mr. BROTZMAN. Explain that to me. This is what I don't understand.
Secretary RICuIARDSON. Let's say they have had bills in 1974 of

$50,000.
Mr. BROTZMAN. All right.
Secretary RICHARDSON. The system has paid for those bills. That

would mean then that in the beginning of 1975 they had no catastrophic
coverage left, but it would build back up against at the rate of $2,000
a year so that to get back up to $50,000 again would take a long
time.

Mr. BROTZMAN. That would be 25 years. The point is you would pay
the $50,000 for the one catastropic illness, if r understand your cor-
rectly. When that is expended, then it would be zero as far as their
ledger account is concerned. Then it would reconstitute at the rate of
$2,000 a year, is that right?
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Secretary RCIIIDSON. Yes. I used the word "episode." It would
be medical bills in the year whether associated with a single episode
or not aggregating that amount.

Mr. BROTZMAN. On our 2 percent figure again, Mr. Secretary, did
you say that only 2 percent would utilize the $50,000 whether you use
the term "episode" or "catastrophic illness sequence"?

Secretary RIcuIAnDSoN. Yes. The 2 percent proposition is this: That
less than 2 percent of the people covered would ever reach the $50,000
limit.

Mr. BROTZMAN. I see.
Secretary RIcHAIDSON. That is at the present time.
Mr. BnOTZMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Karth.
Mr. KARTJ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I will be very brief. I appreciate the time limitations under which

your are operating.
Mr. Secretary, I want to thank you for providing us with this Na-

tional Health expenditures chart wherein you compare the cost of
the Adinistration's plan in its various plhases with the cost of the
existing program, the fully federalized one, the tax approach, and the
catastrophic plan, all of which are before this committee.

Now, as I view it, I understand it to say the following:
One, that the Administration's plan compared to all others and the

existing situation is the least costly to the Federal Government.
Secretary RIcIIAnDSON. That is correct.
Mr. KARTH. It is the least costly to the privatee health insurance

companies. It is the second most costly to the voluntaries. It is the
second most costly to individuals through direct payments, and it is
the second most costly to State and local governments. Is that analysis
correct?

Secretary RiCHARDSON. Yes.
Mr. KARTIL. Might it be worth both the attention of the administra-

tion and this committee to consider at least picking up that portion
now ascribed to the local and State governments, since we are talking
about general revenue sharing and the serious financial plight that
the local and State governments are in.

Secretary RICiARDsoN. Yes; I certainly think that that is some-
thing that the committee would want to consider, particularly as
it applies to the adult categories under public assistance or welfare
reform, at least with respect to those elements of coverage that are
embraced by the family health insurance plan, leaving perhaps for the
further participation by the State the problem of long-term care. I
think a couple of thing. need to be emphasized as contributing to an
explanation as to why the shares of each of these contributors to all
of these proposals is what it is.

We set out from the beginning to design a proposal that was intended
to meet identifiable deficiencies, and we felt that one of the most
glaring of these was in the health insurance coverage of poor people,
given the inequities as between one State and another in the medicaid
program, and so on, and we wanted to deal with the problem of
catastrophic costs along the lines which we have just been discussing
with Mr. Brotzman. We wanted to deal with various identifiable
deficiencies in the allocation of medical resources and manpower.
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Mr. KARTH. I understand.
Secretary RICHARDSON. Beyond that, we didn't want to disrupt the

existing structure more than we had to.
Mr. KARTH. I understand that, Mr. Secretary, but in spite of all

of those areas that you suggest the administration plan is to cover,
the increased Federal share is less than 2 percent of the total cost
of the Federal share as compared to what it is today, right?

Secretary RICHARDSON. That is right. I was going to go on to identify
some of the things that it seems to me that this committee would want
to look at, assuming that it is otherwise convinced that the general
approach we have taken is a valid approach.

One is the point you have just identified: namely, the relative split
between the Federal Government and the State and local governments.
Another is the scope of coverage of the family health insurance plan.
That is, do you propose to extend it or to limit it to the people who
are covered, as we have proposed. There is also the question of the
benefit packages. These could be adjusted up or down. Finally, there
is another major variable, that of copayment, and this again is subject
to adjustment.

I only state these things, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee, by way of saying that we think that the most important issue
the committee has, is what approach it wishes to take in dealing with
the problem of financing of health care. A tax credit or Internal
Revenue approach as in some of the bills,.a totally federalized approach
as in the Griffths-Corman bill, or one which seeks specifically to over-
come identifiable deficiencies in the system relying primarily on private
insurance supplementing this with Federally subsidized health insur-
ance for the poor.

Having made that decision, then the committee is in a. position to
make other decisions with respect to these subsidiary issues, as I
said of the one you started, and these others that I have just
enumerated.

Mr. KARTH. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I am sorry I don't have greater time to pursue this as the moment.

Tet me just ask you one other question, and then I will submit some
further questions for the record.

I know that your bill would require that the basic health package
would include preventive care, and I think we ought to consider that.

Immediately some simplistic arithmetic came to my mind with
respect to including routine physical examinations. If we were to
have every American receive one physical examination each year,
that would mean about 200 million physician-hours per year, because
my doctor friends tell me it takes about i hour to perform a meaningful
physical examination.

If we assume that there are about 100,000 primary physicians who
are able to conduct a meaningful physical examination, including
internists, general practitioners, and pediatricians, for example, they
each would be spending 40 hours a week, 50 weeks a year, giving
physical examinations.

My concern is that if all of our physicians were snendina 40 hours
a week to give physicals, heaven forbid, if they found anything wrong
because they wouldn't have time to do anything about it.

Secretary RicHARDSON. This is an interesting, analysis. I hadn't seen
it put that way. I think the answer has to be that a great deal of
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reliance will have to be placed on other means of identifying remedi-
able problems, immunization, and so on. Physical checks can be made
to ascertain the existence of conditions that may justify the treatment
of a physician by paramedical personnel, ofAce nurses, and public
health nurses, and so on. So the answer has to be that the 1-hour
physical examination-type of approach just doesn't make sense, as
applied to every child, as an example, every year, and so on.

Mr. KARTII. "Well, it makes sense, Mr. Secretary, if we had more
doctors, but I guess we are liimted by numbers, aren't we?

Secretary RICHARDSON. Yes. Dr. Duval, who is our head doctor,
may want to comment.

Mr. KARTH. I understand, Mr. Secretary, and I know full well that
doctors don't work 40 hours a week, but, if we are going to increase
their workweek by 40 hours, of course, we are going to seriously reduce
the number of doctors we have, because their life expectancy is prob-
ably going to fall another 10 years. Then we further complicate the
problem because eventually we have less doctors than now.

Secretary RicHARDSON. It is a vicious circle.
Mr. KARTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know the hour is late. I

defer asking any more questions.
Dr. DUVAL. One doesn't amplify on a statement as exhaustive as

the Secretary has just expressed for you. I would add one additional
note, because I am sure you know that the Department is exceedingly
eager to put its efforts behind our total approach to an integrated
health system for distributing health care, one of which is the health
maintenance organization wherein there is a fiscal incentive as well
as to keep persons well, and this probably will include physical
examinations.

Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Byrnes.
Mr. BYRNES. I have just one thing, Mr. Chairman. I think the collo-

quy among Mr. Ullman, Secretary Richardson, and Mr. Veneman
earlier in the day, points up to a fundamental question that has to be
resolved as we move into this almost overwhelming problem of health
care.

I think that question is: Are we, as a committee, going to assume
jurisdiction here, and in one piece of legislation, cover and cope with
all aspects of health care: Resources, delivery, utilization, avaiability,
access, distribution, cost, and financing? My personal view would be
that if we try to take care of all of those aspects and in one piece of
legislation, it is going to be an awfully long time before we can have
the committee finish its work. I think it is more appropriate that we
recognize a certain area of concern that we must have, and I think
it is the concern that the President has shown in the development of
various pieces of legislation, one of which has come to this committee.
I think it would be appropriate, Mr. Chairman, so that we at least get
the perspective as proposed by the administration in our consideration
of this legislation, that we have as part of this hearing and as part
of the record, the President's overall message in health, which, if I
remember correctly, was presented to the Congress on February 18.
I would ask unanimous consent, Mr. Chairman, that that message be
included in the record at thispoint.

Mr. ULLMAN. Without objection, it will be done.
(The President's message referred to follows:)
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To the Congress of the United States:
In the last twelve months alone, America's medical bill went up

eleven percent, from $63 to $70 billion. In the last ten years, it has
climbed 170 percent, from the $26 billion level in 1960. Then we were
spending 5.3 percent of our Gross National Product on health; today
we devote almost 7% of our GNP to health expenditures.

This growing investment in health has been led by the Federal
Government. In 1960, Washington spent $3.5 billion on medical
needs-13 percent of the total. Thisyear it will spend $21 billion-
or about 30 percent of the nation's spending in this area.

But what are we getting for all this money?
For most Americans, the result of our expanded investment has

been more medical care and care of higher quality. A profusion of
impressive new techniques, powerful new drugs, and splendid new
facilities has developed over the past decade. During that same time,
there has been a six percent drop in the number of days each year
that Americans are disabled. Clearly there is much that is right with
American medicine.

But there is also much that is wrong.
One of the biggest problems is that fully 60 percent of the growth

in medical expenditures in the last ten years has gone not for additional
services but merely to meet price inflation. Since 1960, medical costs
have gone up twice as fast as the cost of living. Hospital costs have
risen five times as fast as other prices. For growing numbers of
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Americans, the cost of care is becoming prohibitive. And even those
who can afford most care may find themselves impoverished by a
catastrophic medical expenditure.

The shortcomings of our health care system are manifested in other
ways as well. For some Americans-especially those who live in remote
rural areas or in the inner city-care is simply not available. The
quality of medicine varies widely with geography and income. Primary
care physicians and outpatient facilities are in short supply in many
areas, and most of our people have trouble obtaining medical attention
on short notice. Because we pay so little attention to preventing disease
and treating it early, too many people get sick and need intensive
treatment.

Our record, then, is not as good as it should be. Costs have sky-
rocketed but values have not kept pace. We are investing more of our
nation's resources in the health of our people but we are not getting a
full return on our investment.

BUILDING A NATIONAL HEALTH STRATEGY

Things do not have to be this way. We can change these condi-
tions-indeed, we must change them if we are to fulfill our promise as
a nation. Good health care should be readily available to all of our
citizens.

It will not be easy for our nation to achieve this goal. It will be
impossible to achieve it without a new sense of purpose and a new
spirit of discipline. That is why I am calling today not only for new
programs and not merely for more money but for something more-
for a new approach which is equal to the complexity of our challenges.
I am calling today for a new National Health Strategy that will
marshall a variety of forces in a coordinated assault on a variety of
problems.

This new strategy should be built on four basic principles.
1. Assuring Equal Acces8. Although the Federal Government

should be viewed as only one of several partners in this reforming
effort, it does bear a special responsibility to help all citizens achieve
equal access to our health care system. Just as our National Govern-
ment has moved to provide equal opportunity in areas such as educa-
tion, employment and voting, so we must now work to expand the
opportunity for all citizens to obtain a decent standard. of medical
care. We must do all we can to remove any racial, economic, social
or geographic barriers which now prevent any of our citizens from
obtaining adequate health protection. For without good health, no
man can fully utilize his other opportunities.

2. Balancing Supply and Demand. It does little good, however, to
increase the demand for care unless we also increase the supply.
Helping more people pay for more care does little good unless more
care is available. This axiom was ignored when Medicaid and Medicare
were created-and the nation paid a high price for that error. The
expectations of many beneficiaries were not met and a severe inflation
in medical costs was compounded.
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Rising demand should not be a source of anxiety in our country.
It is, after all, a sign of our success i) achieving equal opportunity, a
measure of our effectiveness in reducing the barriers to care. Blit
since the Federal Government is hell)ing to remove those barriers,
it also has a responsibility for what hapl)ens after they are reduced.
We must see to it that our approach to health problems is a balanced
a)roach. We must be sure that our health care system is ready and
able to welcome its new clients.

3. Organizing ,or Efficiency. As we Move toward these goals, we
must recognize that we cannot simply buy our way to better medicine.
We have already been trying that too long. We have been persuaded,
too often, that the, plan that costs the most will help the most-and too
often we have been disal)l)ointed.

We cannot be accused of having underfinanced our medical system-
not by a long shot. We have, however, spent this money poorly-re-
enforcing inequities and rewarding inefficiencies and placing the
burden of greater new demands on the same old system which
could not meet the old ones.

The toughest question we faco then is not how much we should
spend but how we should spend it. It must be our goal not merely to
finance a more expensive medical system but to organize a more
efficient one.

There are two particularlyy useful ways of doing this:
A. Emphasizing Health Maintenance. In most cases our present

medical system operates episodically-people come to it in
moments 'of distress-when they require its most expensive
services. Yet both the system and those it serves would be better
off if less exl)ensive services could be delivered on a more regular
basis.

If more of our resources were invested in preventing sickness
and accidents, fewer would have to be spent on costly cures. If
we gave more attention to treating illness in its early stages, then
we would be less troubled by acute disease. In short, we should
build a true "health" system-and not a "sickness" system
alone. We should work to maintain health and not merely to
restore it.

B. Preserving Cost Consciousness. As we determine just who
should bear the various costs of health care, we should remember
that only as peoplee are aware of those costs will they be motivated
to reduce them. When consumers pay virtually nothing for serv-
ices and when, at the same time, those wyho provide services
know that all their costs will also be met, then neither the con-
sumer nor the provider has an incentive to use the system
efficiently. When that hal) pens, unnecessary demand can multi-
ply, scarce resources can be squandered and the shortage of
services can become even more acute.Those who are hurt the most by such developments are often

those whose medical needs are most pressing. While costs should
never be a barrier to )roviding needed care, it is important that
we preserve some element of cost consciousness within our medical
system.
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4. Building on Strengths. We should also avoid holding the whole
of our health care system responsible for failures in some of its parts.
There is a natural temptation in dealing with any complex problem
to say: "Let us wipe the slate clean and start from scratch." But to do
this-to dismantle our entire health insurance system, for example-
would be to ignore those important )arts of the system which have
provided useful service. While it would be wrong to ignore any weak-
nesses in our present system, it would be equally wrong to sacrifice
its strengths.

One of those strengths is the diversity of our system-and the
range of choice it therefore provides to doctors and patients alike.
I believe the public will always be better served by a pluralistic
system than by a monolithic one, by a system which creates many
effective centers of responsibility-both public and private-rather
than one that concentrates authority in a single governmental source.

This does not mean that we must allow each part of the system to
go its own independent way, with no sense of common purpose. We
must encourage greater cooperation and build better coordination-but
not by fostering uniformity and eliminating choice. One effective
way of influencing the system is by structuring incentives which
reward people for helping to achieve national goals without forcing
their decisions or dictating the way they are carried out. The American
people have always shown a unique capacity to move toward common
goals in varied ways. Our efforts to reform health care in America
will be more effective if they build on this strength.

These, then, are certain cardinal principles on which our National
Health Strategy should be built. To implement this strategy, I now
propose for the consideration of the Congress the following six point
program. It begins with measures designed to increase and improve
the supply of medical care and concludes with a program which will
help people pay for the care they require.

A. REORGANIZING THE DELIVERY OF SERVICE

In recent years, a new method for delivering health services has
achieved growing respect. This new approach has two essential
attributes. It brings together a comprehensive range of medical services
in a single organization so that a patient is assured of convenient
access to all of them. And it provides needed services for a fixed con-
tract fee which is paid in advance by all subscribers.

Such an organization can have a variety of forms and names and
sponsors. One of the strengths of this new concept, in fact, is its
great flexibility. The general term which has been applied to all of
these units is "HMO"-"Health Maintenance Organization."

The most important advantage of Health Maintenance Organiza-
tions is that they increase the value of the services a consumer re-
ceives for each health dollar. This happens, first, because such or-
ganizations provide a strong financial incentive for better preventive
care and for greater efficiency.

Under traditional systems doctors and hospitals are paid, in
effect, on a piece work basis. The more illnesses they treat-and
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the more service they render-the more their income rises. This
does not mean, of course, that they do any less than their very best
to make people well. But it does mean that there is no economic
incentive for them to concentrate on keeping people healthy.

A fixed-price contract for comprehensive care reverses this illogical
incentive. Under this arrangement, income grows not with the
number of days a person is sick but with the number of clays he is
well. HMO's therefore have a strong financial interest in preventing
illness, or, failing that, in treating it in its early stages, promoting a
thorough recovery, and preventing any reoccurrence. Like doctors in
ancient China, they are paid to kee ) their clients healthy. For them
economic interests work to re-enforce their professional interests.

At the same time, HMO's are motivated to function more efficiently.
When. providers are paid retroactively for each of their services,
inefficiencies can often be subsidized. Sometimes, in fact, inefficiency
is rewarded-as when a patient who does not need to be hospitalized
is treated in a hospital so that he can collect on his insurance. On the
other hand, if an IMO is wasteful of time or talent or facilities, it
cannot l)ass those extra costs on to the consumer or to an insurance
company. Its budget for the year is determined in advance by the
number of its subscribers. From that point on it is l)enalized for going
over its budget and rewarded for staying under it.

In an HMO, in other words, cost consciousness is fostered. Such an
organization cannot afford to waste resources-that costs more money
in the short run. But neither can it afford to economize in ways whichi
hurt patients-for that increases long-run expenses.

The HMG also organizes medical resources in a way that is more
convenient for patients and more responsive to their needs. There
was a time when every housewife had to go to a variety of shops and
markets and pushcarts to buy her family's groceries. Tlen along came
the supermarket-making her shopping chores much easier and also
giving her a wider range of choice and lower prices. The HMO provides
similar advantages in the medical field. Rather than forcing the con-
sumer to thread his way through a complex maze of separate services
and specialists, it makes a full range of resources available through a
single organization-often at a single stol)-and makes it more likely
that the right combination of resources will be utilized.

Because a team can often work more efficiently thai isolated
individuals, each doctor's energies go further in a Health Maintenance
Organization- twice ats far according to some studies. At the same
time, each patient retains the freedom to choose his own personal
doctor. In addition, services can more easily be made available at
night and oil weekends in an HMO. Because many doctors often use
the same facilities and equil)mwnt and can share the expense of medical
assistants an(l business personnel, overhead costs can be sharply
curtailed. Physicians benefit from the stimulation that comes from
working with fellow professionals who can share their l)roblems
al)l)reciate their accomplishments and readily offer their counsel and
assistance. HMO's offer doctors other a(lvantages as well, including a
more regular work schedule, better opportunities for continuing
education, lesser financial risks upon first entering practice, and
generally lower rates for malpractice insurance.
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Some seven million Americans are now enrolled in HMO's-and
the number is growing. Studies show that they are receiving high
quality care at a significantly lower cost-as much as one-fourth to
one-third lower than traditional care in some areas. They go to
hospitals less often and they spend less time there when they go.
Days spent in the hospital each year for those who belong to HMO's
are only three-fourths of the national average.

Patients and practitioners alike are enthusiastic about this organi-
zational concept. So is this administration. That is why we proposed
legislation last March to enable Medicare recipients to join such
programs. That is why I am now making the following additional
recommendations:

1. We should require public and private health insurance plans to
allow beneficiaries to use their plan to purchase membership in a
Health Maintenance Organization when one is available. When, for
example, a union and an employer negotiate a contract which includes
health insurance for all workers, each worker should have the right to
apply the actuarial value of his coverage toward the purchase of a
fixed-price, health maintenance program. Similarly, both Medicare
and the new Family Health Insurance Plan for the poor which I will
set out later in this message should provide an HMO option.

2. To hell) new HMO's get startedl-an expensive and complicated
task-we should establish a new $23 million program of planning
grants to aid potential sponsors--in both the private and public
sector.

3. At the same time, we should provide additional support to help
sponsors raise the necessary capital, construct needed facilities, and
sustain initial operating deficits until they achieve an enrollment which
allows them to pay their own way. For this purpose, I propose a
program of Federal loan guarantees which will enable private sponsors
to raise some $300 million in private loans during the first year of the
program.

4. Other barriers to the development of HMO's include archaic laws
in 22 States which prohibit or limit the group practice of medicine
and laws in most States which prevent doctors from delegating cer-
tain responsibilities (like giving injections) to their assistants. To help
remove such barriers, I am instructing the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare to develop a model statute which the States
themselves can adopt to correct these anomalies. In addition, the
Federal Government will facilitate the development of HMO's in all
States by entering into contracts with them to provide service to
Medicare recipients and other Federal beneficiaries who elect such
programs. Under the supremacy clause of the Constitution, these
contracts will operate to preempt any inconsistent State statutes.

Our program to promote the use of MHO's is only one of the efforts
we willbe making to encourage a more efficient organization of our
health care system. We will take other steps in this direction, including
stronger efforts to capitalize on new technological developments.

In recent years medical scientists, engineers, industrialists, and
management experts have developed many new techniques for im-
proving the efficiency and effectiveness of health care. These ad-
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vances include automated devices for measuring and recording body
functions such as blood flow and the electrical activity of the heart,
for performing laboratory tests and making the results readily avail-
able to the doctor, and for reducing the time required to obtain a
patient's medical history. Methods have also been devised for using
computers in diagnosing diseases, for monitoring and diagnosing
patients from remote locations, for keeping medical records and
generally for restructuring the layout and administration of hospitals
and other care centers. The resu ts of early tests for such techniques
have been most promising. If new developments can be widely imple-
mented, they can help us deliver more effective, more efficient care
at lower prices.

The hospital and outpatient clinic of tomorrow may well bear
little resemblance to today's facility. We must make every effort to
see that its full promise is realized. I am therefore directing the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to focus research in
the field of health care services on new techniques for improving the
productivity of our medical system. The Department will establish
pilot experiments and demonstration projects in this area, dissem-
inate the results of this work, and encourage the health industry
and the medical profession to bring such techniques into full and
effective use in the health care centers of the nation.

B. MEETING THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF SCARCITY AREAS

Americans who live in remote rural areas or in urban poverty
neighborhoods often have special difficulty obtaining adequate me(-
ical care. On the average, there is now one doctor for every 630
persons in America. But in over one-third of our counties the number
of doctors per capita is less than one-third that high. In over 130
counties, comprising over eight percent of our land area, there are no
private doctors at all-and the number of such counties is growing.

A similar problem exists in our center cities. In some areas of New
York for example, there is one private doctor for every 200 persons
but in other areas the ratio is one to 12,000. Chicago's inner city
neighborhoods have some 1,700 fewer physicians today than they had
ten years ago.

How can we attract more doctors-and better facilities-into these
scarcity areas? I propose the following actions:

1. We should encourage Health Maintenance Organizations to
locate in scarcity areas. To this end, I propose a $22 million program of
direct Federal grants and loans to help offset the special risks and
special costs which such projects would entail.

2. When necessary, the Federal Government should supplement
these efforts by supporting out-patient clinics in areas which still
are underserved. These units can build on the experience of the
Neighborhood Health Centers experiment which has now been operat-
ing for several years. These facilities would serve as a base on which

l HMO's-operating under other public or private direction-could
later be established.
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I have also asked the Administrator of Veterans Affairs and the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to develop ways in which
the Veterans Administration medical system can be used to supplement
local medical resources in scarcity areas.

3. A series of new area Health Education Centers should also be
established in places which are medically underserved-as the Carnegei
Commission on Higher Education has recommended. These centers
would be satellites of existing medical and other health science
schools; typically, they could be built around a community hospital, a
clinic or an HMO which is already in existence. Each would provide a
valuable teaching center for new health professionals, a focal point for
the continuing education of experienced personnel, and a base for pro-
viding sophisticated medical services which would not otherwise be
available in these areas. I am requesting that up to $40 million be made
available for this program in Fiscal Year 1972.

4. We should also find ways of compensating-and even reward-
ing-doctors and nurses who move to scarcity areas, despite disad-
vantages such as lower income and poorer facilities.

As one important step in this direction, I am proposing that our
expanding loan programs for medical students include a new forgive-
ness provision for graduates who practice in a scarcity area, especially
those who specialize in primary care skills that are in short supply.

In addition, I will request $10 million to implement the Emergency
Health Personnel Act. Such funds will enable us to mobilize a new
National Health Service Corps, made up largely of dedicated and
public-spirited young health professionals who will serve in areas
which are now plagued by critical manpower shortages.

C. MEETING THE PERSONNEL NEEDS OF OUR GROWING MEDICAL
SYSTEM

Our proposals for encouraging HMO's and for serving scarcity areas
will help us use medical manpower more effectively. But it is also
important that we produce more health professionals and that we
educate more of them to perform critically needed services. 1 am
recommending a number of measures to accomplish these purposes.

1. First, we must use new methods for helping to finance medical
education. In the past year, over half of the nation's medical schools
have declared that they are in "financial distress" and have applied
for special Federal assistance to meet operating deficits.

More money is needed-but it is also important that this money be
spent in new ways. Rather than treating the symptoms of distress in a
p piecemeal and erratic fashion, we must rationalize our system of finan-
cial aid for medical education so that the schools can make intelligent
l)lans for regaining a sound financial position.

I am recommending, therefore, that much of our present aid to
schools of medicine, dentistry and osteopathy-along with $60
million in new money-be provided in the form of so-called "capita-
tion grants," the size of which would be determined by the number of
students the school graduates. I recommend that the capitation grant
level be set at $6,000 per graduate.

70-174 0 - 72 - pt 1 -- 17
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A capitation grant system would mean that a school would know
in advance how much Federal money it could count on. It would
allow an institution to make its own long-range plans as to how it
would use these monies. It would mean that we could eventually
phase out our emergency assistance programs.

By rewarding output-rather than subsidizing input-this new aid
systeri would encourage schools to educate more students and to
educate them more efficiently. Unlike formulas which are geared
to the annual number of enrollees, capitation grants would provide
a strong incentive for schools to shorten their curriculum froth four
years to three-in line with another sound recommendation of the
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. For then, the same
sized school would qualify for. as much as one-third more money each
year, since each of its graduating classes would be one-third lai'ger.

This capitation grant program should be supplemented by a pro-
gram of special project grants to help achieve special goals. These
grants would support efforts such as improving ,planning and mange-
ment, shortening curriculums, expanding enrollments, team training
of physicians and allied health personnel, and starting HMO's for
local populations.

In addition, I believe that Federal support dollars for the construc-
tion of medical education facilities can be used more effectively. I
recommend that the five current programs in this area be consolidated
into a single, more flexible grant authority and that a new program
of guaranteed loans and other financial aids be made available to
generate over $500 million in private construction loans in the coming
Fiscal Year-five times the level of our current construction grant
program.

Altogether, these efforts to encourage and facilitate the expansion
of our medical schools should produce a 50 percent increase in medical
school graduates by 1975. We must set that as our goal and we must
see that it is accomplished.

2. The Federal Government should also establish special su)port
programs to hell) low income students enter medical and dental
schools. I propose that our scholarship grant program for these
students be almost doubled-from $15 to $29 million. At the same
time, this administration would modify its proposed student loans
programs to meet better the needs of medical students. To hell)
alleviate the concern of low income students that such a loan might
become an impossible burden if they fail to graduate from medical
school, we wilf request authority to forgive loans where such action
is appropriate.

3. One of the most promising ways to expand the supply of medical
care and to reduce its costs is through a greater use of allied health
personnel, especially those who work as physicians' and dentists'
assistants, nurse pediatric practitioners, and nurse midwives. Such
persons are trained to perform tasks which must otherwise be per-
formed by doctors themselves, even though they do not require the
skills of a doctor. Such assistance frees a physician to focus his skills
where they are most needed and often allows him to treat many ad-
ditional patients.
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I recommend that our allied health personnel training programs be
expanded by 50% over 1971 levels, to $29 million, and that $15
million of this amount be devoted to training physicians' assistants.
We will also encourage medical schools to train future doctors in the
proper use of such assistants and we will take the steps I described
earlier to eliminate barriers to their use in the laws of certain States.

In addition, this administration will expand nationwide the cur-
rent MEDIHC program-an experimental effort to encourage service-
men and women with medical training to enter civilian medical pro-
fessions when they leave military duty. Of the more than 30,000 such
persons who leave military service each year, two-thirds express an
interest in staying in the health field but only about one-third finally
do so. Our goal is to increase the number who enter civilian health
employment by 2,500 per year for the next five years. At the same
time, the Veterans Administration will expand the number of health
trainees in VA facilities from 49,000 in 1970 to over 53,000 in 1972.

D. A SPECIAL PROBLEM: MALPRACTICE SUITS AND MALPRACTICE
INSURANCE

One reason consumers must pay more for health care and health
insurance these days is the fact that most doctors are paying much
more for the insurance they must buy to protect themselves against
claims of malpractice. For the past five years, malpractice insurance
rates have gone up an average of 10 l)ercent a year-a fact which
reflects both the growing number of malpractice claims and the
growing size of settlements. Many doctors are having trouble ob-
taining any malpractice insurance.

The climate of fear which is created by the growing menace of
malpractice suits also affects the quality of medical treatment. Often
it forces doctors to practice inefficient, defensive medicine-ordering
unnecessary tests and treatments solely for the sake of appearance. It
discourages the use of physicians' assistants, inhibits that free dis-
ctission of cases which can contribute so much to better care, and makes
it harder to establish a relationship of trust between doctors and
patients.

The consequences of the malpractice problem are profound. It
must be confronted soon and it must be confronted effectively-but
that will be no simple matter. For one thing, we need to know far
more than we presently do about this complex problem.

I am therefore directing-as a first step in dealing with this (anger-
that the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare promptly
appoint and convene a Commission on Medical Malpractice to under-
take an intensive program of research and analysis in this area. The
Commission membership should represent the health professions and
health institutions, the legal profession, the insurance industry, and
the general public. Its report-which should include specific recom-
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mendations for dealing with this problem-should be submitted by
March 1, 1972.

E. NEW ACTIONS TO PREVENT ILLNESSES AND ACCIDENTS

We often invest our medical resources as if an ounce of cure were
worth a pound of prevention. We spend vast sums to treat illnesses and
accidents that could be avoided for a fraction of those expenditures.
We focus our attention on making people Well rather than keeping
people well, and-as a result- both our health and our pocketbooks
are poorer. A new National Health Strategy should assign a much
higher priority to the work of prevention.

As we have already seen, Health Maintenance Organizations can do
a great deal to hell) in this effort. In addition to encouraging their
growth, I am also recommending a number of further measures through
which we can take the offensive against the long-range causes of
illnesses and accidents.

1. To begin with, we must reaffirm-and expand-the Federal
commitment to biomedical research. Our approach to research support
should be balanced-with strong efforts in a variety of fields. Two
critical areas, however, deserve special attention.

The first of these is cancer. In the next year alone, 650,000 new
cases of cancer will be diagnosed in this country and 340,000 of our
people will die of this disease. Incredible as it may seem, one out of
every four Americans who are now alive will someday develop cancer
unless we can reduce the present rates of incidence.

In the last seven years we spent more than 30 billion dollars on
space research and technology and about one-twenty-fifth of that
amount to find a cure for cancer. The time has now come to put more
of our resources into cancer research and-learning an important
lesson from our space program-to organize those resources as
effectively as possible.

When we began our space program we were fairly confident that our
goals could be reached if only we made a great enough effort. The
challenge was technological; it did not require new theoretical break-
throughs. Unfortunately, this is not the case in most biomedical
research at the present time; scientific breakthroughs are still required
and they often cannot be forced-no matter how much money and
energy is expended.

We should not forget this caution. At the same time, we should
recognize that of all our research endeavors, cancer research may now
be in the best position to benefit from a great infusion of resources.
For there are moments in biomedical research when problems begin
to break open and results begin to pour in, opening many new lines
of inquiry and many new opportunities for breakthrough.
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We believe that cancer research has reached such a point. This
administration is therefore requesting an additional $100 million for
cancer research in its new budget. And-as I said in my State of the
Union Message-"I will ask later for whatever additional funds can
effectively be used" in this effort.

Because this project will require the coordination of scientists in
many fields-drawing on many projects now in existence but cutting
across established organizational lines-I am directing the Secretaryof Health, Education, and Welfare to establish a new Cancer Conquest
Program in the Office of the Director of the National Institutes of
Health. This program will operate under its own Director who will be
appointed by the Secretary and supported by a new management
group. To advise that group in establishing .priorities and allocating
funds-and to advise other officials, including me, concerning this
effort-I will also establish a new Advisory Committee on the Con-
quest of Cancer.

A second targeted disease for concentrated research should be sickle
cell anemia-a most serious childhood disease which almost always
occurs in the black population. It is estimated that one out of every
500 black babies actually develops sickle cell disease.

It is a sad and shameful fact that the causes of this disease have
been largely neglected throughout our history. We cannot rewrite this
record of neglect, but we can reverse it. To this end, this administra-
tion is increasing its budget for research and treatment of sickle cell
disease fivefold, to a new total of $6 million.

2. A second major area of emphasis should be that of health
education.

In the final analysis, each individual bears the major responsibility
for his own health. Unfortunately, too many of us fail to meet that
responsibility. Toe many Americans eat too much, drink too much,
work too hard, and exercise too little. Too many are careless drivers.

These are personal questions, to be sure, but they are also public
questions. For the whole society has a stake in the health of the in-
dividual. Ultimately, everyone shares in the cost of his illnesses or
accidents. Through tax payments and through insurance premiums,
the careful subsidize the careless, the nonsmokers subsidize those who
smoke, the physically fit subsidize the rundown and the overweight,
the knowledgeable subsidize the ignorant and vulnerable.

It is in the interest of our entire country, therefore, to educate and
encourage each of our citizens to develop sensible health practices.
Yet we have given remarkably little attention to the health education
of our people. Most of our current efforts in this area are fragmented
and haphazard-a public service advertisement one week, a news-
paper article another, a short lecture now and then from the doctor.
There is no national instrument, no central force to stimulate and
coordinate a comprehensive health education program.
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I have therefore been working to create such an instrument. It will
be called the National Health Education Foundation. It will be a
private, non-profit group which will receive no Federal money. Its
membership will include representatives of business, labor, the
medical profession, the insurance industry, health and welfare
organizations, and various governmental units. Leaders from these
fields have already agreed to proceed with such an organization and
are well on the way toward reaching an initial goal of $1 million in
pledges for its budget.

This independent project will be complemented by other Federal
efforts to promote health education. For example, expenditures to
provide family planning assistance have been increased, rising four-
fold since 1969. And I am asking that the great potential of our
nation's day care centers to provide health education be better
utilized.

3. We should also expand Federal programs to help prevent acci-
dents-the leading cause of death between the ages of one and 37 and
the fourth leading cause of death for persons of all ages.

Our highway death toll-50,000 fatalities last year-is a tragedy
and an outrage of unspeakable proportions. It is all the more shameful
since half these deaths involved drivers or pedestrians under the
influence of alcohol. We have therefore increased funding for the
Department of Transportation's auto accident and alcohol program
from $8 million in Fiscal Year 1971 to $35 million in Fiscal Year 1972.
I am also requesting that the budget for alcoholism programs be
doubled, from $7 million to $14 million. This will permit an expansion
of our research efforts into better ways of treating this disease.

I am also requesting a supplemental appropriation of $5 million
this year and an addition of $8 million over amounts already in the
1972 budget to implement aggressively the new Occupational Safety
and Health Act I signed last December. We must begin immediately
to cut down on the 14,000 deaths and more than two million disabling
injuries which result each year from occupational illnesses and
accidents.

The conditions which affect health are almost unlimited. A man's
income, his daily diet, the place he lives, the quality of his air and
water-all of these factors have a greater impact on his physical well
being than does the family doctor. When we talk about our health
program, therefore, we should not forget our efforts to protect the
nation's food and drug supply, to control narcotics, to restore and
renew the environment, to build better housing and transportation
systems, to end hunger in Ameiica, and-above all-to place a floor
under the income of every family with children. In a sense this special
message on health is one of many health messages which this adminis-
tration is sending to the Congress.
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F. A NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PARTNERSHIP

In my State of the Union Message, I pledged to present a program
"to ensure that no American family will be prevented from obtaining
basic medical care by inability to pay." I am announcing that pro-
gram today. It is a comprehensive national health insurance program,
one in which the public and the private sectors would join in a new
partnership to provide adequate health insurance for the American
people.

In the last twenty years, the segment of our population owning
health insurance has grown from 50 percent to 87 percent and the por-
tion of medical bills paid for by insurance has gone from 35 percent to
60 percent. But despite this impressive growth, there are still serious
gaps in present health insurance coverage. Four such gaps deserve
particular attention.

First-too many health insurance policies focus on hospital and
surgical costs and leave critical outpatient services uncovered. While
some 80 percent of our people have some hospitalization insurance,
for example, only about half are covered for outpatient and laboratory
services and less than half are insured for treatment in the physician's
office or the home. Because demand goes where the dollars are, the
result is an unnecessary-and expensive-overutilization of acute
care facilities. The average hospital stay today is a full day longer than
it was eight years ago. Studies show that over one-fourth of hospital
beds in some areas are occupied by patients who do not really need
them and could have received equivalent or better care outside the
hospital.

A second problem is the failure of most private insurance policies
to protect against the catastrophic costs of major illnesses and acci-
dents. Only 40 percent of our people have catastrophic cost insurance
of any sort and most of that insurance has upper limits of $10,000 or
$15,000. This means that insurance often runs out while expenses are
still mounting. For many of our families, the anguish of a serious
illness is thus compounded by acute financial anxiety. Even the joy
of recovery can often be clouded by the burden of debt-and even
by the threat of bankruptcy.

A third problem with much of our insurance at the present time is
that it cannot be applied to membership in a Health Maintenance
Organization-and thus effectively precludes such membership. No
employee will pay to join such a plan, no matter how attractive it
might seem to him, when deductions from his paycheck-along with
contributions from his employer-are being used to purchase another
health insurance policy.

The fourth deficiency we must correct in present insurance coverage
is its failure to help the poor gain sufficient access to our medical
system. Just one index of this failure is the fact that fifty percent of
poor children are not even immunized against common childhood
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diseases. The disability rate for families below the poverty line is at
least 50 percent higher than for families with incomes above $10,000.

Those who need care most often get care least. And even when the
poor do get service, it is often second rate. A vicious cycle is thus

i fc--pverty breeds illness and illness breeds greater poverty.
This situation will be corrected only when the poor have sufficient
purchasing power to enter the medical marketplace on equal terms
with those who are more affluent.

Our National Health Insurance Partnership is designed to correct
these inadequacies-not by destroying our present insurance system
but by improving it. Rather than giving up on a system which has
been developing impressively, we should work to bring about further
growth which will fill in the gaps we have identified. To this end, I
am recommending the following combination of public and private
efforts.

1. I am proposing that a National Health Insurance Standards
Act be adopted which will require employers to provide basic health
insurance coverage for their employees.

In the past, we have taken similar actions to assure workers a
minimum wage, to provide them with disability and retirement bene-
fits, and to set occul)ational health and safety standards. Now we
should go one step further and guarantee that all workers will receive
adequate health insurance protection.

The minimum program we would require under this law would pay
for hospital services, for physicians' services-both in the hospital and
outside of it, for full maternity care, well-baby care (including im-
munizations), laboratory services and certain other medical expenses.
To protect against catastrophic costs, benefits would have to include
not less than $50,000 in coverage for each family member during the
life of the policy contract. The minimum package would include cer-
tain deductible and coinsurance features. As an alternative to paying
separate fees for separate services, workers could use this program to
purchase membership in a Health Maintenance Organization.

The Federal Government would pay nothing for this program;
the costs would be shared by employers and employees, much as
they are today under most collective bargaining agreements. A ceiling
on how much employees could be asked to contribute would be set at
35 percent during the first two and one-half years of operation and
25 percent thereafter. To give each employer time to plan for this
additional cost of doing business-a cost which would be shared, of
course, by all of his competitors-this program would not go into
effect until July 1, 1973. This schedule would also allow time for ex-
panding and reorganizing our health system to handle the new
requirements.

Asthe number of enrollees rises under this plan, the costs perc en-
rollee can be expected to fall. The fact that employees and unions will
have an even higher stake in the system will add additional pressures
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to keel) quality up and costs down. And since the range within which
benefits can vary will be somewhat narrower than it has been, coml)eti-
tion between insurance companies will be more likely to focus oil the
overall price at which the contract is offered. This means that insurance
companies will themselves have a greater motivation to keel ) medical
costs from soaring.

I am still considering what further legislative steps may be desirable
for regulating private health insurance, including the introduction
of sufi cient disincentive measures to reinforce the objective of
creating cost consciousness on the part of consumers and providers.
I will make such recommendations to the Congress at a later time.

2. I am also proposing that a new Family Health Insurance Plan
be established to meet the special needs of poor families who would not
be covered by the proposed National Health Insurance Standards
Act-those that are headed by uneml)loyed, intermittently employed
or self-employed l)ersons.

The Medicaid program was designed to help these people, but-for
many reasons-it has not accomplished its goals. Because it is not
a truly national program, its benefits vary widely from State to State.
Sixteen States now get 80 percent of all Medicaid money and two
States, California and New York, get 30 l)ercent of Federal funds
though they have only 20 l)ercent of the poverty population. Two
States have no Medicaid program at all.

In addition, Medicaid suffers from other defects that now plague
our failing welfare system. It largely excludes the working poor-
which means that all benefits can suddenly be cut off when family
income rises ever so slightly-from just under the eligibility barrier
to just over it. Coverage is provided when husban(Is desert their
families, but is often eliminated when they come back home and work.
The program thus provides an incentive for poor families to stay on
the welfare rolls.

Some of these problems would be corrected by my proposal to
require employers to offer a(lequate insurance coverage to their
employees. No longer, for example, would a workingman receive poorer
insurance coverage than a welfare client-a condition which exists
today in many States. But we also need an additional program for
much of the welfare population.

Accordingly, I propose that the part of Medicaid which covers most
welfare families be eliminated. The new Family Health Insurance
Plan that takes its place would be fully financed and administered
by the Federal Government. It would provide health insurance to
all poor families with children headed by self-em)loyed or unem-
ployed personss whose income is below a certain level. Ior a family of
tour l)ersons, the eligibility ceiling would be $5,000.

For the poorest of eligible families, this program would make no
charges and would pay for basic medical costs. As family income
increased beyond a certain level ($3,000 in the case of a four-person
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family) the family itself would begin to assume a greater share of
the costs-through a graduated schedule of premium charges, deduct-
ibles, and coinsurance payments. This provision would induce some
cost consciousness as income rises. But unlike Medicaid-with its
abrupt cutoff of benefits when family income reaches a certain point-
this arrangement would provide an incentive for families to improve
their economic position.

The Family Health Insurance Plan would also go into' effect on
July 1, 1973. In its first full year of operation, it would cost ap~proxi-
mately $1.2 billion in additional Federal funds-assuming that all
eligible families participate. Since States would no longer bear any
share of this cost, they would be relieved of a considerable burden.
In order to encourage States to use part of these savings to supple-
ment Federal benefits, the Federal Government would agree to bear
the costs of administering a consolidated Federal-State benefit )ack-
age. The Federal Government would also contract with local com-
mittees-to review local practices and to ensure that adequate care
is being provided in exchange for Federal payments. Private insurers,
unions and employees would be invited to use these same committees
to review the utilization of their benefits if they wished to do so.

This, then, is how the National Health Insurance Partnership would
work: The Family Health Insurance Plan would meet the needs of
most welfare families-though Medicaid would continue for the aged
poor, the blind and the disabled. The National Health Insurance
Standards Act would help the working l)opulation. Members of the
Armed Forces and civilian Federal employees would continue to have
their own insurance programs and our older citizens would continue to
have Medicare.

Our program would also require the establishment in each State of
special insurance pools which would offer insurance at reasonable group)
rates to people who did not qualify for other programs: the self-
employed, for example, and poor risk individuals who often cannot
get insurance.

I also urge the Congress to take further steps to improve Medicare.
For one thing, beneficiaries should be allowed to usc the program to
join Health Maintenance Organizations. In addition, we should con-
solidate the financing of Part A of Medicare-which pays for hospital
care-and Part B-which pays for outpatient services, provided the
elderly person himself pays a monthly fee to qualify for this l)rotection.
I propose that this charge-which is scheduled to rise to $5.60 per
month in July of this year-be paid for instead by increasing the
Social Security wage base. Removing this admission cost will save our
older citizens some $1.3 billion annually and will give them greater
access to l)reventive and ambulatory services. /
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WHY IS A NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PARTNERSHIP BETTER
THAN NATIONALIZED HEALTH INSURANCE?

I believe that our government and our people, business and labor,
the insurance industry and the health profession can work together
in a national partnership to achieve our health objectives. I do not
believe that the achievement of these objectives requires the national-
ization of our health insurance industry.

To begin with, there simply is no need to eliminate an entire seg-
ment of our private economy and at the same time add a multi-billion
dollar responsibility to the Federal budget. Such a step should not be
taken unless all other steps have failed.

More than that, such action would be dangerous. It would deny
people the right to choose how they will pay for their health care.
It would remove competition from the insurance system-and with
it an incentive to experiment and innovate.

Under a nationalized system, only the Federal Government would
lose when inefficiency crept in or when prices escalated; neither the
consumer himself, nor his employer, nor his union, nor his insurance
company would have any further stake in controlling prices. The only
way that utilization could be effectively regulated and costs effectively
restrained, therefore, would be if the Federal Government made a
forceful, tenacious effort to do so. This would mean-as proponents
of a nationalized insurance program have admitted-that Federal
personnel would inevitably be approving the budgets of local hospitals,
setting fee schedules for local doctors, and taking other steps which
could easily lead to the complete Federal domination of all of Ameri-
can medicine. That is an enormous risk-and there is no need for us
to take it. There is a better way-a more practical, more effective,
less expensive, and less dangerous way-to reform and renew our
nation's health system.

CONFRONTING A DEEPENING CRISIS

"It is health which is real wealth," said Gandhi, "and not pieces of
gold and silver." That statement applies not only to the lives of men
but also to the life of nations. And nations, like men, are judged in the
end by the things they hold most valuable.

Not only is health more important than economic wealth, it is also
its foundation, it has been estimated, for example, that ten percent of
our country's economic growth in the past half century has come
because a declining death rate has produced an expanded labor force.

Our entire society, then, has a direct stake in the health of every
member. In carrying out its responsibilities in this field, a nation serves
its own best interests, even as it demonstrates the breadth of its spirit
and the depth of its coml)assion.

Yet we cannot truly carry out these responsibilities unless the
ultimate focus of our concern is the personal health of the individual
human being. We dare not get so caught up in our systems and our
strategies that we lost sight of his needs or compromise his interests.
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We can build an effective National Health Strategy only if we remem-
ber the central truth that the only way to serve our people well is to
better serve each person.

Nineteen months ago I said that America's medical system faced a
"massive crisis." Since that statement was made, that crisis has
deepened. All of us must now join together in a common effort to meet
this crisis-each doing his own part to mobilize more effectively the
enormous potential of our health care system.

RICHARD NIXON.THE WHITE HOUSE, February 18, 1971.
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Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Secretary, may I express our appreciation for
your appearance here, your patience in responding to our questions,
and that of all of those associated with you. We look forward to spend-
ing.a great deal of time with you when we get back into executive
session.

Secretary RICHARDSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and
members of the committee. Speaking for myself and my colleagues, we
greatly appreciate this opportunity to present our recommendations
and our views to the committee.

Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you again.
The committee is adjourned until 10 o'clock on Tuesday, October 26,

1971.
(Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m. the committee was adjourned, to recon-

vene at 10 a.m., Tuesday, October 26, 1971.)


